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Preface

Next year in November it will be 80 years since Alan Turing delivered his seminal paper *On Computable Numbers, With An Application To The Entscheidungsproblem*, which, with his description of the universal computing device, can be considered as a beginning of a new science – Computer Science. It took almost 40 years for the described device to become ubiquitously present and available as information and communication technology (ICT). The papers in this proceedings show a similar dichotomy. On one side, they deliver fresh and timely results on computer science (or informatics) education and on the other side explore the possibilities of how to use ICT in education.

What have we achieved since those euphoric days? Has our concept of education in general and computer science education in particular changed and its quality improved? Can we use the lessons of the past to prepare for the future? In an increasingly interdependent and complex world, how is technology and informatics changing society and affecting education through the subject areas of humanities, science, mathematics, arts?

The IFIP TC3 Working Conference “A New Culture of Learning: Computing and Next Generations” organized by WG 3.1, 3.3 and 3.7 has addressed these questions by offering experts from across the world the opportunity to exchange ideas and knowledge, and generate a more informed understanding of the issues of informatics and digital technologies in education. The Conference call for participation offered a number of themes providing a concise overview of the most current issues in the related fields:

- Computational thinking
- Learning analytics in programming
- Approaches to learning programming
- Curriculum challenges
- Tangible programming and physical computing
- Learner perspectives
- Teacher perspectives for ICT and computing
- Assessing computing capabilities
- Innovative approaches to teaching and learning
- Online learners experiences
- Digital literacy and competences
- Scaling up digital pedagogy and innovation in the classroom: research challenges
- Collaborative learning

More than 70 original papers were submitted; they were reviewed using a double-blind peer-review process. The Conference Programme Committee, supported by additional expert reviewers, took responsibility for selecting papers for presentation.

Notably, substantial space in the 2015 conference programme has been dedicated to a doctoral consortium chaired by Don Passey. This consortium offers PhD students a friendly forum to discuss their research, to receive constructive feedback from their peers and senior researchers, to engage in networking and to discuss questions related to research and academic life.

IFIP TC3 education aims to provide an international forum for developing research and practice in computer science (informatics) education both within schools and universities, and in e-learning across all contexts from schools to the workplace. e-We are grateful to all members participating in any way in the conference and especially to: Robert Munro for organizing the review process; Fahima Djelil who oversaw the technical platform dedicated to the review workflow; Peter Hubwieser, Don Passey and Eugenijus Kurilovas for their inspiring Keynotes; again Don Passey for taking the responsibility of chairing the doctoral consortium; Andrej Brodnik and Cathy Lewin, guest editors of the special issue
of EIT and Eugenijus Kurilovas, the guest editor of the special issue of IJEER; the panel and session chairs for their facilitation of the discussions; and the members of the programme committee who provided a significant contribution to the review of papers.

Many thanks to PhD student Lina Vinikienė for a normal work of formatting the conference proceedings and book of abstracts.

Welcome to Vilnius and enjoy the IFIP TC3 Working Conference!
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Abstract
The current educational system will change fundamentally due to arising challenges. Increasing migration rates and the demand for inclusive education will extend the already existing diversity among the learners. At the same time, modern learning theories demand new educational concepts. Learning should be motivated by the elements of the Self-Determination Theory (autonomy, awareness of competence, and social relatedness) and learners should construct their knowledge actively in a situated and social context. Facing these challenges, we propose a learning scenario based on learning tasks. The teachers should assign collaborative tasks that are individually designed and tailored to the needs and abilities of the students. The learning processes should be supported by a Personal Learning Environment (PLE), which supports the learning scenario by providing and managing learning materials and tasks and enables the collaboration among learners. The universal (system) design has to provide accessibility for various groups of users, in particular people with disabilities.

Keywords
Learning scenario, personal learning environment, social networks.

INTRODUCTION
Presumably, learning scenarios in European schools will change dramatically during the next decades, enforced by the increasing diversity of students, in compliance with the modern understanding of human learning as situated, socially embedded, active construction of knowledge, motivated by autonomy, awareness of competence and social relatedness. It seems obvious that efficient learning cannot be restricted to closed classrooms and by fixed time-tables any more. Instead, the learning process will be promoted by comprehensive, contextualized tasks that are individually tailored to the students’ individual abilities and prerequisite knowledge. The students will process these tasks in close collaboration with peers. In accordance with (OECD, 2004), we suppose that progressive learning scenarios will not be become prevalent without substantial support by specific ICT systems, called Personal Learning Environments (PLEs). One reason for this assumption is the tremendous workload of teachers that will be caused by such scenarios, another is the need for peer discussion that is inherently postulated by modern pedagogic approaches. Both problems could be alleviated by ICT systems that make use of technologies that have made the breakthrough during the last couple of years. First, nearly every student has permanently access to a very powerful computing, information and communication device in form of his/her smartphone. Second, social networks are connecting millions of people all over the world. The problem for learning is that students mostly have to seek other learners with similar interests laboriously. Third, the increasing number of MOOCs is offering more and more information and tasks, developed by specialists and often professionally presented. Forth, cloud computing allows to exchange data
easily between electronic devices all over the world, provided that they have access to internet.

In this article we describe the presumed typical learning scenario of the future as well as the design outline and the development process of our PLE proposal MyLearnSpace. The requirement analysis of MyLearnSpace was explained in detail in (Böttcher, 15.11.2014). The basic ideas of the assumed future learning scenario was sketched in (Hubwieser & Böttcher, 2014) already.

PEDAGOGICAL BACKGROUND

Already at the beginning of the last century, Maria Montessori (1870–1952) developed an educational approach, with the key elements independence, freedom within limits and respect (Montessori, 1993). The focus was set on individual learning, because learning would happen only intrinsically and thus cannot be prescribed externally (Montessori, 1993). Montessori postulated prepared learning environments to stimulate learning. Further, she introduced the use of adaptive learning material to stimulate autonomy (Montessori, 1993). Her approach preferred learning from working with materials, instead of direct instruction.

Célestin Freinet (1896–1966) and his wife, Élise Freinet (1898-1983) postulated that students should learn by collaboratively working through provided learning materials that have been partly constructed by the students themselves (Freinet, 1964). Further, the learning process should be self-determined by the students rather than teacher-driven. As far as possible, the students should decide what they want to learn, with whom they want to collaborate and how much time they need for it.

The Self-Determination Theory (SDT) (Deci & Ryan Richard M., 1985), (Ryan & Deci, 2000) emphasizes that classroom practices that support students’ satisfaction of autonomy, competence, and relatedness would be associated with both greater intrinsic and autonomous types of extrinsic motivation. Autonomy means that the learner has to decide what he or she wants to learn at a certain point of time. To experience one’s own competence needs to work active on problems and tasks. The need of social relatedness demands to learn together with other students that are similarly motivated to do work on the same topics and problems. Further, the SDT postulates three central innate psychology needs, with all of them relating to the intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan Richard M., 1985), (Ryan & Deci, 2000), (Niemiec & Ryan, 2009): (1) competence, (2) social relatedness, and (3) autonomy.

Figure 1: How PLEs support the change of learning scenarios
The learning theory of Constructivism, based on the work of Jean Piaget, Lev Vygotsky, and Jerome Bruner, claims that knowledge is actively constructed by the learners rather than "transferred" from any source of instruction. It is based on the assumption that "we generate knowledge and meaning through experience" and that "knowledge is both individual and social" (Muise & Wakkary, 2010). Learning environments should support a maximum of self-control by the learner, since learning is considered as a self-driven process (Gräsel, Bruhn, Mandl, Fischer, & others, 1997). (Reinmann-Rothmeier & Mandl, 1996) remark that learners would need support in case of arising problems, which cannot be solved by the learners themselves. (Cobb, 1994) argues that knowledge is both constructed through social interaction and in the individual’s mind.

According to (Caine & Caine, 1990), the "objective of brain-based learning is to move from memorizing information to meaningful learning". Therefore, learning has to be contextual and teachers must take student interests into account: (Caine & Caine, 1991) demands that the sources of information should be quite complex, including social interactions, group discovery, individual search and reflection. Additionally, the classroom organization should support the collaborative construction of subject matter knowledge, using workstations and working on individualized projects. Many responsibilities are delegated to students, while the teachers are only monitoring.

Butler and Winne provide an analysis of cognitive processes involved in self-regulation (Butler & Winne, 1995). They review several interesting areas of research, including affect and its relation to persistence during self-regulation. Further, the role of self-generated feedback in decision making and the influence of students’ belief systems on learning are investigated. They state: “For all selfregulated activities, feedback is an inherent catalyst. As learners monitor their engagement with tasks, internal feedback is generated that describes the nature of outcomes and the qualities of the cognitive processing that led to those states.” For our purpose, their model of self-regulated learning could serve as blueprint for our learning scenario, see figure 2.

![Figure 2. Model of self-regulated learning according to (Butler & Winne, 1995).](image_url)

The learning strategy of peer instruction was developed by Eric Mazur at the Harvard University (Crouch & Mazur, September 2001). He is working with specific content related conceptual questions, “which probe students’ understanding of the ideas just presented. [...] Students then discuss their answers with others sitting around them; the instructor urges students to try to convince each other of the correctness of their own answer by explaining the underlying reasoning” (Crouch & Mazur, September 2001). Several surveys have demonstrated that this method works quite well. It seems able to enhance the learning success dramatically in some cases (Crouch & Mazur, September 2001), (Porter, Bailey Lee, & Simon, 2013).
In 2006, the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (United Nations, 2006). It demands that all countries have to ensure inclusive education at all levels. Separate schooling for disabled students should be cancelled and all students should be integrated into common mainstream education. Obviously, specific assistive technologies will be one of the key factors for the success of this educational inclusion (Douglas, Corcoran, & Pavey, 2007).

TECHNOLOGICAL PREREQUISITES

Social networks connect people. This can be done in two different ways, which can be combined. For one thing, users can add each other to their friends list (Werdmuller, Tosh, Files, & Free, 2005). Like in the "real world", friends on on-line platforms are more likely to collaborate than users who do not know each other (Dillenbourg, 1999). (Werdmuller et al., 2005) mention that (virtual) friendships are created by shared fields of interest. Besides bilateral friendships, communities are connecting users with shared interests. (Liccardi et al., 2007) describe communities as "informal groups of people that develop a shared way of working together to accomplish some activity". They emphasize that the membership of a community is "usually self-selected and self-organized". Typical components of communities supporting collaboration are forum, file management and wiki (Werdmuller et al., 2005).

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) became an educational buzzword in 2012 and have enjoyed wide media coverage in the popular press (Marshall, 2013). The first course presented under the name MOOC took place in 2008. In contrast to traditional ways of teaching, where the size of participants is restricted, MOOCs have to be easily scalable, which causes a need for different technologies to provide or support this scalability (Wulf, Blohm, Leimeister, & Brenner, 2014): peer support, gamification, learning-analytics, (peer-)grading, verification of identity, validation and plagiarism control. Up to now, three prominent technical platforms for MOOCs have been established: Coursera, edX and Udacity, which have their origins at American elite universities.

The term Ubiquitous Computing was created by (Weiser, 1991), where he predicted: “Specialized elements of hardware and software, connected by wires, radio waves and infrared will be so ubiquitous that no one will notice their presence” and “Ubiquitous computers will also come in different sizes, each suited to a particular task. My colleagues and I have built what we call tabs, pads and boards: inch-scale machines that approximate active Post-It notes, foot-scale ones that behave something like a sheet of paper (or a book or a magazine), and yard-scale displays that are the equivalent of a blackboard or bulletin board". In (Krumm, 2010), the editors present an overview of the rapidly progressing field of ubiquitous computing. It covers the major fundamentals and research in the key areas that shape the field. Eleven of the most prominent ubiquitous computing researchers contributed chapters to this book. According to (Krumm, 2010), ubiquitous computing research can be categorized into three distinct areas where the research is focused: systems, experience, and sensors.

In 2011, the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has published its commonly well-accepted definition of Cloud Computing (Mell & Grance, 2011): “Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.” Furthermore, the publication lists three Service Models (Software, Platform or Infrastructure as a Service). For MyLearnSpace, the first one is relevant (Mell & Grance, 2011). Among
the described deployment models described in (Mell & Grance, 2011), the Hybrid cloud. meets our demands: “The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, community, or public) that remain unique entities, but are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load balancing between clouds).”

RELATED WORK
In 2004, the International Schooling for Tomorrow Forum organized by the OECD developed a set of six scenarios for schooling in the future up to 2020, categorized according the overall role of schools in the society: On the summarizing website (OECD). The scenarios are classified in three categories: (1) Attempting to maintain the status quo (2) Re-schooling – major reform and renewal of schools and (3) Deschooling – widespread disestablishment of school systems. According to the original publication document of the scenarios (OECD, 2004), the crucial role of ICT is explained in detail. Additionally, the learning scenarios are detailed. From our point of view, our vision is a combination of the scenarios 2b and 3a.

In 2006, Microsoft has published a vision for the future of education that reflects the impact technology can have on policy and practice (Rasmus, 2008). Microsoft used its Future of Work scenarios to explore possible scenarios for learning in the future. Based on a scenario-planning process education was explored “through the lens of work, examining educators, learners, and administrators in the context of creating, synthesizing, absorbing, sharing, and managing information”.

In principle, a PLE is composed of all tools that a person uses to support learning (Attwell, 2007) Typically PLEs support learning in three main fields: (1) the learners are supported in setting and achieving their own learning goals, (2) learners can use PLEs to manage learning content and their own learning process (Cooper, Grover, & Simon, 2014), and (3) PLEs are based on the paradigm of social construction (Kreijns, Kirschner, & Jochems, 2003). Hence the communication with other learners should be facilitated. In consequence, a PLE has to be related to social network systems (Attwell, 2007).

According to (Cooper et al., 2014), PLEs have the following goals: “facilitate easy sharing, search, and retrieval of relevant knowledge and resources, help connecting people and provide easy-to-use tools for collaboration, especially around curriculum design, leverage social tools and data visualization techniques to highlight popular content as well as address burning issues and questions; provide members visibility into the relevant activities and projects, and avenues for active participation, support curation of content and facilitation of the many activities the vCoP supports, afford low barriers to sign-up and participation, and provide materials to help newcomers to get started, and incorporate features to allow busy educators to keep up with – and participate in – ongoing discussions and activity on the site”.

THE LEARNING SCENARIO
A comparison of the learning theories presented in section 2 shows that most of them recommend the following essential elements of successful learning processes: (1) activation and autonomous working of students, (2) collaboration among students, and (3) contextualization of learning tasks. Based on these elements and in respect of the increasing diversity, we suggest the following “learning scenario of the future”.
The overall organizational structure could still be quite traditional: a teacher is teaching 1-2 subjects and takes care of several classes or courses in these subjects. Every student attends classes in about 15 different subjects, depending from the grade and the type of the school.

The individual learning processes are promoted mainly by learning tasks, which are assigned to the students individually by the teachers. The students work on these tasks in small groups for 1-2 weeks, trying to solve problems on their own or by asking peers. They should ask the teacher only if this is absolutely necessary. The teachers are monitoring their progress and their motivation level. The individual learning tasks would be quite different from the simple “homework-assignments” that are currently assigned in most cases. They have to be put in a thrilling and motivating context that is related to the students' experiences. This context has to be tailored individually, for instance according gender or personal disabilities.

The basic goal for the students during the task is to acquire competencies in the sense of (Weinert, 1999), who defined competencies as “the cognitive abilities and skills possessed by or able to be learned by individuals that enable them to solve particular problems, as well as the motivational, volitional and social readiness and capacity to use the solutions successfully and responsibly in variable situations.” Furthermore, he stressed that competencies may be composed of several facets: ability, knowledge, understanding, skills, action, experience, and motivation.

Apparently, the learning tasks will have to be quite complex, yet separable in different completion stages, called milestones. The completion of a milestone has to be reported by the students to the teachers by submitting certain artefacts, for instance a text document, a drawing or a tangible device. Again, the nature of these artefacts may depend from individual attributes of the students. The nature of the learning tasks may vary broadly. From simple summaries of texts, books or websites over the conception of systems, solution of mathematical or physical tasks to the collection of a portfolio that consists of elements of different nature. Regarding the collaborative work on projects, this could be subdivided into different learning tasks for each of the participating working groups.

The timetable of a certain class is only rudimentary. In each subject the students have to attend about one introductory lesson and one presentation meeting per 2 weeks. Assuming that these meetings take about one hour each, it results in about 15 hours per week in a traditional classroom. The rest of weekly working time (about 25 hours in all-day-schools) would be freely disposable for teamwork on individual tasks. The resulting workload of teachers according to this scenario was calculated in (Hubwieser & Böttcher, 2014).

In the terms of the model for self-regulated learning of (Butler & Winne, 1995) (see figure 2), the teacher assigns the tasks, trying to link it to the prerequisite knowledge of the students. The goals are negotiated with the students. Additionally, advice for tactics and strategies is given to the students. Their performance is assessed according to the quality of their products (representing milestones or final outcomes). The external feedback comes from the teacher and from peers.
In our opinion, the task processing should principally (not exclusively, but in most cases) take place in the following steps (see figure 3). The teacher organizes the introduction into a new learning topic. This should provide information about the topic and its relevance for the students, suitable contextualization and activation of students' prerequisite knowledge. Additionally, most intended competencies require certain knowledge that has to be provided by some kind of information input. All provided information has to be accessible (barrier-free) by all students of the course. This requires that the teacher has to provide suitable access for instance to students with visual or auditory disabilities. This activity might take place (at least partly) in a traditional classroom, which is no more necessary for the following steps until the presentation. According to the individual abilities of the students and the respective (also individual) learning objectives, the teacher assigns different suitable, comprehensive tasks to groups of 2-3 students and agrees with the students upon the working schedule and the intended outcome of the task (solution or product). To unburden the teacher from the production, this input should come mostly from suitable prebuilt information sources, which could be analogue, originating from haptic or printed media as well as digital, e.g. from MOOCs. Nevertheless, the teachers still will have to select, restructure, recombine or reprocess original information out of different sources for this purpose. The students work for 1-2 weeks on each task. Thus, each student has to work on many tasks during the school week. As this work is performed without prescribed timetable, students are free to choose on which task they will work at a certain time. Nevertheless, there will be some restrictions, because the team members have to meet or because some specific resources are needed. The tasks are subdivided in milestones. If a milestone is accomplished, the students report this to the teacher. The teacher inspects the working progress and gives feedback. If problems arise, the students try to solve these by themselves as far as possible. For this purpose, supported by a PLE, peers are contacted that are working on the same learning topic. Given that this assistance by PLE would not be restricted to the same school, age group and region, there would be plenty of people that could help. As soon as the students have completed a task, they approach the teacher and ask for acceptance of the solution. Depending on the outcomes of the work, the teacher will give feedback, demand further improvements or accept the product for presentation. In this case, the task outcome will be presented at the next presentation meeting of the whole class or course, aiming to communicate the results and seeking final
feedback from peers. From time to time, the class is given a summarizing task that aims to integrate the results that have been presented by all class members.

The outcomes of the tasks in combination with the quality of the presentation are certified and graded by the teacher. Potentially, the teacher might demand an additional oral examination about the task, e.g. to assure and test individual learning progress, verify originality, defend plagiarism or to decide different performance levels of the team members. At the end, the outcome of a school career of a certain students will consist of the collection of certifications of tasks. Depending on number, completeness, requirements, quality or performance of this collection, different graduations may be rewarded. By this way, the separation of students in different school types (as Gymnasium, Middle School or Main School in Germany) could become obsolete.

DESIGN OUTLINE

Being well aware of the performance capability of current E-Learning systems, we are not intending to reinvent all their accomplishments. We are regarding Moodle (www.moodle.org; recently ranked as the top E-Learning system among the “Top 100 Tools for Learning 2014”, see c4lpt.co.uk) as the reference system for ELearning platforms and assume that our PLE should have at least the functionality and features of the current Moodle version 2.7. In consequence, the following requirement analysis will only address functionality that is not (or at least not in the desired extent) featured by Moodle.

In principle, according to the central elements of our learning scenario (see section 5), the PLE should provide the following basic functionality: (1) task management: support in finding, designing, assigning and managing learning tasks, their processing and their outcomes, (2) collaboration management: support in finding and managing peers for collaboration and (3) media management: support in finding and managing learning material, media and other artefacts.

MyLearnSpace should be accessible everywhere the students and teachers are able and willing to work on it. On the one hand, this requires the accessibility by desktop or laptop computers as well as by handheld devices as smartphones or tablets. On the other hand, the data have to be stored on a central server that is accessible by all these different devices. In general, the PLE should be accessed via a normal web-browser. Yet, for mobile devices, which are often restricted in the use of internet, an App would be more appropriate.

The need of inclusive education as prescribed by the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (United Nations, 2006), raises the requirement of being barrier-free as far as any possible. In consequence, all material must be displayed (at least as far as possible) by all perception channels that are technically available (haptic, visual or auditory channels). For this purpose, modern assistive technology has to be integrated or properly interfaced, for instance screen readers or Braille displays. Auditory materials as sound recordings have to be transcribed as far as possible.

The role management has to distinguish the different types of users and their access permissions. Up to now, we have identified the following groups, each represented by a specific role, ordered by decreasing permission extent: Programmers, System Administrators, Curriculum Admins, Teachers, Parents, Students, External Contributors and Advertisers/Sponsors. The Teacher role has to be explicitly awarded by the supervised students respectively their parents in case of minority.

As any other ICT system, the design of a PLE has to consider issues of information security, privacy and data protection. Depending from the types of data, the demands
in this regard vary from “very low” to “high” on a 5-point Likert scale. The lowest value might be valid for the learning content, as long as it is strictly separated from user content, which has the highest demands on data protection. The latter could be eased by using pseudonyms (in agreement with the teachers) instead of the real names of the students. As it concerns the “engine” of the system the administrative content should be treated on the same security level as the most sensible other content.

Basically, the data (content) of the PLE could be subdivided into learning related content (tasks, learning materials and their metadata, communication elements like wiki entries, blog entries or forum threads), user related content (role, personal data, school context, grades etc.) and administrative data (list of tags, structure of metadata, information about the specific hard- and software environment, version control, permission lists of the user groups, etc.).

To support the basic functionality, the learning content of MyLearnSpace is organized around the “main topics” of the relevant curricula, corresponding more or less with the main chapters of typical curricula or schoolbooks. In the curricula of our home state, we estimated about 10 main topics per subject and year, for instance “irrational numbers and square roots” or “prism and cylinder” in an exemplary curriculum of mathematics. If we assume that the set of main topics is similar for each school subject over all states and countries, we would have to set up about 15*10 = 150 topic rooms over all grades per school subject. The internal knowledge structure of these topics will be represented by a collaborative concept map, see (Hubwieser & Mühling, 2011). The integration of new curricula and topics or of changes in the already integrated ones will be taken over by certain distinguished teachers in the role of Curriculum Admins.

Apparently, this structuring principle is helpful regarding the management of learning material. For the task management this seem natural also, because all the tasks are related to learning objectives which are closely related to those “main topics” of the curricula, representing the knowledge part of the learning objectives (see Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). Finally, the collaboration management will be much easier if the peers would be gathered around the curriculum topics they are seeking help for. Due to the diversity of existing curricula in different countries or school types, the same topic may appear in different grades. Therefore, each topic will be represented technically by a topic tag, which can be assigned to all learning content elements by the users. In consequence, searching content by giving a certain topic tag, the user will find content elements regardless of the country or the school type of its origin. By this way a student of grade 8 in Gymnasium could collaborate with a peer that attends grade 9 of Middle School in a different state.

To organize the learning and task content, we will apply our Educational Ontology (Hubwieser & Bitzl, 2010) in a slightly adopted form. Its core part is displayed in figure 4.
As the students are working on topics of (about 15) different subjects simultaneously, we propose to organize the student’s view on the learning and collaboration content in *Topic Rooms*, one per “main topic” of each curriculum. At the end, all relevant (according to rating systems) learning content elements that are available for the student will be displayed at the respective Topic Room, arranged by their access functions, see figure 5.

The preferable view on the task content will be the Task Room, both for teachers and students. Basically, the task view will present the individual progress in the task processing, reporting and displaying the status of milestones and referring to submitted artefacts and feedback documents. While the student’s view is (naturally) restricted to his/her own tasks, the teacher has access to an overview of the task processes of all his students (see figure 6).
According to the accessibility requirements, 3-tier architecture seems appropriate. The presentation layer will be represented by ordinary Web-Browsers, eventually supported with some local logic, implemented e.g. by JavaScript. Alternatively, we will design specific Apps for the most popular platforms of handheld devices (e.g. iOS and Android). The functionality of the PLE will be located on central servers, similar to the data management.
Basically, MyLearnSpace comprises the following modules, which are partly implemented in the prototypes already: (1) administration, managing users, roles, access permissions, communities, (2) content, managing curricula, topics, tasks, documents and artefacts, (3) representation, comprising editors for specific content as formula or concept maps, and (4) communication, comprising subsystems for wikis, rating, blogs and forums.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Although the anticipated learning scenario may already exist in some very progressive schools, it will definitely take substantial time, resources and efforts to put it into practice in mainstream schools. Yet, we are convinced that all these changes will take place, finally forced by the prescribed inclusion of all students in regular classes. Therefore we are convinced that it is high time to start the development of an ICT system that supports future learning scenarios out of several reasons. The most important one is that these scenarios will not make the breakthrough without supporting software, due to the increased workload of teachers or because of missing support for collaboration with peers. Another reason is that it offers great research perspectives in empirical pedagogics as well as in computer science, even if our learning scenario is only realized in some avantgarde-classes.

At the time this article is written, another group of students is just finishing its practical work on integrating the already existing prototype modules of MyLearnSpace. Subsequently another Bachelors’ Thesis will implement this integrated prototype at an exemplary grammar school in Bavaria. Based on the evaluation of this experiment, we will proceed in the development of our Personal Learning Environment for self-determined, active and social learning.
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Abstract
We believe that future school means personalisation plus intelligence. Learning personalisation means creating and implementing personalised learning scenarios based on recommender system suitable for particular learners according to their personal needs. Educational intelligence means application of intelligent technologies and methods enabling personalised learning to improve learning quality and efficiency. Lithuanian Intelligent Future School (IFS) project is aimed at implementing both learning personalisation and educational intelligence. In personalised learning, first of all, integrated learner profile (model) should be implemented, consisting of (1) Selecting suitable taxonomies (models) of learning styles, e.g., Felder & Silverman, Honey & Mumford, and VARK style (Fleming); (2) Creating integrated learning style model which integrates characteristics from several models. Dedicated psychological questionnaires should be applied here; (3) Creating open learning style model; (4) Using implicit (dynamic) learning style modelling method; and (5) Integrating the rest features in the student profile (knowledge, interests, goals etc.). After that, ontologies-based personalised recommender system should be created to suggest learning components (learning objects, activities, methods, tools, apps etc.) suitable to particular learners according to their profiles. Thus, personalised learning scenarios could be created for particular learners for each topic according to curriculum / study programme. A number of intelligent technologies should be applied to implement IFS approach, e.g. ontologies, recommender system, intelligent agents, decision support systems to evaluate quality and suitability of the learning components etc. Experience of IFS implementation by applying mobile learning scenarios in Lithuania has shown that this approach is effective in computer engineering education.
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1. Introduction
What learning content, methods and technologies are the most suitable to achieve better learning quality and efficiency? In Lithuania, we believe that there is no correct answer to this question if we don’t apply personalised learning approach. We strongly believe that “one size fits all” approach doesn’t longer work in education.

It means that, first of all, before starting any learning activities, we should identify students’ personal needs: their preferred learning styles, knowledge, interests, goals etc. After that, teachers should help students to find their suitable (optimal) learning paths: learning methods, activities, content, tools, mobile applications etc. according to their needs. But, in real schools practice, we can’t assign personal teacher for each student. This should be done by intelligent technologies. Therefore, we believe that future school means personalisation plus intelligence.

In this paper, Lithuanian Intelligent Future School (IFS) project is presented aimed at implementing both learning personalisation and educational intelligence.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the related works, Section 3 presents Intelligent Future School concept, some examples of real-life applications of intelligent technologies in schools are provided in Section 4, Intelligent Future School implementation vision is presented in Section 5. And Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

IFS project idea is based on previous EU-funded “Future Classroom” projects coordinated by European Schoolnet (EUN), a network of 31 European Ministries of Education. These projects are iTEC, LSL and CCL.

2.1. iTEC (Innovative Technologies for Engaging Classrooms), 2010-2014

How did the iTEC approach impact on learners and learning (key findings):

1. Teachers perceived that the iTEC approach developed students’ 21st century skills, notably independent learning; critical thinking, real world problem solving and reflection; communication and collaboration; creativity; and digital literacy. Their students had similar views.
2. Student roles in the classroom changed; they became peer assessors and tutors, teacher trainers, co-designers of their learning and designers/producers.
3. Participation in classroom activities underpinned by the iTEC approach impacted positively on students’ motivation.
4. The iTEC approach improved students’ levels of attainment, as perceived by both teachers (on the basis of their assessment data) and students.

2.2. LSL (Living Schools Lab), 2012-2014

With the participation of 15 partners, including 12 education ministries, LSL project promoted a whole-school approach to ICT use, scaling up best practices in the use of ICT between schools with various levels of technological proficiency.

The participating schools were supported through peer-exchanges in regional hubs, pan-European teams working collaboratively on a number themes and a variety of opportunities for teachers' ongoing professional development.

Observation of advanced schools in 12 countries produced a report and recommendations on the mainstreaming of best practice, and the development of whole-school approaches to ICT.

2.3. CCL (Creative Classrooms Lab, CCL), 2013-2015

CCL brought together teachers and policy-makers in 8 countries to design, implement and evaluate 1:1 tablet scenarios in 45 schools. CCL produced learning scenarios and activities, guidelines and recommendations to help policy-makers and schools to take informed decisions on optimal strategies for implementing 1:1 initiatives in schools and for the effective integration of tablets into teaching and learning.

The 1:1 computing paradigm is rapidly changing, particularly given the speed with which tablets from different vendors are entering the consumer market and beginning to impact on the classroom. Over the next 2-3 years policy makers will face some difficult choices: How to invest most efficiently in national 1:1 computing programmes? What advice to give to schools that are integrating tablets?

To address these challenges, CCL carried out a series of policy experimentations to collect evidence on the implementation, impact and up-scaling of 1:1 pedagogical approaches using tablets. Lessons drawn from the policy experimentations also:

- Provide guidelines, examples of good practice and a training course for schools wishing to include tablets as part of their ICT strategy.
• Support capacity building within Ministries of Education and regional educational authorities and encourage them to introduce changes in their education systems.
• Enable policy makers to foster large-scale uptake of the innovative practice that is observed during the project.

3. Intelligent Future School Concept

Its concept is based on iTEC school innovation maturity model.

3.1. iTEC schools innovation maturity model

The model shows a number of progressive stages of innovation maturity of an institution, e.g. school. As educational institutions move from one stage to the next in the direction of the arrow, the innovation maturity of the institution progresses, e.g. the implementation of a scenario that moves an institution from the 'Exchange' stage of the model to the 'Enrich' stage would be defined as innovative in that institution's context.

The model consists of 5 consecutive levels as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **5 Empower:** Redefinition & innovative use | • Technology supports new learning services that go beyond institutional boundaries.  
• Mobile and locative technologies support ‘agile’ teaching and learning.  
• The learner as a ‘co-designer’ of the learning journey, supported by intelligent content and analytics. |
| **4 Extend:** Network redesign & embedding | • Ubiquitous, integrated, seamlessly connected technologies support learner choice and personalisation beyond the classroom.  
• Teaching and learning are distributed, connected and organised around the learner.  
• Learners take control of learning using technology to manage their own learning. |
| **3 Enhance:** Process redesign | • Teaching and learning redesigned to incorporate technology, building on research in learning and cognition.  
• Institutionally embedded technology supports the flow of content and data, providing an integrated approach to teaching, learning and assessment.  
• The learner as a ‘producer’ using networked technologies to model and make. |
| **2 Enrich:** Internal Coordination | • Technology used interactively to make differentiated provision within the classroom.  
• Technology supports a variety of routes to learning.  
• The learner as a ‘user’ of technology tools and resources |
| **1 Exchange:** Localised use | • Technology is used within current teaching approaches.  
• Learning is teacher-directed and classroom-located.  
• The learner as a ‘consumer’ of learning content and resources. |

Using self-assessment activity based on this model, teachers and schools principals can identify the organisation’s current position on the innovation maturity model.

The highest levels of the model require learning personalisation and application of intelligent technologies. Thus, future school means personalisation plus intelligence.

3.2. IFS implementation stages
IFS implementation stages are based on iTEC school innovation maturity model. They are as follows:

1. Creating learners’ models (profiles) based on their learning styles and other particular needs
2. Interconnecting learners’ models with relevant learning components (learning content, methods, activities, tools, apps etc.)
3. Creating corresponding ontologies
4. Creating intelligent agents and recommender systems
5. Creating and implementing personalised learning scenarios (e.g. in STEM – Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics – subjects)
6. Creating educational multiple criteria decision making models and methods

3.3. Personalisation: Creating students’ profiles

User model is representation of information about an individual user.

User modelling is the process of creating and maintaining an up-to-date user model, by collecting data from various sources, which may include: (1) implicitly observing user interaction and (2) explicitly requesting direct input from the user (Brusilovsky & Millan, 2007).

Regarding the information contained in the user model, there are identified six features: (1) knowledge, (2) interests, (3) goals, (4) background, (5) individual traits, and (6) context of work.

The learning style of the student also started to be taken into account, as being one of the individual traits that play an important role in learning. Learning style designates everything that is characteristic to an individual when she/he is learning, i.e. a specific manner of approaching a learning task, the learning strategies activated in order to fulfil the task.

Learning styles represent a combination of characteristic cognitive, affective and psychological factors that serve as relatively stable indicators of how a learner perceives, interacts with, and responds to the learning environment (Keefe, 1979).

Learning styles model systems differ in several aspects: underlying learning style model, diagnosing method (implicit or explicit), modelling techniques (rule-based approach, data mining, machine learning techniques), number of modelled student characteristics besides learning preferences (knowledge level, goals) and the type, size and conclusions of the reported experiments.

In what follows we will focus on the methods used for learner modelling and we classify the systems in two categories: (1) those that use questionnaires for identifying the learning style and (2) those that use students’ observable behaviour.

The first adaptive educational systems that dealt with learning styles as adaptation criterion relied on the measuring instruments associated to the learning style models for diagnosing purposes. The main advantage of this method is its simplicity: the teacher / researcher only has to apply a dedicated psychological questionnaire, proposed by the learning style model creators. Based on the students’ answers to the questions, a preference towards one or more of the learning style dimensions can be inferred.

The main disadvantages of this questionnaire-based approach are:

- some of the measuring instruments used could not demonstrate internal consistency, test–retest reliability or construct and predictive validity, so they may not be totally reflective of the way a particular student learns (Coffield et al., 2004);
it implies a supplementary amount of work from the part of the student, who has to fill in questionnaires at the beginning of the course (which sometimes may include over 100 questions, as in case of the Herrmann’s Whole Brain Model (Herrmann, 1996));

it can be easily “cheated” by the students, who may choose to skip questions or give wrong answers on purpose;

there can be non-intentional influences in the way the questions are formulated, which may lead the students to give answers perceived as “more appropriate”;

it is difficult to motivate the students to fill out the questionnaires; especially if they are too long and the students are not aware of the importance or the future uses of the questionnaires, they may tend to choose answers arbitrarily instead of thinking carefully about them;

it is static, so the student model is created at the beginning of the course and stored once and for all, without the possibility to be updated.

A method of improving this approach is to give the student the possibility to modify her/his own profile, if she/he considers that the one inferred from the questionnaire results is not appropriate (does not correspond to the reality). This is called an “open model” (scrutable and modifiable) approach and it is used either in conjunction with the questionnaires or instead of them. This direct access of students to their own learner model has several advantages: it provides an increased learner control, it helps the learners develop their metacognitive skills and it also offers an evaluation of the quality of the model created by the system (Kay, 2001).

The main disadvantages of this approach are that it increases the cognitive load of the student and that it must rely on the self-evaluation of a student who might not be aware of her/his learning style.

There is also a second category of systems, which use an implicit and/or dynamic modelling method.

Three different approaches have been identified in this respect:

1. analyse the performance of the students at evaluation tests – a good performance is interpreted as an indication of a style that corresponds to the one currently estimated and employed by the system, while a bad performance is interpreted as a mismatched learning style and triggers a change in the current learner model;
2. ask the students to provide feedback on the learning process experienced so far and adjust the learner model accordingly;
3. analyse the interaction of the students with the system (browsing pattern, time spent on various resources, frequency of accessing a particular type of resource etc.) and consequently infer a corresponding learning style.

Sometimes, these systems use a mixed modelling approach: they first use the explicit modelling method for the initialisation of the learner model and then the implicit modelling method for updating and improving the learner model.

Most of the existing systems treat learning styles in isolation of the rest of the features in the student profile (knowledge, interests, goals). The ideal is to integrate all these features in a more comprehensive and representative learner profile.

Concluding, IFS approach on creating learner model consists of the following steps:

- Selecting good taxonomies (models) of learning styles, e.g., (Felder & Silverman, 1988), (Honey & Mumford, 2000), the VARK style (Fleming, 1995)
- Creating integrated learning style model (ILSM) which integrates characteristics from several models. Dedicated psychological questionnaire(s)
Creating open learning style model
Using implicit (dynamic) learning style modelling method
Integrating the rest features in the student profile (knowledge, interests, goals)

Example: the system presented in (Sangineto et al., 2008) – is based on Felder-Silverman learning style model, and uses fuzzy values to estimate the preference of the student towards one of the four categories (Sensing-Intuitive, Visual-Verbal, Active-Reflective,Sequential-Global). Initially, the system offers to the learner the possibility to use the Soloman and Felder’s psychological test or to directly set the values of the category types, choosing an estimated value for each category (using a slider-based interface).

3.4. Creating recommender system

To create recommender system, it’s necessary, first of all, interconnect learners’ models with relevant learning components (learning content, methods, activities, tools, apps etc.), and then create corresponding ontologies.

Some examples of these steps are provided below.

3.4.1. Interconnections

Table 2: Interconnection between learning styles, learning activities, teaching methods, and learning object types (Kurilovas et al., 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning styles (Honey and Mumford, 1992)</th>
<th>Preferred learning activities</th>
<th>Suitable teaching / learning methods (iCOPER D3.1 (2009))</th>
<th>Suitable learning object types (LRE APv4.7 (2011))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activists are those people who learn by doing. Have an open-minded approach to learning, involving themselves fully and without bias in new experiences</td>
<td>Brainstorming, problem solving, group discussion, puzzles, competitions, and role-play.</td>
<td>3 Times 3 Things Learnt, Active Learning, Blogging, Brainstorming and Reflection, Competitive Simulation, Constellation, Creative Workshops, Creation of Personalized Learning Environments, Culture, Cultural Awareness, E-Portfolio, Exercise Unit, Games Genre, Presenting Homework, Image Sharing, In-class Online Discussion, Mini Conference, Modeling, Online Reaction Sheets, Online Training, Peer Assessment, Process-based Assessment, Process Documentation, Project-based Learning, Resource-based Analysis, Role Play, Student Wiki Collaboration, World Café, WebQuest</td>
<td>Application, Assessment, Broadcast, Case study, Drill and practice, Educational game, Enquiry-oriented activity, Experiment, Exploration, Glossary, Open activity, Presentation, Project, Reference, Role play, Simulation, Tool, Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflectors learn by observing and thinking about what happened. They prefer to stand back and view experiences from a number of different perspectives, collecting data and taking the time to work towards an appropriate conclusion</td>
<td>Paired discussions, self-analysis questionnaires, personality questionnaires, time-out, observing activities, feedback from others, coaching, and interviews.</td>
<td>3 Times 3 Things Learnt, Blogging, Brainstorming and Reflection, Constellation, Creative Workshops, Creation of Personalized Learning Environments, Culture, Cultural Awareness, E-Portfolio, Exercise Unit, Presenting Homework, Image Sharing, In-class Online Discussion, Listen–Do–Reflect, Ten-Plus-Two Variation, Mini Conference, Modeling, Online Reaction Sheets, Online Training, Peer-to-Peer Teaching, Peer Assessment, Process-based Assessment, Process Documentation, Resource-based</td>
<td>Application, Assessment, Broadcast, Case study, Demonstration, Glossary, Guide, Presentation, Reference, Textbook, Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatists need to be able to see how to put the learning into practice in the real world. Abstract concepts and games are of limited use unless they can see a way to put the ideas into action in their lives. They are experimenters, trying out new ideas, theories and techniques to see if they work.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to think about how to apply learning in reality, case studies, problem solving, and discussion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis, Student Wiki Collaboration, World Café, WebQuest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Theorist learners like to understand the theory behind the actions. They need models, concepts and facts in order to engage in the learning process. Prefer to analyse and synthesise, drawing new information into a systematic and logical 'theory'. |
| Models, statistics, stories, quotes, background information, and applying theories. |
| 3 Times 3 Things Learnt, Active Learning, Blogging, Brainstorming and Reflection, Competitive Simulation, Constellation, Creative Workshops, Creation of Personalized Learning Environments, Culture, Cultural Awareness, E-Portfolio, Exercise Unit, Games Genre, Presenting Homework, Image Sharing, In-class Online Discussion, Listen–Do–Reflect, Ten-Plus-Two Variation, Mini Conference, Modeling, Online Reaction Sheets, Online Training, Peer-to-Peer Teaching, Peer Assessment, Process-based Assessment, Process Documentation, Project-based Learning, Resource-based Analysis, Role Play, Student Wiki Collaboration, World Café, WebQuest |

| Application, Assessment, Broadcast, Case study, Course, Drill and practice, Educational game, Enquiry-oriented activity, Experiment, Exploration, Glossary, Guide, Open activity, Presentation, Project, Reference, Role play, Simulation, Tool, Website |

| Figure 1 shows interconnection between teaching / learning methods (M) and learning object types (T) for the case of Problem Solving activity's A1 sub-activity SA2 (Brainstorming): |
Fig. 1: Interconnection between teaching / learning methods (M) and learning object types (T) for SA2 sub-activity (Kurilovas et. al., 2014)

Table 2: Interconnection of Activists Brainstorming learning activity with suitable apps and learning object types (Kurilovas, 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>iOS</th>
<th>Android</th>
<th>iOS / Android</th>
<th>Types of LOs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idea Sketch</strong></td>
<td>Mindjet for</td>
<td>Mind Mapping</td>
<td></td>
<td>Application, Broadcast,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Android</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enquiry-oriented activity,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Glossary, Open activity,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Presentation, Reference, Role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>play, Simulation, Tool, Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Idea Sketch – lets you easily draw a diagram – mind map, concept map, or flow chart and convert it to a text outline, and vice versa. You can use Idea Sketch for anything, such as brainstorming new ideas, illustrating concepts, making lists and outlines, planning presentations, creating organizational charts, and more!</td>
<td>Mindjet for Android – rated as one of the best mind mapping apps for Android. Create nodes and notes, add images of your own or icons provided, and add attachments and hyperlinks. Sync to your Dropbox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2. Ontologies

Ontology example 1: Query for finding suitable learning activities (i.e. “Problem Solving” activity could be found using “Blogging” teaching / learning method):

![Query 1](image1)

**Fig. 2:** Query for finding suitable learning activities by methods (Kurilovas et. al., 2014)

Ontology example 2: Query for finding suitable teaching / learning methods (i.e. “Blogging” and “Brainstorming and Reflection” teaching / learning methods could be found using suitable Application learning object type):

![Query 2](image2)
Fig. 3: Query for finding suitable teaching / learning methods by learning object types (Kurilovas et. al., 2014)

Ontology example 3: Query for finding suitable iOS applications for “Brainstorming” sub-activity, i.e. “Idea Sketch” and “Mind Maping”

Fig. 4: Query for finding suitable iOS applications for “Brainstorming” sub-activity

Ontology example 4: Query for finding suitable Android applications for “Brainstorming” sub-activity, i.e. “Mind Mapping” and “Mindjet for Android”

Fig 5: Query for finding suitable Android applications for “Brainstorming” sub-activity

3.4.3. Recommender system
After interconnecting learners’ models with relevant learning components and creating corresponding ontologies, it’s possible to start creating the prototypes of recommender systems.

One of the examples of recommender system prototypes created is presented in Fig. 6. This prototype fully implements created method to integrate Web 2.0 tools into learning activities to personalise learning according to VARK learning styles model.

Fig. 6: Recommender system prototype integrating Web 2.0 tools into learning activities to personalise learning according to VARK learning styles model (Juskeviciene & Kurilovas, 2014)

4. Examples of Performed Research

Several research studies in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) and, more concretely, in computer engineering education have been conducted to implement IFS approach in Lithuania. These studies are as follows:

Kurilovas et. al. (2015) presented CCL research results on implementing mobile learning activities using tablets in Lithuania.

Creation of Web 2.0 tools ontology to improve learning is presented by Kurilovas & Juskeviciene (2015).

Kurilovas et. al. (2014) analysed interconnection of (Honey & Mumford learning styles with appropriate learning activities, teaching/learning methods and learning objects’ types.

Research on tablets applications for mobile learning activities is presented in (Kurilovas, 2014).

Kurilovas & Serikoviene (2013) have presented methodology on e-textbooks quality model and evaluation.

The novel method to evaluating the quality of personalised learning scenarios has been presented in (Kurilovas & Zilinskie, 2012).

5. Intelligent Future School Implementation Vision

Based on Section 3.2, real-life IFS implementation vision is as follows:
1. Collaboration agreements between Vilnius University and (20 pilot) schools on IFS implementation
2. Creating joint expert group on creating interconnections and intelligent agents
3. R&D, creation of technologies and scenarios, and validation at schools
4. Feedback, questionnaires, interviews, data mining
5. Return to (3) based on (4)

6. Conclusion

Future school means personalisation plus intelligence.

Learning personalisation means creating and implementing personalised learning paths based on recommender systems and personal intelligent agents suitable for particular learners according to their personal needs.

Educational intelligence means application of intelligent technologies and methods enabling personalised learning to improve learning quality and efficiency.

Lithuanian IFS project is aimed at implementing both learning personalisation and educational intelligence.
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ABSTRACT

The subject of computer science (CS) has relatively recently arisen within the curriculum; yet it has been quickly followed by in-depth study and creative application. In 1962, Purdue and Stanford Universities established perhaps the first departments of computer science; the first PhD in computer science was awarded in 1965 by the University of Pennsylvania, while a robotic hand was developed in the same year at the University of Belgrade. Soon after, the subject started to appear in curricula for younger students. Since the 1980s, there have been concerns that computing and technologies should play a major role in school curricula and practice. Ways to bridge school and university curricula have been hotly debated. Up to this present time, in parallel and in ways that some would say have demonstrated mistaken appropriation, a major focus of technologies in the school curriculum has in many countries been on applications of existing technologies into subject practice (both software, such as office applications, and hardware, such as robots and sensors). Through uses of these applications, information and communications technologies (ICT) have focused on activities to support subject and topic learning (across wide age and subject
ranges). Limitations of staffing and resources have in the past been considered reasons for choice between ICT or CS curricula. Very recently, the concern for including computers in the curriculum (certainly in England and Australia, for example) has shifted to a much greater focus on computing and CS, more concerned with the uses of and development of programming and problem-solving. Across the world, policy makers at national, regional and local levels are concerned about this shift: whether the shift should be made; how it can be made; and how it can be made effective for teachers and learners. The limitations that once existed appear to have gone; yet key questions remain. This is a time of great opportunity, for building CS and ICT into curricula to support long-term needs. But, how can effective policies, that enable future generations, consider the vital concerns that go beyond what might be regarded as a simple move from ICT to CS? How can we integrate e-learning and e-education practices to support a new culture of learning? These key questions are explored here, and conclusions argue for a focus on future practices rather than on poorly-reflected decisions.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Computers and technologies that have computing facilities now have a history in education, and their place in education is widely established. The subject of computer science (CS) has, however, only relatively recently arisen within the curriculum; yet it has been quickly followed by a very wide range of in-depth study and creative application. In 1962, Purdue and Stanford Universities established perhaps the first departments of computer science; the first Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) degree in computer science was awarded in 1965 by the University of Pennsylvania, while a robotic hand was developed in the same year at the University of Belgrade. The introduction of computers into schools started after only a very short time interval; they can often be traced back to the 1980s, when single computing machines, initially running programs from tape cassettes, were introduced into schools in a number of countries across the world. Since that time, computing technologies have become increasingly diverse, both in terms of the facilities they offer (for example, being able to run programs from a hard disk, being able to access resources across the world via the Internet, being able to run and play video games, or being able to locate a geographical position and find directions to another location), and size and mobility (for example, using handheld and mobile devices such as mobile telephones, laptop machines, desktop machines, or large display facilities). It is now increasingly common for individual teachers or learners to possess more than one computing device of their own (perhaps a mobile telephone, a laptop, a Moving Picture Experts Group Layer-3 (MP3) player, and a games console, for example).

The original concerns of policy makers (largely at a national rather than regional or local level) when introducing computers into schools in the 1980s were not focused so much on how computing facilities could support subject or topic learning more widely, but were concerned much more with how teachers and learners could experience computers and computer facilities so that they might come to understand more about those that they would find in future employment situations (Passey, 2014). Although this was the key reason for computers being introduced into schools in England at that time, government agencies, research institutions and educational advisors and practitioners quickly saw opportunities and ways for computers to support subject and topic learning that would go beyond the field and subject of computing, computer science (CS) and programming. From the 1980s onwards,
software programs were developed that were designed to enhance learning opportunities in classrooms, across subject areas, for example in mathematics, language and science, and this form of development and trend concerned with subject-supporting resources has continued to this present time, to the extent that many rich resources are now accessible to teachers and learners, not only within their own local areas, but from worldwide resources.

This paper is not so much concerned with this shift in focus from early intentions to more recent intentions, but is concerned fundamentally with the current discussion about and focus for school curricula on computing, CS and programming. However, it is perhaps salient to highlight the fact that the contemporary concerns about a focus on computing and CS are not new. However, it can be argued that the context in which this concern is now being discussed is different from that when it happened previously, in the 1980s. This paper will highlight the current reasons for these discussions and concerns, it will consider arguments for a shift to computing, CS and programming, but will highlight some fundamental issues and offer some recommendations about the nature of the curriculum, if the outcomes of that curriculum are to be effective in meeting the needs of learners and their future employment prospects.

2. THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

Most schools and teachers using computing technologies are concerned currently with how these facilities can be integrated into subject and topic teaching, and how their deployment can support learning. Teachers are concerned, for example, with how their learners might gain greater understanding through the teacher’s uses of interactive whiteboards, or how the teacher can engage learners in reflective learning through appropriate feedback in electronic form. This focus is concerned with applications of existing computing technology facilities (both software and hardware), rather than a focus on using the underlying computing facilities themselves, and how they might be developed and used through programming or networking to solve problems. To date, the focus of many school curricula has been on: applications in subject and topic curricula; and developing uses of existing software or hardware within information and communication technologies (ICT) curricula.

Very recently, there have been discussions that have raised a fundamental issue: school curricula are not focusing adequately on computing, CS and learner uses of computing that will provide for adequate future needs. These discussions have led to some national curricula (such as those within Australia and England), now requiring a focus on computing and CS rather than on ICT (ACARA, 2013; DFE, 2013). This shift in focus and a shift towards mandatory requirements for schools and teachers to focus on computing and CS appears to be based on six main arguments, which are outlined briefly here.

There is an economic argument. It is argued that education should support learners in engaging through a curriculum that is most likely to support a future economy, where young people are able to meet the needs of current and future jobs and their skill requirements. Livingstone and Hope (2011), in a report on the future of the games and visual effects industries in the United Kingdom (UK), highlighted the dire need for more young people to become interested in and aware of prospects that are available to them, involving computing within this field, if these industries are to continue to develop and be fulfilled in terms of employee numbers and skills in the future.

There is an organisational argument. It is clear that industries and institutions are increasingly engaging and employing learning technologists to support their own individual local needs, to develop computing facilities that meet their specific organisational requirements. For example, universities and university departments
are increasingly employing learning technologists, who are employed to develop and handle learning management systems to enable teachers and students to use online access and to engage in online learning that is managed and administered electronically. This trend is developing and increasing in business and industry too; and there is every reason to believe that such a trend will continue rather than wane over the next 20 years.

There is a **community argument**. That is, computing facilities are increasingly being and will increasingly be used not only by individuals for social purposes but also by ‘communities’, whether these are business and industry communities, or social communities, based on local government or local community groups, or indeed more widely scattered community groups with shared interests. Activities undertaken by these community groups will increase the need for some individuals to have and to use computing and CS skills to support not only themselves but also others across their community groups for specific shared purposes. Take, for example, the way that some ‘older generation groups’ are now becoming linked and engaging in uses of computing technologies to communicate with each other, and to take online courses that meet their own needs and interests (see, for example, the University of the Third Age Australia, with registration at local as well as national level) (U3A, n.d.).

There is an **educational argument**. Elements of computing continue to develop, and it is not possible to see an end-point to these developments. With new technological developments and new areas of application being opened up, there is a clear argument that education should appropriately support and fulfil these needs. The provision of a CS curriculum offers this form of provision. Additionally, it has become well recognised that CS and computing enable certain skills to be developed, and indeed that the disciplines are based upon certain fundamental skills and competencies. Skills such as problem solving, collaboration, creativity and logical thinking are often stated as outcomes for those engaging in computer science activities (Kay, 1991; McCormack and d’Inverno, 2012).

There is a **learning argument**. Current and new facilities require users to have technical, operational and application skills and competencies if they are to use and apply such facilities to support themselves and others. With computing technologies becoming increasingly ubiquitous, it can be argued that younger as well as older users should have an increasing understanding of, and capabilities to use, the full range of computing facilities that exist, whether these facilities are accessed through programming, or through application. The European Union has identified, for example, digital skills that all citizens should have, if they are to engage fully and effectively with uses of digital technologies (Ferrari, 2013). Part of these skills are concerned with computing and CS (for example, ‘apply settings, programme modification, programme applications, software, devices, to understand the principles of programming, to understand what is behind a programme’).

There is a **learner argument**. It can be argued that learners should be enabled to engage not only in what are considered to be generic areas of future need (such as numeracy and literacy), but also in areas that interest them. Computing or CS is an area that is known to engage and interest some learners (Passey, 2012), and it can be argued that for those individuals their engagement in this field should come at a time in their lives when they can potentially see ways in which that interest might shape their future as well as their immediate needs. Arguments for inclusion of computing and CS in school curricula to support learner interest from the age of 5 years is not uncommon (ACARA, 2013; DFE, 2013).

3. **DO THE SAME ARGUMENTS APPLY TO ICT?**
The **economic argument** that relates to ICT is different from that relating to CS, but is just as powerful. There is a clear need for people to be able to use ICT, and there is an increasing requirement for jobs generally to use ICT. Being able to use ICT is becoming a common need, for employees as well as citizens. Even going the Dartford Tunnel (a tunnel beneath the River Thames, when travelling on the notorious M25 motorway around London) now requires payment not at a barrier, but by a deposit of funds that each individual has to set up through an online account. Even plumbers, for example, now often take sophisticated technology equipment with them when they are undertaking specific tasks, as well as when they are creating bills for the work they have done, when taking payments with credit cards, or for monitoring their work times.

The **organisational argument** is just as strong. Many tasks when undertaking project or team work require those involved to have understandings of, often, quite a range of different technologies. Take, for example, the broadcasting industry, requiring those involved to have knowledge in a range of different areas to come together, in video creation, video editing, music and art forms, speaking to camera, and using interviewing skills, for example. Broadcast news programmes require the integration of these forms of skills, as demonstrated by the annual project run by the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) for teams of young people who work together in schools and develop a news broadcast. They capture news from their local community, produce weather and news reports, and integrate these into a programme that is then published on the BBC website. From this wide range of programmes, some are integrated into regional and national radio and television news. An evaluation of this project (Passey and Gillen, 2009) highlighted the need for teams of young people to have, to develop and to share skills where they are using and applying ICT. As the report found from learners themselves that they developed a range of skills that required uses of ICT:

> ... abilities to write an article for an audience, take pictures using a range of media, create ideas for news stories, negotiate a point with others, work hard in contributing to group endeavour, and meet deadlines. Interestingly, students indicated no significant change in their abilities to produce a video and an audio story, whereas teachers felt they had improved. (p.7)

The **community argument** is similarly strong. Communities (local groups as well as specific but more dispersed groups who have shared interests in fields such as environmental concerns) increasingly want to develop web sites and web resources, to enable an ongoing continuity of their own community sharing but also to support dissemination of their interests and resources to a wider public. Having individuals who have knowledge of how to apply ICT facilities to undertake these forms of activity is increasingly in demand; and such needs are likely to increase over time rather than to decrease.

The **educational argument** is also clear. ICT continues to develop. Passey (1989) charted shifts in developments with ICT at that time, at a range of different levels. At one level, for example, recognisable software shifts were arising about every 18 months. These sorts of shifts have not disappeared; with increasingly powerful technologies, these shifts need to be understood by those who will experience them in their futures, as well as having an understanding of what their implications are for users. There is a clear argument that educating about and for change with ICT should be a necessary element of a school curriculum.

The **learning argument** is clear. Learning how to use current facilities enables a range of benefits, including the bringing of authenticity to a curriculum, and supporting subject and topic learning. Much has been researched in this area, and although some researchers are sceptical of enhancements brought about by the technologies
themselves (for example, Higgins, Xiao and Katsipataki, 2012), a recent review of the literature (Passey, 2013) indicates that there are very many ways that ICT can support elements of learning, and specific learners, often through appropriate mediation by teachers, counsellors and parents, as well as through the application of the technologies by the individual alone.

The learner argument is also strong. Many learners wish to develop ICT skills to support their uses and applications in educational as well as social arenas. Many learners use ICT to undertake aspects of learning, and specific learners, often through appropriate mediation by teachers, counsellors and parents, as well as through the application of the technologies by the individual alone.

4. ARE THE UK AND AUSTRALIA ALONE IN CONSIDERING THESE ARGUMENTS?

Recent national reports from members of the International Federation of Information Processing (IFIP) community suggest that the UK and Australia are indeed not alone in considering shifts with the balance of CS and ICT within the curriculum. Whether the arguments above are a part of that concern in any specific country is not clear, however. What can be stated is that, during May and June 2015, nine national reports on education and technology have separately identified how these countries (nine in total, spread across three continents) are currently considering CS and ICT within the compulsory education curriculum. While there is no single approach being identified in these reports across these nine countries, it is clear that policy and curriculum concerns regarding the inclusion of CS and ICT are being raised internationally. Table 1 offers a view of how the nine countries are currently considering and approaching CS and ICT in terms of provision within the compulsory education sector. The sources of the individual national reports (from national IFIP representatives to the technical committee on education), are shown in the table also.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>ICT</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Mandatory ICT/Informatics Education is only in grade 9 (age 14 years)</td>
<td>There is a Digital Competences Standard for grades 5 to 8, and for grades 9 to 12</td>
<td>Futschek, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>In secondary schools, there are ICT driving license courses and quite a number of specialised courses like programming or numerical mathematics, and robotics has become very popular</td>
<td>In primary schools, learners should become comfortable with the computer and some common software. In secondary schools, the curricula are defined in very general terms</td>
<td>Koivisto, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Computer science has been an elective subject for students in the scientific stream in general high schools. The May 2015 plan includes “coding” for elementary schools, “programming” for all students in middle schools (how and by which teachers is still to be defined, but within interdisciplinary activities), and there will be an elective course in computer science for all students (not only those in a scientific stream as now) and for the three levels</td>
<td>There is existing ICT use in schools, but it may not be generalised. In elementary schools, ICT is included in the whole curriculum</td>
<td>Grandbastien, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>In primary schools, activities are incorporated into the timetable informally by ‘champion’ teachers, including those programming with Scratch. In secondary schools, computing activities are mainly in the 4th Year (optional year – 15/16 year olds), including coding clubs and competitions, e.g. CoderDojo, Google Call to Code, and the ICS Skills 4-module Computing Curriculum.</td>
<td>In primary schools, activities are incorporated into the timetable informally by ‘champion’ teachers, including digital storytelling using Microsoft (MS) PowerPoint and other free tools, Skype with other schools, and use of Edmodo and other virtual learning spaces to create class blogs. In secondary schools, computing activities are mainly in the 4th Year (optional year – 15/16 year olds), including digital skills programmes, e.g. ECDL, and competitions in STEM areas, e.g. F1 in Schools, RoboSlam, Young Scientist.</td>
<td>Leahy, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>For computer science education, a policy is present for specialised education (e.g. upper secondary technical schools). A national optional initiative (“coding the future”) has been launched with the aim of introducing primary school pupils to basic computer science concepts through coding.</td>
<td>At primary school level ICT is used occasionally to teach some curricular topics or to motivate and engage pupils (e.g. digital games, etc.). Many secondary schools promote the use of ICT for teaching a large variety of disciplines but results and impact are very varied.</td>
<td>Bottino, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>No special course for learning informatics or ICT is stated officially at the elementary stage. Lower secondary schools have informatics and programming curricula as a part of ‘Technology and Home Economics’, which is one of the compulsory subjects determined by the Ministry.</td>
<td>Regarding elementary schools, use of ICT to improve pupils’ learning is recommended in the ‘General Provision’ of the Ministry Courses of Study for elementary schools. Upper secondary schools have a common subject of ‘Information’, which is a compulsory subject consisting of the 2 elective subcategories, ‘Information Study for Participating in Community’ and ‘Information Study by Scientific Approach’.</td>
<td>Saito, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>In secondary schools, a large number of ICT learning objectives are included in central steering documents, which include less common objectives such as programming skills and knowledge of computer hardware.</td>
<td>ICT is recommended as a general tool across subjects in primary schools. In secondary schools, ICT is taught as a separate subject and also integrated into other subjects in secondary schools. The aim of the separate ICT subject is to develop students’ information and technological competences. It is taught from basic grades (5th), and continued in secondary schools and gymnasia.</td>
<td>Dagiené, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>Basics and how to use algorithms, programming, problem solving, representing information, computer networks and computer ethics are taught as an elective course within the curriculum revised in 2009, but new national curricula with a compulsory course from 2017 will be introduced.</td>
<td>Upper classes of elementary schools are taught basic methods for using word processing, emailing, Windows and the internet, multimedia, adopting computer applications in other subjects, etc.</td>
<td>Kimn, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen from the details in Table 1, both CS and ICT are included in many curricula and curriculum practices in compulsory education sectors in these nine countries. In some countries, CS is now being introduced for younger learners, while in other countries ICT continues to be developed alongside the introduction of CS. It is also clear that in some countries, policy decisions are not universally accepted by educators, who see different arguments and concerns from those who are making substantive decisions. In other countries, working groups or consultation groups involving interested parties in computer societies and those in policy groups have been established, and these are leading in some cases to outcomes that range from curriculum documentation to project developments or even technology developments to support the compulsory education sector.

### 5. MAKING THE CURRICULUM EFFECTIVE

If the arguments, concerns and practices above are accepted, then it is clear that some shift towards CS within a school curriculum is desirable, and while this is being developed in a number of countries, this is happening in different ways. A key question is: how to do this effectively, so that schools, teachers and learners are involved in practices that support current and future needs. Effective use and outcome is likely to require an understanding of the arguments on which this shift is based, and how to consider and address the needs of each element of those arguments.

#### 5.1 The economic argument

The **economic argument** will require an understanding of how both CS and ICT are affecting employment and economies, and how jobs are increasingly using CS and ICT. Whether this understanding can be developed from local, regional, national and international perspectives is a question that should clearly be debated. There is some evidence that is accessible about job changes (such as that from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012), but how such evidence is made accessible to schools, teachers and learners is an aspect that is likely to need a much greater level of discussion and development. The United States (US) data shows employment areas that have the most likely growth up to the year 2022 (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012): industrial-organisational psychologists; personal care aides; home health aides; insulation workers; interpreters and translators; diagnostic medical sonographers; bricklayers and tillers; occupational therapy assistants; genetic counsellors; physical therapist assistants; physical therapist aides; skincare specialists, etc. But, whether this form of evidence can usefully be used, or accessible within a local area, or at a national level, and how this relates to computing and CS, is not at all clear.

Skill or job shortages tend to reported rather than predictions of job growth areas. In the UK, there are concerns with ICT skills shortages (e-Skills, 2012). As this e-Skills report states, ‘Replacement demand will generate an additional 321,000 job openings
in the sector which in addition to the 50,000 jobs created by growth means there is a total requirement of 371,000 between 2010 and 2020. ... Future skill needs in the sector can be grouped into five areas: security skills, business skills, technology specific skills, interpersonal skills and analytical skills’ (p.v). While in England it was estimated that an additional 745,000 ICT workers would be needed between 2013 and 2017 (according to BIS, 2013), almost half of employers reported in 2011 that they had encountered difficulties in finding suitable applicants (e-Skills, 2012). The low numbers of women employed in the ICT sector is highlighted as an issue (and presumably, if addressed, providing a possible solution). The number of women in ICT employment is identified as being far less than the number of men; in 2013, women accounted for 16% of the ICT employment number in England (e-skills and BCS, 2014). As the e-skills and BCS report states, ‘By 2013, of 1,129,000 people working as IT specialists in the UK, less than one in six (16%) were women’, ‘Of the 753,000 people working in the IT sector at this time, just one in five (20%) were women’, ‘In 2013, within the IT sector itself little more than one in ten (11%) IT specialists were women’ (p.7). The report goes on to say that the proportion of women ‘in Higher Education in 2013, ...made up just 12% of applicants and 13% of acceptances’ and in secondary education, ‘females accounted for just 6.5% of those taking Computing A-Level’, while ‘The proportion of females who sat an IT related GCSE in 2013 was 44%’ (p.7). These data suggest that there is a major decline in commitment to (and perhaps interest in) IT beyond GCSE (the national examinations at age 16 years) level.

As can be seen from these figures and evidence, an economic argument is not based entirely upon the sole need to increase the number of employees with interest in and expertise in CS. It is based on a need for the development of individuals who can take up their interests in both CS and ICT.

5.2 The organisational argument

To address the organisational argument schools will require an understanding of how CS and ICT are used and integrated into practices in a range of organisations that go beyond ‘the programmer in their bedroom or garage’. In higher education, for example, the University and Colleges Information Systems Association (UCISA) recent surveys (UCISA 2010, 2012, 2014) show that institutions in the UK are increasingly employing professionals for CS- and ICT-related jobs with a variety of job titles – learning technologists, e-learning officers, e-learning advisers, and e-learning staff developers. Fifty-four out of 91 institutions participating in the UCISA 2010 survey reported having a form of learning technology support unit (with a team of people) while 56 had an educational development unit that provided support. Additionally, support was reported to be provided by IT support units (rather than by individuals), which were most commonly (66 responses) reported in terms of central units providing IT or ICT support. The UCISA 2014 survey indicated a rise in the number of learning technologists who provided that support:

*There has been an overall increase in the number of learning technologists both within and outside central units ...Despite the challenging economic climate and budgetary pressures, which have led just under half the number of responding institutions to restructure or change existing TEL support roles, 34 institutions reported that they had actually increased staffing levels for TEL since the last survey and 38 institutions foresee staff increases in the future. (p.13)*

The UCISA survey (2010) reported that some 11 members of learning technology staff were employed on average by each of the institutions participating in the survey, and that most of these were located in support units, working with and alongside others. Certainly learning technologists in universities are not a completely homogenous group; individuals can be asked to undertake quite different tasks, which
can range across the CS and ICT arenas. Nevertheless, many learning technologists need to work with others, even if they are involved in CS or programming practices. Programming data base or web site applications, for example, requires an understanding of how such facilities will be used, and by whom. Concerning working with others, in some other cases, learning technologists need to take strategic roles, but again, this requires working in groups and with others, rather than in isolation.

The fact that CS skills are now increasingly used not alone, but within teams and groups, in the case of video games development, for example (Passey, 2012), means that schools, teachers and learners should consider whether and how to develop CS within team work or group situations rather than skills being developed in isolation, solely individually. In the study mentioned (Passey, 2012), where the organisation of the activities for young people in schools was based on advice from a leading developer in the video game production field, teams of learners were asked to develop video game levels. The video game creator who advised the schools in setting up their teams to undertake these activities identified the range of individuals involved in the original video game creation: a story lead (to create dialogue, text and scripting); an art lead (to create models and textures); a sound lead (to create speech and special effects); a creative director; and a lead programmer. When schools set up their teams for the video game level development project, individuals worked collaboratively and co-operatively, with their different skills and strengths being deployed and shared across the team. It was clear that those focusing on CS skills did not do this in isolation; they were integrally involved with the team. In these activities the entirety of soft skills deployed and developed were measured, through self-reported levels of those skills before, during and after completion of the project. Individual skill sets that were involved, and that developed further for those learners across the period of the project were: thinking skills; problem solving skills; researching skills; generating ideas; identifying solutions; making skills; evaluating skills; communicating skills; scripting skills; story boarding skills; sequencing skills; logical thinking skills; artistic skills; team working; planning skills; and leadership skills.

It was clear from this project that CS skills were being used in an integrated way, and that having these skills on their own, developed in isolation, would not only have provided a false view of how the industry organises team working to include those individuals who contribute CS skills, but would also not allow the skills to be easily or efficiently integrated into the entirety of the design and production of the outcome. Some studies have looked at how this need might be addressed, in the context of learners working in classrooms in pairs, for example (Johnson, 2014).

The organisational argument is concerned with developing shared and team approaches as much as individual skills. From a curriculum perspective, therefore, the ways that those with CS and ICT skills can work together and develop further, and the ways that those within both the CS and ICT arenas can have opportunities to work in groups, in pairs, individually, on projects as well as on specific skills, is a clear need if the practices of the compulsory education sector are to meet the needs of the future.

5.3 The community argument

Addressing the community argument will require an understanding of how CS and ICT skills can be deployed within community-based situations. There are examples of initiatives where schools in the Netherlands, for example, enable engagement of their learners with external research issues that are identified by industry and community groups (reported in Passey, 2013). This form of practice enables the learners to deploy problem-solving approaches, some involving levels of CS and ICT integration.

Within the compulsory education sector, other approaches have already been piloted, exploring ways that different age groups might work with others in the wider community. In the UK, a recent example involved the setting up of a project within a
primary school, where fathers were encouraged to come into school to work with their children on developing a Lego Mindstorms robot, and then to undertake a series of activities involving programming the robot. The project leaders found that fathers who came into the school had not previously had contact with the school, yet engaged fully with their children in these activities (run during an afternoon session, one session a week for 4 weeks, each lasting about 2 hours). The fathers reported that their reasons for participating were concerned with their interests in ‘making’ (often arising from their much earlier experiences); many of them had made models when they were young, perhaps using Meccano or Lego, and while programming was new to many of them, their interest in the technical making aspects was sufficient for them to feel that they could cope with taking on some additional skills that they were not familiar to them, especially as they could do this within a supportive environment and with their own children.

This form of project is not only concerned with development of CS and ICT skills, it is concerned also with a potential relationship between formal (classroom), non-formal (interest group) and informal (home) learning, and relationships of an intergenerational nature. While it has been suggested that there can be a ‘digital disconnect’ between creative uses of ICT and media that occur at home and the more traditional approaches that might be adopted at school (Furlong and Davies, 2012), it is clear also that the ways that teachers can handle and manage activities within classrooms with a group of 30 learners is a factor that needs to be considered in this respect from a management perspective. The project above involved just 4 parents and 4 children, working in pairs. But with a class of 30 children, this is a model that might not be easy for a teacher to emulate (even having the space available to accommodate 30 pairs of children and fathers working together). However, if there are ways that the teacher can take advantage of projects that support classroom practices, then this is clearly of potential benefit. Passey and Gillen (2009), for example, reported how project-based approaches using ICT enabled some learners to better understand why they were learning aspects of literacy and numeracy, and how they could apply them in authentic situations.

The potential for enabling this balance of practice – taking advantage of formal, non-formal and informal learning activities to build into a wider entirety – is being made more accessible through technology developments. For example, a current technology used by learners in schools in the UK, for programming and control, is the Raspberry Pi. These units are used by learners outside as well as inside schools, and some parents are taking more interest in how they might work with their children in using these within their own family home settings. A recent conference session, for example, highlighted how a parent had worked with their child, programming a Raspberry Pi to capture video footage of a nesting bird and the hatching of its chicks.

Taking this further, the BBC is now developing, with a consortium including ARM, Microsoft and Samsung, a new device called Micro Bits, which aims to put ‘control in the hands of the children’ (CAS, 2015). The intention is to equip all year 7 learners in the UK (about 750,000 learners, 11 years of age) with this device in September 2015. As the Computing at School (CAS) article says, ‘Putting the kit in the hands of the children will help engage parents too’, since the devices will be ‘owned by children’. Teachers, parents and peers will all be able to benefit from access to and use of these devices, but clearly benefits that would bring together the opportunities when learners engage in formal, non-formal and informal activities are likely to be ultimately important, since separating them might not allow the same learning paths for their development.

An important aspect of this Micro Bits initiative is concerned with an intention to support the addressing of what has become known as the ‘digital divide’, which has been used to describe and identify the different experiences that learners might have
when they are in different social backgrounds. In this respect, unequal access to new technology, where home access to a computer has been positively associated with higher levels of educational attainment (Chowdry, Crawford and Goodman, 2010), is an aspect that this initiative seeks to accommodate at least, if not address.

In terms of the community argument, again both CS and ICT arenas need to be considered. In both cases there are good reasons why a curriculum should include elements of CS and ICT, for wider and longer-term community involvement and development. However, managing this within the school in order to gain maximum benefit for learners will require time and effort to be given to the exploration of approaches that can enable formal, non-formal and informal learning activities to be developed appropriately, and considered as an entirety.

5.4 The educational argument

Addressing the educational argument will require an understanding of how CS and ICT can be integrated into curricula at school and subject levels. Many curricula are developed in ways that lead to formal classroom level practices; but as argued above, CS and ICT require consideration of how curricula can be accommodated that can lead to non-formal and informal practices as well as formal ones. The new Australian curriculum states that learners should develop ‘knowledge, understanding and skills... individually and collaboratively’ (ACARA, 2013). Individual learning can certainly be organised in formal ways, where learners have access to an individual desktop machine, perhaps. But for collaborative endeavour, it should be possible also for learners to be able to work in non-formal (groups like clubs or societies, to focus on specific interests) or informal situations (where they might use more mobile or flexible access).

At the same time, schools will need to be aware of local possibilities if they are to be able to develop practices through links with non-formal and informal partners (businesses, agencies, community groups or parents, for example). Monitoring and understanding shifts in local labour markets will also be an important element for schools to locate. There are initiatives in the UK that seek to support in this way. The Tech Partnership (2014) and CAS (2015) both provide links and support for schools, the former focusing more on present and future labour and employment, while the latter (with 10 centres of excellence across England) focuses more on CS projects and practices. It will be important that schools can create links with these groups, in order to both be aware of local opportunities, but also to gain from development opportunities. Schools will also need to consider how the curriculum might support CS and ICT involvement that is not biased towards certain groups, such as boys rather than girls. However, it should also be recognised that while the number of girls going into CS and ICT jobs are low by comparison to boys, girls’ jobs tend to involve more ‘soft’ skills in communication while boys’ jobs tend to involve more technical skills (Glover and Guerrier, 2010). Kirkup (2011) states that vocational education and training for ICT jobs might themselves have developed gender- and class-biased occupations, with girls being encouraged to explore areas of ‘soft’ ICT skills more, so that they end up with what are regarded as employment with lower level skills. The situation in some other countries is also not dissimilar. In Germany, for example, Kirkup (2011) reports that the proportion of girls in electronics technician training is only 2.5% and in information technology specialist training is only 4.7%. The Tech Partnership (2014) in the UK is supporting schools with possible approaches intended to address these issues. Employers, including Hewlett Packard, British Telecom, Oracle and the National Grid, are supporting an initiative called TechFuture Girls, freely available, designed as after-school clubs to ‘provide industry-backed challenges for girls aged 10-14. These teach skills such as coding, cyber security, data management and video editing through activities based on girls’ interests,
including music, sport or fashion’ (p.14). Other initiatives run by the Tech Partnership include TechFuture Classroom, which:

...delivers curriculum resources for students based on real life projects from industry. These support computing and computer science qualifications including GCSEs and A-levels, and are provided complete with lesson plans and mark schemes for teachers. 810 teachers in 540 schools have already taken advantage of this investment, with over 5,500 schools students having undertaken new industry-relevant learning as a result. This is an order of magnitude greater than the original plan of 850 for the period. (p.14)

Additionally, the Tech Partnership’s TechFuture Careers resources are reported to have been used by over 35,000 students, and 200 volunteers from industry have gone into schools to support a TechFuture Ambassadors programme. A further initiative, TechFuture Teachers, aims to ‘bring the power of industry collaboration to the benefit of teachers, with work shadowing, weekly webinars from industry, and other opportunities for professional development’ (p.14).

From an educational argument perspective, schools certainly need to take on board a range of key issues, and consider ways that they can locally take approaches that match contexts and needs of their learners. Overall, the need for teacher development in terms of any shift towards CS is clear; the fact that teaching practices have been developed through an ICT perspective in the past does not mean that teachers will be able to naturally or easily focus on CS needs and approaches as well.

5.5 The learning argument

Addressing the learning argument will require an understanding of the CS and ICT skills that should be taught and should be learned. It is easy to identify these in terms of programming; it is also essential that these skills are considered from the point of view of their context, with appropriate associated soft skills. The new curriculum in Australia (ACARA, 2013) states that it:

aims to develop the knowledge, understanding and skills to ensure that, individually and collaboratively, students: are creative, innovative and enterprising when using traditional, contemporary and emerging technologies, and understand how technologies have developed over time; effectively and responsibly select and manipulate appropriate technologies, resources, materials, data, systems, tools and equipment when designing and creating products, services, environments and digital solutions; critique and evaluate technologies processes to identify and create solutions to a range of problems or opportunities; investigate, design, plan, manage, create, produce and evaluate technologies solutions; and engage confidently with technologies and make informed, ethical and sustainable decisions about technologies for preferred futures including personal health and wellbeing, recreation, everyday life, the world of work and enterprise, and the environment. (p.2)

Although it does not explicitly indicate the need for learners to consider associated soft skills, it is clear that ‘creating products, services, environments and digital solutions’ requires a clear focus on audience, which might well (or perhaps should) involve discussion and collaboration with users so that their needs and requirements are understood and fulfilled. By contrast, the aims of the new national curriculum in England can be interpreted at a much more individual learner level, meaning that associated soft skills might well be less likely to be considered:

to ensure that all pupils: can understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including abstraction, logic, algorithms and data representation; can analyse problems in computational terms, and have repeated
practical experience of writing computer programs in order to solve such problems; can evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically to solve problems; and are responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and communication technology. (n.p.)

While CS and ICT provide opportunities for learning involving higher order levels of thinking and skills, the challenges that these subjects are stated to offer has not been followed by a wide uptake by learners for courses when these are optional. Rather than an uptake of the subject, in the UK there has been a declining uptake of ICT-related subjects both at General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) (at age 16 years) and at Advanced- (A-level (at 18 years). According to statistics produced by the Joint Council of Qualifications (2014), the number of learners taking A-level qualifications in computing and ICT fell by 43% between 2003 and 2011. Similarly, girls taking IT-related courses fell from 47% in 2012 to 44% in 2013 for GCSEs and from 8% in 2012 to 6.5% in 2013 for A-levels (e-Skills and BCS, 2014). The additional role of social background as an influencing factor here has also been questioned through research; for example, both ICT use and ICT literacy levels have been found to be low on average in learners from disadvantaged backgrounds (The Prince’s Trust, 2014).

A factor explored in one study, learner perceptions of computing careers, indicated that these were generally regarded to be poor (McEwan and McConnell, 2013). This has been discussed too by teachers, who have stated that they feel that the value of teaching ICT focusing on IT skills and digital literacy is poor by comparison to the value associated with teaching computing. With ICT teaching described as being ‘dull and unchallenging’, teachers and educators concerned with these poor perceptions have argued that computing should be adopted more strongly, with its more highly-regarded associated creative and problem-solving approaches (Royal Society, 2012).

While the learning argument is strong, there is currently much more limited research that has looked at the value and outcomes of learning from a CS perspective than from an ICT perspective. While it is clear that the approach teachers take will be crucially important, there is nevertheless a need for a range of research arenas to be developed, to explore features and factors that might maximise the outcomes for learning and for learners.

5.6 The learner argument

Addressing the learner argument will require a balance, if the curriculum is to enable learners to develop their own interests in CS- as well as ICT-based practices. Indeed, whether it is essential for all learners to have highly-developed CS skills is not at all clear. What is clear is that learners are enabled to gain what might be regarded as ‘life skills’ and to take forward their interests, so that CS is provided as an opportunity for all, but that those who have particular interests are enabled to take these interests as far as they are able. The Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (2013) propose to do this by mandatory integration of CS and ICT up to Year 8 (age 13 to 14 years), with learners choosing optional choices in Years 9 and 10 (age 14 to 16 years):

*The Australian Curriculum: Technologies Foundation to Year 10 is written on the assumption that all students from Foundation to Year 8 will study two subjects: Design and Technologies and Digital Technologies. At Years 9 to 10, the Australian Curriculum: Technologies is written on the assumption that school authorities will decide whether students can choose to continue in one or both subjects and/or if technologies specialisations that do not duplicate these subjects will be offered.* (p.3)
However, an additional point for any curriculum development to consider fundamentally is the fact that it is reported (not uncommonly) by lecturers that students do not find computing to be an easy subject; students often say that it is ‘hard’. There may be different reasons for this, and perhaps the reasons are different for different individuals, and for some there might indeed be multiple reasons, while for others there might be more singular reasons. For example, the need for learned knowledge to be applied or transferred, or for the need to abstract knowledge and practice, or not understanding the underlying principles, may all be possible reasons for this reported difficulty. Indeed, the current curriculum for key stages 1 and 2 (5- to 11-year-old children) in England (DFE, 2013) if anything underlines these very issues, in stating that:

A high-quality computing education equips pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world. Computing has deep links with mathematics, science, and design and technology, and provides insights into both natural and artificial systems. The core of computing is computer science, in which pupils are taught the principles of information and computation, how digital systems work, and how to put this knowledge to use through programming. (n.p.)

How this is handled for all learners, rather than those who select a computing course, therefore, is itself a critical question. In the England curriculum the programmes of study indicate what pupils should be taught, but they do not indicate how, or how to address what are known to be issues for learners. The success of this development, therefore, would appear to be likely to be based at least to some extent upon the abilities of teachers to address learner and learning concerns, not just teaching needs.

It is also true to say that lessons from the past need to be heeded. For example, an evaluation of a scheme in 2005 to provide after-school clubs for girls to engage them in computing (Fuller et al., 2013) suggested that this had reinforced existing gender stereotypes and expectations, concluding that the initiative was ‘unlikely to have a significant or sustained impact on what remains an occupational and subject area divided by gender’ (p.499). Learning more about the factors that engage different learner groups in CS and ICT is clearly important. Schools are best placed to understand their learners; however, evidence of reinforcement of stereotypes and practices suggests that careful review and monitoring is needed in this area if schools are to be successful in shaping future interests in CS and ICT.

6. THE FUTURE AND PROJECTED NEEDS

If it is accepted that the six arguments above constitute positive reasons for curriculum change, then it is important to explore to what extent the curriculum can, and indeed already has, considered these arguments and addressed them appropriately. It might be all too easy to say that the curriculum should shift from focusing on ICT to focusing on computing and CS, but whether this might take for granted what this implies for the school, the teacher and the learner also needs to be questioned.

The economic argument implies that schools, teachers and learners will not just recognise the fact that employment will in the future involve the need for more CS and ICT skills, but should enable them to understand where those skills might be needed, and how they are used and applied within employment situations. Does a school have access to knowledge about the ways that CS and ICT are being used and developed in employment situations, and what future needs might arise?

The organisational argument implies that schools, teachers and learners understand how CS skills are currently used within organisations, and what this means in terms of the organisation of lessons and activities to enable skills to be developed in a way that matches future as well as current employment needs. Does a school understand how CS, computing and ICT skills are deployed and managed in
organisations, and do they have facilities to undertake team work or group work activities of this form?

The community argument implies that schools, teachers and learners understand the contexts in which CS and ICT will be used and deployed. School provision is often of a formal nature; the community argument is based on a non-formal or informal, rather than a formal approach, however. Can a school manage and support activities that are undertaken in non-formal or informal situations, linking with community or organisations to engage with their needs through problem solving and creative solutions?

The educational argument implies that schools, teachers and learners have access to the facilities that will enable educational outcomes to be realised. These facilities clearly concern not just computing facilities, but also the facilities that teachers can bring to the classroom, and the activities that learners will engage in. Australia is changing its curriculum, so that all pupils are taught two subjects up to Year 8 (age 13 to 14 years): Design and Technologies; and Digital Technologies. In Years 9 and 10 (age 14 to 16 years), pupils will be able to choose to take Technologies as a subject. In England, the change of curriculum to Computing requires all pupils to be taught the subject from Year 1 to Year 11 (from 5 to 16 years of age). Does a school have the flexibility to support a curriculum that can provide activities for all learners across certain age ranges, but offer elected courses for those beyond those age ranges?

The learning argument implies that schools, teachers and learners are gaining skills and competencies that are of value to them in the future as well as in the present. An entire shift from ICT to CS would mean that skills and competencies that are gained from ICT might well be lost. Clearly this suggests that a balance of shift is needed, rather than a move away from one to another. Does a school have the facilities to enable teachers to access and use technologies to support both an ICT focus and a CS focus?

The learner argument implies that schools, teachers and learners are concerned with a curriculum that supports engagement with practices of interest for the future as well as for the present. How learners can be supported in engaging with CS, which also balances provision for ICT, is perhaps the key question. Does a school enable its learners to engage at times when their interest might be stimulated in CS or computing or ICT?

Balance of the formal, non-formal and informal appears to be crucial to the future success of CS and ICT in the compulsory education sector. There is a need to develop individual skills and to practice these within a safe environment (through formal learning activities), but there is a need to develop practices that enable sharing to happen and strengths and skills to be developed in pairs and teams through collaboration and project approaches (through non-formal learning activities), as well as the need to develop practices that solve and address real-life problems in family or community settings (through informal learning activities). In this respect, a recent study (Johnson, 2014), which explored how pairs of learners could develop CS skills with games authoring software, highlights well the need to consider very carefully how to conceptualise and manage this balance, and concludes by saying of the learners and the management of their learning that:

The wide range in outcomes further suggests that constructionist approaches are not suitable for all learners, especially those who need more guidance and structure. While most pupils in this study had an above average ability profile ..., they did not all display independent learning behaviours or make use of the sources of support made available to them, and this may account for the variation in the games produced. ...their success seemed to have as much to do with their
willingness to learn independently as to do with their cognitive ability. This variability in pupils’ readiness to learn independently may also reflect the extent to which they had or had not encountered similar project-based activities in other areas of the curriculum.

Constructionist approaches may also not be well-suited to some elements of game authoring. Some aspects of learning, such as the development of graphics software skills, or the learning of programming concepts need, at this level, to be formally taught if they are to be successfully used by all - for these areas of learning, learning by doing and experimentation alone appear not to be sufficient. Pupils also need to be guided to complete tasks which are not immediately popular, such as planning the game program and object interactions. (p.252)

7. CONCLUSION

That there is discussion that school curricula now adopt CS is clear, and there are strong arguments for taking this shift forward. However, in doing so, schools, teachers and learners should not lose the vital and important components that could make the difference between this adoption being successful and it being unsuccessful.

Adopting CS should not exclude the need to integrate ICT across a wider school curriculum. CS should be concerned as much with group work and team work, with concerns for associated soft skills, and with audience needs, as it is with programming in isolation. CS activities should include those that consider how to integrate problem-solving approaches rather than just offer didactic programming activities. ICT should consider how non-formal and informal activities can enhance learning, rather than the entire curriculum being reliant on uses in formal situations and contexts. In this way, the arguments that are made for the inclusion of a CS curriculum may well then be met. Fulfilling these needs may not in itself be simple, but the outcomes when these are successfully addressed are likely to then be fulfilling for learners and teachers alike.
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Abstract
This article presents research findings regarding the benefits of the 1:1 classroom in Danish schools (grades 1-9). One of these benefits is that, by using wireless digital devices in the classroom, students can develop ICT literacy. The main theme of this article is the complementary relationship between the ability to use written language – that is, reading and writing – and digital literacy. In particular, this article addresses the following research question: In which ways can appropriate use of digital tools and media increase the student’s desire to become digitally literate and promote his/her learning?
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INTRODUCTION

“By 2014, all students should have access to a computer (PC, laptop, tablet, etc.) in their lessons” in Danish public schools (Agency for Digitization, 2013). Denmark is the first country in the world to have a deliberate policy based on the “bring your own device” principle (Søby, 2013), where students are invited to bring their own digital equipment into the classroom. However, since public schools cannot demand that students bring their own tablet or similar device into school, the 1:1 solution is achieved in two ways: 1) by providing all students with a digital device or 2) by providing some students with a digital device and allowing others to bring their own to use on the school network.

In general, Danish primary and secondary schools do not have a strategy that requires all students to always bring their own devices. However, when schools promote the “bring your own device” policy, they include virtually all devices that are not technologically obsolete. So, rather than setting strict requirements, they encourage students to bring what they have. The device simply needs a web browser and a text editor. If the device is missing a spreadsheet or another specific function, this is installed on the school laptops for the students to borrow.

This article presents findings from an empirical study that is currently in progress in public schools in Denmark. The study uses a mixed-method design. It is based on interviews with teachers and students, classroom observations, and evaluations of students’ skills. The scientific research question is: In which ways can the appropriate use of digital tools and media increase the student’s desire to become digitally literate and promote his/her learning?

BENEFITS OF 1:1 INITIATIVES

Danish children are among the youngest internet users. On average, they start to use the internet regularly from the age of 7, whilst in the EU, the average child begins to use the internet regularly from the age of 9 (Haddon & Livingstone, 2012). Globally, Danish teenagers develop some of the highest computer and information competences (Bundsgaard, Pettersson, & Puck, 2014, p. 51). During school days, students from grades 1 to 10 use digital devices when appropriate to read, write, watch
and listen, in the broadest sense of these terms. According to some teachers, this leads to greater flexibility than before and minimises the start-up phase of lessons (Box 1).

“For a start – and compared to the way it was, when you had to go down and fetch computers – it is definitely more efficient for students to have their own tablets. “It is obviously easier to use a tablet at the beginning because it’s on all the time, so there isn’t the same logon or waiting time as with a PC” (Andresen, 2014).

Box 1

Teachers appreciate this increased flexibility because it allows them to specify different learning objectives for individual students (Box 2).

“It is an advantage when you are working with different objectives for different students, i.e. differentiated teaching. When the class is working on projects there are things all students need to cover but there are also different things they can do. If they manage it, you don’t have to collect a lot of material because all of this is there on their tablets. They can go online, write, and watch a video – they can do it all. They can instantly move on to the next thing without having to wait for the teacher to do something first” (Andresen, 2014).

Box 2

The teachers help the students to define their missions. In this context, the notion of mission is used to designate the student’s efforts to finish or improve a piece of work or to start a new piece of work (Hattie, 2009). A possible sequence is first to acknowledge the student’s efforts, then to offer some constructive criticism, and then to give more recognition. As the teachers cannot see what is going on in student’s mind, they also decide how the student should demonstrate his/her understanding (Gardner, 2000). According to some teachers, the 1:1 initiative leads to improved self-directed learning (Box 3).

“An obvious advantage in many hand-in subjects is that teachers can give students different things to do, so they don’t all have to produce the same two pages. Some can produce a radio montage, some can produce a book ..., and some can make a stop-motion film. The teachers can tell the weaker students that there are alternatives to the two pages of writing and that they can make a montage or something else to hand in. That’s not to say that these students can’t produce a piece of written work later on, but the choice is suddenly very wide and this is an obvious advantage of working with tablets”.

“The result is more creative when students produce something on their tablets: they have made timelines, animated films and mind maps on their tablets; some of them have also made a calendar wheel. The results are very varied and more creative than work with paper and pencil” (Andresen, 2014).

Box 3

The student’s outcome can be increased if the teacher combines face-to-face and online learning. In general, older students derive academic benefit from a blend of face-to-face and online activities (Means, Toyama, Murphy, Bakia, & Jones, 2009). When the teacher’s planning is inspired by e-learning methods, the following question arises: how should students work with the digital tools and media to achieve the desired goals? The learning objectives and the content define the framework – not the other way round.
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When students use tablets as sharing tools, it is generally easier to comment on their draft and finished products (Box 4). Therefore, the benefits of the 1:1 classroom include the enhanced distribution of the student’s drafts and final products as well as improved access to provide and receive feedback.

“Teachers have ‘corrected’ students’ exercises and style in this way for many years, so it is nothing new, but it has become easier to comment via online documents. It’s easier to work in an online document, because the teachers don’t have to download it first before they can mark it, and then have to upload it again afterwards” (Andresen, 2014).

Box 4

In some cases, students receive comments while they are still completing their work. The student can then incorporate and learn from these comments before submitting the finished product. There is evidence to suggest that this type of proactive feedback is one of the measures that has the greatest bearing on student learning (Black & William, 1998). One way of expressing how various educational measures affect student achievement is the ‘effect size’. When the teacher evaluates and comments on the student’s work whilst he/she is still completing it, the learning effect is more than double the average for other types of educational measures (Hattie, 2009).

Another benefit of 1:1 classroom is that it promotes a climate of confidentiality in the classroom. In general, the teacher does not judge the student for making mistakes, but instead views mistakes as a necessary part of learning and appreciates the student’s progress towards his/her individual goal. Consequently, with 1:1 classrooms, individual students are not measured against other students but against themselves; that is, in the context of their on-going and previous work. There is evidence to suggest that this kind of classroom management fosters independent learning (Nordenbo, 2011).

DIGITAL LITERACY STANDARDS

Students are often described as ‘digital natives’, because they have had access to ICT all their lives (Tapscott, 1998). However, they are also referred to as ‘digital naives’, because they are partly self-taught and not especially ICT-aware in all cases (Hargittai, 2012). As a consequence, schools have to set the standards.

Ten years ago, an expert review indicated that standards are seldom used in public schools in Denmark: “There appear to be few available standards other than a teacher’s own cumulative experience or the collective view of his or her colleagues” (Mortimore, David-Evans, Laukkanen, & Valijarvi, 2004). However, it has since become clear that learning goals are used to some extent in teaching in schools (EVA, 2012). This includes objectives within the area of digital literacy.

Recently, explicit goals for the development of competences, knowledge, and skills in this area have been systematically applied in Denmark. These objectives should not be confused with goals that describe what the teaching aims to achieve; digital learning objectives state what the student should have learnt at any given stage. From 2014/15, such objectives are being introduced that state what students should have attained by the end of various grade in public school (Danish Ministry of Education, 2014a). Some of the objectives for student digital development (related to the subject Danish) are shown in Box 5 below:
After 9th grade, students should know about authors and genres on the internet and about various stages of searching for information. In terms of their skills the aim is that they should be able to:

– make a critical assessment of expert-generated and user-created content
– plan and execute all phases of a search for information
– perform a focused and critical search for information.

After 9th grade, students should also have skills in choosing ICT in relation to dialogue situations. Moreover, they should be able to discuss the importance of digital technology in their own lives and for society, and ethical questions concerning communication on the Internet and other digital communication facilities (Danish Ministry of Education, 2014b).

When addressing citizenship safety, for example, teachers can use the dilemmas associated with going online as a point of departure. In essence, ethics concerns the difference between what people can do and what they actually do. As such, when students expose themselves or others on the Internet, they can develop an awareness that they should not do everything they can do.

**FLUENT DIGITAL READERS**

Each public school is responsible for ensuring the quality of the education in accordance with public school aims. For example, after completing second grade, the student should be able not just to read but also to apply simple pre-reading strategies. These and additional objectives, shown in Box 6, should be viewed in conjunction with the municipal aim to increase the student’s procurement of digital learning resources.

After 2nd grade, the goal is for students to know about simple pre-reading strategies and be able to apply these strategies, which can benefit their reading on the touch screen. Another goal is that they should know about the structure of websites and be able to find texts by navigating around age-appropriate websites.

After 4th grade, students should know about strategies to read and understand multimodal texts. They should also know about digital profiles, digital communication, and digital footprints. Then there is the ability to operate in a virtual universe.

After 6th grade, the students should have an understanding of techniques for image and full-text searches and the ability to perform such searches. In addition, they should have the ability to assess the relevance of search results on results pages (Danish Ministry of Education, 2014b).

As a result of the 1:1 initiative, it is becoming easier for the teacher to vary learning resources and, in turn, to take account of the student’s individual learning needs. Digital resources and media should not be confused (Kress, 2003). A learning resource could be a picture on a wall, on a canvas, or in an e-book. This is the same resource, but in three different media. The 1:1 classroom provides increased access to digital media. Consequently, all students have texts and other materials within arm’s reach—the distance to the nearest screen.

Since students use the Internet as a distribution medium, they begin some lessons by deciding for themselves which digital book they would like to read. Provided the wireless connection works properly, they can begin the process quickly and are soon
able to choose their own books for independent reading by subject or degree of difficulty (Andresen, 2011a). It only takes a moment before the students are immersed in their texts. Observations in 1:1 classrooms indicate that the students concentrate relatively well during reading activities (Andresen, 2011a). An important benefit of the 1:1 classroom is thus extended time-on-task in ‘reading groups’.

Teachers in the 1st grade noted that students of both sexes are highly motivated and hardworking when they log into the portal to find books for independent reading (Andresen, 2011b). Some students select digital books with a relatively low readability index, i.e. 3–5, while others opt for books with higher scores. They also choose books based on subjects such as sport, humour, thrillers, love, friendship and adventure. Selecting books by subject or readability index generally works well, and students who are instructed to choose books with a certain readability index are self-sufficient in their reading because the chosen texts have a suitable degree of difficulty (Andresen, 2011a). When they encounter a word they do not already know, they can simply click on it and the computer reads it aloud. Students who require it can also have the whole text read aloud.

In this study, there is no basis for comparison in the form of a control group. Instead, other students at the same stage can act as a national control group. In a standardised test (called OS64) to assess skills in the decoding and reading comprehension of single words, students achieve the following results: in one class, 87% are in the top group of readers, which is above the national average, and, in the other class, 100% are in the top group of readers (Andresen, 2011c).

FLUENT DIGITAL WRITERS

As already mentioned, in the 1:1 classroom, the student’s digital fluency is factored into his/her subject-specific activities. In general, students use digital devices (for example, tablets and laptops) when working with the multimodal representation of texts, numbers, figures, drawings, photos and sounds. Some objectives concerning these types of activities are shown in Box 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After 2nd grade, students should be able to use simple word processing functions and also know about formatting functions. In addition, they should have an understanding of electronic communication in text, images, and sound and the ability to use ICT for everyday communication. They should also understand the relationship between senders and recipients in this communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 6th grade, students should know about cooperation facilities and the potential and pitfalls of communication on the Internet. They should also have the ability to knowledge-share and collaborate on the Internet as well as to evaluate the effects of statements made over the Internet (Danish Ministry of Education, 2014b).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to meet these objectives, each student should ideally have access to a digital device with a separate keyboard. However, the primary tool for some students is a tablet without a separate keyboard. If they do not have access to a separate keyboard, they can only touch one key at a time. Accordingly, their input becomes both slower and less automated than when they use responsive keys on a separate keyboard. Therefore, in order to meet the objective of learning to write, it is arguably better to select a digital device with a separate keyboard (Box 8).
After 2nd grade, the aim is also for students to know about the layout of the keyboard and have the ability to type lowercase and uppercase letters. This could be a practical reason for schools to buy tablets with keyboards and to buy separate keyboards for the tablets they have already.

After 4th grade, one goal is that students should be able to use a keyboard and a word processing program competently procured (Danish Ministry of Education, 2014b).

Box 8

When using a tablet as a ‘lean-back device’ or to complete smaller writing exercises at the elementary level, students often do not mind that a virtual keyboard takes up space on the screen (Maagaard, 2012). However, it may be an ‘ergonomic disaster’ to use a tablet without a separate keyboard as a ‘lean-forward device’. While typing on the on-screen keyboard, it may be difficult for students to retain an overview of longer texts or find their way around learning resources or exercises on the screen. Some older students say it is awkward to work with textbooks and exercises and also to find space for an on-screen keyboard (Box 9).

“You can display documents and PowerPoints, but you can’t edit them because the keyboard takes up too much of the tablet screen” (Andresen, 2012).

Box 9

A specific purpose of the 1:1 classroom relates to students with reading and writing difficulties. The aim is to avoid marginalising students who find it difficult to handle situations where they have to read and write in order to learn. Regarding students who are slow for their age at reading and writing, there is evidence to suggest that they benefit from predictive text and text-to-speech. As described in the guidance material from the Danish Ministry of Education, all elementary schools are therefore advised to implement these functions (Andresen, 2009).

The first Danish development project at the elementary level to test the daily use of computers for predictive text and text-to-speech was carried out in five schools. At each of these schools, every 3rd grade student used a laptop for reading and writing. The extent of the two categories ‘slow reader, many errors’ and ‘fast reader, poor understanding’ was almost the same in the five 3rd grade classes as in Denmark as a whole. However, at all five schools, the students’ results in a standardised test (called SL60) to access skills in sentence reading were higher than both the national average and the municipal average (Andresen, 2007).

DISTRACTED DIGITAL LEARNERS

Any innovation will generally have both intended and unintended consequences (Rogers, 2003). An undesirable side effect of the 1:1 classroom is that students can be distracted. In some case, students go on social media so often that it takes up almost all of their time (Box 10).
“She’s on Facebook the whole time. Can’t work out how much time she spends on it: Goes in just to take a look; writes if she has done something, like hanging out in the café.”

“Checks for three minutes, then puts it away. She does it the whole time, except when she’s running or sleeping, or singing.”

“Switches on and reads it all: Switches off for five minutes; switches on again and reads updates.”

“He’s on Facebook for five minutes at a time. After ten minutes, he’s on again.”

“He’s on Facebook the whole time – and he means, the whole time. He never turns his computer off. There is always a window open with Facebook on it. And sometimes writes stuff himself.” (Andresen, 2013b)

Since the first Danish Schools Act was passed 200 years ago, students have always been able to find ways of amusing themselves when they were bored in class. However, nowadays, in order to distract themselves, students simply need to look at the screen in front of them. It would be unfounded to offer a simple causal explanation for this (such as ‘students get distracted because they use tablets and laptops’). In many cases, the real reason for this problem is a lack of motivation and reduced effort, which means that students are bored in the lessons and seek distraction. Consequently, every 1:1 classroom has students who require help to negotiate the many tempting digital platforms on offer.

In some cases, distraction may be a symptom of the students being so dazzled by the digital narratives that they spend a lot of time playing, checking, and liking updates on the Internet. In other cases, they may lack concentration because they are afraid of missing something on social networks. In some cases, there is also a risk that students become so involved in gaming universes that they develop negative feelings or become aggressive and hostile towards other people. In all these cases, the non-academic use of digital devices can cause students to become distracted and reduce their time-on-task.

If pedagogical measures are to be viable, teachers have to analyse and understand such challenges. In a Danish municipality in which schools provide iPads to every student, many teachers have developed an analytical practice that enables them to understand and reduce educational challenges in the 1:1 learning environment (Andresen, 2013a). They evaluate and improve the impact of the use of tablets on the student’s motivation and effort. After all, the investment in tablets has had a positive effect. 85% of teachers think that the introduction of tablets motivates students to learn (Gammelby, 2012). Likewise, students themselves generally claim that, with tablets, their school activities are easier, more exciting, and less tedious (Maagaard, 2012, p. 94).

CONCLUSION

This article reports findings from an empirical study on 1:1 classrooms. It aims to address the following research question: in which ways can appropriate use of digital tools and media increase the student’s desire to become digitally literate and promote his/her learning? There is evidence to suggest that digital tools and media can promote student learning because the students are suitably challenged. Since every student uses a tablet or a similar device for learning purposes, it is, in principle, possible to achieve more time-on-task with less time wasted than before. However, this rests on the assumption that the wireless connection functions properly and that the students acquire digital literacy.
In many cases, it is an advantage for students to use tablets and similar devices to access learning resources with multimodal content. They are often capable of adjusting the content to their current learning needs. Using digital devices also has a positive effect on the student’s desire to read and learn and on his/her development in general. However, this assumes that there are set targets not just for the student’s reading ability but also the student’s academic grasp of digital learning resources.

It may also be an advantage to use tablets and laptops for practical and creative activities; for example, demonstrating the understanding of academic topics and concepts by choosing multimodal representations and offering more flexibility to the breadth and depth of the content. Moreover, digital technology may be used in the classroom as an all-round tool for knowledge-sharing and cooperation, for dialogue between students and teachers, as well as for teachers to comment on the student’s work. In practice, students can both increase and decrease their attainment in 1:1 classrooms; this depends on whether and to what extent they learn to navigate the many options and benefit from the most versatile dialogue and sharing tools that schools have ever had.

The students’ need for extra support changes when they have a tablet or laptop in their hands. Some need less support because they are more self-sufficient at school. Other students may need more support because they lack the basic literacy for their age. For example, they need to hear words or texts read aloud, use predictive text, receive help correcting their spelling and grammatical errors and working with multimodal representations. Some students in this category may lose self-esteem in relation to schoolwork. There are often pedagogical solutions to such problems. However, this assumes that the teacher analyses the educational challenges in order to understand why such challenges arise. A prerequisite for fulfilling the technological potential is a mind-set that focuses on day-to-day progress and adopts an analytical view of the progress (if any) that is made.

In order to implement the 1:1 classroom successfully, some of the school budget will have to be spent on the purchase of tablets or laptops for those students who cannot bring their own, up-to-date, ultra-mobile devices into school. However, a larger part of the school budget will have to be spent on enhancing the skills of teachers and allowing them the necessary time to develop an analytical approach to the challenges they face in promoting individual student learning in the 1:1 classroom.
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Abstract
In most cases student programming exercises are assessed based solely on the final program and a teacher does not know how students actually arrived at the solution or what steps they completed during the process. In this paper we review different approaches to observe how students solve their programming exercises and see how integrated development environment Thonny can be used to observe exactly what novice programmers do while programming. This is followed by a discussion of the benefits of (automatic) analysis of students’ solving process.
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INTRODUCTION
Solving of programming exercises has a title role in computer science education. Usually, the students’ work is evaluated on the grounds of a completed program. The program could be assessed by the system for automatic assessment, which is almost inevitable in case of a large number of students. Human evaluation of program code is used, especially in case of beginner courses, in order to give more useful and specific feedback, which could be impossible with automatic assessment. In addition to the final program, observation of the solving process is also very important to help rationalise solving, save time, increase motivation, etc. The teacher could, in principle, observe the solving process by standing next to the computer when solving takes place in a classroom. This would be impossible if solving is processed outside of classroom and complicated in case of a larger number of students.

This paper is focussed on automatic analysis of the students’ solving process in programming exercises. The aim is to outline approaches that have been used for analysing the solving process. The approaches differ by granularity of data, for example. It is remarkable that the solving process is also (or even especially) interesting and useful in software engineering, not only for educational reasons. After the section on data collection, a brief introduction on potential benefits of such analysis for educational purposes is presented. It is closely related to different types of learners (like stoppers, tinkerers and movers (Perkins et al., 1989)). The innovative part of the paper introduces the logs from a new educational integrated development environment (IDE) Thonny (Annamaa, 2015). The conclusive section describes some possible future works as well.

DATA ON THE SOLVING PROCESS
An analysis of the programming process must start with data collection. The most straightforward approach would be recording the screen and possibly also the subject’s body language and voice for later analysis. This approach combined with subsequent manual video analysis, or letting an expert directly monitor and comment on the process, is very flexible but also very expensive.

It would be more scalable to collect process data in a structured form allowing automatic analysis. In software engineering research, the analysis is usually based on source code snapshots extracted from version control systems (VCS). This makes data collection very simple, as using version control is a standard practice in professional context and therefore it is not necessary to set up a separate data collection mechanism. However, as Negara et al have explained (Negara 2012), many interesting aspects of code evolution get lost when we analyse only code snapshots at commit points.

Relying on conventional use of version control systems is even more problematic in the context of programming education, because requiring that students use a VCS can create an excessive cognitive load. Furthermore, beginner programming exercises are usually too small to be analysed on a scale where code commits usually mark the completion of a feature or a bug fix. For these reasons, the analysis of educational programming process is usually supported by a submission system, which may allow several submissions for the same task, for example Web-CAT (Edwards, 2009). More granular and diverse data can be collected by specifically designed or instrumented programming environments, which gather code snapshots on each compile or run.

Vihavainen et al show that in many cases even snapshots collected on each compile or run may be insufficient for getting realistic picture of the programming process, and it makes sense to collect detailed info about all relevant user actions, including key strokes and mouse presses, together with their time stamps (Vihavainen, 2014). If necessary, code snapshots can be constructed from these low level events for arbitrary points in time. There exist several such programming environments or IDE add-ons, for example, Fluorite for Eclipse (Yoon, 2013). In this paper we are mostly interested in these kinds of systems.

POSSIBLE BENEFITS

One could collect data on the solving process but it is important that the data supports improvement of learning and teaching. It is possible to describe different types of novice programmers. Perkins et al (1989) have divided them into three different learner types based on their problem solving strategy: stoppers, tinkerers and movers. Stoppers are students who when faced with a problem tend to give up faster and ask for help rather than trying to solve the problem themselves first. Tinkers are students who solve problems by experimenting and making small changes in the code while hoping to get the code working. Movers on the other hand are students who move towards the right solution. They have a certain idea for the solution and they are not afraid to try different approaches if the first one does not take them closer to solving the problem.

Cardell-Oliver (2011) has noticed on her students that students who are stoppers do not tolerate too much negative feedback on their work because, if they get too much negativity at once, they tend to turn into non-starters. On the other hand, because of their problem solving strategies, tinkerers and movers benefit the most from detailed feedback. When tinkerers see that they are getting fewer errors it probably means that they are on the right track.

Other authors (Housseini et al, 2014) have found that the classification of students into stoppers, movers and tinkerers by Perkins et al is not enough. They concluded
that it would be more accurate to divide student problem solving strategies into four groups: builders, massagers, reducers, and strugglers. Builders are students who constantly add new concepts to their code and by doing that improve correctness of their code. Massagers are similar to builders but they have periods where they only do small code changes without adding or removing any new concepts.Reducers are students who in the beginning take a completed code from somewhere (i.e., from a previously solved exercise) and start removing unnecessary concepts. They remove things until they get the right solution. Strugglers are the students who struggle with their code and make all kinds of changes in their code but they tend to have not enough knowledge to get their code working or find the mistakes and fix them.

Analyses of logs could provide valuable information for more specific classification of novice programmers’ solving style. For example, it is possible to observe a particular learner for longer time and get information about persistency of behaviours and impact of feedback. The ultimate task of teaching – provide as tailored feedback as possible – could also be accomplished better with the help of (hopefully automatic) analysis of logs. At first glance, even only awareness of his or her possible weaknesses in the solving process could help a student (and a teacher).

THONNY LOGS

Thonny is a new Python IDE developed in the University of Tartu, designed for learning and teaching programming. Besides program editing and execution capabilities, its most prominent feature is support for program animation – the user can easily step through the execution of the program and follow the changes in the program’s runtime state (including global and local variables and call stack).

In order to gain better insight into the solving process, we made Thonny log all interesting events that happen in its window (although we might not need them all because we are still researching which data will give us the needed information). For each usage session Thonny creates a log file containing descriptions of the actions performed by the user. These actions include loading and saving files, modifications to the program text (paste can be distinguished from typed text, for example), program executions, writes into and reads from the program’s standard streams, stepping commands, losing and gaining the focus of Thonny window, etc. Each action gets recorded together with its time stamp. The collected information can be used to replay the whole process of program construction and the activities in the shell. For this Thonny provides a separate window where one can choose a log file and see the events replayed at selected speed.

Thonny has been used for one semester in the Programming (Computer Science 1) course at the University of Tartu. The course had 280 participants; half of them were first-year computer science students while the other half consisted mostly of students from related fields (mathematics, statistics). Its program animation features were initially used only in the lectures for demonstrating Python’s run time behaviour, but many students chose to use Thonny also on their own for solving exercises in labs and at home.

Before a midterm examination we offered our students extra credit if they solved the programming exercises in Thonny and sent us the log files describing their actions during the midterm. We got logs from 44 students. For proof of the concept we created a small summary of the logs and from this data we learned, for example, that

- a student who used deletion commands two times more often and undo command 10 times more often than students in average, produced one of the best solutions;
- one third of the program executions generated error messages, one third of the errors were syntax errors;
one of the top students got error messages for 90% of his program executions, another top student for 20%;
only 14 students had used Python shell for executing statements or evaluating expressions;
27 students used the program animation features, 8 of them invoked more than 1,000 animation steps during 100 minutes.

Besides analysis of numeric summaries, we created a visualization of all users’ editing and program execution actions on a unified timeline. An extract from this is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Visualization of solving processes

Different lanes depict the actions of different students (from top to bottom) on a linear time scale (left to right). Height of the black bars corresponds to the number of characters entered during a given time slice; small blue bars indicate the number of pastes (note that one student did not paste text at all). Two bottom rows on each lane show the number of program runs and the result of the run (a dot in the lowest row indicates a syntax or runtime error). We hoped to find some distinctive similarities in the action patterns of stronger or weaker students but instead we found that two very similar action patterns can result in a very high or a very low grade.

After finding some curious cases in our numeric summaries (for example, a well performing student was using the “Undo” command 10 times more often than other students), which were not explained by the action pattern visualization, we replayed the respective logs in Thonny, i.e., we observed how the actual text appeared in the editors and the shell. In most cases this helped us understand why data was different from average (e.g. the student mentioned previously was using undo to get rid of recently entered words with typos).

CONCLUSION

Former studies and our experiences both show that in the context of programming education it is worthwhile to collect fine grained data about learners’ actions during the programming process, and in principle this provides us with the same opportunities for giving feedback as commenting video logs or direct observation. At the same time, fine grained data probably create better opportunities for automatic analysis, for example, based on data mining. Some authors have proposed using data mining techniques to uncover the higher level meaning of a sequence of low level user actions, but this remains a difficult problem. It would be of great help, if learners could easily mark the points in time, at which they completed one micro task (e.g.,
renaming a variable). It is not difficult to provide a keyboard shortcut for this, but most users likely need extra motivation for using this shortcut often enough to be useful. One possible reward for this key press could be saving the current snapshot of the code into a local history, which can be revised when necessary.

In addition to assessment of the learners' final program, (automatic) analysis of the solving process creates additional benefits for more adequate feedback and evaluation. Considering that in some cases students never submit their work (Vihavainen 2014), it would make sense to keep submission of logs separate from submission of the solutions for grading. It would not be the main purpose but analysis of the solving process could still help to identify illegal attempts in examinations, for example...

It is worth considering how to integrate analysis of programming logs more directly into the teaching and learning process. One approach would be integrating process analysis into automatic feedback systems, which usually analyse only the end result of a programming session. Such a system could, for example, warn the learner if it detects a possibly ineffective working pattern. Process data could be used in gamification – for example, the learner who writes a correct solution with very few deletes and corrections would receive a “Steady hand” badge. In labs, process data could be streamed into a visualization on the teacher's screen to make it easier to identify the students who need help.

We are convinced that automatic analyses of students’ solving processes could provide various opportunities that have not been very thoroughly studied at this moment. Furthermore, Thonny seems to be a suitable environment for future experiments (and can be improved if necessary). Of course it needs to be specified which log data is useful to us. One way is to analyse what was the student doing before receiving an error message and how he/she responded to that. Also we have already experimented a little how to give students more specific instructions for solving their exercises and finding their mistakes based on their programming logs.
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Abstract

Computer Science (CS) education in high schools is entering the fifth decade of its existence. Israel is one of the first countries which started to offer CS courses in high schools in the middle of the 1970s. Many European countries jumped in this process a decade later – Lithuania is among them. Both countries put a lot of effort in developing CS curricula and establishing assessment (maturity examinations). Nowadays there has been considerable activities surrounding CS education on all levels therefore we suggest to take a look at the experience of these two countries. In this paper we focus on the CS curriculum for high schools both in Israel and in Lithuania followed by a description of the final exams, some statistics regarding students’ participation and achievements as well as exam evaluation. We sum up with a discussion comparing both curricula and some insights.
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INTRODUCTION

At present, all evidence points to a significant boom in Computer Science (CS) education at the high school level. This boom is most clearly manifested in the shifting education attention from information technology (IT) to CS (or Computing, or Informatics as it is called in many European countries) and in increasing articles devoted to the questions of CS education in schools.

In today’s world, and even more as we move towards an ever more computing-intensive world, being familiar with CS is as critical to every citizen as being familiar with traditional scientific disciplines. To be prepared for the jobs of the 21st century, students must not only be digitally literate but also understand key concepts of informatics. Therefore the emergence of CS as a subject is more and more undoubted.

Education policy makers are becoming inspired by the challenges posed by the CS Teacher Association in USA (Seehorn et al., 2011) and Computing At School in the UK (CAS Working Group, 2012; The Royal Society, 2012). The new Computing curriculum in UK (CAS Working Group, 2012) puts the subject on an entirely new footing, as the “fourth science” at school. It offers new opportunities for professional development for teachers and better education for students.

So, in the last four decades, there has been considerable activity surrounding CS curricula on all levels: beginning with ACM Curriculum Committee on CS (ACM Curriculum, 1968) through Computing Curricula 1991 (Tucker et al., 1991) and up to Computing Curricula 2013 (Joint IEEE, 2013). Notable is the high-school curriculum designed by the special ACM task force (Merritt et al., 1994), and in particular the new K-12 curriculum (Tucker et al., 2003). The goal of the new K-12 curriculum (2nd edition), was to create a 4-level curriculum that could be widely disseminated,
accessible to every high school student in the US. Its aim was to enable every CS student to understand the nature of the field and the place of CS in the modern world. Students need to understand that CS combines theoretical principles and application skills. They need to be capable of algorithmic thinking and of solving problems in other subject areas and in other areas of their lives.

In light of the recommendations presented above, we can see that different countries developed unique curriculums for high school CS education, see for example ACM Transactions on Computing Education (TOCE) special issue on Computing Education in (K-12) Schools (ACM Transactions, 2014). Although much had been previously written about CS education at schools, we would like to share Israel's and Lithuania's long experience in teaching CS at high school. The paper deals with the main issues of CS education and points in the following directions: (i) CS curricula. (ii) Assessment and examination. (iii) Discussion and lessons learned.

THE HIGH SCHOOL CS CURRICULUM

Teaching CS in Israeli schools was offered since mid-1970s and it included a solid detailed course in basic programming and several electives (Gal-Ezer et al., 1995). A new committee was formed in 1990 in order to decide on the general topics and principles and to prepare detailed syllabi for a new curriculum. “The program's emphasis is on the basics of algorithms, and although it teaches programming it does so only as a means for getting a computer to carry out an algorithm” (Gal-Ezer, Harel, 1999). The committee that developed the CS high school curriculum included computer scientists who were also involved in various kinds of educational activities, experienced CS high school teachers, and CS education professionals from the ministry of education (Gal-Ezer, Harel, 1999). The current program committee continuously updates the CS high school curriculum which is based on the foundations laid by the 1990 committee, for example shifting, from procedural to Object Oriented languages.

In Lithuania, the directive to teach informatics came from Moscow in 1985. An outstanding scientist of this time, A. Yershov foresaw as early as 1980 that computers would cause worldwide changes and that Russia could supply schools with theoretical knowledge of CS. Lithuania had a good understanding of the situation and experience in the area: there had been a school for young programmers at the Institute of Mathematics and Informatics since 1981 (Dagys et al., 2006). Work of Lithuanian researchers in the field of the methodology of programming was well known in the Soviet Union. Lithuania runs weekly programs on national TV on teaching CS – half is dedicated to an introduction of computing concepts and the other half is designed to teach how to write algorithms and code. Plenty of textbooks on teaching algorithms and programming based on attractive tasks were developed. Methodology on teaching CS at secondary school level was strong and well designed by Lithuanian's researchers.

The Israeli Case

In Israeli high schools, every student must study at least one subject in depth, in addition to general studies which include Mathematics, English, History, Literature etc. The highest level of studies is the 5-point (as opposed to 3 or 4-point) program, each point representing 90 class hours. CS is one of the subjects that high school students can select to study in depth. The CS program starts in 10th or 11th grade depending on the high school.

The Israeli CS high school curriculum was designed in the early 1990s and first implemented in 1995. One particular principle underlying the curriculum is the interleaving of theoretical principles with application skills. This interleaving notion is
specifically termed in the Israeli curriculum as the “zipper approach” (Gal-Ezer et al., 1995). The curriculum has two versions, a 3 and a 5-point version.

The 3-point program includes two mandatory core units (180 hours), *Foundation of Computer Science 1 and 2* (denoted by FCS1 and FCS2), which present the foundations of algorithmic thinking and programming. The third unit (90 hours), *Second Paradigm or Application*, introduces the students to a second programming paradigm or application. This unit has several alternatives for the second paradigm such as: logic programming, functional programming and low-level programming; and several alternatives for the application area such as: Internet programming, computer graphics and information systems.

The 5-point program is intended for more advanced students. It includes the 3-point version and the fourth mandatory unit, *Data Structures* (90 hours), is an extension of the first two units (FCS1 and FCS2) and it concentrates on data structures and abstract data types. The fifth unit *Theory* (90 hours) can be chosen from several alternatives such as: object oriented programming, computational models and operation research. A detailed description of the program is given in (Gal-Ezer, Harel, 1999; Gal-Ezer et al., 1995).

**The Lithuanian Case**

In Lithuania CS is named by Informatics (*informatika*). Teaching informatics started with programming. The goal of teaching programming is problem solving transfer, also programming is the best way to build a language for instructing (communicating with) a machine. A. Cohen and B. Haberman have declared CS as a language of technology (Cohen, Haberman, 2007) and we totally agree with that.

A significant role in designing methodology for teaching programming has been played by the scientists of Lithuania. Already in the end of 1970s, a school students’ education in programming by using postal services was drafted. Established in 1981, the Young Programmer’s School by Correspondence was a unique school for high school students to learn programming (Dagys et al., 2006). The lessons of programming were published in the biggest daily newspaper (!) of Lithuania. They took nearly half a page of the newspaper a few times per month for a number of years (1979-1983). There was also a program on Lithuanian TV – a half hour a week for teaching algorithms and programming. The activity of the Young Programmer’s School was one of the first examples concerning informatics and had a strong impact on many phenomena related to informatics’ teaching, such as development of contests and Olympiads in Informatics (Dagienė, 2006).

In 1985-1986 Informatics was declared as a compulsory subject in high schools of the Soviet Union (in Lithuania also). The first textbook “The basics of Informatics and Computing Techniques” was written by famous Russian informatics professors. While translating to Lithuanian language we extended by adding a chapter on Pascal programming language which had not been recognized at this time in Russia.

Informatics curriculum was aimed at developing algorithms, thinking skills, abstraction and automation of solving tasks (now we can recognize computational thinking but this trend has appeared ten years later). We created a few hundred interesting and attractive tasks on learning programming; most of them were connected with student activities and connected with other science subjects. The tasks were translated and used in many high schools in XX.

As a part of the Education Reform in 1997, the Informatics core curriculum went through a major revision and it was expanded from teaching two years to four years (in total 136 hours) with more focus on application and the processing of information (mainly, text processing).
In regard with the changed role of the IT as well as with the needs of pupils and school communities, the curricula of all subjects were substantially revised and renewed in 2005: subject title “Informatics” was changed to “Information Technologies”.

However, the 34-hours module on introducing algorithms and programming has been implemented for grades 9 or 10 in high school. The course is aimed at summarizing and systematizing students’ knowledge on algorithms and drawing attention to their application and programming (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grades 9–10</th>
<th>Basic topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elements of algorithms and programming</td>
<td>Conception of algorithm, ways of writing; Programming languages, compilers; Preparation of algorithms, coding and running the program; Dialog between program and user; Entering and output of data, printing formats; Main actions of algorithms: assignment, loop; Simple data types; Stages of program development; Control data and correctness of program; Programming style and culture; Simplest algorithms and their programming;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Lithuania - the optional module on programming for grades 9-10

The IT course for grades 11-12 in high school is being essentially revised. Several optional modules mostly oriented to the requirements for study courses in higher educational institutions are being developed. Developing algorithms and learning programming is one of the optional modules (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grades 11–12</th>
<th>Basic topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithms</td>
<td>Data I/O; Calculation of sum, product, quantity, and arithmetic mean, search of maximal (minimal) value(s); Logical expressions; Ability to modify algorithms according to the particular data structures; Boolean data types; Relational Operators; Logical operands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text files</td>
<td>Creating, Editing, Reading, Writing and Closing files; EOL and EOF; Enumerated types; Sub-ranges; Operations on ordinal types.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure and functions</td>
<td>Procedure &amp; function, Parameters &amp; arguments; Standard math procedures and functions; Procedures and functions related to files.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrays</td>
<td>One dimensional arrays, array assignment; Using loops; Searching; Sorting; Arrays &amp; Subprograms; Two-dimensional arrays, Reading, writing and manipulating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strings</td>
<td>Fields in a record; Array of records; Characters and strings: I/O, comparison, division, combination, sorting; Char and string arrays.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records</td>
<td>Processing records; Nested records; Record variants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming technique</td>
<td>Programming steps: writing, coding, debugging, testing, improving; Programming style and code alignment; Effectiveness; Program documentations; Arrangement of dialogs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Lithuania - the optional module on programming for grades 11-12

Today, one of the challenges of the CS curriculum is to catch up to the new technologies, to go deeper in its understanding and adjust that to rapidly changing markets and users’ expectations. Moreover, as a starting point, the initial preparation of pupils must also be taken into account.

Since 2005, the main attention in Lithuanian schools is being paid to satisfy user’s needs and to develop computer literacy. Teaching of the basics of informatics as a mandatory part has become quite poor. Students get familiar with the basic knowledge on informatics in grade 5 or 6, when they have a Logo or Scratch course and in grades 9 and 10 with focus on understanding simple algorithms and coding. The teaching process in Lithuania depends very closely on the knowledge and activeness of the teachers themselves. However the optional modules on programming and related topics are available in high school and in some schools also
in lower grades. Especially learning coding became more and more popular among pupils with focus on web design and programming of mobile devices.

Comparison and lessons may be learned

Main principles and components of the CS curricula in both countries are similar: more than 2/3 of CS curricula in both countries are devoted to algorithms and programming. In particular, programming can now be interpreted as a component of an emerging new form of literacy (Vee, 2013); as a tool to conceive and create things, to develop creativity (Resnick et al., 2009); as a way for children to widen their experience and experiment with their own ideas (following, in a sense, Papert's Mindstorms' perspective).

Teaching programming has been designed very carefully in both countries: from developing teaching resources, exercises, handbooks, computer tools to teacher training and deep connection between educators and researchers. As we have noticed teaching programming has been focused on CS concepts and building understanding. Pupils are asked to recognize and use variables, data types and data structures, understand and apply control statements: assignment, condition, repetition and procedures. Rather than increasing various CS concepts both countries chose the way “Less is More”: learning less concepts but making more activities and practise.

Beside CS curricula at schools both countries have a long tradition of suggesting to pupils many different outreach activities in the CS field, especially programming clubs and contests such as Olympiads (International Olympiad, 2014) and Bebras (International Contest, 2014).

In the next section we describe the matriculation and final exams both in Israel and Lithuania.

MATRICULATION/FINAL EXAMS

The Israeli Case

All high school students are required to take matriculation exams in the main subjects studied in high school. The Israeli matriculation exams are similar to the American AP exams in that they are external nationwide exams. Internal high school exams are used to prepare students for the national matriculation exams. The final grade in the subject tested is calculated as the average of the matriculation exam and an internal grade which is based on the internal exam and the student performance throughout the year. It is important that teachers will be familiar with the matriculation exams in order to prepare their students in the best way possible (Drysdale et al., 2005). The questions in the matriculation exams, like the AP exams, should test the intended concepts accurately, unambiguously, and without bias (Hunt et al., 2002).

The content of the matriculation exam of FCS1 and FCS2 reflects the foundations of algorithmic thinking and programming. The duration of the exam is three hours. The exam is divided into three sections according to the Bloom taxonomy.

- The first section contains 5 mandatory ten point questions which test basic skills such as knowledge and comprehensibility.
- The second section includes 3 fifteen point questions which the students are required to answer two of them. The questions in this section are application questions which require the students to solve problems to new situations by applying acquired knowledge. The questions in this section may require writing a small program, or writing a sub-program and demonstrating its use or tracing a given program. This section requires the use of sequential and/or nested patterns.
The third section includes 2 twenty point questions from which the students are required to answer one. The questions in this section require analytic and synthesis skills. This section requires writing a complete program which includes: defining appropriate sub-tasks, defining main variables and data structures and implementing the code including documentation.

For the third unit Second Paradigm or Application the students are required to prepare a project according to the units’ topic and requirements. The students present their project to external examiners who are usually CS high school teachers from other schools. The students must defend and run their projects and answer questions posed by the examiner.

The fourth and fifth unit (Data Structures and Theory) have a combined 3 hour exam. The first part deals with Data Structures and the second part deals with the Theory unit. In each part the students are presented with four questions from which they must select two.

The Lithuanian Case

Exams in school cause contradictory feelings. No doubt that having a maturity exam increases the value of the subject. School students and teachers often give more respect to exams than to the process of learning. Besides, it is better for pupils to have more choice for choosing exams. In 1995, the informatics maturity exam was developed. Informatics as a separate subject was taught for many years in Lithuanian schools thus to establish the maturity exam in informatics was a natural process. Discussion on informatics exams has been presented in (Blonkis, Dagienė, 2008).

The main goal of the Informatics exam is to encourage students to take interest in programming. The demand for programmers is considerable. Programming as a creative process is being comprehended by learning to write programs from one’s as early as possible youth upwards. Algorithmic and structural thinking skills greatly influence the conception of the exact sciences.

The results of the Informatics exam are being recognized when choosing studies of informatics or informatics-related specialties at Lithuanian universities. Those, who pass the Informatics exam successfully, have wider possibilities to enter CS-related studies in higher education. At the same time it checks whether student have the aptitude for studying informatics: there are many first year students who quit their studies since they find programming too hard to understand and an uninviting occupation for themselves.

Lithuania’s maturity programming exam is an interesting use case of semi-automatic evaluation. Research on exam data demonstrated that this approach is rather effective and still provides good quality evaluation. However this type of evaluation is still not very popular among CS teachers and the outcome of this use case can be rather interesting for the community.

The Informatics exam consists of two parts: the larger part (75%) is allocated to programming, while the rest (25%) concerns the issues of computer literacy. The programming part consists of test (25%) and two practical tasks (50%). The aim of the programming test is to examine the level of students’ knowledge and understanding of the tools required in programming (elements of programming language, data types and structures, control structures, basic algorithms).

The Informatics exam focuses on: knowledge and understanding – 30%, skills – 30% and problem solving – 40%. The problems are oriented towards the selection of data structures and application of basic algorithms to work with the created data structures.
In Lithuanian schools, each subject’s exam has its own curriculum, which is more concrete than the general subject’s curriculum. The curriculum of Informatics exam closely corresponds to the content of the programming module. Three main fields are emphasized: algorithms, data types and structures, and constructs of a programming language (Table 3).

The main attention is being paid to the abilities to choose the proper data types and data structures, also to the implementation of the algorithms and developing the programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Data structures</th>
<th>Programming language (Pascal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculation of sums, product, quantity, and average; Search of max/min value;</td>
<td>Integer, real, char, Boolean, and string; Text file; One-dimensional array; Record;</td>
<td>Program structure; Documentation; Variables; Assignment; Relational &amp; Logical operations; If statement; Loops; Compound statement; Procedure &amp; function; parameters &amp; arguments; Standard math procedures &amp; functions; Procedures &amp; functions related to files.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data I/O; Sorting: Modify algorithms according to particular data structures.</td>
<td>Creating simple data structures.</td>
<td>Program documentation. Arrangement of dialogs. Program writing (style).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Components of curriculum of Informatics exam

An exam is not the best way of teaching students, – it seems to be late. We have noticed something different. The students who intend to take the programming exam choose the programming module a year before and try to follow the exam model while studying. In other words, if a lot of attention is paid to writing programs, if there are many tasks of algorithms and data structure selection in the exam, the students pay much attention to the mentioned points while learning. Therefore, the exam performs an educational function.

The following section presents some statistics regarding students' participation and achievements and exam evaluation.

**SOME STATISTICS AND EVALUATION**

**The Israeli Case**

The data in this section was taken from the Publications of the Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics and from the Science and Technology Department in the Ministry of Education (Publications of Central Bureau, 2013; Science and Technology Office, 2014).

The following statistics refer to the percentage and grades of students studying CS in 2012:

The percentage of students studying the 5-point CS program in high school is 10.4% and the percentage of students studying only the 3-point CS program in high school is 5%.

- 97% of the students who took the CS matriculation exams passed the exams.
- The percentage of females who passed these exams is slightly higher than the percentage of males who passed the exams.
- The average final grade of FCS1 and FCS2 exam was 88, while the average final grade of the Data Structures and Theory exam was 80.
- The Theory exam was distributed as follows:
  - 67% selected Computational Models and achieved an average grade of 81.1
  - 12% selected Object Oriented Programming with C# and achieved an average grade of 81.1
- 8.4% selected *Object Oriented Programming with Java* and achieved an average grade of 80.6
- 10.4% selected *Computer Systems* and achieved an average grade of 76
- 2% selected *operation research* and achieved an average grade of 82.5

**The Lithuanian Case**

The practical part of the Informatics consists of two tasks – students have to write programs for the given problems. The practical tasks constitute 50% of all points. The main aim is to examine the students’ ability to master independently the stages of programming activities, i.e. to move from the formulation of the task to the final result.

Obviously, the contest system from olympiads can be useful, but it cannot be used without significant changes. A new automated evaluation system with all the requirements met was developed. Application of the evaluation operates with packages of solutions. Each solution must be compiled, and then run with several data sets. The answers provided for all these data sets must be compared with the correct one.

The exam may be approached in two ways: on the one hand, it is the evaluation of the results achieved by a student; on the other hand, it could heighten the motivation to learn. Both must be considered when planning the exam. The exam should be prepared so that it measures the competences needed for further studies in CS. The exam is based on the optional module of the basics of programming which consists of four parts: 1) introduction – basic elements of programming; 2) data structures; 3) developing algorithms; 4) testing and debugging programs.

Students should demonstrate understanding of existing code (Lister et al., 2004). According to many years of experience, the exam has settled structure: 30% is allocated to knowledge and understanding skills, and the rest – to problem solving. The problems are oriented towards the selection of data structures and application of basic algorithms to work with the developed data structures.

In the practical part students have to write programs for the given two tasks. The main aim is to examine the students’ ability to master the stages of programming activities independently. The first task is intended to examine the students’ abilities to write programs of the difficulty described in educational standards. The abilities of students to use the procedures or functions as well as basic data types, to realize the algorithms for work with data structures as well as the abilities to manage with input and output in text files are examined. The second task is intended to examine the students’ understanding and abilities to implement data structures. The core of the task is to develop the appropriate structures of records together with arrays. The abilities to input data from a text file to array of records, to perform operations by implementing the analysed algorithms, and to present the results in a text file are being examined.

Evaluation of the programs submitted to the exam is a very important issue. The National Examination Centre has made a decision to create an automatic evaluation system with all the requirements met. The system consists of several modules responsible for the evaluation of different aspects such as evaluation of the programming style. The development still continues, as the main rules of the exam change step-by-step and new ideas arise for better evaluation (Table 4). One of the latest ideas is to integrate open question answer testing in the same system, by adding C++ as a possibility for the programming part.

Application of the evaluation operates with packages of solutions. Each solution must be processed as follows: it must be compiled, and then it must be run with several
data sets. The answers provided for all these data sets must be compared with the correct ones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts or program evaluation</th>
<th>% of points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Testing. Automatic evaluation.</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data structures, data reading, actions of calculation, printing of results.</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluated only if</strong> results of at least one test are incorrect.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obligatory requirements to the program (procedures &amp; functions for single actions are indicated), programming technology, and style.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Evaluation of the program development

The evaluator team tries to evaluate the solutions positively. This means that students get points for their effort. For example, correct input/output routines can be assessed by several points. Also, some points can be gained for dividing the program to subroutines, for using complex data structures like the array or record, for writing good comments, for good programming style, etc. These criteria can be easily evaluated by a person, while computer evaluation is not so obvious. This is the reason for manual evaluation of solutions.

The first tasks are easier therefore a larger number of students attempt to solve them. The second tasks are intended to examine the students’ understanding and abilities of implementation of record data type. The core of the task is to develop the appropriate structures of records together with arrays. The abilities to input data from text files to arrays containing elements of the record type, to perform operations by implementing the analysed algorithms and to present the results in a text file are examined. The operations are to be performed only with numerical values. The curriculum does not require operations with character strings, only reading and derivation of such strings are applied.

In order to get maturity certificate students should pass a compulsory mother tongue exam and at least two optional exams. Informatics exam has quite good number of participants, over two thousands (in comparison, Chemistry and Physics exams have around three thousands students each). The number of failed students varies from 2% to 17% (Table 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attended</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>2328</td>
<td>2268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>97.69%</td>
<td>92.73%</td>
<td>82.43%</td>
<td>92.21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Informatics exam in 2011-2013

**SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION**

Promoting curricular change, shifting the focus from knowledge as a set of content and especially from technical knowledge to knowledge as integration of process and skills, including culture, language, etc. is a very difficult task. The changing global context due to the impact of ICT is redefining the type of literacy and skills that are needed. Such skills are not only technical but also cognitive and they involve high-order thinking. The importance of new skills has started to receive considerable political interest throughout Europe (Informatics education, 2013). These are new challenges for researchers to concentrate their attention to this field.

Informatics education in schools does not clear up the myths about CS and most of the students in high schools graduate with no clear answers to the popular statements formulated as “relations”: CS = programming, CS = IT (ICT), CS = computer literacy, CS = a tool for studying other subjects, CS ≠ scientific discipline. The White Paper by the CSTA (Stephenson et al., 2005) lists a number of challenges and requirements that must be met if we want to succeed in bridging the gaps in education and improve education in informatics as a computer science discipline:
- students should acquire a broad overview of informatics;
- informatics instruction should focus on problem solving and algorithmic thinking;
- informatics should be taught independently of application software, programming languages and environments;
- informatics should be taught using real-world problems;
- informatics education should provide a solid background for the professional use of computers in other disciplines.

Bringing informatics to schools through curriculum in a formal track is quite important, however it is necessary to support the informal ways of introducing pupils to informatics. The most famous informal way to introduce informatics can be contests and Olympiads on programming.

As we can see from the above sections, each country developed a unique curriculum for high school CS education. Israel introduced CS in high school in the mid-1970s while in Lithuania Informatics was introduced a few years later.

Both curricula are continuously being developed and updated according to recommendation of important interest groups and international organizations such as ACM, CSTA and UNESCO. In both countries there is a strong involvement of researchers from the academia in curriculum development and implementation.

Both countries focus on the fundamentals of algorithms and programming and data structures. In Israel it is implemented in the first 2 points Foundation of Computer Science 1 and 2 and in the fourth point Data Structures. In Lithuania it is implemented in the optional module on programming for high school. Israel's program includes additional modules including an additional paradigm or application and a theoretical unit.
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Abstract
Generative learning objects (GLOs) being reusable items in terms of generative capabilities may also offer new opportunities to create individual and highly adaptable content for learning processes. The paper introduces the stage-based GLOs adaptation to create opportunities for adaptive personalized learning. The approach can be treated as adaptation-with-specialization. This framework is, in fact, the modified paradigm known in Computer Science (CS) research as the program partial evaluation (specialization) technique to support adaptation and reuse. We describe and evaluate the approach from the user point of view to teach CS topics. We also provide a case study using the adapted content (LO) within the LEGO NXT learning environment.
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INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
The learning object (LO) defines the course-independent learning content aiming at supporting interoperability and reusability in the domain. Among multiple ideas and approaches, the generative learning objects (GLOs) proposed by Leeder et al. (2004) and Morales et al. (2005) play a significant role. GLOs are defined as "an articulated and executable learning design that produces a class of learning objects" (CETL, 2009). GLOs being reusable and executable items (programs and meta-programs in our case (Burbaitė et al., 2013) may offer also new opportunities to create the individual and highly adaptable learning content.

The adaptability problem is broadly discussed in the literature. There are many attributes to characterize the problem such as the context, learner’s profile, capabilities of a system used, etc. There is also a variety of factors influencing its understanding (e.g. content representation forms, cognitive aspects, structure and model of LO, etc.). As a result, one can meet a diversity of related terms in the literature to characterize the problem: adaptive learning, personalized learning (Butoianu et al., 2010), adaptable LO, personalized LO (Brady et al., 2008), adaptive granularity (Man & Jin, 2010), adaptive learning path (Bargel et al., 2012), etc.

In e-learning, adaptation is thought of as the customization of the system “to the cognitive characteristics of the students and implies the study and conjunction of technical and pedagogical aspects” (Ruiz et al., 2008). The paper (Bednarik, et al., 2005) defines adaptation as “the adjustments in an educational environment aiming to (1) accommodate learners’ needs, goals, abilities, and knowledge, (2) provide appropriate interaction, and (3) personalize the content”.
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Adaptation is a reuse-based activity within an educational environment aiming at changing the structure, the functionality (behaviour) of an item (LO), or both so that the predefined objectives or requirements of the context can be fulfilled. The personalised learning content has been shown to increase the learners’ interest, comprehension and hence their learning success (Triantafillou et al., 2004).

Meta-programming-based GLOs (Burbaitė et al., 2013) due to the use of meta-programming as generative technology may also offer new opportunities to create individual and highly reusable content for learning processes. The main goal of reusability is also to adapt the teaching content to the context of use. For that, we need to have a framework enabling to connect reuse issues with the educational context in order we could be able first to specialize the GLOs, and then having the specialized GLO, to consider the adaptability problem in some well-defined manner.

In our case, the adaptation task is driven by the specialization process of the GLO as a higher-level program, i.e. meta-program. In general, program specialization, also known as partial evaluation, has shown its worth as a realistic program transformation paradigm. This paradigm makes it possible to automatically transform a program into a specialized version, according to the context of use (Taha, 2004). Program specialization also partial evaluation (Jones et al., 1993) also relates to stage programming and meta-programming. Shortly it can be summarized as multi-stage programming, i.e. the development of programs in several different stages. Taha was the first to provide a formal description for a multi-stage programming language. Staging is a program transformation that involves reorganizing the program execution into stages. We apply these concepts in our approach.

The paper’s contribution is the pedagogically sound stage-based adaptation through specialization/generation of the specialized GLOs to support user-guided adaptation of the CS teaching content within the educational robot environment. The paper’s structure is as follows. Section 2 presents the GLO adaptation task. Section 3 outlines processes to solve the task. Section 4 provides a case study along with adaptation paths for active learning to teach CS within the educational LEGO NXT (Castledine & Chalmers, 2011) robot environment. Section 5 evaluates the results and presents conclusion.

**ADAPTATION TASK USING GLO AND EDUCATIONAL ROBOTS**

We are able to formulate the adaptation task in our context using GLO and NXT robots as a part of the educational environment as follows. Given the educational environment that includes the following components: i) specialized GLO (meaning stage-based representation (Štuikys et al., 2014), further GLOs) oriented to using NXT robots; ii) PHP processor to interpret the GLO; iii) RobotC programming environment and iv) ready-for-use NXT hardware. The task is to initiate and perform the user-guided multi-stage processes that include: i) the pre-programmed content (i.e. specialized GLO) adaptation to user’s (i.e. teacher’s and learner’s) needs through selecting the adequate parameter values; ii) monitoring and evaluating the result of adaptation through the feedback; iii) adapting the intermediate result to the robot’s environment and iv) creating active learning through discussions and data exchange.

GLOs is a specialized version of the original GLO designed for reuse. The original GLO implements a large scale of e-learning variability that may include pedagogical, social, technological and content variability (Burbaitė et al., 2013). We express all kinds of the variability uniformly through parameters and their possible values. The parameter space predefines the reusable variants of LOs derivable from the original GLO. As the number of LO variants may be very large, it is difficult to generate the needed LO from the original GLO. Specialization for adaptation enables to tackle this problem.
Specialization is the structural transformation of the original GLO into its specialized form without affecting the overall functionality of the original GLO. The aim of this transformation is to make possible the pre-programmed user-guided adaptation of a GLO when used. The specialization process (devised as a combination of (Burbaitė et al., 2013), (Štuikys et al., 2014) and (Futamura, 1999)) results in creating the multi-stage executable specification GLOS that is coded as the k-stage heterogeneous meta-program. In Figure 1(b), we can see the structure of the specification. Specialization of GLOs by staging enables to flexibly (automatically) prepare the content for the different contexts of use. To do that automatically, we have developed the specialization tool MP-ReTool (Bespalova et al., 2015) (read as “meta-program refactoring tool”) that transforms GLO coded in PHP into the k-stage representation (i.e. specialized GLOS).

Content adaptation is the user-guided process that includes user’s actions and automatic processing by the tool. The user views (exams) the given interface of GLOS so that to recognize and supply his/her context parameter values. Then the automatic processing follows yielding more specialized variants to support needs for adaptation. Content adaptation is a part of the whole learning process being included “surface learning” (along with its feedback) and “deep learning” (along with its feedback).

In the paper (Houghton, 2004), surface learning is defined as “accepting new facts and ideas uncritically and attempting to store them as isolated, unconnected items”; deep learning is defined as “examining new facts and ideas critically, and tying them into existing cognitive structures and making numerous links between ideas”. Active learning, as defined by (CRLT, 2014), “is a process whereby students engage in activities, such as reading, writing, discussion, or problem solving that promote analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of class content”. The use of educational robots promotes active learning due to the possibility of combining cooperative learning, problem-based learning, the use of case studies and feedbacks.

**PROCESSES TO SOLVE THE ADAPTATION TASK**

Now we are able to present our approach to solving the adaptation task in more detail. In Figure 1(a), we outline the approach schematically as a multiple process with different kind of adaptation and feedbacks. There are three kinds of adaptation scenarios: i) stage-based, ii) technological and iii) adaptation at the active learning phase.

**Figure 1: Adaptation scenarios (a) and stage-based adaptation sub-processes (b)** ([Štuikys, 2015] © Copyright 2015 by Springer)
According to given definition, the stage-based content adaptation is surface learning because the user selects the parameter values (see Figure 1(b)) as “isolated, unconnected items” (see also the user interface in Figure 3). We present the overall stage-based adaptation in Figure 1(b). Here, the user actions are combined with the automatic processing phases \( (P_1, \ldots, P_k) \) performed at each stage by the PHP processor. The result of the processing at a higher stage is the lower-level specialized GLO (denoted, e.g. as \( \text{GLO}_{A(i)} \)). The phase \( P_k \) yields the concrete \( \text{LO}_A \), i.e. the result of adaptation.

Within each stage, stage-based adaptation is automatic. It is the user-guided process running within the meta-language environment (PHP processor in our case). The higher stages are for the teacher. The lower stages are for learners. The adaptation process as surface learning may follow two modes. In mode 1, there is no feedback. The process goes through phases (stages) resulting in narrowing the space of variants smoothly (see Figure 1(b)). In mode 2, it is possible to return to the previous stages through Feedback 1 and 3 for selecting the other parameter values for adaptation, if the previous values do not satisfy the user’s needs. The tool that performs a specialization ensures the functionality of mode 2.

By technological adaptation we mean the compilation of the adapted \( \text{LO}_A \) (i.e. robot’s control program (CP)) and uploading it into the robot’s flash memory. After that, the robot is ready to solve the prescribed task and learners are able to monitor the robot’s actions, evaluate the characteristics comparing them with selected parameters. The learners are able to analyze the CP, to investigate the correspondence among the abstract parameter values (those that were previously defined at the staging process) with the physical characteristics of the robot’s actions. What is most important is the possibility to change the CP by the short feedback 2 (meaning the change of CP and its recompilation and reloading), or by the deep feedback 3 (meaning the selection of the other parameter values at the stage-based adaptation). In fact, surface learning is the user-guided content preparation-adaptation through gradual staging and feedback among stages (i.e. user-oriented parameter selection). The adapted content and possible feedbacks enable to happen the active (deep) learning. However, we are able to describe the whole adaptation process in detail through a case study.

**A CASE STUDY: ADAPTATION PATHS OF ACTIVE LEARNING**

The aim of this case study is to demonstrate the adaptation process of the real learning task using NXT robot environment (Castledine & Chalmers, 2011) and reveal more practical details on the surface and deep learning through GLO adaptation. We have selected the “Ornament drawing by robot” task. The learning objective was to teach loops and nested loops written in RobotC (2007). In Figure 2, we present the model of the task “Ornament drawing by robot”.

![Figure 2: The 5-stage models of the task “Ornament drawing by robot” (Štuikys, 2015) © Copyright 2015 by Springer)](image)

The model contains 5 stages as a result of specialization of the original GLO (Štuikys et al., 2014). The dependent parameters LL and TT represent the teacher’s context (are at stage 5). The parameters LA (the pure learner’s context), P1 and P (the pure
content parameters) (stage 4 in this model). The rest parameters are pure technological parameters (representing the content in the case of using robots). They can be placed into one stage, however, due to the large number of parameters, there might be difficult to ensure a flexible adaptation. Technological parameters are permuted among stages according to the task semantic. In our case, the motors should be evaluated first (at stage 3), then the robot’s drawing velocity of motors and drawing time (at stage 2) and, finally, the idle velocity of motors and robot’s moving time (at stage 1).

A more detailed analysis of the model is presented in Figure 3. The submitted values by the user initiate the process, and the processing tool creates the intermediate result of the adaptation at the adequate stage. The hidden parameters are not evaluated at the current stage. Note that the result of stages 2 and 3 are not shown in Figure 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>User’s view for actions</th>
<th>Stage model</th>
<th>State of the GLO after processing phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 5     | Learning activity: Casa_study | ![Stage model](image1) | //Learning activity: Case_study 
Time for solving task: 15 min task main(){
} |
| 4     | Level: Intermediate | ![Stage model](image2) | //Intermediate level 
//Number of ornaments 2 
//Number of ornament parts 5 task main(){
for(int i=0; i<2; i++){
for(int j=0; j<5; j++){
}
} |
| 3     | Motor: AC | ![Stage model](image3) | ... |
| 2     | Drawing velocity 1: 30 | ![Stage model](image4) | //Adapted LO in RobotC (CP) 
task main(){
for(int i=0; i<2; i++){
//Pen's descending (in bold)
motor[motorB]=50;
wait1Msec(100);
motor[motorB]=0;
for(int j=0; j<5; j++){
motor[motorA]=30;
motor[motorC]=50;
wait1Msec(3000);
motor[motorA]=-30;
motor[motorC]=0;//rotation
wait1Msec(3000); 
//Pen's ascending (in bold)
motor[motorB]=-50;
wait1Msec(100);
motor[motorB]=0;
motor[motorA]=30;
motor[motorC]=30;
wait1Msec(500); 
} |
| 1     | Moving velocity 1: 30 | ![Stage model](image5) | ... |

Figure 3: Stage-based adaptation without feedback ((Štuikys, 2015) © Copyright 2015 by Springer)

In Figure 4, we present the results of solving the Ornament drawing task, the Robot’s view to run the task.
At stage 1, we have the LOₐ, i.e. two nested loops written in RobotC as the robot’s CP (see the source code in Figure 3). The lines in bold are commands to define the robot’s action caused by the task specificity, i.e. motor B serves for controlling the pen’s state (“over paper”, “on paper”), while motors A and C are responsible for moving. Then the robot’s CP is to be compiled into the executable code and downloaded into the robot’s memory. Next, the robot performs the pre-programmed actions. Robot’s actions enable involving the learner into deep learning through the series of activities. First, the learner is able to follow and observe what is going on the robot’s action space. As there are a few robots within the classroom with the slightly different CPs, learners can communicate among themselves. It is possible to measure/evaluate visually (roughly) the speed of robots, to observe how robots actions are changing from the drawing state to the idle state. Students are able not only to observe the task solution in action, but also to compare the results.

Even more, it is possible to provide the experimentation and research, for example, to estimate the dependency among CP parameters and robot’s actions. For this purpose, of course, learners need to go through feedbacks and repeat the learning path accordingly depending on the new scenarios (see Figure 1 (a) and 5).

We present a possible scenario of adaptation-based learning that combines both surface and deep learning into the whole process with the deep feedbacks. The scenario (see Figure 5) includes the technological adaptation (i.e. the compilation phase after executing generation at stage 1). The multiple feedbacks are possible on the stage-based adaptation process because the learner is able not only to perform the adaptation by selecting the parameter values, but also by seeing the result of stage-based processing (see Figure 3). The visual monitoring of the result may cause the need for selecting the other values and repeating the process through the feedbacks FB1.

Active learning starts when the robot executes the prescribed task according to the completely adapted CP. The learner’s activity is to follow the robot’s action, to remember what parameters have been chosen previously, to reason about on how they correspond to what is seen on the drawn picture. In the whole, the learner has the possibility to make the reflection on what is going on the robot’s action scene. After that, the learner can evaluate the result of the solved task. There is the possibility to change the CP manually (if some inconsistency was observed) and repeat the process by feedback FB2. Even more, it is possible to provide a wide scale experimentation and research using the deep feedback FB3. Taking into account all possible feedbacks, there is a great deal of learning paths to accommodate the learner’s adaptation preferences in gaining knowledge not only to construct gradually (in step-by-step manner) the nested loops, but also to be convinced on how the CP
constructs are transformed into physical entities such as velocity, time, idle move, operating move to draw line fragments, etc.
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Cognitive processes

Task solution reality
New knowledge
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Surface learning
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– feedback, C – compilation, S – task solution by robot, k – number of stage

Figure 5: Adaptation-based scenario for active learning ((Štuikys, 2015) © Copyright 2015 by Springer)

EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION

Currently, the approach was tested on three representative tasks (NXT Robot Calibration, Line follower, Ornament’s design) with multiple variants. The obtained result has shown its practical value. We have presented a possible scenario of adaptation-based learning that combines both surface and deep learning into the whole active learning. The proposed methodology has been evaluated by the students’ engagement levels (suggested by Urquiza-Fuentes and Velázquez-Iturbide (2009) through the following cognitive processes (ordered by cognitive deepness from the lowest to the highest): viewing, responding, changing, constructing and presenting. In our case, viewing means the student’s passive monitoring of robot’s actions; responding means the student’s ability to answer a question, or the formulation of a question for the teacher; changing means the student’s ability to modify the control program directly; constructing means the conscious adaptation (use the feedbacks); finally, presenting means the student’s ability to explain, to discuss with the teacher or other students on the topics and to present the obtained and researched results either orally, or in the written form. The pedagogical evaluation enables to conclude that GLOs are most effective at the viewing, constructing and presenting levels. The statistics obtained through experimental research over 3 years (2011-2014) shows the increase of learning improvement from 6 to 15 percent (see Figure 6).
Figure 6: Student engagement levels (2011 to 2014, 186 students: 141 boys, 45 girls): a) not using GLOs; b) using GLOs

The teacher’s task is to identify the length of the cognition process path for each student, i.e. to identify how many students are able to go through all cognitive processes and whose failed (in which point and why).
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Abstract
This paper builds on the growing international success of the Computing project, Literacy from Scratch, showing how computational thinking skills (mainly algorithmic thinking at this early stage) can be developed through this creative, cross-curricular project. However, while it provides an excellent starting point for the development of computational thinking in schools, there is now a clear need to show teachers how computational thinking can be incrementally developed through this project, and underpinned by research. Accordingly, this paper looks at the practicalities of the project itself, and suggests ways in which the Progression Pathways (an assessment framework with a set of incremental skills, concepts, and principles) set out in England by Computing at School (CAS), and researched and developed in the Czech Republic, can begin to be mapped.
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INTRODUCTION
In many countries across the world, new attention is being given to computing and computational thinking in schools. In England, this is being driven by a new government curriculum initiative, called Computing. By contrast, some countries, like the Czech Republic, are not waiting for governmental instructions, but are attempting to introduce computational thinking into their curriculum, quite independently. A Computing project, which has successfully engaged school pupils and teacher trainers in both of these countries, is called Literacy from Scratch ([Williams, Černochová, 2013]; [Demo, Williams, 2014]; [Williams, Černochová, Demo, Younie, 2014]). It is an example of a very fruitful international collaboration between primary and secondary schools, and teacher training institutions in England and the Czech Republic. While the concept of developing computational thinking is the same in both countries, there have been different approaches to the pedagogy and research methods underpinning these relatively early stages of the project.

1. CASE STUDY IN THE UK
The teaching of the new subject, Computing, as it is now called in England, as a part of the National Curriculum, has only been undertaken since September 2014. Prior to this, Computing, which includes aspects of ICT, e-safety, as well as computer programming, was taught in some schools as a lunch-time activity, or in after-school clubs.
Some of us are of a generation that remembers, through concrete experience, the wonderful cross-curricular, collaborative, and creative projects undertaken in our Primary schools (age 5 to 11), a process sadly destroyed by the introduction of the National Curriculum in the 1990s. By using Scratch, a graphical programming language, as the tool, however, there was the opportunity to replace this lost teaching model, while simultaneously introducing the new Computing curriculum. This is an exciting prospect [Williams, 2015].

The opening of the National Curriculum states, “A high-quality Computing education equips pupils to develop computational thinking and creativity, in order to understand and change the world.” Here is a reminder of what UK pupils, aged 5 and 6 (Key Stage 1), must be able to do:

- Understand what algorithms are, how they are implemented as programs on digital devices, and that programs execute by following precise and unambiguous instructions
- Create and debug simple programs
- Use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs?
- Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content?

The starting point for the journey into Computing, therefore, is clear. Teachers who have adopted the Literacy from Scratch teaching and learning model, in the UK and abroad, have been amazed at how exciting the project can be, and, perhaps more importantly, how they can so easily develop creative writing, art, music, and Computing skills, all at the same time. However, this project, Literacy from Scratch, was devised originally by a teacher of English, rather than of Computing, and while it certainly works extremely well in getting former ICT and other teachers “off the mark” in Computing, and using Scratch to meet the demands of the new National Curriculum, the project simultaneously has to be able to encourage pupils to develop their computer programming skills in a broadly incremental way. This necessary progression requires a more rigorous Computing approach, and for this we turn to Computing at School’s National CPD Co-ordinator, Mark Dorling. He has, with colleagues, developed Progression Pathways, a thorough “map” of the key Computing concepts that schools in England should aim to develop. The web of Progression Pathways has had over 20,000 downloads, and is fast becoming the “gold standard” in English schools, as it was included in the Department for Education (DfE) and Microsoft funded QuickStart Computing project.

1.1 Concepts of Computational Thinking and Computing

The next section of this paper explores how the Literacy from Scratch project can help to meet these incremental requirements.

The Literacy from Scratch project and Progression Pathways

This project was conceived as a cross-curricular response to the new government Computing initiative. As such, it covers all of the requirements for the first level of Progression Pathways, which includes the three main elements: Computer Science (CS), Information Technology (IT) and Digital Literacy (DL). The main focus for English schools, which already teach IT and DL, is therefore on Computer Science.

This, in turn, is divided into six main teaching areas: Algorithms, Programming and Development, Data and Data Representation, Hardware and Processing, Communication and Networks and Information Technology (Figure 1).

For the purposes of this section of the paper, analysis is confined to the first three of these pathways, as shown above.
Literacy from Scratch covers all six aspects of the curriculum requirements for Computing at a starting level. This level is coloured in pink on the grid (see on-line for the colour coding) of which three (Algorithms, Programming and Development, and Data and Data Representation) are shown. There is no statutory guidance on assessment, and the school inspectorate is not keen on levels. Therefore, use of colours allows teachers to assign any arbitrary value to colour, and focus on progression instead. The Progression Pathways statements have computational thinking opportunities mapped to them, in order to support teachers in identifying, recording, and auditing which computational thinking techniques they have been using. Mark Dorling and others have developed this CAS computational thinking framework. It is also worth mentioning that the CT Framework is at the core of the DfE and Microsoft funded QuickStart Computing project. There is therefore a clear structure and coherence behind the whole process.

Figure 1 Part of Progression Pathways

This means that by adopting and developing Literacy from Scratch in their classrooms, many teachers have made a useful start to the new Computing curriculum, even if only at a (very manageable) first level.

1.2 Research methods

In England, as there is only just starting to develop Computing as a new curriculum subject, from September 2014, there can, necessarily, be little evidence of progression, as yet. Research is currently confined to Action Research, as shown on the web site: www.literacyfromscratch.org.uk.

At the present, in this project there are used qualitative methods mainly based on interviews with teachers and pupils involved in, on monitoring pupil’s activities and on assessment of pupil’s outcomes.

1.3 Activities of pupils and teachers

But how are teachers to move their pupils’ levels from level one (pink) to level two (yellow) and on to level three (orange), and beyond? How is progression to be managed? Within the creative concepts of the project, can further progress realistically be made? Here are some activities that may be included to extend computational thinking skills:
Loops and repetition (i.e. level two, yellow)

Loops can be developed in a number of ways. First, there is a very simple, cross-curricular way, through music. In order to create a musical background to the story, or a song within it, or a dance at the end of it, the Sounds section of Scratch can be a very useful ally. A song like the traditional "Good King Wenceslas", for example, has a repeated phrase.

Why repeat writing out the coding when a simple loop (or repeat) can be used, as above? This, incidentally, was coded by a seven-year old pupil, who has clearly met the simplest algorithmic thinking statements (AL) already. More importantly, progression to a higher level in Computing is driven by adding music to the project.

But all sorts of animation effects can also be used as a stimulus for developing computational thinking. Children love to see effects in action, and so, for example, making an animated bat (which can be hand-drawn in an art lesson, or borrowed from the Scratch pool of animals) can be made to “catch an insect” (again drawn or borrowed), and class discussion, a very important aspect of computational thinking, fixes this in the mind of the pupil. This animation, can, in turn be developed as a mathematical concept, by using the x and y axes as a background. The bat can travel around the lines of a square until it touches an insect. (Prediction: What will happen if…? can also be added into the mix very easily.) Here, higher level thinking is also being driven by the needs of the actual story line, and its animation elements.

Subjects that might be included in the story-writing

These narratives can also be developed through a focus on topics such as the environment, and tied into UK primary curriculum concepts such as mini-beasts, and predator and prey, and linked with personal and social education (care for others) all linked through the Computing curriculum, the mechanism by which these stories unfold on the screen. Was there ever a better time to introduce computer science concepts into the curriculum?

1.4 Summary of the case study

Literacy for Scratch has engaged pupils in Computing from the age of 3 up to the age of 14, (and up to age 16 in Italy, through the work of G. Barbara Demo), and can do so in increasingly challenging ways. The project supports the development of creative narrative work, as well as cross-curricular thinking, by combining Literacy, Computing, Art, and Music. When allied also to subject material such as science (through science-fiction stories) or the environment, or social and moral issues (through stories about bullying, for example), it is clear that there is huge potential for cross-curricular teaching and learning, brought about through the development of the Computing curriculum.

2. CASE STUDY IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

Unlike England, Australia, or Lithuania, the Czech Republic has not discussed computational thinking in the context of school education. Nevertheless, in 2014 this concept was integrated into a document Strategy for digital education for 2020 approved by the Czech Government on November 2014. Some Czech schools, inspired by experiences from abroad, are examining ways, and seeking to develop new approaches to ICT in education, and have started to concentrate on algorithmic thinking development. The project, Literacy from Scratch, is one example of how to start this international initiative.
2.1 Concepts of Computational Thinking and Computing

The starting point for a case study “Tell your story and try to program it”, designed within the framework of Literacy from Scratch, is based on several facts in the context of the Czech Republic:

- **The position of ICT as a subject, and especially topics of algorithms and programming in the curricular document “Framework Educational Program for Basic Education“ (FEP BE):**

  The aims of ICT as a subject in the curricular document FEP BE [RVP ZV, 2013, p. 32] do not include the requirement to develop the algorithmic thinking of pupils, nor to dedicate any attention to their programming skills. These two concepts – algorithmic thinking and programming – are not mentioned and specified either in the curriculum, or as learning outcomes of particular themes of ICT in Basic education for pupils aged 6-15 [RVP ZV, 2013, pp. 33-34], neither in a proposal of Standards for ICT as a school subject [Brdička et al., 2013].

  ICT as a subject in [RVP ZV, 2013] is focussed mainly on ICT user skills development, to be able to work with a computer and to search for information from different digital resources, including the Internet, and to publish and present them in different digital formats.

- **Algorithms and programming in school practice:**

  Extensive research carried out among Czech ICT teachers at lower secondary education, in 2013, discovered, and at the same time confirmed, that the teaching of ICT as a school subject is focused primarily on work with the Internet (searching information, e-mail communication) and on fundamental user skills to use main SW (text-processing, spreadsheet graphics applications, SW for doing digital presentations) [Rambousek et al., 2013].

  It was discovered that only a very few Czech schools in the Republic have been dedicated over a long period to algorithmic thinking and programming development ([Rambousek et al, 2013]; [Černochová, 2010]). This was reinforced also in interviews with 73 part-time students of MA degree study of ICT at the Faculty of Education in Prague in 2012-14, who teach ICT as a school subject in Basic schools. The basics of programming are implemented in school education only by ICT teachers who have a technical professional background with a focus on computer science, IT, or who at some time worked as a computer programmer.

- **Theoretical basis for teaching approaches to pupil learning:**

  The theoretical basis for teaching approaches and to knowledge processes, more and more emphasises the importance of active and engaged learning, especially the importance of creating different types of artefacts, including mental artefacts. “Creation and cognitive process are (inter)related more than teaching practice assumes” [Slavík et al., 2014, p. 110]. And the process of computer program creation in schools, based on an appropriate educational programming environment, can play an important role in pupil learning, and in acquiring different literacies, such as mathematical literacy, reading literacy, linguistic or visual literacy, and including digital literacy.

  Most Czech pupils (aged 6 to 15) do not come across any programming outside their school activities. This young generation has no idea about how it is possible for them to use a computer, and other digital devices, to carry out so many miscellaneous social activities (such as playing games, social communication, publishing, and searching for information). Unfortunately, pupils’ experiences with tablets amplify this fact. Work with tablets differs from a work with an ordinary PC. Pupils understand a
computer as a tool for work with SW, as a tool for downloading programs, or browsing photos, for communication on Facebook, or searching for information on the Internet.

- The first steps in a governmental strategy for education in the Czech Republic: Although there is no intensive discussion among teachers, teacher educators, researchers and policy-makers in the Czech Republic about the need to reform the existing curricular documents, and to implement into them the basics of Informatics or Computer Science, the incorporation of the requirement to develop computational thinking of pupils and their teachers into the governmental document Strategy for digital education for 2010 [Strategie digitálního vzdělávání do 2020, 2014, p. 46] was nonetheless achieved in 2014. The document was approved by the Czech Government on 12.11.2014. It seems to be an indication that the Czech Republic could be engaged very soon in the introduction of key Informatics/Computer Science concepts into school education (including pedagogical approaches to algorithmic thinking, and programming skills development) into curriculum and university teacher education and teacher continuing professional development. At present, the Czech Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs has started to collaborate with the Czech Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport about questions related to digital literacy [MPSV MŠMT, 2015].

2.2 Research methods used in “Tell your story and try to program it”

From September 2014 to January 2015 a research project was developed called, “Tell your story and try to program it” in Scratch, with two groups of pupils aged in 11 to 22, one group was formed of 22 pupils of Grade 6 at a Basic school and second one was formed of 14 pupils in the eighth-year gymnasium in Prague.

Lessons were organised regularly, 1 hour per week, in both schools (the Basic school and eight-year gymnasium) managed by the same ICT teacher in the framework of the compulsory ICT subject. The ICT teacher published her lesson plans, study materials for pupils and tutorials on her web pages (http://scratch.sandofky.cz). Teaching at both schools took place in computer labs, with data projection, and in a good working atmosphere.

The project “Tell your story”, was aimed not to research a teaching methodology for programming in Scratch for beginners, but rather, primarily, to start inquiry into the nature of pupils’ ideas about computers. The project strove to develop a complex of fundamental literacies (reading, visual, digital, linguistic, mathematical, and musical) with a special accent on cross-curricular links. On no account was there any aim to compare ICT knowledge and skills between two groups of pupils, that is, between Basic school pupils and eight-year gymnasium pupils.

Target group

The group from the Basic school was formed by 22 pupils (10 male, 12 female). The curriculum of this Basic school is focussed on pupil creativity development, and on creative teaching approaches to learning. Pupils of this Basic school are used to approaching tasks creatively not only in artistically-oriented subjects, but also in other subjects, including science. If pupils do not understand what they learn they show it by their behaviour. They were very spontaneous in asking questions, they enjoyed speaking, but sometimes they had problems in narrating stories. Some of them had a problem in concentrating on their work. Algorithms and programming are not included in the school curricular programme. Nevertheless, some pupils of Grade 6 did some programming in Scratch in the school year 2013/14. ICT as a school subject at this Basic school is focussed on creative work on computer, not on technological principles about how computers function.
The group of eight-year gymnasium was formed of 14 pupils (12 male, 2 female). The pupils were accepted to study at this selective school according to their success in their entrance examination. In ICT they are used to apply simple algorithmic procedures and logical thinking. They did not know Scratch before the start of the project “Tell your story”.

**Research question**

The research question concentrated on which ideas about computers the pupils should begin work with, in order for them to have an idea about how a computer works. Do pupils have any idea of how they will be able to program a computer, with the aim to fulfil their dreams and to ask their computer to do what they wish? Will the pupils’ ideas about what a computer can do, and why it can do what it is able to do, change in any way if pupils spend some lessons working in a programming environment and thinking about how to instruct the computer to do what pupils want? Will pupils’ first programming experiences have any impact on their ideas about what they can do with a computer?

**Research methods**

To resolve this research question, we applied qualitative research methods, a systematic observation, questionnaire method, a test with matching tasks, a test with short answers, essay, interviews with pupils, analytic and synthetic methods for evaluation of pupils’ outcomes.

**2.3 Activities of pupils and teachers**

At the beginning of the project the pupils were given a questionnaire with the aim of seeing their initial ideas about a computer.

From the questionnaires, we discovered that the pupils in Grade 6 from Basic school learn how to manipulate and use computers primarily from their siblings, from their parents and from other members of their family, and in many cases by themselves without any help. In spite of the fact that pupils spend at home a relatively a large amount of time using computers or another digital device, the questionnaire, unsurprisingly, did not substantiate pupils having any profound knowledge about computers, or any clear idea about how computers work. They do not think at all about how and why a computer works, and 75% of them stated they had no idea about this problem. For some pupils, a computer works “accordingly to technology. It is a box full of ideas and thoughts.” “A computer functions thanks to a graphics card and to other components, but I did not think about it.” “According to my idea, it contains some components in which information is stored. And using wires it is transmitted to a monitor.”

Answers to the questions, “How can you communicate with a computer? How can you tell it what you want from it?” pointed towards what the pupils of the Grade 6 mainly do with their computers:

- the pupils search for information on the Internet:
  
  *I write it to a search engine – I write to my computer what I am searching for, and it finds it – I write it to my computer – I write something, then I use ENTER and press OK – I move mouse on an icon (for example Google) and using keyboard I write what I need to know (for example a recipe how to bake a cake) or you can play games – it is handled by a mouse or keyboard.*

- the pupils work with SW applications:
Using a keyboard and a mouse I click on what I need – I do not understand very much the question, but either I write it to my computer on a keyboard or I click by a mouse – Using a keyboard I write what I need and using a mouse I click on icons or items.

The pupils of the Year 1 at Gymnasium do not spend so much time using game consoles, and playing games as pupils of Grade 6 at the basic school. Their answers in the questionnaire demonstrate they have clearer and more complex ideas about how and why a computer functions, following a series of classroom lesson on hardware and software:

A computer can work due to electricity – it transmits a set of 1 and 0 which are displayed on a monitor or stored in a computer memory and its other elements. There will be presented a picture on a monitor, in memory cards there are stored all data, and a processor operates and controls all processes. – In a computer inside there is a hard disk where are stored all information about everything in a “binary language” which operates with 0 and 1 only, everything is recorded in 0 and 1. By pressing A (B, C, ...) on a keyboard a signal passes in a binary form through a silicon board, and a graphics card to a monitor where it is displayed in a form recorded for this key.

The pupils from the gymnasium think a person can communicate with a computer that s/he “puts some things using a mouse or a keyboard into various programs, but if you want to program your own program you must formulate a complicated formula in a programming langue – to create the programme.” Some of them answered “The question is very simple – we put data and information into a computer through a keyboard, mouse, microphone ... (a touch monitor?)”. Understandably, there are some pupils who, similar to pupils of Grade 6 in their answers, mentioned „using a keyboard and mouse“.

PHASE 1: Teamwork and scenario development

Lessons of programming in Scratch in “Tell your story ...” were based on pupil teamwork. Pupils formed two-members teams. Each team proposed its own story which at the start had to describe in a written form as an essay; using four colour markers in each essay pupils had to mark out four phases (scene) of the story which related to the same background (stage). Then each team presented a main idea of its story to all class verbally. After then, using worksheets teams developed a structured storyboard with four scenes (Figure 2). They had to name each scene separately. Using a table for each scene pupils wrote a list of sprites. Finally, they again told the story in a written form in details structured by each scene.
Cervená Karkulka


Figure 2 Example of structured scenario for a story „Little Red Riding Hood“

Pupils could draw inspiration from an example based on a Czech popular song „Skákal pes přes oves“. This example (Figure 3) was used as a teaching material to teach pupils to program in Scratch\(^1\). Firstly, under teacher guidance, the pupils learnt how to analyse the program of this story, all they had a study material including a program in Scratch. Its melody which is very well known to each child helped pupils to understand a structure of the Scratch program.

PHASE 2: Teamwork in programming stories

Pupils were not allowed to use ready-made graphics and sprites available on the Internet. They had to design original graphics. The majority of pupils designed all

graphics in Scratch editor. Only one team scanned their own hand made pictures. In spite of all pupils tried to draw pictures using a graphic tablet, in the end nobody used it for their stories in Scratch.

Pupils of Grade 6 programmed in Scratch 12 different stories. For us it was very important that the pupils were interested in their teamwork because they programmed their stories which they had thought themselves. The progress of each team was assessed continuously: each team obtained in a printed form information and recommendation what would be better to do or change, how to solve some situations in their program (Figure 4). Pupils had to read these recommendations and instructions very carefully.

**PHASE 3: Explanation of key concepts related to programming**

We exploited some experiences which pupils step-by-step have acquired in Scratch to explain to them some key concepts (algorithm, program, sequence of command, input, output, variable, cycle, branching, debugging) in a context of specific examples in particular situations (Figure 5).

**PHASE 4: What have pupils learnt?**

At the end of the project, the pupils answered a final questionnaire and analysed a program in Scratch. The pupils of Grade 6 showed us how deeply and profoundly
embedded were the experiences that they acquired from searching on the Internet, and from using a computer as a tool for communication, as well as altering their perceptions about computers. Activities in Scratch clearly contributed to the improvement of the ideas of pupils of eight-year gymnasium, about how a computer can function.

CONCLUSION

Literacy from Scratch as a classroom project for introducing pupils to computational thinking is succeeding because it allows non-specialist teachers (or rather teachers with other skills!) to begin working on Computing through a constructivist model. But it also allows for conceptual progression. Much still needs to be done to develop computational thinking further, of course, but, in Literacy from Scratch, we now have a creative and cross-curricular teaching and learning framework within which pupils and teachers can develop understanding and skills in a constructivist way, one which can be easily mapped against Progression Pathways and the computational thinking framework, and that is being effectively supported by research.
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Abstract

This paper presents a gamified activity designed to teach a Portuguese historical event from the 20th century to 6th grade students. This gamified activity is based on data from an ongoing project carried out in Portugal concerning the games most played by students. In our paper we analyse the data related to the students in the 2nd cycle of the Portuguese Educational System (n = 508), collected through a questionnaire. We present the results obtained as well as learning principles and game mechanics identified. Finally, we describe the game that is being developed (according to the game mechanics identified) related to a Portuguese historical event - the Implementation of the Republic in 1910.
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INTRODUCTION

Although ubiquitous learning has been pointed to as the future of education for more than a decade, it was only with the recent spread of various mobile devices in everyday life that several researchers awoke to the importance of using those devices in the educational field.

“In recent years, mobile learning has undergone a significant transformation due to rapidly growing ownership of smartphones and tablets, accompanied by the proliferation of apps, social networks and mobile-friendly open access resources” (Kukulska-Hulme, 2014, p.12).

Games, which have been applied in education for a long time, have also benefited from these advances in technology and from the portability of multiple devices (Jeong& Kim, 2007). Consequently, it is very common to see today’s young people spending their free time playing. And they do it with an enthusiasm they do not show in other school activities. In fact, the possibility that the player may take a certain game with him/her and play it anywhere - because he/she makes the mobile phone an extension of his/her cognition - is quite attractive.

Being aware that games allied with mobile technologies can enhance motivation, we believe they can be used as a powerful mechanism for teaching formal contents, as they are fun and learning occurs in every move without the player even paying much attention (Prensky, 2010).

In this paper, we are going to set out a proposal for a gamified activity for learning History, based on previous research about students’ game preferences. For a better understanding, we will present the research conducted and identify students’ game preferences, as well as analyse their comprehension of the characteristics each game must have so that they can keep playing it.
RESEARCH

A project carried out in Portugal aims to combine games and mobile devices in learning contexts. This still ongoing project, named "From Games to Interactive Activities for Mobile Learning", sought to identify the games Portuguese students play most, especially on mobile devices. Students from the 5th grade of Basic Education up to Master's degree level completed a survey, with a sample size of 2303 players of mobile games. Overall, results from the study indicated that i) students' preferences change according to their educational level and gender, ii) female students show more interest in casual and simple games, while male students prefer games that involve planning, strategy and cooperative work, iii) females prefer to play alone, while males prefer to play in online communities and iv) older players value the games with impressive graphic effects that engage them in virtual environments (Carvalho&Araújo, 2014).

Within the scope of this project, after the analysis of the favourite games and the identification of the learning principles and the game mechanics, the research team is now designing gamified activities for mobile devices aimed at students of all educational levels and in formal learning situations, which will be evaluated in real learning contexts.

Therefore, in this paper, we begin by presenting the data obtained related to 5th and 6th grade students (N = 508).

1. THE GAMES MOST PLAYED BY 2ND CYCLE STUDENTS

The first phase of the project aimed to identify the most played games, as well as students' gaming habits on mobile devices. To achieve these purposes, we carried out a survey (Babbie, 2003) online in Portugal between May and November 2013. The data collection instrument was divided into four dimensions, namely i) Characterisation of the students; ii) Characterisation of their gaming habits; iii) Preferences about games and iv) Preferences for learning school contents through games. The survey was validated by experts in the field and approved by the Educational Department (Direção Geral de Educação) of Portugal.

Sample characterisation

Out of the 649 respondents, 508 were players on mobile devices, of whom 58.7% were males and 41.3% were females (see Table 1), with an average age of 11.2 years. In this study, we corroborate findings related to players' gender already presented in other studies (Lucas & Sherry, 2004; Simons, Bernaards& Slinger, 2012) indicating that male students are more likely to play than female students (see table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational Level</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Respondents playing games</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd cycle</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of answers obtained from 2nd cycle students

When asked about the mobile devices on which they played, the respondents indicated the laptop (78.7%), followed by the mobile phone (63.8%), the PSP (46.7%), the tablet (44.7%), the Nintendo 3DS (24.2%) and the smartphone (21.3%). Regarding the mobile device they use most to play their favourite game, the laptop is the device indicated by 45.3% of the respondents, followed by the mobile phone (14.4%), the tablet and the PSP (13.4%), the smartphone (5.1%) and the Nintendo 3DS (2.4%). 6.0% didn’t mention which device they used to play their favourite game.
Gaming habits

When asked about the time they devote to games, 41.1% of the respondents indicated a range of 1 to 5 hours a week, 34.3% less than an hour and 13.4% between 6 and 10 hours. 4.7% of the respondents indicated 11 to 20 hours and also 4.7 indicated more than 20 hours per week (1.8% of the respondents did not answer this question). On average, respondents play 4.4 hours per week; male respondents play an average of 5.5 hours and their female peers 2.8 hours.

With respect to the respondents’ preference for game partners, the majority of the respondents indicated that they prefer to play alone (57.1%). 42.9% prefer to play with others online, 2.4% with friends and / or acquaintances, 23.8% with colleagues 13.4% with siblings, 12.4 % with other family relatives, 10.0% with strangers and 2.6% with parents.

Preferences about games

Regarding the games most played by the respondents, we identified 141 games (Carvalho et al., 2014).

Taking into account the great diversity of the games identified by the respondents (N= 508), we present the 5 games most commonly indicated by the students from the 2nd cycle (n=161).

Thus, the 5 most played games correspond to 31.7% of the sample that was part of the project mentioned above. Data highlight that the Pro Evolution Soccer option was only identified by the male students and that Pou and Subway Surfers were predominantly female students’ options (see table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Male (n=119)</th>
<th>Female (n=42)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grand Theft Auto (GTA)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro Evolution Soccer (PES)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subway Surfers</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minecraft</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter Strike (CS)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pou</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Top 5 favourite games, distribution by gender (n=161)

As our sample is mainly male, typically male games stand out, characterisable as violent (GTA, CS), sport (PES) and sandbox (Minecraft) (Terlecki et al., 2010) (see table 2). These highly competitive games require effort and take several hours to complete. It is important to note that some of the games mentioned are not suitably age rated for the students that make up our sample, whose preferences are therefore, at variance with the European standards (PEGI 16 and 18). In addition, 2.3% of the boys play games rated 16, and 23.2% of male and 4.3% of female regularly play games rated 18+ (PEGI18) (Carvalho et al., 2014, p.31).

These data indicate that the major differences are in the gender-related preferences. While male students prefer longer games, which sometimes involve teamwork and group cooperation, female students prefer faster games, which they can play alone without interacting with other players (Carvalho et al., 2014, p.30). We found that the students also give different answers in relation to the themes of the games. The boys prefer action and adventure (GTA), war (CS) or football (as PES, FIFA) games, while girls prefer games about everyday life, where they can take care of an "animal" (Pou) or people (Sims), or where they can test some skills such as speed of reaction (Super Mario and Subway Surfers) (idem) (see table 3).

| Position | Male (n=128) | Female (n=80) |

96
Table 3: Top 5 favourite games according to gender (n=208)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Grand Theft Auto (Rockstar Games) (30.5%)</td>
<td>Pou (Zakeh) (27.5%)</td>
<td>Minecraft (Mojang) (13.3%)</td>
<td>Subway Surfers (Kiloo Games &amp; Sybo Games) (12.5%)</td>
<td>Counter Strike (Valve Software, EA Sports) (11.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Pro Evolution Soccer (Konami) (20.3%)</td>
<td>Super Mario (Nintendo) (20.0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Subway Surfers (Kiloo Games &amp; Sybo Games) (18.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Minecraft (Mojang) (13.3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Sims (Electronic Arts) (17.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Subway Surfers (Kiloo Games &amp; Sybo Games) (12.5%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stardoll (Stardoll) (16.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the time spent by students playing each game, we noted that the most common answer is 1 to 5 hours per week (47.2%), followed by less than an hour a week (27.3%) and finally between 6 and 10 hours a week (13.7%). Few respondents marked over 11 hours a week (10.6%).

In the questionnaire the students (n=508) were asked to express their opinion about the difficulty level of the games they play most. The most chosen level is Moderate (40.8%), Easy is chosen by 22.4% and Very Easy by 16.9%. Hard and Very Hard where chosen by 12.2% and 7.7% respectively.

They were asked to indicate the importance of some characteristics of the game for keeping them playing. The differences between male and female students are noteworthy.

Males (n=298) mentioned that these features are very important to them: graphic effects and animations (79.9%), gameplay (78.2%), characters (74.2%), being able to play with others (72.8%), being able to improve one’s score (71.1%), the game having many levels (70.8%), scenarios (69.5%), a long game (67.8%), friends playing the same game (64.4%), being able to play online with others (63.4%), storytelling (57.0%) and sounds (55.7%).

On the other hand, females (n=210) indicated that the characteristics most important for keeping them playing were: characters (79.5%), the game having many levels (72.4%), being able to improve one’s score (70.5%), graphic effects and animations (70.0%). We conclude, therefore, that the male gender values more the graphics, the gameplay, the characters, being able to play with others, being able to improve one’s score, the game having many levels, and the scenarios while the female gender highlights the game characters, the game having many levels, being able to improve one’s score, and graphic effects and animations as the factors that make them keep playing.

**Learning course content through games: students' preferences**

We asked in the questionnaire if the students would like to use games to learn course content, and most of them answered yes (84.6%). Those who answered positively (n=430), were asked to choose the type of game they would like to use in class. Adventure (66.0%), Action (59.1%) and Sport (50.5%) were the types most commonly chosen.

**2. LEARNING PRINCIPLES AND GAME MECHANICS IDENTIFIED IN THE GAMES MOST PLAYED**
After having analysed the games they play most, based on the 36 learning principles (Gee, 2003), we identified some of these principles as common to the games most played: i) Psychosocial Moratorium; ii) Committed Learning Principle; iii) Amplification of Input Principle; iv) Achievement Principle; v) Practice Principle; vi) Regime of Competence; vii) Intuitive Knowledge and viii) Affinity Group Principle.

The reasons mentioned by the students for liking the games most played are the opportunities to do violent actions, to drive a car or to fight criminals. These dangerous and morally reprehensible activities are carried out in a safe virtual environment where it is possible to take risks without real consequences (Psychosocial Moratorium - by Gee, 2003).

Sport games, mainly football, are a typical boys’ activity (Blakemore, Berenbaum, & Liben, 2008; Cherney & London, 2006; Sin, Talib, Norishah, Ishak, & Baki, 2014; Terlecki et al., 2010; Williams, Consalvo, Caplan, & Yee, 2009), for this reason it is easy to understand that in the list of the most played games there is one football game (PES).

On the other hand, Minecraft is a game with its own characteristics where adventure and the ability to build something are very appealing ingredients for male players. Casual games like Pou and Subway Surfers are more appealing for female players. These are games with short matches, highly rewarding without major punishments; their aim is to collect as many coins as possible to purchase items for avatars, which enables social interaction by sharing through Facebook, SMS or email. This social interaction is mentioned by Terlecki et al. (2010) as important for female players.

However, if we look for common characteristics in these games we can identify that in all of them it is necessary to fulfill tasks - these can be repetitive - (Pou, PES, Subway Surfers) or to complete missions (GTA, CS, Minecraft). Most of these tasks are feasible in short time periods and rewarded as they are performed in the game. Carrying out these tasks in a regular manner makes it possible to progress in the game and to develop the avatar by customising it or acquiring items. It is the Committed Learning Principle (Gee, 2003) when students apply their time on a regular basis to doing the tasks that make the avatar development possible, thus feeling a commitment towards this virtual identity.

In all the games we find the Amplification of Input Principle (Gee, 2003), because the tasks are set in a simple way that produces feedback without a need to actually do them as in the real world. For instance, a football match can be completed between 4 and 12 minutes and not in 90 minutes as in the real world.

Some of the tasks are repetitive and this makes it possible to improve the player’s capabilities (Practice Principle; Regime of Competence; Intuitive Knowledge - Gee, 2003). The player repeats similar actions in the game improving his/her capabilities, by driving vehicles in GTA, by playing soccer matches in PES or by running on a railway line (Practice Principle). Even if the player cannot complete a task at the first attempt he/she feels that he/she is capable of accomplishing it by trying again and again, improving his/her performance (Regime of Competence). For instance when a player helps Jake, the avatar, to run on a railway line jumping and moving between the tracks in every attempt he/she can go further and feels that he/she is capable of doing even better the next time around. Here, practice and experience allow the player an intuitive and tacit knowledge that is highly valued between players who share an interest in the same game (Intuitive Knowledge).

Another common characteristic is social interaction with other players, through sharing items (Pou, Subway Surfers), or by using a multiplayer mode (GTA, PES, CS and Minecraft): here we find the Affinity Group Principle (Gee, 2003). The player shares the same interest over the same game, enjoys sharing his/her achievements because
the other players understand and value them, but it is also possible to learn from the experience of other players or to teach others.

We also identified the common gamification mechanism that can be seen in the games most played (Manrique, 2013):

- World (The whole space where the gamified system takes place);
- Avatar (A representation of the person in the game);
- Customisation (The possibility of personalising our character);
- Equipment (The items that the character wears. A source of power);
- Currency (Any kind of virtual currency that creates an economic market);
- Quest (A mission with an objective that leads to rewards);
- Tutorial (Learning tool to develop the player's skills in that game).

GAMIFIED ACTIVITY

Drawing on the above analysis, an interactive activity was created that we describe below.

Planning

The game has been designed according to two prerequisites: i) allow the formal learning of contents, ii) be a creative game that would attract students' attention in order to make them learn. The mechanics identified in students preferred games were taken into consideration in the design of the game. After the definition of the subject under study, we elaborated a storyboard.

Gameplay

This game is under development for Android system, as this is the mobile operating system most used by the Portuguese population. To interact with the game, the player will need to touch the screen to select the answer he/she thinks to be the right one, or use the drag and drop function. When the player starts the game, he/she will see how the avatar (a journalist) lived from 1890 to 1911. The player must help this avatar to write the best news to be published in the newspaper, by selecting the correct words or choosing the most impressive photos. The game can be regarded as a mission, i.e., helping a journalist to write about the historical events that were part of the history of the republican revolution in Portugal.

Subject theme and Course Content

The History discipline was chosen to make a gamified activity because in the project team we have a History teacher. The course content selected was the Republican implantation in Portugal; this content is delivered in the 6th grade.

The designed game can be used in two different ways. The students play the game out of the classroom, but the teacher knows the students' results by checking the report in an Excel page. It can also be used in the classroom to introduce the new subject or to reinforce a subject already studied.

Theme

In the late 19th century, the Portuguese monarchy faced great difficulties. The Republican Party took advantage of the discredit of the monarchy to attempt to overthrow it. To achieve this purpose, the leaders of that party organized several riots. In 1908, King Carlos I and his heir-apparent, Prince Royal Luís Filipe, were assassinated by revolutionaries. D. Manuel became king of Portugal, struggling with several difficulties. However, he failed to solve the serious economic, social and
political crisis that was raging in the kingdom. On 5th October 1910, a revolution established the republic in Portugal with the support of secret associations. After the revolution a provisional government was created, new national symbols were adopted, elections were called and a constitution was drawn up. The governments of the 1st Portuguese Republic also took several measures to develop education and tackle the difficulties faced by workers. In spite of having failed to solve the kingdom's problems, this historical event is remarkable and is regarded as a crucial aspect to make children and young people aware of the need to value the History of their country, as a way of preserving national memory and identity.

Student’s role

The students log into the game. The first time they log in, they are supposed to watch a video that will present them the role they are to play in the game - a journalist in the year of 1890. This journalist’s job is to investigate facts / events in order to write news for the newspaper he works for in Lisbon. The game starts when the journalist is in the newspaper office and he is asked to write a news article for the next day’s edition. The director tells him that the more the newspaper sells, the higher his salary will be (coins).

Then, we present the interactive activities designed (see table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Episodes</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The player (journalist) sees a news article with some blank spaces to be filled. To complete the article, he/she must use the notes he/she has taken and fill in the gaps with historical information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The player (journalist) is supposed to cover photographically the arrival of the royal family when the regicide happens. The player must choose one of the photographs to illustrate the news article for the next day’s newspaper. He/she has to put together a jigsaw puzzle to get the whole picture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>The player is challenged to find some members of a secret society. He must go through an avenue with a code name and look for a person who is able to give him/her a countersign. When the player identifies that person, he/she will be invited to be part of a secret organization. However, to be accepted, he/she must find other members of that organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>In a café, the journalist listens to a member of the Republican Party, who is stating his political convictions. The player will be faced with several items related to the republican ideals; he must tick the correct ones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The journalist starts a private conversation with a republican and convinces him that only a coup could implant the republic. Then, he shares the plans of Carbonaria (the secret society) with him. The player’s task is to drag the names of the places to the correct places in the map. When he/she does it correctly, he/she will be provided with some historical information about each place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>The player is faced with a map displaying the most important places during the revolution. The player must click on the images of those places and read the information provided. At the end, the players are supposed to complete a quiz about these key points.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The journalist must write a new article to inform the country about the republican victory and the new national symbols (anthem, currency, flag). The player should see the national flag uncoloured. Then, he/she must use a brush to tick the respective colours in the flag (some historical explanations will be provided). Then, the player will see the musical score of the Portuguese Anthem and he/she is supposed to drag the title and the verses of the anthem to the correct spaces. At the end, the player listens to the chorus of the anthem. As soon as the player completes the task, he/she will be able to see the coin counter and to notice that the “real” has replaced by the “escudo”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th>The journalist must write a new article to inform the country about the republican victory and the new national symbols (anthem, currency, flag). The player should see the national flag uncoloured. Then, he/she must use a brush to tick the respective colours in the flag (some historical explanations will be provided). Then, the player will see the musical score of the Portuguese Anthem and he/she is supposed to drag the title and the verses of the anthem to the correct spaces. At the end, the player listens to the chorus of the anthem. As soon as the player completes the task, he/she will be able to see the coin counter and to notice that the “real” has replaced by the “escudo”.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>The journalist (years later) organizes a news article to present the measures taken by the republicans. These measures are provided to students in categories, but in a randomly way. The player must match the different measures to the area they apply to.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Game Activities

It should be noted that the tasks required from the players are distributed by episodes within a historical period with notable dates (1890, 1908, 1910, 1911). These episodes require a greater involvement of the student according to the increased complexity of the issues analysed. The tasks performed allow the player to unlock the time frames.

According to the reward system used, following the game mechanics identified above, the player gets a specific number of coins for each right answer. To pass to the next level, the student needs to have gained a fixed amount of coins. If the answer is wrong, the player does not get the respective coin but can progress forward till the end of that episode. At the end, the player is given the chance to recover the coins he did not win, by performing the task once again.

**Implementation**

The design of the game is still ongoing but it will be tested by the end of the school year; therefore we are planning to implement it at school between April and June 2015.

**CONCLUSION**

Mobile learning may facilitate the implementation of a student-centred learning approach, promoting students’ learning through searching online, games, reflection and development of critical thinking.

Our project findings suggest that students are receptive to using games in course activities, to learn school subjects. They mentioned that they would prefer the Adventure (66.0%), Action (59.1%) and Sport (50.5%) types of games to use in class.

Looking at the games most played we find that male players prefer long games that require more effort from the player and have multiplayer functions. Female players prefer shorter games that they can play alone.

When planning gamified activities it is important to allow the repetition of tasks, accumulating any kind of reward that can be exchanged for collectibles, the value of which may depend on the provision held. The repetition of tasks allows for the development of specific skills or motor dexterity in the student. Another factor to consider is the existence of avatars which the player can identify with and customise.

We are building a game for mobile devices in order to promote the learning of an important topic in History, Republic implantation in Portugal, based on the learning principles proposed by Gee (2003) and game mechanics identified in the games we
have analysed. We will test the game that we are developing between April and June 2015.
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Abstract
This paper analyses Dutch accreditation reports in the field of information and communication technology (ICT) to assess the degree of reported involvement of the professional field in the curricula of universities of applied sciences. Qualitative content analysis of the reports of all the ICT programs in the country indicates loose coupling in reporting on mechanisms of interaction. This means that whereas the involvement of the professional field is strongly suggestive at the strategic levels, there is an underrepresentation of university-industry interaction on operational levels which suggests the need to explore the real interaction taking place between the professional field and the universities of applied sciences, and possible implications for the future of the profession.
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INTRODUCTION
Increasingly, policymakers are interested in the relationship between higher education and the industry (Teichler, 2007). Since the discourse on the role of higher education has become more market oriented (see; Slaughter and Rhoades, 2004; Sam and van der Sijde, 2014), higher education institutions started paying more attention to the industry and its involvement in shaping concrete learning outcomes (Bennenworth and Jongbloed, 2010; Leisyte, et. al., 2013). In particular, the interaction between higher education and the industry is the topic of study for the last 30 years that primarily concentrated on research commercialization, and analysing the potential impact of market oriented behaviour on institutional structures of higher education (see Slaughter and Leslie, 1997; Slaughter and Rhoades, 2004). Some scholars are critical to these new developments in higher education and its influences on traditional higher education structures (Awbery, 2002; Lynch, 2006; Washburn, 2005; Alajoutsijarvi, Juusola and Siltaoja, 2013) as well as roles of academia in changed higher education settings emphasizing increasing collaboration with companies (e.g. Hazeldorn and Moynihan, 2010). On the other hand, the shift towards a market oriented higher education and growing industrial stakeholder involvement does not have to mean that universities were forced to displace their traditional activities (see Ylijoki, 2003). Industry collaboration is for instance beneficial for institutional growth, transformation or evolution (Marginson and van der Wende, 2007).

This paper intends to contribute to an ever-growing body of literature analysing the involvement of industry as a stakeholders in higher education, but it goes a step further in exploring the inter-linkage. First, it focuses on universities of applied sciences (UaS) in the Netherlands and second, it uses accreditation reports to explore formal discourse of the UaS on the interaction of the professional field and practice. Accreditation reports are built according to a standard format in the Netherlands controlled by the Dutch-Flemish Accreditation Organisation (NVAO 2011). They report on programme profile, learning outcomes and assessment, yet the higher education departments and/or teaching staff “make sense” (Weick et.al., 2005) of each program, and structure activities accordingly to their goals and preferences.
Their responses to external influences also vary (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978) and are presented in accreditation report as illustrative. By analysing the accreditation reports we should be able to explore the interaction with the industry on strategic level and on operational level in ICT programs at Dutch UaS. The analysis intends to evaluate the coupling on both strategic and operational levels (Weick 1976; Bromley and Powell, 2012) of the ICT programs as reported in the accreditation. Coupling implies the extent of interconnectedness of elements within the system, their dependency on each other on the one hand, and the independent development or autonomy on the other.

We focus on universities of applied sciences where linkages with the professional field, although part and parcel of the institutional tissue (Huisman, 2008), have been rather unexplored, and in particular in the context of the accreditation process. Their interaction with companies has intensified over the years with the introduction of the official role of performing research. In particular evidence of curricular innovation, emphasizing problem-oriented and practice-based learning, and growing social and economic landscape entrenchment can be observed (Hasanefendic, Heitor and Horta, 2015). In this light, it is interesting to explore how the interaction with companies is structured and what are the implications for curricular program development.

Our study reveals that universities of applied sciences are more coupled with the industrial field at strategic levels than at operational levels. Formal criteria of collaboration according to Dutch quality regulation system (NVAO, 2011) are thus met. In the case of reporting on collaboration with companies on operational level, outputs of interaction are “obscure” (Bromley and Powell, 2012). Therefore, concrete implications of the involvement of industry in the curricula and the very learning process are hard to determine from accreditation reports and yields further, more empirical, investigation.

The following section will introduce theoretical framing for analysis and explore the implications for this research. Then we focus on the method of analysis and explain the selection of qualitative content analysis to understand the coupling dimensions as discerned from the accreditation report. This section is followed by results and a discussion where we model our summations. Conclusion provides an overview of our most relevant findings and indicates lines for future research.

Loosely (de)coupled systems: Strategic and operational level of involvement of industry in the curriculum

Majority of studies analysing higher education-industry collaboration has been undertaken at operational levels (Keep, 2012), or by analysing concrete outputs and implications, rather than focusing on formal compliance to policies in place which stimulate such interaction. This makes sense as policy outcomes are most visible when we look at organizational practices. The collaboration between the two “worlds”, should however not be restricted to just the operational level. The nature of the two types of collaboration (strategic and operational collaboration) and the mechanisms involved presupposes a kind of “coupling” between the two types (e.g. Weick, 1976) and it is the coupling between these two levels in the accreditation reports that is the central topic of this study.

Coupling theory was introduced by Weick in 1976 and later Orton and Weick (1990) to explain the behaviour of independent units embedded within larger systems. They showed that actions within these independent units may have little or no effect to the other unit or even the overall system (Gilmore et.al., 1999). This phenomena is called loose coupling (). The basic thought is that, unlike tight coupling which presupposes highly integrated and responsive to each other systems (Orton and Weick, 1990),
loose coupling indicates that the system is less robust and units are free to adjust accordingly to change without causing transformation to the entire system. Literature has substantiated proof of the existence of loosely coupled systems, either within organizations or outside organizations creating interdependent partnerships (Sharp, 2009), where misalignments are present (Soh and Sia, 2004). Such literature always emphasizes the process of mutual adaptation towards some form of eventual alignment (see Berente, 2009). Less has literature focused on the concrete benefits of loose coupling (e.g. Ravasi and Verona, 2001) or advantages of such systems to organizational environment and effectiveness (e.g. Dubois and Gadde, 2002). It is envisioned in this work to address this juxtaposition as well in terms of industry collaboration in curricular programs on strategic and operational levels.

METHODOLOGY

Our analysis draws on systematic comparison of accreditation reports conducted in 2009 - 2012. It is substantiated with our experiences and observations as either researchers or professionals in the field of higher education and quality assurance, especially within the Dutch context. Therefore, this research approach is depleted with observations and discussions with professionals in the accreditation field, ICT field and from university of applied sciences setting.

The overall data collection represents the 53 accreditation reports on ICT program curricula across 22 universities of applied sciences in the Netherlands in 2012. The program field of information and communication technologies can be divided based on a particular curricular focus; either on (technical) computer science (n=15), business information technology & management (n=18) and information technology (n=20). The field of ICT has been growing in importance in the Dutch context in past couple of decades (Cucchiarini, Daelemans and Strik, 2001; den Adel, Blauw and Entzinger, 2003) and research in the field of ICT has been gaining on prominence (Frederik, 2013). Still, each year ICT industry shows a demand of over 10,000 professionals which points to a lack of critical mass in the field (van Ruud, 2001). Shortage of people trained in the ICT field could become potential disadvantage for the economic development and hamper international competitiveness of the Dutch ICT sector (den Adel, Blauw and Entzinger, 2003). It is in this context that the quality of the overall educational curricula is sought and in particular with close industry collaboration and participation of companies in practice based and problem oriented learning.

In the Netherlands, the responsibility for quality assurance lies within the higher education institutions. They assure that their programs are periodically evaluated by an independent Review and Assessment Agency (VBI) and accredited as official degrees by the NVAO, the Dutch-Flemish Accreditation Organization (Scheele, Limbach and Rijcke, 2006). The accreditation decision is based on the report that the external evaluation body sends to the NVAO and they are publicly available. The external evaluation body is always composed of one student representative, one professional and one higher education representative besides official Chairman and Secretary positions (NVAO 2011). Industry therefore has their representative in the quality assurance processes in the Dutch context. Furthermore, it is expected that the views of industry and employers are built into the quality assurance management, and that they partake a role in program formulation and definition of concrete learning outcomes (Kolster and Westerheijden, 2014).

In order to systematically interpret meaning from the accreditation reports we developed categories for analysis (Mayring, 2000) which served as reference during the process of content data synthesis (van Dijk, 1980). These have been developed from existing literature (see Davey et. al., 2011) and in close consideration of the very content and structure of accreditation reports. Categories follow mechanisms through
which university-business collaboration is transparent, developed by Davey et. al. (2011). Table 1 provides an overview of the key mechanisms of collaboration and specifies their operationalization. All 53 reports were analysed according to the concepts and mechanisms described in Table 1. We used trigger words (vocabulary on university-business collaboration) to allocate text/content to selected category. Whenever a word was encountered in the content it would be flagged and the text allocated to the category. The work was done in Excel and the flags were manually checked and double checked for validity of the content allocated to categories.

Table 1 – Mechanisms of university-business collaboration and their operationalization. Source: adapted from Davey et.al. 2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanisms for coupling on the strategic level</th>
<th>Governance</th>
<th>Professionals from IT industry field in Boards and Committees in universities of applied sciences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum evaluation</td>
<td>IT industry involvement in regular (e.g. annual) evaluation of the curriculum (quality management)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum design</td>
<td>IT industry involvement in curriculum design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifelong learning</td>
<td>IT industry and lifelong learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanisms for coupling on the operational level</th>
<th>Mobility</th>
<th>Impact of the collaboration with IT industry on curricular development.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration in R&amp;D</td>
<td>Impact of commercialization of R&amp;D projects on the curriculum involvement of industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercialization of R&amp;D results</td>
<td>Integration of entrepreneurship into the IT curriculum and the role of the IT industry in this (via collaboration).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entrepreneurship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS

Coupling on the strategic level

Table 2 shows the results of qualitative content analysis of 53 accreditation reports and the mechanisms for coupling on the strategic level. Coupling with the industry takes place most frequently on the governance levels, which includes, “business representatives involved in education decision making boards” (Davey et.al., 2011:10).
For example, the Fontys UaS appoints ICT professionals in the Advisory Council, the Professional Committee and the Board of External Experts. Similarly, Saxion UaS and UaS Arnhem – Nijmegen, have a Professional Committee which advises on the position of the industry in education. At UaS Leiden professionals are represented in the education Advisory Committee and the same goes for NCOI Nederland. These findings indicate that there is a strong presence of ICT industry stakeholder representatives at managerial levels in universities of applied sciences in the Netherlands. These representations in Boards, Councils or Committees are also important in the curriculum evaluation, as between 67% and 80% of the programs organise regular meetings with them to discuss the results of evaluations considering the (degree of) involvement of the professional field, or send out a (bi)annual survey for evaluation (e.g. UaS Zeeland, Vlissingen) to industrial stakeholders.

Another mechanism for coupling on strategic or management levels is the curriculum development. In other words, there is a strong influence of the industrial stakeholder on the design of courses, modules, minors and internships/apprenticeships. These are project based and practice oriented where company collaboration is particularly fostered. For instance, at UaS Amsterdam within the course “Social Smart City” each group of students works on a unique case for an external partner. In Fontys UaS ICT students participate in problem solving activities with regional companies of which fifty are already integrated as partners. Most UaS seem to encourage participation of external stakeholders in their ICT courses as tools to building a learning environment that stimulates project based and problem oriented practices.

Both the involvement of the professionals from the ICT field in the governance and through course programs relying on practice based research and problem solving activities at companies ensures that curricula is depleted with references from PROFESSIONAL FIELD which suggests a higher likelihood to impact curricular development. It follows that, collaboration with the (regional) industry plays a role in skill development and modernisation of practices of teaching and learning thus contributing to curricular innovation processes.

**Coupling on the operational level**

Table 3 exemplifies the coupling of “UaS” with industry on operational levels. The results indicate a relatively low percentage of reporting on the type and purpose of collaborative activities. According to the accreditation report only 19% of the programs used mobility to report involvement with the professional field. For example Saxion UaS has arrangements with some companies to exchange professionals. An
employee thus becomes a lecturer at Saxion for a year, while at the same time one of the lecturers works for the company.

In accreditation reports, details on collaboration in R&D, such as contract research, R&D consulting, cooperation in innovation, informal and personal networks, joint publications, are rarely provided and only included for 9% of the programs. One of the programs which reports on the collaboration in more practical terms is at the ICT program at Leiden UaS. They specify that industry is involved via external projects, internships and graduation, guest lectures and other forms of cooperation such as consulting.

Avans UaS also specifies that their lecturers from the field of Automation set up knowledge networks. Professionals from the field and companies participate in these knowledge networks, which enables transfer of professional or field knowledge to the curriculum. Additionally, knowledge networks are also a basis for projects with companies in which students actively participate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanisms for coupling on the operational level</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Information Science</th>
<th>Business IT &amp; management</th>
<th>Computer Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>4 20%</td>
<td>2 13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration in R&amp;D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>3 15%</td>
<td>1 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercialization of R&amp;D results</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>3 15%</td>
<td>1 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>3 15%</td>
<td>1 7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 – Mechanisms of coupling on the operational level and percentage of reporting in total and by field of the ICT program

As a mechanism for coupling with the industry at operational levels, entrepreneurship is rarely mentioned. However, the reports mention that some ICT programs stimulate students entrepreneurial capabilities. For instance at the Hague UaS, regular ICT programme is combined with running a business. Students are thus also independent entrepreneurs.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

This paper explored the coupling of the universities of applied sciences and the industry as discerned from accreditation reports on ICT programs in the Netherlands. Drawing on Weick (1976) to exemplify loose coupling we have two important implications for the way industry is involved in the ICT curriculum. First, our results indicate that on both the strategic and the operational level, there are mechanisms in place to couple the industry with the curricula. The 53 programs all use different combinations of mechanisms to ensure the coupling yet the strengths of the coupling vary (Weick, 1976; De Caluwe, 2012). Figure 1 specifies the relationship between the universities of applied sciences and the industry on strategic and operational levels by observed mechanisms of interaction. According to the accreditation reports, the involvement of industry is most prominent at governance or strategic levels which suggest a high degree of commitment and compliance to formal requirements. Dutch Accreditation Process specifies that industry collaboration in governance is an obligatory element for positive evaluation (NVAO, 2011). This may be problematic as accountability is limited to few representatives from the industry which occupy positions in Advisory Boards. It cannot clearly show in what ways does the industry
actually exert influence over the curricula. In accreditation reports, we therefore have a symbolic compliance to national regulation whereas the goals of industry interaction are not clearly reported or are considered “obscure” (Bromley and Powell, 2012).

At the same time, the analysis suggests that the coupling with the industry is low on operational or practical levels. This leads us to conclude that this is either due to a lack of interaction or an underrepresentation of real practice. The operational level shows loose coupling (Weick, 1976) with industry, or the collaboration with industry is not as tightly coupled as on strategic (governance) levels.

Future studies should address the interaction with companies at more practical levels and by conducting in depth interviews with lecturers and industrial stakeholders which participate in curricular activities. At the same time, research is needed to understand how well are the representatives of the industry able to capture the essential requirements and company needs in training the labour force. Exploring the mechanisms by which industry collaboration can be better entrenched with the teaching and research programmes and evaluation procedures which would incorporate the perspective of companies in the field or industry should be the next important step if adequately skilled workforce is to be provided to ever changing labour markets.
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Abstract

The effect of the Information Technologies on the development of algorithmic thinking skills of primary school pupils is growing rapidly. This paper examines the effect of a weather forecast game developed with various programming languages on reasoning skills of children. The aim of this computer-based game is to make children develop reasonable algorithms and create criteria by using simple visual and linguistic templates, and establish relationships between these criteria by making forecasts. So that the pupils build forecast models related to algorithmic criteria by playing a game and develop algorithmic thinking skills, and have analytic information about everyday life weather events. At the development stage of this game, maximum importance has been attached to make it interesting and visual. Repetitive steps and instructions have been avoided. This game has been aimed to design an educative way to develop their reasoning and establishing logical relationship skills. An experiment was conducted with primary school pupils between the age of 8-10 to test their algorithmic thinking skills. The results of measurements before and after playing the weather forecast game show an increase of algorithmic thinking and problem solving skills of pupils.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the usage of computer-based learning technologies become increasingly common in schools. Lectures, discussions and problem solving can be achieved more easily over these technologies. Students are able to do their homeworks easily with a tablet computer and have the opportunity to benefit from the unlimited benefits offered by information technologies such as computer games, which are every child’s passion.
It is well known that computer games could be effectively used to develop reasoning skills of children. Computer games may be considered as entertainment tools, but they are also very effective learning ones (Prensky, 2005).

The generation born in the digital age, so-called digital natives (Prensky, 2001), use the constantly changing and evolving technology in all areas of their lives. Game playing is on the top of these areas. This situation could allow the creation of more effective games to make learning funnier and permanent and to develop the algorithmic thinking and problem solving skills of children (Prensky, 2005).

According to Özkan (2009), an algorithm is a commands sequence that defines a problem to be solved, that all of its steps are definable, that comprises the consecutive steps that designed to solve the problem by revealing all these steps in a meaningful way. Considering these properties, it can be seen that people use algorithms in their daily lives. According to Futschek (2006), algorithmic thinking is a pool of abilities that are connected to construct and understand algorithms. Cooper et al. (2000) indicated that many undergraduates, especially computer science students are not capable to think algorithmic, that they are not able to develop a formal step-wise algorithm to solve a given problem. In this case, learning algorithmic thinking has to start in the early years of a child’s life, and according to the child's learning capacity (Rushan and Sajid 2012), should be developed at school or home environment.

There are some programming environments like Alice (Cooper et al. 2000), Logo (Papert 1980), Baltie and Scratch (Maloney et al. 2004), suitable for very young children. These environments allow the manipulation of virtual objects with a wide variety of commands. Tim the Train (Futschek and Moschitz 2011) provides the suitable environment to children to develop their algorithmic thinking skills with tangible objects and a variety of interesting tasks. (Bottino et al. 2011) present the relationship between playing digital mind games and the development of reasoning skills, by evaluating the school performance of primary school pupils. Kula and Erdem (2005) also evaluate the development of arithmetic skills by testing elementary school students with an educational computer game; Add'em Up. Many studies on this subject, as evidenced by different perspectives, show that educational games help to develop algorithmic thinking and problem solving skills of children.

A problem can be expressed as an obstacle to anyone that wants to reach the target. In everyday life, people are faced with many situations to solve problems. Accordingly, problem solving is not only the analysis and solution of mathematical problems, but also a set of activities aimed to eliminate the difficulties encountered by individual’s everyday life.

D'Zurilla and Goldfriend (1971) gather the problem solving process under four major skills: Problem definition and formulation; Generation of alternative solutions; Decision making; Solution implementation and verification.

By constructing problem solving methods as a five steps model, IDEAL has generated a problem solving model (Bransford et al. 1998). These five steps are as follows: Identify problems and opportunities; Define goals and represent the problem; Explore possible strategies; Anticipate outcomes and act; Look back and learn.

In the Creative Problem Solving Model (Isaksen and Treffinger, 1985) creative thinking is described as making and communicating connections to: think of many possibilities; think and experience in various ways and use different points of view; think of new and unusual possibilities; guide in generating and selecting alternatives. Critical thinking is described as analyzing and developing possibilities to: compare and contrast many ideas; improve and refine ideas; make effective decisions and judgments; provide a sound foundation for effective action. These definitions are used

According to Balcı (2007), there are three basic properties for problem solving. These are: Problem is a challenge for an individual; It is a situation that an individual needs to solve; Individual has previously encountered with the problem and he/she has no preparation to solve it.

Larkin (1980) specifies that students can learn to solve problems, thus problem solving must be a part of school education. Whereas formal education stands on abstract informations that cannot be transferred to everyday life. Problem solving has been learned since childhood and problem solving skills are developed at school. Considering education as a problem solving process, the students are expected to be good problem solvers (Serin et al. 2010).

To observe problem solving development in primary school pupils, problem solving therapy, named ADAPT can be exemplified (D’Zurilla and Nezu, 2010). It consists of five steps as Attitude, Define, Alternatives, Predict and Try out. Attitude stands for an individual’s positive and optimistic attitude before solving a problem. Define stands for the individual’s achievable goals by defining the problem in a realistic way. Alternatives stand for some alternative ways to solve the problem. Predict stands for the individual’s best choice in alternative ways, by predicting positive and negative sides of these ways. The last one, Try out includes the individual’s implementation of the result in his/her everyday life (Totan and Kabasakal, 2012).

General problem solving methods are as follows: To guess; To find solutions and answers to problems; To use the trial and error method; To do modelling, To reach the analysis by listing, grouping, classifying; To search patterns among the information given; To use hypotheses and assumptions; To make the backward solution of the problem.

Process skills used to solve a problem and to reach the solution can be explained under four titles: Reasoning can be described as making inferences based on logic rules, modelling algorithms and using these models in problem solving. Inductive reasoning skills are needed to produce descriptive knowledge, deductive reasoning skills are needed to produce systematic knowledge (Apaydın and Taş, 2010). Algorithmic thinking refers to the process of reaching a solution by establishing a relationship between abstract and concrete objects with sequential processing cycle intended for a solution. Associating connections: For the main purpose of solving problems, it is necessary to establish all abstract and concrete relationship between objects, sets, entities and models. Association is a modelling process that allows to build relationships to find possible solutions between objects, sets and entities. Communication is the skill of establishing relations between symbols and abstract, intuitive algorithmic language. Communication skill determines expressing algorithmic thoughts by using concrete models, forms, images, graphics and tables. It provides solving problems by using daily language with algorithms and symbols.

Computer games activities may be useful to improve reasoning, communication and problem solving skills of primary and secondary school students. These activities provide students with opportunities to activate and promote reasoning strategies such as analogy, generalisation, progressive and critical thinking a debugging based on visualisation and empirical inference (Kaur and Toh, 2012).

The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of educational game based on learning in primary school students and to investigate the relationship between educational games and problem solving skills. A meteorological forecasts game was developed and an experiment was conducted with primary group (Bebras.org) pupils.
METHODS

Design and development of the weather forecast game

The aim of this computer based game is to develop the problem solving abilities of the students aged between 8-10. Assistance has been made by a teacher, a psychologist, a pedagogue and an information technologies expert. So that a weather forecast game suitable for primary group students has been designed. This game has been developed by using different computer programming languages. Weather forecast game was designed enjoyable and suitable for the cognitive development level of the students. Weather forecast game is converted entirely from numeric form into categorical form because the aim was to measure the effects of students’ reasoning skills on communication and association skills. It is aimed to observe whether these skills are developed or not. During the design phase, the algorithms are developed by a weather forecast expert.

Forecast parameters consist of 4 divisions and 3*4*3*4=144 variables are determined. According to the results of these variables 6 forecast outcomes are determined. Parameters are;

- Solar conditions: Sunny, Few Cloudy, Mostly Cloudy
- Temperature: Cold, Warm, Hot, Very Hot
- Humidity: Low Level of Humidity Under %40, Middle Level of Humidity Between %40-%70, High Level of Humidity Above %70
- Wind: Low Level of Wind, Middle Level of Wind, High Level of Wind, Storm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.SOLAR CONDITIONS</th>
<th>2. TEMPERATURE</th>
<th>3. HUMIDITY</th>
<th>4. WIND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. COK BİLGİLİ</td>
<td>d. CÔK SİCAK</td>
<td>h. NEM YÜKSEK ALTIN</td>
<td>k. FİRTINAAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. AZ BİLGİLİ</td>
<td>e. SİCAK</td>
<td>i. NEM ORTA %40-67 %</td>
<td>l. RİKKETAL BİLGİLİ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. GÖNELİ</td>
<td>f. İLKY</td>
<td>j. NEM DİŞİNİ ALTIN</td>
<td>m. BİŽŻAR ORTA RİKKETAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. COYUN</td>
<td></td>
<td>g.</td>
<td>n. BİŽŻAR BİLGİLİ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Weather forecast game algorithm table

Outcomes are determined according to the variables in Table 1. Assistance in the analysis of these outcomes has been made by a forecast expert. These outcomes are: Open air, Rainy, Snowy, Lightning, Mist and Storm.
Weather condition parameters are located visually as in the Table 2. Forecasts can be made by selecting the weather condition scenarios with arrows. Students can do their forecasts with the help of the forecast part. And by the weather forecast part, it is decided whether the student’s forecast is consistent with the real forecast and a score is given. The game wants students to make forecasts by modelling from $3^4 \times 3^4$ possible situations. To make forecasts, it is necessary for students to come through by using problem solving methods. To achieve this it is also crucial for students to move on with association, communication, modelling, and reasoning. For example, does it rain when it is sunny, cold; there is a low level of humidity and a low level of wind. Definitely students will answer this question by using reasoning and algorithmic thinking skills. In algorithmic thinking there will be a cycle to reach definite conclusions. For example;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunny</th>
<th>Cold</th>
<th>High level of humidity</th>
<th>Low level of wind</th>
<th>Result: Foggy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Few cloudy</td>
<td>Cold</td>
<td>High level of humidity</td>
<td>Low level of wind</td>
<td>Result: Foggy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly cloudy</td>
<td>Cold</td>
<td>High level of humidity</td>
<td>Low level of wind</td>
<td>Result: Snowy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As in the Table 3 and 4 a forecast result is seen. It is chosen mostly cloudy from solar conditions division, warm from temperature division, high level of humidity from humidity division and low level of wind from the wind division. According to the results of this algorithm, the weather forecast result is ‘rainy’.

### Research group

The study is carried out with the primary group students visiting the meteorology office in March 2015. The global ability test is applied to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th grade students.

### Data collecting tools and the limitations

Questions are prepared over analytical, verbal abilities and logic of models according to the global test method. Tests are applied before and after the weather forecast game. An education expert and a pedagogue helped in the accusation of the global ability test and the weather forecast game. The first three questions of the test aimed to measure reasoning, 9th and the 10th questions aimed to measure algorithmic thinking, 4th, 5th and the 6th questions aimed to measure association, 7th and 8th questions aimed to measure communication and problem solving skills. The aim of this test is to measure whether the weather forecast game has an effect on the...
students’ problem solving skills, algorithmic thinking, reasoning, association and communication skills or not. Global ability test consists of 10 questions and it is applied to 15 students from each group. The results obtained before the game and after the game have been categorised in a table as TRUE and FALSE. These categorical data have been transformed into a code to analyze if there is a meaningful result or not. The results are analyzed with the SPSS 16.0 statistics programme. WFG is applied with a small number of students. It is considered more useful to apply and evaluate this test to a large number of students from different schools.

The analyze of data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasoning</th>
<th>Associating</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Algorithmic thinking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 5: The distribution of questions according to the problem solving

The test consists of 10 questions and aimed to develop students’ problem solving skills. Test has been applied for the first time before the game is played. By making students play WFG, the effects of the game on students’ problem solving abilities are investigated. Test has been applied for the second time after the game is played. According to the test results, true answers are categorised as TRUE and false answers are categorised as FALSE. Coded data are analyzed in the SPSS 16.0 programme.

Nonparametric tests are applied because of the assumption of nominal coded data are not distributed normally. Sample count is formed by N=15 person for every group. By nonparametric Friedman test used to compare more than two paired sample mass, the equality of averages for all answers are tested to see if there is a meaningful difference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answers Before/after</th>
<th>answer1</th>
<th>answer2</th>
<th>answer3</th>
<th>answer4</th>
<th>answer5</th>
<th>answer6</th>
<th>answer7</th>
<th>answer8</th>
<th>answer9</th>
<th>answer10</th>
<th>answer1s</th>
<th>answer2s</th>
<th>answer3s</th>
<th>answer4s</th>
<th>answer5s</th>
<th>answer6s</th>
<th>answer7s</th>
<th>answer8s</th>
<th>answer9s</th>
<th>answer10s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Rank</td>
<td>8.77</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>8.77</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The average ranking for primary group by Friedman test

As it is seen in Table 6, for primary group, it has been determined that the averages are not equal for all paired answers. Asymp. Sig = 0.000 shows that for the multiple comparisons of the answers, the averages are not equal. Although hypothesis H0 is based on the equality of the averages of paired answers for the primary group, hypothesis H1 is based on the opposite (not equal). Because of Asymp. Sig P<0.05 hypothesis H1 is accepted and for all the answers of primary group pupils, a meaningful statistical difference is observed. That’s why for the first and last tests, pairwise comparison tests like Wilcoxon, Sign, McNemar, Marginal and Homogeneity nonparametric tests are applied for all the answers.
FINDINGS

The test results applied to students are evaluated by the nonparametric statistical relation analyze method. And it is investigated if there is a significant difference between the statistical results of pre-test and final test. The results are attended from the primary group as in Table 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Statistics (Z Asymp.Sig. (2- tailed))</th>
<th>Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test a.Based on negative ranks.</th>
<th>Sign Test a.Binomial distribution used.</th>
<th>McNemar Test a.Binomial distribution used.</th>
<th>Marginal Homogeneity Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Answer1 (Before-After)</td>
<td>-2.449a</td>
<td>.031a</td>
<td>.031a</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer2 (Before-After)</td>
<td>-2.828a</td>
<td>.008a</td>
<td>.008a</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer3 (Before-After)</td>
<td>-2.828a</td>
<td>.008a</td>
<td>.008a</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer4 (Before-After)</td>
<td>-2.828a</td>
<td>.008a</td>
<td>.008a</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer5 (Before-After)</td>
<td>-3.317a</td>
<td>.001a</td>
<td>.001a</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer6 (Before-After)</td>
<td>-3.317a</td>
<td>.001a</td>
<td>.001a</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer7 (Before-After)</td>
<td>-2.236a</td>
<td>.031a</td>
<td>.031a</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer8 (Before-After)</td>
<td>-2.646a</td>
<td>.016a</td>
<td>.016a</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer9 (Before-After)</td>
<td>-3.000a</td>
<td>.004a</td>
<td>.004a</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer10 (Before-After)</td>
<td>-2.828a</td>
<td>.008a</td>
<td>.008a</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: The results of the pre-test and final test relation analysis from the Primary group

As it is seen on Table 8, there is a meaningful statistical difference in the final test results compared to the pre-test results. With 95% confidence, hypothesis H0 is based on the acceptance of there is not a meaningful difference in the test results. Though with 95% confidence, hypothesis H1 is based on the opposite. For the Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) Wilcoxon, Sign, McNemar, Marginal Homogeneity tests, with 95% reliability scale and p<0.05, there is a meaningful statistical difference between the first and last tests. It can be pointed out that the positive effect of the WFG on problem solving skills of the primary group students.
According to Table 9, the number of the students answering correctly at the final test increased by 4 times compared to the pre-test answers. From pre-test to final test, true mean increased from 3.5 to 11.8 and false mean decreased from 11.5 to 3.2.

It is determined that WFG created a significant difference in the answers of the first three questions so that this game has a positive effect on the students’ reasoning skills. The number of the true answers in the first three questions increased by three times in the final tests. WFG created a significant difference in the answers of the 4th, 5th and the 6th questions so that this game has a positive effect on the students’ association and problem solving skills. It is observed that the number of the true answers of the 4th, 5th and the 6th questions increased 3 times in the final tests. Answers of the 7th and the 8th questions created a positive effect on the students’ communication and problem solving skills. It is observed that the number of the true answers of the 7th and the 8th questions increased 2.5 times in the final tests. Answers of the 9th and the 10th questions created a positive effect on the students’ algorithmic thinking and problem solving skills. It is observed that the number of the true answers of the 9th and the 10th questions increased 2.5 times in the final tests.

**CONCLUSION**

According to the test results of WFG, a positive effect on students’ problem solving abilities is observed. And also a significant difference is observed between the pre-test and final test results. According to the global ability test results, students performed better after playing the WFG.

Reasoning, algorithmic thinking, association and communication skills are considered as problem solving abilities (Futschek and Moschitz, 2011). In the research, it is investigated if WFG has an effect on these skills and if yes, in what way it affects these skills. Considering these four problem solving approaches, it is accepted that WFG created a statistically important difference and this difference created a positive effect after the analysis of test results.

As a result, it is clearly understood from the tables in the ‘Findings’ part, WFG can improve the students’ problem solving abilities by positively effecting students’ reasoning, association, communication and algorithmic thinking skills.

The positive effects of the WFG on children should be investigated with a large number of students. By gathering large number of students from different schools, more results should be obtained and the test results should be analyzed again.
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Abstract
A mixed methods approach was adopted to demonstrate the practical implementation of LEM-LT framework in the evaluation of the eConnect and Learn program (eCAL) (Gopeesingh, 2010) initiated in 2010 in Trinidad and Tobago. The LEM section of the framework was constructed through the lens of the systems level, six design principles and 21st Century skills. The LT section consisted of the alignment of the Levels of Teaching Innovation (LoTi) (Moesrch, 2010) and Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) (Koehler, Mishra, & Yahya, 2007). Each component of LEM-LT guided the analyses of quantitative or qualitative data. Results confirmed there was a statistically significant difference (p ≤.001, two-tailed) between pre-service and in-service teachers’ TPACK confidence to integrate ICT for teaching and supporting their students learning with ICT in relation to the six design principles and 21st Century skills. Pre-service teachers had higher mean scores than in-service teachers. In addition, results indicated inadequate provisions in the systems level prevented teachers and students from the full use of the eCAL program. The paper concluded adoption of the eCAL program is still at its early stages, reaching the Infusion level of LoTi with substantial use of pedagogical content knowledge and technological knowledge. This paper focused on the practical implementation of LEM-LT for guiding the analyses relating to the eCAL program and not on a detailed description of the processes involved in the construction of the framework.
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INTRODUCTION
Although the 21st Century has brought a new wave of information, new educational technologies, and different modes of communication, many educators have not yet developed the confidence to integrate these in their teaching and students’ learning. A review of the literature has revealed two out of every five students leaving initial teacher education programs at two Universities in Australia had no confidence or just some confidence to use ICT for teaching and learning (Finger, Jamieson-Proctor, & Albion, 2010). Tersptra (2010) concluded in her study that although pre-service teachers use digital technologies in their personal lives on a daily basis, they fail to use this technological knowledge in the preparation of their own teaching. Collins and Weiner (2010) noted that some of the challenges in the education informatics environment are:

gaps in existing information resources; …scarce resources for the development of concepts, models, theories, and techniques related to the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) for learning and teaching; minimal understanding of how people access and use education information and digital information resources, services, systems, environments, and media for learning.

To fill the existing gap, a conceptual and analytical framework, LEM-LT, was constructed. The framework consists of two major sections. The first is the learning
environment model (LEM) and the second is the alignment of LoTi (Moesrch, 2010) with TPACK (Koehler et al., 2007) (LT). The framework is multi-faceted with essential components to enhance teachers’ confidence for building 21st Century pedagogical skills and instructional dissemination. In addition, LEM-LT framework provides educators, administrators and other stakeholders with the opportunities to analyse their schools’ learning environment and identify the elements necessary to promote a rich, productive and reliable informatics education environment.

RATIONALE AND CONSTRUCTION OF LEM-LT FRAMEWORK

In 2010, the Trinidad and Tobago government initiated the eCAL program which provided free personalised laptop computers for all students transitioning from primary schools (11 to 12 years old) to secondary schools (Gopeesingh, 2010). The Ministry of Education (MOE) anticipated the program will build teachers’ confidence to infuse ICT in their pedagogical context practices and support students’ use of ICT in the information age. According to the Prime Minister of the country, the program also aimed at developing a technologically capable workforce (Persad-Bissessar, 2010) with appropriate 21st Century skills to participate successfully in the present and future global information economy. The LEM-LT framework has the potential to underpin these goals. It can be used as a conceptual, informative, and an evaluative tool to guide teachers of ways to promote 21st Century teaching and learning. In this study it was used as an evaluative tool to analyse data collected on the eCAL program from pre-service and in-service teachers.

The framework comprised the learning environment model (LEM) which is made up of the systems level, the six design principles, and 21st Century skills. The LT section is a combination of the alignment of LoTi (Moesrch, 2010) and TPACK (Koehler et al., 2007). Factors in the systems level and full application of the six design principles can provide a platform for building teachers’ LoTi and TPACK. The components of the LEM-LT framework are illustrated in Figure 1.

COMPONENTS OF LEM-LT FRAMEWORK

Systems level

The systems level of LEM-LT comprises six elements: support, resources, infrastructure, time allocation, curriculum redesign and professional training. These elements have the potential to transform the way teachers deliver instructions and create new ways for disengaged students to become engaged learners. Support is essential from the Department of Education, administrators, parents, technicians and other stakeholders to enable teachers and students to enhance and develop
confidence in the integration of technological devices for teaching and learning (NCATE, 1997) respectively. Resources, such as LCD projectors and interactive whiteboards, are necessary to provide visual educational stimulation for students. Access to internet connectivity and the World Wide Web provide open access to information in real time (Finger, Russel, Jamieson-Proctor, & Russel, 2007). Infrastructure describes the appropriate physical layout of electrical installations, servers, local networks and wireless routers (Severin & Capota, 2011) to promote proper functioning of educational technological devices. Time allocation is important for teacher preparation to redesign the curriculum, collaborate and develop strategies to facilitate, and utilise technological pedagogical content knowledge (Mishra & Koehler, 2008). Students too must be given time to complete tasks and develop skills for 21st Century learning. Professional development programs are necessary to improve teachers’ competencies in teaching and learning, and need to be practiced routinely on a regular basis (Darling-Hammond, Bransford, LePage, Hammerness, & Duffy, 2005).

Six design principles

The six design principles (ACOT2, 2008) are necessary to focus on the dimensions of 21st Century skills for facilitating and enhancing teaching and learning with new and emerging technologies. Teachers and students need to re-educate and reskill themselves for understanding 21st Century Skills and Outcomes for the demands of the digital global community. Continuous Informative Assessment is integral (Lei, Conway, & Zhao, 2008) to make informed decisions for readjusting instruction and curricular changes for Relevant and Applied Curriculum. This construct enables 21st Century skills to facilitate immersion in real life activities, problem-based and project based learning and leverage Web 2.0 and other digital technologies. Its application result in a Culture of Innovation and Creativity which acknowledges the synergy that drives today’s global economy. This is made possible when students and teachers have Ubiquitous Access to Technology since there are numerous free web-based tools for them to use together (Madden & Fox, 2006). They may require all day, everyday access to anywhere, anytime educational technology to empower them to do research, collect information and analyse data. The interaction between educators and students should be done cognitively, socially and emotionally to produce a vibrant, successful education informatics environment.

21st Century skills

Provision of the systems level (Finger et al., 2007) and the application of the six design principles will facilitate promotion for the development of 21st Century skills: critical thinking, problem-solving, decision making, metacognitive skills, creativity and innovation, and collaboration and teamwork. These are necessary skills for teachers and students to deconstruct and reconstruct new knowledge for the challenging information economy.

Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK)

TPACK is an integrative approach to teaching and learning with technology. It is the integration of three knowledge constructs: content knowledge (CK), pedagogical knowledge (PK) and technological knowledge (TK) to produce four new constructs, technological content knowledge (TCK), technological pedagogical knowledge (TPK), pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) and technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK).

TCK encompasses how technology can be used by educators to create new representations and transformations for specific content (Mishra & Koehler, 2008). TPK focuses on how pedagogical practices might change as a result of the selection
and application of the most suitable technologies for the dissemination of information and completion of tasks. PCK is an understanding of “how particular topics, problems, or issues are organized, represented, and adapted to the diverse interests and abilities of learners, and presented for instruction” (Shulman, 1986, p. 8). TPACK, on the other hand is the knowledge teachers should adopt for integrating technology into their pedagogical practices in specific disciplines, interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary content areas. It requires appropriate technologies to be utilised for building upon existing knowledge and ‘developing new epistemologies or strengthening old ones’ (Mishra and Koehler, 2008 p.10). The LEM-LT framework utilise the seven domains for alignment with the Levels of Teaching Innovation in relation to their specific functions in the evaluation of the eCAL program. The TPACK framework in Figure 2 illustrates the seven domains.

![Domains of the TPACK framework](http://tpack.org)

**Figure 2.** Domains of the TPACK framework (graphic from http://tpack.org)

### Levels of Teaching Innovation (LoTi)

The Levels of Teaching Innovation (LoTi) (Moesrch, 2010) was adapted from the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) (Hall & Hord, 1987). LoTi is characterised with seven levels which emphasise a constructivist approach (Vygotsky, 1987). Learning principles, such as Bloom’s taxonomy, problem-based learning, value beyond school, differentiated curriculum, constructive methods, authentic and relevant learning in real-time situation, and collaborative tools are characterised in different stages on the LoTi continuum. A description of each level is further outlined in the results section of this paper with the alignment of LoTi and TPACK constructs in Table 2.

### PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF LEM-LT FRAMEWORK

#### Methodology

A mixed methods approach (Creswell & Clark Plano, 2007) was utilised in this study to provide evidence, understanding, and insight of teachers’ confidence to use the affordances of the eCAL program for teaching and learning; to explore the provisions in the learning environment; and to evaluate the stage the program had reached. The combination of two different and contrasting approaches (quantitative and qualitative) underpinned by LEM-LT informed rich analyses of three research questions (RQ):

- **RQ 1**: How confident were teachers to use ICT to support their students’ use of ICT?
RQ 2: What provision was made in the learning environment to facilitate the successful implementation of the eCAL program?

RQ 3: What stage the eCAL program had reached in relation to the Levels of Teaching Innovation and Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge?

Data collection took place during September, 2013 to January, 2014 in two phases. Firstly, quantitative data was collected for RQ1 through a validated TPACK survey with Cronbach’s Reliability Coefficient = .97 (Jamieson-Proctor et al., 2013). A total of 53 pre-service teachers from two universities and 173 in-service teachers from 12 secondary schools in Trinidad and Tobago responded to the TPACK survey on a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 6, with 1 = not confident, 2 = partially confident, 3 = moderately confident, 4 = confident, 5 = very confident, 6 = extremely confident for each item. For the second phase, teachers who participated in the survey, were further invited to take part in semi-structured face-to-face interviews for RQ 2 and RQ 3. A total of 21 in-service teachers and 15 pre-service teachers accepted the invitation. The responses of pre-service teachers were excluded from the analyses of RQ 2 and RQ 3 because they were not directly involved in the application of the eCAL program, however, analysis of their data was important to underpin the results of RQ 1.

Data collected from the survey were analysed with IBM SPSS to answer RQ 1. Individual independent-samples t-tests were conducted for each of the 24 items. Each item was matched with either one of the relevant six design principles or an appropriate 21st Century skills (See Table 1). This was deliberately done not only to reflect how the LEM-LT framework underpinned the analysis of the survey but also to get an insight of the potential of teachers’ TPACK confidence to utilise the six design principles and develop 21st Century skills in their pedagogical practices.

For RQ 2, teachers were asked about the provisions made to implement the eCAL program. For RQ 3, teachers had to describe at least two lessons to illustrate how they used computers and related devices in their teaching. Data were coded and analysed with the assistance of NVivo software. The systems level and the alignment of LoTi and TPACK in LEM-LT also guided the analysis for RQ 2 and RQ 3 respectively. An overview of all the responses for the three research questions were interrogated to present a broader picture for the evaluation of the eCAL program.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Research Question 1

Analysis of the quantitative data indicated there was a statistically significant difference (p ≤ .001, two tailed) between pre-service and in-service teachers TPACK confidence to use ICT and to support their students’ learning with ICT. Pre-service teachers had higher mean scores for each item with the highest (M = 4.72, SD = 0.97) in Relevant and Applied Curriculum for integrating different digital media to create appropriate projects. In contrast, the highest mean (M = 3.62, SD = 0.96) scores for in-service teachers was in metacognitive skills for developing competencies in their subject area/s. It is interesting both cohorts had the lowest mean (M_{pre-service} = 3.14, SD = 0.77; M_{in-service} = 2.79, SD = 0.88) scores in Creativity and Innovation for providing motivation for curriculum activities. Examining the mean scores in reference to the Likert scale, pre-service teachers’ TPACK confidence for using ICT and supporting their students’ use of ICT ranged from moderately confident to almost very confident (M = 3.14 to 4.72) whereas in-service teachers were below moderately confident to below confident (M = 2.79 to 3.62). These results are presented in Table 1.

Although pre-service teachers were not involved in the eCAL program, they (pre-service teachers) were more knowledgeable in the application of the six designed
principles and development of 21st Century skills in their teaching and learning. During the interview sessions they described how educational technology and Instructional design courses at the universities helped them to prepare and deliver lesson plans for their teaching practicum. A group of them created an online puzzle on fractions, and many of them used WebQuest, Make me Genius, Wiki, Voki, Mahara, Google Docs, and eBeam.

Table 1 Results of the individual independent-samples t-tests positioned with the elements of the six design principles/ 21st Century skills of LEM-LT framework (df = 226)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How confident are you to use ICT to support your students’ learning with ICT in the following?</th>
<th>Design principles/ 21st Century skills</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To integrate different digital media to create appropriate projects</td>
<td>Relevant and Applied curriculum</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>7.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To engage in sustained involvement with curriculum activities</td>
<td>Relevant and Applied curriculum</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To understand and participate in the changing knowledge economy</td>
<td>Creativity and Innovation</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>5.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To provide motivation for curriculum tasks</td>
<td>Creativity and Innovation</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To gather information and communicate with a known audience</td>
<td>Ubiquitous to technology</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>7.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To engage in independent learning through access to education at a time, place and pace of their own choosing</td>
<td>Ubiquitous access to technology</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To undertake formative and/or summative assessment</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>8.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To develop rich understanding about a topic of interest relevant to the curriculum area/s being studied</td>
<td>Metacognitive skills</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To acquire the knowledge, skills, abilities and attitudes to deal with on-going technological change</td>
<td>Understanding 21st Century skills and outcomes</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To demonstrate what they have learned</td>
<td>Constructing knowledge</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To actively construct knowledge that integrates curriculum areas</td>
<td>Constructing knowledge</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To synthesize their knowledge</td>
<td>Constructing knowledge</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To develop understanding of the world</td>
<td>Constructing knowledge</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To facilitate the integration of curriculum areas to construct multidisciplinary knowledge</td>
<td>Constructing knowledge</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To gain intercultural understanding</td>
<td>Constructing knowledge</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To acquire awareness of the global implications of ICT-based technologies on society</td>
<td>Social and emotional connection with students</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To analyse their knowledge</td>
<td>Social and emotional connection with students</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To critically interpret and evaluate the worth of ICT-based content for specific subject area/s</td>
<td>Thinking critically</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To analyse their knowledge</td>
<td>Thinking critically</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To critically interpret and evaluate the worth of ICT-based content for specific subject area/s</td>
<td>Thinking critically</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thinking critically</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To develop competencies in your subject area/s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Competency</th>
<th>PS Mean</th>
<th>IS Mean</th>
<th>Z-Score</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To engage in activities of the learning process</td>
<td>Metacognitive</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To communicate with others locally and globally</td>
<td>Decision making</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To critically evaluate their own and society's values</td>
<td>Decision making</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To plan and/or manage assigned curriculum projects</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and team work</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To actively construct their own knowledge in collaboration with their peers and others</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and team work</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** PS represents pre-service teachers and IS represents in-service teachers.

**Special Note.** The TTF Project was funded by the Australian Government Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) through the ICT Innovation Fund.

**Research Question 2**

Findings for Research question 2 draws from teachers' responses relating to the systems level of the LEM-LT framework: support, resources, infrastructure, time allocation, and professional development. (Responses for curriculum redesign were not forthcoming from the interviews). The following is an anecdotal report of analyses.

**Support and resources**

Teachers reported although principals were supportive of technology integration for teaching and learning, they (teachers) were constrained in utilising the resources provided to enhance the eCAL program. According to the school’s policy, teachers had to apply for permission to use the laptop computers, digital projectors, scanners, document/digital cameras from their department. By the time the equipment was set up in the classroom a “chunk” of their teaching time was lost. As a result of this 52% of the teachers bought their own equipment, 14% used the “talk and chalk” method, and the others utilise the resources whenever they were available.

**Infrastructure**

A total of 80% of the teachers articulated the infrastructure was inadequately organised in terms of electrical outlets and internet connectivity. There were less than four electrical outlets for use by teachers and students in each classroom. Additionally access to internet connectivity was a problem. The bandwidth did not have the capacity to accommodate the entire school’s population. As a result of this, administrators and ICT technicians provided Internet connectivity and WiFi accessibility in two computer labs, the library, a few classrooms, and an open area, such as the auditorium. These facilities were ineffective for some teachers since it was inconvenient to take their classes and teaching materials, such as science and art, in the designated areas.

**Time Allocation**

Time allocated for collaboration and planning to discuss ways of improving the infusion of the eCAL program lasted for about an hour and varied from once per week, to once per month, to once per semester in five schools. In contrast, teachers from three schools expressed there was no fixed formal time for collaboration. Their personal planning time was sometimes used for class supervision when a teacher was absent, however, they informally communicated with their peers about what worked well for them in dissemination of instructions with computers and related
devices during the recess or lunch period. Teachers from the other two schools reported they had not discussed their successes or failure relating to the eCAL program because their time was focused on the completion of the syllabus and/or involvement with extra-curricular activities.

**Professional development**

Professional development to enhance integration of the eCAL program was initially organized during the vacation period for all teachers by the Ministry of Education. The timing was inconvenient to many teachers because their vacation period was planned in advance. During the second year of the program, principals attempted to arrange internal workshops conducted by their Information Technology teachers and the ICT technicians. Although there were inconsistencies in the organization and attendance of workshops, 33% of the teachers reported they were introduced to Microsoft Photo Story, eBeam, and Google Docs. They explored websites such as Edmodo, WebQuest, and Pennacool. Additionally teachers independently learned to use Web 2.0 technologies, accessed online training programs on WWW, and utilise software for their teaching and students’ learning with their personal computers.

Although the elements in the systems level of the LEM-LT framework were not fully provided by relevant stakeholders, teachers demonstrated they were willing to propel the eCAL program forward by purchasing their own computers and related devices, attended workshops and professionally educated themselves. On the other hand, according to Rogers (2003), some of the teachers may belong to Late Majority or Laggards, and need to be persuaded before adopting the eCAL program for teaching and learning. Others may adopt the program only if the elements in the systems level are provided.

**Research Question 3**

Teachers’ responses to their use of the eCAL program for their everyday pedagogical practices and instructional dissemination were aligned with TPACK constructs to make informed decision of the stage the program had reached on the Levels of Teaching Innovation.

**Table 2. Positioning the eCal Program on the LEM-LT Framework**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of Teaching Innovation</th>
<th>Teachers’ use of computers and related devices from the eCAL program</th>
<th>Teacher’s responses in %</th>
<th>TPACK Constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-use level (0) Instructions ranged from didactic to a collaborative, student-centred learning</td>
<td>No use of computers and digital devices</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>CK and PK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness - Level 1 Application of digital tools and resources are used for lecture enhancement, curriculum management or as a reward for students’ completion of given tasks</td>
<td>Teachers used PowerPoint (PP), videos, digital/document camera, and email, computers for instructional dissemination</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>CK and PK with the application of simplest form of TK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration - Level 2 Teachers and students use digital tools for extension activities, research and to produce multi-media products</td>
<td>Websites, videos, puzzles and tutorials</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>Emerging PCK and greater use of TK than in Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infusion – Level 3 Changes emerge as teachers shift to a more inductive, scientific inquiry</td>
<td>Video, PP, spread sheet, Word Processing, hyperlinks, simulation, and Word Press</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>Substantial use of PCK and TK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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approach. Students use digital tools and resources for completing tasks.

| Routine - Integration Mechanical, Level 4A | Pennacool.com and Sanako Lab 100 External software from local Ministries Video for visual arts Webinar for professional development Blogging | Full use of PCK and emerging TCK and TPK |
| Integration Routine, Level 4B | A Video was made by students in geography class on the structure and cave formation An advertisement was design for a virtual media company In English class | Development of TCK and TPK; and emerging TPACK |
| Expansion – Level 5 | No tasks were completed at this level | Full use of PCK, TPK, TCK. Greater development of TPACK |
| Refinement- Level 6 | No tasks were completed at this level | Full use of TPACK |

**An inspection of Research Question 3**

Teachers’ responses to their use of the eCAL program for their everyday pedagogical practices and instructional dissemination were aligned with TPACK constructs to make informed decision of the stage the program had reached on the Levels of Teaching Innovation.

Table 2 revealed a total of 49 responses were made. The majority of responses, 42%, were identified at the Awareness level which emphasized the lower cognitive skills of Bloom’s taxonomy (Anderson, 2006): understanding, remembering and applying skills. As the Levels of Teaching Innovation became more complex, requiring higher order cognitive skills, and implementation of PCK, TPK, TCK and TPACK, teachers’ responses became fewer. Although two responses were provided at Level 4B, there was an absence of learner-centred strategies, constructivist, problem-based models of teaching, metacognitive skills, creativity and innovation as well as critical thinking and problem solving. Therefore it was pertinent to rate the teachers’ use of computers and related devices of the eCAL program at Level 3, Infusion, where teachers made substantial use of PCK and TK.

**CONCLUSION**

LEM-LT is constructed with strong theoretical underpinnings. Activity theory (Engeström, 1999) demonstrates the potential of the six design principles to guide educators to plan, disseminate, evaluate and redesign instruction to facilitate teaching and learning activities for the development of 21st Century skills. This theory is also supported by the Social and Learning Development Theory (Vygotsky, 1987). The More Knowledgeable Other, teachers and peers, can guide the transfer of knowledge.
to foster the development of cognitive and metacognitive skills in the multicultural social learning environment of the classrooms. Because of the explosion of knowledge via the World Wide Web and the internet, curriculum designers and teachers need to carefully select content from Relevant and Applied Curriculum to promote 21st Century skills. How they disseminate concepts for students to remember, understand, apply, analyse, evaluate and create new knowledge for the 21st Century should reflect Constructivist Learning Theory (Anderson, 2006).

LEM-LT framework guided analyses of the three research questions. Positioning the six design principles and 21st Century skills with the alignment of LoTi and TPACK provided a broader picture of the findings related to the eCAL program. Analyses of the interview data set reflected a lack of structural planning before the program was introduced. Poor provision of the elements in the systems level prevented in-service teachers to make optimum use of the program. Hence their TPACK confidence was not at the same level as the pre-service teachers but their (in-service teachers) willingness to purchase their own computers and related devices propelled the eCAL program forward. Alignment of LoTi and TPACK confirmed teachers had reached the Infusion level where changes emerged as teachers shift to a more inductive, scientific inquiry approach as students used digital tools and resources for completion of tasks. An overview of all the results from the three research questions concluded the eCAL program was still at its early stages of adoption.

Currently the LEM-LT framework has the potential to help educators to identify important components, and utilise appropriate pedagogical techniques and skills to guide the successful implementation of new technology programs in the learning environment. So far the framework was used as a platform for the analysis of quantitative and qualitative data, and provided evidence for the conclusion of the stage the eCAL program had reached. The framework is still at its early stages, and needs to be trialled on a larger scale to determine its flaws/effectiveness. This study provided baseline data for future research which can modify and strengthen the framework.
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Abstract

During past years computational thinking (CT) is being actively promoted through the K-12 curriculum, higher education, contests and other activities. CT skills are important for further students’ educational and professional career. The paper presents a study conducted among the first year software engineering students, learning a structured programming (SP) course. As an instrument to measure CT skills, the test consisted of preselected Bebras contest tasks was developed and validated. The correlation between the test results and the SP course results was investigated.
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INTRODUCTION

During past years, CT has being actively promoted through the K12 curriculum as a part of computer science (CS) subject or in an integrated way, paying more and more attention to programming and fundamental CS concepts (e.g. Royal Society, 2012). As J. Wing defined, “computational thinking represents a universally applicable attitude and skill set everyone, not just computer scientists, would be eager to learn and use” (Wing, 2006, p. 33). So, it should be educated not only through school curriculum, higher education, and through the initiatives which are accessible for a wide area of participants as well.

Since 2004, Bebras contest, originated in Lithuania (Dagiene, 2006), has become an international initiative whose goal is to promote CS and CT especially among teachers and pupils of all ages, but also to the public at large by extent. The big challenge of Bebras is to organize easily accessible and highly motivating online contests in many countries (Bebras.org, 2015). The Bebras contests consist of a set of tasks in a form of short questions (problems), or quiz. Each Bebras task can both demonstrate an aspect of CS and test the aspects of CT of the participant. These tasks can be solved without prior knowledge about CS, but are clearly related to fundamental CS concepts.

The tasks are developed by an international community of CS experts. The requirements for quality of Bebras tasks have been already discussed (Dagiene, Futchek, 2008; Vanicek, 2014). The operational definition of CT (ISTE, 2015) suggests that the CT is a problem-solving process that includes (but is not limited to) the following characteristics:
• Formulating problems in a way that enables us to use a computer and other tools to help solve them.
• Logically organizing and analyzing data.
• Representing data through abstractions such as models and simulations.
• Automating solutions through algorithmic thinking (a series of ordered steps).
• Identifying, analyzing, and implementing possible solutions with the goal of achieving the most efficient and effective combination of steps and resources.
• Generalizing and transferring this problem solving process to a wide variety of problems.

Bebras tasks involve students into these operations. As we will see in the next sections of this paper, each Bebras task, we have analysed, has at least some components of CT: Abstraction (AB), Decomposition (DE), Algorithmic thinking (AL), Evaluation (EV), and Generalisation (GE). To solve those tasks, students are required to think in and about computer science, discrete structures, computation, data processing, data visualisation, but they also must use algorithmic as well as programming concepts (Dagiene, Stupuriene, 2014).

Prior related research has studied the differences in task solving results of boys and girls (Pėlikis, Dagiene, 2014) and classification of Bebras tasks using Bloom taxonomy (Dagiene, Stupuriene, 2014). Within the scope of this research, we would like to study the CS concepts behind the CT Bebras tasks and the ability of novice software engineering students to use these concepts in a real-life context, which is modelled by the task.

The research presented in this paper is based on authors’ practical experience in teaching SP for the first semester software engineering students and authors’ solid practical and theoretical experience in developing contest related educational methods (Dagiene, 2006; Dagiene, Futchek, 2008; Dolgopolovas et al., 2014). The SP course is oriented to problem solving and is based mainly on Python programming language. Python as a programming language is widely promoted as an alternative to other programming languages and as the first language to study programming. The reason for this is that Python is positioned as a tool for rapid application development and at the same time as an educational tool, enabling problem solving programming courses to be developed (Dierbach, 2014; Wen et al., 2014). During such a course, novice software engineering students develop their knowledge of CS basics and main concepts, and study the language syntax in parallel.

We could formulate the next research hypothesis: “a well developed problem solving focused SP course develops computational thinking skills as well”. A relevant measurement tool is needed, taking into account that CT is a latent trait and it could be implemented during the problem solving process. To test the hypothesis, the test, which is independent of programming language, was developed. The aim of the test is to evaluate students’ CT skills and to compare test results with SP course results. The test process had several steps and used a combination of quantitative and qualitative testing approaches. As the first step of the test process, a homogeneous dichotomous test, which uses Bebras contest tasks as the test questions, was developed. Solving the presented tasks, students should employ CT skills, which we intent to measure as a latent trait. The next steps of the test process include: questions requiring students to identify such CS concepts, which were implicitly presented in the tasks of the first test step; solving CS problems by finding coding solutions to the presented tasks. The last two steps of the test process still need to be evaluated and are positioned as further work.

The main Research Questions of this paper are:
• How computational thinking skills of novice software engineering students can be evaluated in a programming language independent way?
What is the relation between novice software engineering student’s computational thinking skills and programming course results?

Why this questions are of primary importance for us? We consider computational thinking skills as very important for further students’ educational and professional career. Such skills form a basis for students’ better understanding of further computer science knowledge and could sufficiently reduce failure and drop out students’ rate. In order to answer the above research questions, we conducted a case study where the novice software engineering students who studied SP had to solve the test of preselected Bebras tasks.

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

The preparation phase of the research consisted of several steps. First, the appropriate Bebras tasks were selected. The main selection criteria were:

- **Computational Thinking Concepts.** Each task should have at least one well-expresed CT concept.
- **Focus on algorithmical thinking.** The test is aimed to software engineering students, therefore all of the tasks are related to data structures, algorithms and their methods.
- **Difficulty level.** As Bebras contest is mainly addressed to school pupils, and we are going to use them for the first year higher education students studying software engineering, we selected the tasks that were considered as difficult according to international expert evaluations and the contest results.

The second phase included the analysis of the selected Bebras tasks, marking the main computer science concepts, used in them. During the third step, an online quiz for students has been designed. The quiz included 10 selected Bebras tasks. We used quantitative research methods to analyse the data. Test validity has been studied using Item Response Theory.

**PARTICIPANTS**

65 first year (first semester) software engineering students, studying the SP course, took part in the experiment. The experiment was held with four groups of students, consisting of correspondingly 16, 10, 20 and 19 students. The more detailed structure, including percentage of male and female students, scores in Maths and Computer Science maturity exams, is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total number</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maths maturity exam scores</th>
<th>CS maturity exam scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-100</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>32.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-40</td>
<td>36.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Basic characteristics of the participants of the experiment

**RESULTS**

The task for the participating in the study students was to choose the correct answer for the presented Bebras task. Ten tasks were preselected and prepared for the test. All these tasks are CT oriented and include a set of CS concepts within them.
Solving CT Bebras tasks, the average result is 54.2% of correct answers. The detailed structure of the correct answers per task is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Computational thinking task name</th>
<th>Correct answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Beaverrail</td>
<td>38.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Beaver’s log factory</td>
<td>33.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bob’s Best strategy</td>
<td>56.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0X</td>
<td>41.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Water supply</td>
<td>63.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Collecting candies</td>
<td>73.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Beaver in his canoe</td>
<td>86.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Constructive Beaver</td>
<td>21.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sorting the Sticks</td>
<td>90.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Bebras-city streets</td>
<td>35.4 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The general results of solving computational thinking tasks

Test structure

The main concepts, “encoded” inside the gamified tasks, were asked to be identified. These include the main concepts of data structures, algorithms, methods, logical operations, and control structures (Table 3). The concept name is followed by the number, that corresponds to the CT task number, already referenced above in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data structures</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Logics</th>
<th>Control structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binary tree (3)</td>
<td>Algorithm (1)</td>
<td>Dynamic programming (6)</td>
<td>Binary logical operation (5)</td>
<td>Loop (1, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph (6)</td>
<td>Maximum element search (9)</td>
<td>Binary tree modelling (7)</td>
<td>Disjunction (5)</td>
<td>Function (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical data (4)</td>
<td>Modified sorting algorithm (9)</td>
<td>Tree traversal (3)</td>
<td>Equivalence (5)</td>
<td>Conditional sentence (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array (6)</td>
<td>Depth-first search (3, 7)</td>
<td>Operation abstraction (8)</td>
<td>Inversion (5)</td>
<td>Conditional loop (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List structure (4)</td>
<td>Breadth-first search (7)</td>
<td>Optimization (10)</td>
<td>Conjuction (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directed graph (2)</td>
<td>Greedy algorithm (10)</td>
<td>Parameterization (8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted graph (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Automatization (7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The main concepts, within the computational thinking tasks

The format of this paper restricts us from presenting more extended examples of the test tasks. Here we present an example of one of 10 tasks selected for the study (Table 4).
Beaver in his canoe

Beaver paddles in his canoe on a river that has a number of little lakes. Beaver likes all lakes of the river and has thought of an algorithm to make sure that he reaches every lake. He knows that at each lake there is a maximum of two rivers that he has not yet seen. If beaver arrives at a lake he decides which river to take with the following rules:

- If there are two rivers he has not yet seen, he takes the river on his left hand side.
- If there is one river which beaver has not yet seen, beaver takes this river.
- If beaver has seen all the rivers from a little lake, he paddles his canoe one lake back towards the previous lake.

If beaver has seen all the rivers from a little lake, he stops his day of canoeing if he has seen everything and has come back to the start point.

In each little lake beaver sees a different animal. Beaver writes down the animal name when he sees an animal for the first time.

In which order will beaver write down the animals?

**Answer**

- a. fish, frog, crocodile, turtle, stork, snake, otter, duck
- b. fish, crocodile, snake, stork, duck, otter, frog, turtle
- c. **fish, frog, turtle, crocodile, stork, otter, duck, snake**
- d. fish, frog, turtle

Table 4: Task 7, “Beaver in his canoe”. The correct answer is written in bold

We can identify the main components of CT in this example of the task, as it was already mentioned in the Introduction section of this paper:

- Abstraction (AB): from real objects (lakes, rivers) to abstract objects like binary tree.
- Decomposition (DE): checking the rule, applying to the parts of the tree.
- Algorithmical thinking (AL): the task itself provides an algorithm that should be understood and applied. This task, however, is not an example where students should develop their own algorithm to select correct answer.
- Evaluation (EV): evaluation of all correct decision, evaluation of wrong answer set.
- Generalisation (GE): applying algorithm rule to the whole tree, analysing the result in general.

The main CS concepts included in this task are *binary tree modelling*, *depth-first search*, and *automatization*.

**Test validity**

Evaluating the test statistics we implement several basic considerations. First, we consider the test as a whole as a homogenous dichotomous test for evaluating students’ implicit ability of computational thinking in the context of the process of solving gamified tasks which implicitly involve cognitive procedures of CT and problem solving. Next, we should make a note on the design and implementation of
We implement the Rash model for the evaluation and use R environment and eRm package for testing the model (Mair, 2009; De Battisti, 2012). The result of the estimation of the dichotomous model is presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The Wald test plot is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Dichotomous model. Results of the Rash model estimation, Andersen’s Likelihood Ratio and Martin-Loef tests. Summary of the Rash model estimation.

We check the fit of Rash model according to Andersen’s likelihood ratio test. The mean of raw scores was chosen as the partitioning criterion. The p-value shows that the likelihood ratio test is non-significant and, therefore, the Rash model holds the data.

Martin-Loef test evaluates unidimensionality the two sets of items. As well as Andersen’s test, Martin-Loef test confirm the Rash model data. Wald test shows non significant difference for all the test items as is seen from the plot (Figure 3). Items characteristics curves show close to the uniform distribution of the test items (Figure 2).

---


4 R-forge. eRm Project, [http://r-forge.r-project.org/projects/erm/](http://r-forge.r-project.org/projects/erm/)
The test statistics confirms the general validity of the test.

**Correlation results**

In order to answer our second research question we measure and compare the measured latent abilities with structured programming course results. The positive correlation would indicate the success of the SP course. The test results and the SP course examination results correlation plot is presented in Figure 4.

The plot shows no correlations.
One of the reasons of no correlation between the test results and course results could be the fact that the course is oriented mostly to study programming language syntax. The course structure and didactical approach should be re-developed to address more problem solving skills.

CONCLUSION

- CT tasks used in this study are designed for a secondary school students. Unless the task were designed to be solved by a secondary school students, it was quite surprising that there were only 54.2% of correct answers while solved by the first year software engineering students. Possibly, the reason for that is not sufficient students’ preparation on a school level, not addressing problem solving skills adequately enough.
- The statistical evaluation of the test used in this study, has shown the possible validity of the test as an instrument to evaluate computational thinking.
- In spite of our prediction, the test did not present any correlations between CT skills and SP course. This means that the course needs to be improved. At this point of our research we cannot either confirm or reject the research hypothesis we rose in the beginning of this paper. The course improvement strategy could be based on the analysis of the structure of the test tasks, studying underlying CS concepts and shifting the structure of the course and its exam to the test shown the most difficult to solve problems.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

A case study, presented in this paper, was aimed to investigate how the problem solving oriented SP course enhances CT skills of novice software engineering students. Such an example of students’ activity (game-like CS task with the concepts “encoded” into it), could be used not only to test students’ CT abilities, but may be as well useful as a learning activity for CS/software engineering students. The activity by itself may be a high level motivation to learn new CS concepts.

The case study has given some controversial results. This case study may be considered as a first step in a series of the research activities. The next steps of the research would be: to analyze how novice software engineering students identify CS concepts which are implicitly presented inside CT tasks, create game-like computer programs, based on CT tasks, and use the main CS concepts in their programming
activities. This would possibly bring more light on the reasons of the problems and limitations identified in this case study.

The results have also pointed out the should be improved problems of the SP course itself. Using programming language independent test, presented in this paper, the influence of different didactical approaches on the improvement of CT skills could be studied and compared.
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Abstract
This paper presents findings based on the IEA-study ICILS 2013 (International Computer and Information Literacy Study, 2010-2014) which investigates the computer and information literacy (CIL) of secondary school students and the contexts in which students develop CIL in 21 countries. In this case, the teaching-related use of digital media by teachers is located as a process on the level of the school and of the class. The use of digital media in schools is associated with the goal of supporting learning processes and improving the quality of education (Voogt & Knezek, 2008). By regression analyses, this contribution focuses on relevant factors for the teachers’ use of computers in class in six selected countries. Therefore, the analysis observes educational framework conditions, attitudes and background characteristics of secondary school teachers as an indicator of school quality in the digital age.
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INTRODUCTION: THE RELEVANCE OF THE USE OF DIGITAL MEDIA
For more than 40 years, the use of digital media in educational contexts of teaching and learning has been investigated internationally and its scope has been a recurring theme in the context of educational practice (Voogt & Knezek, 2008). Due to the increasing use of information and communication technologies (ICT) and the society’s transition towards an information or knowledge society new challenges for schools have emerged (Anderson, 2008). In this context, the use of digital media is associated with the goal of supporting learning processes and improving the quality of education (Voogt & Knezek, 2008). The use of digital media, for instance, can help students to process information or can provide more effective teaching techniques for the teachers (Spiezia, 2010). Moreover, the competent use of digital media is presumed to be a key competence in the 21st century (Fraillon, Schulz & Ainley, 2013; Griffin, McGaw & Care, 2012; Voogt, Erstad, Dede & Mishra, 2013). In the context of an increased digitalization with respect to practically all spheres of life, prominence has therefore been given to a reconsideration of schooling in favor of incorporating information and communication technologies (ICT) into the educational sector (Davis, Eickelmann & Zaka, 2013) in order to provide an enhanced educational career to coming generations of students that will ultimately need to adapt to what is commonly considered the digital age. The promotion of students’ skills and their preparation for life through computer-assisted teaching and learning in schools, however, still
presents an ambitious task and an extensive challenge for teachers (Voogt & Knezek, 2008). Findings suggest that the perception of ICT as an advantage throughout the school constitutes a prerequisite for its successful introduction (Eickelmann, 2011), most notably with respect to the teachers who take on the role of a mediator when it comes to ICT innovations (Davis et al., 2013). Owston (2003) equally identifies the perceived value of an innovation by teachers as an essential factor in determining the success of ICT incorporation in the educational sector.

For the purpose of analyzing students’ computer and information literacy in relation to framework conditions, the IEA carried out the International Computer and Information Literacy Study 2013 (ICILS 2013), which will constitute the data basis of this paper (Fraillon, Ainley, Schulz, Friedman & Gebhardt, 2014). With regression analyses, this contribution compares the use of digital media by teachers across selected countries and investigates the supporting and hindering factors for the use of digital media in school.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 illustrates the basic classification of antecedent and process-related contextual factors and their relationship with computer and information literacy (CIL) as outcome. The model also represents the multilevel structure that influences students’ learning and includes the following levels: the individual level, the home environment, the school/classroom and the wider community. Along the lines of the ICILS 2013 theoretical framework (Fraillon et al., 2013), the teaching-related use of digital media by secondary school teachers – as examined by the present paper – is located as a process on the level of the school and of the class. This level encompasses all school-related factors. These factors directly influence the students’ CIL learning progress and are constrained by the antecedent factors.

![Figure 1: Context for CIL learning and learning outcomes](Fraillon et al., 2013, p. 26)

FINDINGS FROM PREVIOUS STUDIES: THE USE OF DIGITAL MEDIA AROUND THE WORLD

Numerous studies concerning the primary and secondary levels of education have proven that by international comparison, countries show diverse frequencies of digital media use in class (see i.a. OECD, 2011; Mullis, Martin, Foy & Arora, 2012). In addition, computer-based activities, like looking up ideas and information or practice
skills and procedures, differ between subjects, grades and countries (Mullis et al., 2012).

The available studies indicate that both educational teaching and learning conditions influence the dealing with new technologies in the context of teaching and learning processes. One relevant obstacle on the school level for teachers using ICT is a lack of support, especially pedagogical support (Law, Pelgrum & Plomp, 2008). Another relevant factor regarding the use of ICT for learning purposes is the IT infrastructure in secondary schools that has been identified as crucial (Albirini, 2006; Petko, 2012). While most of the studies point out that a modern and adequate ICT infrastructure at school is needed to incorporate computers and new technologies in instructional settings (European Commission, 2013), some countries show a low availability of computers for instruction (Mullis et al., 2012).

Factors located on the individual teacher level, such as age and gender, as well as the perceived benefits of teaching-related digital media use and the self-efficacy of using digital media in class are considered relevant throughout previous research (see Legris, Ingham & Collerette, 2003; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis, 2003; Spiezia, 2010). At that, teachers’ attitude towards the use of ICT for purposes of instruction seems to play a vital role in the success of implementing ICT use at school (see Acker, Buuren, Kreijns & Vermeulen, 2011; Albirini, 2006; Govender & Govender, 2009). While Govender & Govender (2009) equally reveal that a lack of compatibility with the curriculum and insufficient conditions with respect to time constitute obstacles perceived by secondary school teachers regarding the implementation of ICT at school, Albirini (2006) points to the significance of cultural perceptions for the teachers’ attitudes, particularly in developing countries with a low density of media availability. Following Davis et al.’s (2013) finding that teachers take on a key role in the implementation of new technologies in the classroom, it seems plausible that obstacles perceived by teachers need to be overcome before ICT use can be improved – that is: the improvement of teachers’ attitudes needs to precede the provision of IT equipment (see Albirini, 2006) and as such constitutes a factor of high significance in terms of examining influencing factors with respect to ICT use at secondary schools.

While there is an extensive body of research documenting the importance of the various factors for using ICT at secondary schools however, the previous studies often focus on a selection of factors and in many cases examine these in smaller samples only.

THE USE OF DIGITAL MEDIA IN ICILS 2013

The International Computer and Information Literacy Study 2013 also analyzed the use of digital media in secondary schools but in addition, focused on students’ acquisition of computer and information literacy and the ICT learning environment in schools. According to this, it is – for the first time – possible to investigate the use of digital media in secondary schools in relation to a multitude of relevant background variables with a representative sample in many countries (Fraillon et al., 2014). Therefore, more than 60,000 students in grade eight in 21 participating educational systems around the world and their teachers (N= 35,000) were included. In addition, the study collected contextual data from school ICT-coordinators, principals and the national contexts.

With respect to teaching practices, the international report on ICILS 2013 revealed that the use of ICT in the educational context is extensive with three out of five secondary school teachers using ICT at least once per week (Fraillon et al., 2014). The national percentages ranged from a high of 90 percent in Australia to a low of 41 percent in Croatia and Poland. A majority of teachers possesses an experience of two
years or more in using ICT (84%), however, not predominantly due to teaching-related computer use (ibid.).

Teachers’ experience in using computers for teaching purposes was, on average, moderately strongly associated with the frequency of computer use (Fraillon et al., 2014). The frequent users of computers also had stronger positive views and less negative views about the effects of ICT. In comparison to the infrequent users, they reported better ICT resources and a stronger collaboration with other teachers in using ICT (ibid.). Although teachers generally considered ICT to be beneficial, only two thirds seemed to link ICT to an improved academic performance (ibid.). The teachers' confidence in using ICT, along with their perceived value of ICT, was shown to have a significant impact on its frequency of use and on the emphasis placed on the development of students' CIL (ibid.). With the above-mentioned factors being highly heterogeneous across the various participating countries, it can be concluded that teachers play a key role in the implementation of ICT at school, which is in alignment with Davis et al.’s (2013) finding of teachers as a keystone species in bringing technologies to schools and ultimately to their students, recognizing “the co-evolution of digital technologies and education within the local and global knowledge society of the 21st century” (Davis et al., 2013, p. 439). Fraillon et al. (2014: 255) therefore conclude that “if schools are to develop students’ CIL to the greatest possible extent, then teacher expertise in ICT use needs to be augmented, and ICT use needs to be supported by collaborative environments [...]”.

RESEARCH QUESTION: RELEVANT FACTORS FOR THE USE OF DIGITAL MEDIA IN ICILS 2013

The present paper aims to extensively investigate the effect of perceived educational teaching and learning conditions as well as individual teacher factors on the use of digital media at school in a context of international comparison. On the one hand, the focus will be placed on countries with a high frequency of computer use at school; on the other hand, countries with a low frequency will equally be examined. In addition, the term of a tradition of using ICT in schools and the students’ achievement in ICT literacy in ICILS 2013 were involved in the selection of the countries. This paper aims to address the following research question: What effects do IT resources at school and teacher factors have on secondary school teachers’ use of computers at school in the selected countries?

THE STUDY: ANALYSIS OF FACTORS FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS’ COMPUTER USE AT SCHOOL

Data collection and instruments

In order to answer the research question, data is needed that can provide information about the IT resources in school and individual teacher factors in different countries. This data is available from the IEA-Study ICILS 2013 (Fraillon et al., 2014; Fraillon et al., 2013).

With ICILS 2013, collected data about secondary school teachers’ use of computers as well as their attitudes towards the use of computers, their background and the frame conditions are now available. The population for the ICILS 2013 teacher survey was defined as all secondary school teachers teaching regular school subjects to the students in grade eight at each sampled school. The teacher questionnaire comprises questions about the teaching practices with ICT, the attitudes towards the use of ICT in teaching, the participation in professional learning activities related to the use of ICT in teaching and the perceived IT resources at school.
On the basis of the ICILS 2013 teacher data, it shall be investigated for the selected participating countries (1) which educational teaching and learning conditions, (2) which attitude-related traits of the teachers and (3) which further characteristics of the teachers have an impact on the use of computers in class as a prerequisite for school quality and a facilitator of student learning progress in the field of CIL.

In order to analyze educational teaching and learning conditions, we focus on three items, which determine the restraints among the IT resources at school, such as a limited internet access or problems with IT-resources. The teachers’ attitudes are represented with four items and one international index that documents the positive view on using ICT in teaching and learning. The scale was constructed by using the IRT Rasch partial credit model (Rasch, 1960). The scale’s reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha) is .83 on average across the countries. The other items that are used to operationalize the teachers’ attitudes implicate aspects of collaboration between teachers in using ICT, an aspect of ICT self-efficacy and the teachers’ participation in professional development with regard to courses on integrating ICT into teaching and learning. Furthermore, we include three background-variables: the duration of teachers’ experience in using ICT for teaching purposes, their age and their gender.

The results of the selected countries of the study will be discussed against the background of contextual factors on the level of the educational systems, which are available through the so-called National Context Survey.

SAMPLE

For the secondary analysis presented in this contribution, IEA-ICILS 2013 teacher data from the background questionnaires is used. A selection of countries is used to detect factors that affect the teachers’ use of computers at school. In total, six countries were selected: the Netherlands, Denmark and Australia represent countries with a high frequency of computer use in secondary schools, a high student achievement in computer and information literacy (between 537 and 542 scale points) and a long tradition of implementing ICT in secondary education. Poland and Germany were selected for a very low use of computers. The students in Poland showed with 537 scale points a very good score, whereas the results for students in Germany conformed with the European ICILS 2013 average (523 and 525 scale points respectively). Finally, Lithuania represents a country with a high level of computer use and with 494 scale points a comparatively low achievement (Fraillon et al., 2014).

METHODS

The question of which indicators can be deemed important for the prediction of computer use by teachers in class will be investigated on the basis of regression analyses. Therefore, the IDB Analyzer (Ver. 3.1) was used, which is an application developed by the IEA DPC to facilitate the analysis of data from IEA's large-scale assessments. In doing so, we take care of the complex sample structure of the ICILS 2013 database.

FINDINGS

The regression model reveals different results for the selected countries of ICILS 2013 (Table 1). Compared to the factors describing the teachers’ attitudes, most of the three indicators concerning the restraints among the IT resources at school in the selected countries do not show a significant effect. The limited connectivity to the internet merely seems to be significant for computer use in Australia. The factor that ICT is not considered a priority for use in teaching is only a
significant predictor in Germany and Lithuania. In three countries (Denmark, Poland and Lithuania), the restraint that the school does not have sufficient ICT equipment (e.g. computers) is a relevant factor for the use of computers in instruction.

Concerning the secondary school teachers’ attitudes towards ICT in learning processes, merely the self-assessed competencies regarding the dealing with new technologies can be deemed significant in all considered countries. If teachers are confident of being able to prepare lessons that involve the use of ICT, this factor can be considered significant across all selected countries. In addition, the professional development with regard to courses on integrating ICT presents a significant factor in all selected countries except Denmark. In four out of six countries, the positive view on using ICT as well as the collaboration with colleagues in developing ICT use plays an important role in the teachers’ use of computers in class. In the Netherlands and Lithuania, however, the two factors do not point to a relation with the teachers’ use of computers for instructional purposes, which emphasizes that – when it comes to the teachers’ attitudes – there are no detectable patterns with regard to the factors’ significance considering the intensity of use in the respective countries, the students’ CIL competencies and the tradition of implementing ICT literacy. Only for three countries (Denmark, Australia & Germany) a relative importance regarding the collaboration with colleagues to develop ICT-based lessons can be detected.

In consideration of the background variables, it becomes apparent that in five out of six countries, the teachers’ experience in using ICT for teaching purposes constitutes a significant factor for the explanation of computer use. Only in Denmark, no significant effect could be observed. The respective teacher’s gender equally demonstrates a significant effect regarding computer use in class in most of the selected countries, with female teachers showing a higher frequency in the use of computers for instructional purposes in the Netherlands and in Australia and male teachers using computers more frequently in class in Poland and Germany. Age, however, plays a significant role in Germany and Lithuania where younger secondary school teachers use computers in class on a more regular basis. Overall, the teachers’ attitudes could be identified to have the most significant impact on the frequency of computer use in most countries. Restraints among the IT resources at school, however, are not linked to the frequency of computer use. At that, no regular pattern could be detected between countries with different intensities of computer use, the students’ achievement in CIL or the tradition of implementing digital media in teaching-related contexts. In Australia, for instance, – a country where the majority of teachers uses computers for instructional purposes on a regular basis and where students show above-average CIL competencies – eight out of the eleven factors analyzed show a significant correlation with the frequency of computer use. In the Netherlands, however, – a country which has been selected according to the same criteria – only four of these factors show a correlation. In Germany, where teachers report an infrequent use of computers in class and where students perform averagely compared to the European average, nine factors show a significant correlation.

The fact that the considered factors explain frequency of computer use in class differently is equally reflected in the regression models’ explained variance. In the Netherlands, for instance, the model explains the lowest variance (9%) whereas the model for Germany explains the highest amount of variance (35%).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restrains among the IT resources at school</th>
<th>Netherlands</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Poland</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School does not have sufficient ICT equipment (e.g. computers)$^A$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited connectivity to the internet$^A$</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT is not considered a priority for use in teaching$^A$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td>0.09*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teachers' Attitudes</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive view on using ICT$^E$</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
<td>0.14*</td>
<td>0.07*</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT self-efficacy: Preparing lessons that involve the use of ICT$^C$</td>
<td>0.17*</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
<td>0.25*</td>
<td>0.24*</td>
<td>0.14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional development with regard to courses on integrating ICT$^D$</td>
<td>0.07*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07*</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
<td>0.08*</td>
<td>0.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration with colleagues to develop ICT-based lessons$^E$</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
<td>0.07*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration with colleagues to develop ICT use$^E$</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background variables</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age$^S$</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.09*</td>
<td>0.08*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender$^G$</td>
<td>0.08*</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
<td>-0.06*</td>
<td>-0.12*</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers' experience in using ICT for teaching purposes$^H$</td>
<td>0.15*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.10*</td>
<td>0.15*</td>
<td>0.20*</td>
<td>0.17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- $\beta$: Regression weight (standardized)
- Dependent variable: Frequency of computer use during lessons: 0 - never; 1 - less than once a month; 2 - at least once a month but not every week; 3 - at least once a week but not every day; 4 - every day
- $^*$ significant coefficients
- $^A$: 0 - agree; 1 - disagree
- $^B$: International index ($M = 50; SD = 10; \text{min.} = 9.3; \text{max.} = 75.8$)
- $^C$: 0 - I don’t know how to do this; 1 - I know how to do this
- $^D$: 0 - no; 1 - yes
- $^E$: 0 - disagree; 1 - agree
- $^F$: 0 - 50 years and older; 1 - up to 49 years
- $^G$: 0 - male; 1 - female
- $^H$: 0 - less than two years; 1 - two years and more

Table 1: Regression model to explain secondary school teachers' use of computers during their lessons
CONCLUSIONS

It seems to be well-accepted that ICT as such does not support learning itself but needs to be properly integrated into relevant learning scenarios (Lai, 2008; Law et al., 2008). The results can be considered as hints to important factors, which contribute to the teachers’ use of computers in their lessons. Especially the secondary school teachers’ ICT self-efficacy – whether they are convinced that they can prepare lessons that involve the use of ICT or not – is an important factor in every country that was selected for the analysis. Other factors of the teachers’ attitudes turned out to be equally decisive for the frequency of computer use. The IT resources, however, were not equally significant for the teaching-related use of computers in most countries. This finding gives rise to the assumption that teachers do not use computers in class, despite an optimal technical environment, if they lack the confidence in using it. At this point, it can be deemed desirable for future research to analyze whether professional development in the field of integrating digital media into the context of teaching is related to the teachers’ self-efficacy and whether this could constitute a way of promoting the use of digital media in teaching using appropriate measures.

The presented research identified differences in the relevance of the factors in the selected educational systems could not be explained by the three criteria used such as the traditions and policies in implementing new technologies in teaching and learning or the CIL competencies. Therefore, a deeper look into the different systems could grant an insight into why certain factors are relevant in some countries but not in others. Cultural and pedagogical differences as well as other factors like the principals’ priorities regarding the facilitation of ICT use could be included. The fact that other factors such as the use of digital media could equally be responsible, is illustrated by the partly small proportions of explained variance.

Overall, further research may want to take a closer look at each of the selected countries analyzed in this paper as this could yield important insights for policymakers and provide knowledge for educational systems. The interpretation of the results further needs to take into account that the latter do not reveal a causality between the respective factors. In this matter, a future longitudinal investigation would be expedient.
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Abstract
This study compares the expectations of employers and ICT Vocational institution graduates about job skills leading to differences defined as skill, employability, and perception gaps based on learning from employers in Afghanistan. According to the implementation of the European Qualifications Framework (EQF), the European e-Competence Framework (e-CF) was created for application by ICT service, user and supply companies, for managers and HR departments, for education institutions and training bodies including vocational education, for market watchers and policy makers, and other organizations in public and private sectors. Within e-CF five different areas (PLAN, BUILD, RUN, ENABLE and MANAGE) have been created which are very sufficient to use for ICT Professionals in different sectors. Analysis will be based on e-CF skills in the five categories: Plan, Build, Run, Enable and Manage. The results will identify the gaps for each of the five skill categories. The findings show a huge gap between Institution graduates and the labour market, but the demands of the employers match with the e-CF.
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INTRODUCTION
Afghanistan is one of the poorest countries in the world, and has experienced many years of intensive conflicts. Four decades of war and political instability have hindered the development of the infrastructure of the country. The human terrain of the country has taken the most damage and this is especially evident in the educational sector. However, rebuilding has continued in several parts of the country (IRA, 2011). Although security is the main issue and the people of Afghanistan have suffered a lot including fatalities from suicide attacks, millions of students can attend schools and universities. Currently, more than fifty thousand female and male students are enrolled at vocational institutions in the country. Information Communication Technology (ICT) is the target field within these vocational institutions. The vocational institutions are attracting and educating the next generation of Afghan professional workforce.

Alongside this positive development in the vocational education sector, there is a main challenge to the future growth of the ICT vocational education study programs in Afghanistan, which is hindered by the complex relationship between employers, training institutions, and graduates in the field of ICT. This paper analyses the mismatch between the contents of existing ICT study programs and expectations of both graduates of vocational institutions and their (potential) employers in Afghanistan (Zarman, 2011)
COMPETENCY PROFILES FOR ICT SPECIALISTS IN OTHER COUNTRIES

Recent developments in ICT professional education curricula are mainly focusing on the introduction of studies based on the job market. In the past ten years, a great deal of research has been devoted to competences and qualifications in ICT professions. Some of these studies focus on education and training, examining the profession of computer science and technology and the ways in which this impacts on school guidance to students in vocational institution education. Other research findings focus on graduate students and the labour market, examining skills in working conditions, quality of employment, careers, and work life balance (Agarwal, 2013).

Although ICT is one of the most standardised domains across all national contexts, the competency profile for an ICT specialist is not standardised at the global level. Many countries have defined ICT qualifications and competence models at the national level, but this is not a case in Afghanistan. In developed countries, there is a clear difference between ICT study programs on different levels: while some programs are more theoretical and focus on high-skilled jobs in computer science and engineering, others encompass a wider spectrum of professional ICT skills as practitioner skills. Recent research (Valenduc, 2011) indicates that ICT professions may include several occupational groups:

“The traditional ICT competency profile is occupations in design and engineering of IT systems, software, and networks; in the development of software applications, programming and coding, functional analysis, quality monitoring, software parameterization; in hardware and software maintenance, assistance to users and help-desk.

But the new ICT competency profile is web and multimedia occupations, which combine technical skills in computers, software and networks with communication skills, management skills, planning skills.

The ICT professional can be specific fields like medical informatics, scientific informatics, e-commerce platforms, enterprise resource planning systems, supply chain management systems, customer relationships management systems.”

There is a common policy vocabulary and a common set of curricular goals with respect to ICT education at university level. In many countries, there exist separate policy approaches for defining the goals and contents for university-level and vocational ICT education, while some other countries seem to have an integrated approach. There are countries that do not have a specific policy approach to vocational ICT education i.e. Greece, Poland, Portugal and Romania (European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training, 2011)

The importance of ICT for the developing countries economy, culture and education is obvious. Impacts of ICT developments on society create an ‘information society’ and new opportunities and challenges in all areas of work and life have arisen. In particular, this applies to the ICT sector itself, but it is not limited to one sector only (Lu, 2009). Well-skilled staff are needed to manage business and work processes in the core ICT sector as well as in public organizations and industries in other sectors. There is a growing need to understand, teach and apply the new ICT skills among professions such as e.g. computer repairman, network technician, database expert, e-commerce, fixed and mobile telecommunications specialist etc. There is also an extensive need to possess a range of ICT competences relevant for different job profiles outside of ICT sector. These demands can be met by various study programs at both higher education and vocational education institutions (Vaquero, Toro, Martín & Aregita, 2009).
The situation regarding ICT experts’ supply and demand varies across developing countries. The state of development of the ICT economy and of the national systems of higher education and vocational education affect this situation both in qualitative and quantitative terms. However, recent worldwide problems with the new economy have contributed to more reasonable discussions on the demand and the problems of the ICT labour market (Garrido, Sullivan & Gordon, 2010).

To address the skill gap between expectations of ICT labour market and current study programs offered in vocational schools, the curricula need to be designed in accordance with the skill needs and contents of ICT employment. Though based on the identified ICT skill needs and contents, a didactic and pedagogic reflection is necessary for decisions on an appropriate range and depth of competences of the ICT curriculum.

European policies in vocational ICT education are guided by a set of well-defined job profiles in 14 generic work areas at sub-degree levels. These job profiles have been developed and are constantly revised by representatives of educators, employers and standardization bodies in the field of ICT. Yet, we cannot take it for granted that developing countries outside Europe should just copy the ICT job profiles, qualification standards and study programs from Europe, as the job market needs might be quite different there.

One of the recent frameworks for curriculum development in ICT across Europe is e-Competence Framework. The European countries developed the e-Competence Framework (e-CF) from their varied perspectives, drawing on their technical expertise. The European e-CF version 3.0 provides a reference of forty competences as required and applied at the ICT workplace, using a common language for competences, skills and capability levels that can be understood across Europe.

The e-CF is a component of the European Union’s strategy on «e-Skills for the 21st Century». It is also supporting key policy objectives of the «Grand Coalition for Digital Jobs» launched in March 2013. It is promoted as a very useful tool to develop digital skills and the recognition of competences and qualifications across countries, and to foster ICT professionalism in Europe.

As the first sector-specific implementation of the European Qualifications Framework (EQF), the e-CF was created for application by ICT service, user and supply companies, for managers and HR departments, for education institutions and training bodies including vocational education, for market watchers and policy makers, and other organizations in public and private sectors.

Within e-CF version 3.0 five different areas (PLAN, BUILD, RUN, ENABLE and MANAGE) have been created which are very sufficient to use for ICT Professionals in all industry sectors.

Most of the ICT professional workforce in European countries are employed by ICT demand organizations spread across multiple sectors. EU-wide agreement on competence standards for ICT professionals serves as a good model for other countries, but it cannot be directly applied in a cultural context that is radically different from well-developed European economies. It clearly requires analysis, adaptation and adjustment to local needs before something similar can be implemented in developing countries such as Afghanistan.

**Vocational ICT study programmes in Afghanistan today**

The Afghanistan Technical Vocational Institute (ATVI) is the largest public vocational school located in Kabul. ATVI was established through a collaborative effort by
national and international affiliates, with contributions from the Afghan Government and Ministry of Education. ATVI is providing education to more than eight hundred male and female students from Kabul and other urban and rural regions in Afghanistan.

The ICT Department is one of the largest departments at ATVI, in parallel with departments such as the Horticulture Department, Business Management Department, Construction Department and Automotive Department. The ICT vocational program at ATVI has a duration of two years. The following table (Table 1) shows the subjects taught in four semesters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Semester</th>
<th>Second Semester</th>
<th>Third Semester</th>
<th>Fourth Semester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICS</td>
<td>Programming Concept</td>
<td>OOP using java</td>
<td>Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>Operating System-II</td>
<td>Visual Programming</td>
<td>Database Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Application-I</td>
<td>Computer Network-I</td>
<td>Web Designing</td>
<td>Data Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civics-I</td>
<td>Computer Application-II</td>
<td>Database System</td>
<td>Network Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics-I</td>
<td>System Hardware-II</td>
<td>System Administration</td>
<td>Data Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics-I</td>
<td>Civics-II</td>
<td>Computer Network-II</td>
<td>System Administration-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English-I</td>
<td>Mathematics-II</td>
<td>Civic Education-III</td>
<td>Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English-II</td>
<td>English-III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Afghanistan Technical Vocational Institute (ATVI) two year ICT Curriculum

- Computer Technology Institute (CTI)

The Small Industry and Food Material Management Institute was established in 1970. Recently, due to low student enrollment and changing demands from the job market, this institute started offering an ICT major and changed its name to CTI. The CTI was established in 2006 according to labour market needs. There are now more than 500 alumni. Mr. Bawary, the principle of CTI, states that they train ICT managers and assistants, and the graduates have been hired at banks, mobile and TV companies.

The CTI has copied the curriculum from the Computer Science Faculty of Kabul University. The Faculty consists of three departments, each offers a separate study programme: Software Engineering, Information Technology and Information System. Since the CTI faced lack of human resources, the Information System Department has not yet been established in CTI and Information Systems courses are not included in CTI study programmes.

- Afghan Institute for Technology (AIT)

The Afghanistan Institute for Technology (AIT) was established in 1951, by the government of Afghanistan with support from the United States of America (USA). Hundreds of students have received quality technical education which was adequately complemented with training materials and technical expertise provided from its affiliate universities in the United States.

After the occupation by USSR in 1979 the US Cooperation and support to AIT was slowly withdrawn and AIT was stopped until 1993. Also, during the civil war from 1992 to 1996, district three where this institute is located became the frontline of battles leading to enormous damage to the institute.

The Government of Afghanistan commenced renovation of building, labs and workshops. AIT was reopened in 2002 and admitted students in seven departments.
(Architecture, Building Constructions, Machine tools technology, Auto Repairing, Sheet Metal Work, Electricity and Computer Science) with minimum educational facilities under the Ministry of Education, Government of Afghanistan. The AIT still lacks a standard curriculum. The following subjects are offered in the two year ICT diploma at AIT.

- Fundamental of Databases
- PHP
- ASP.net
- VB.net
- Access Program and Project
- My SQL
- Data Communication
- Computer Network

Although the program is not designed properly, most of the graduates find jobs due to huge demand on the job market. The alumni report described by one of the instructors of CTI mentioned that the graduates get hired by public and private organizations such as TV companies, banks, ICT support companies, and hospitals. The job market in Afghanistan's ICT sector is likely to grow also in the future.

**EMPIRICAL STUDY: ANALYSING THE SKILL GAPS OF VOCATIONAL ICT GRADUATES FROM THE EMPLOYERS’ PERSPECTIVE**

A quick review of ICT programs in technical vocational education identified that a mixture of methods has been used for seeking employers' opinions regarding ICT profile and competency skills required. The method of focus group interview was selected, because it can be effective in qualitative data collection from a clearly defined target group.

The top 20 employers of vocational ICT graduates were identified based on initial consultations with 4 vocational schools. 20 representatives of these employers were invited to participate in this focus group interview, but only nine representatives were able to attend the meeting. Together with the invitation, the following preparatory questions were sent to invitees:

- How many new ICT specialists has your company hired during last three years, to which jobs/positions? How many of them had vocational degree, how many had a university degree?
- What are the ICT-related jobs in your company (e.g. software developer, tester, analyst, system administrator, IT support) and how many of each are you planning to hire within the next three years?
- What kind of induction training is offered to the newly hired ICT specialists in your company, to address the skill gaps of new employees?

Based on the analysis of the existing ICT Vocational programs in four Afghan vocational institutes and previous informal discussions with employers, the researcher selected the following questions for the focus group interview:

1. From the employers’ perspective, what competencies are expected of ICT Vocational graduates in the current ICT job market in Afghanistan?
2. What changes do you as employers expect in the objectives, structure and content of ICT Vocational programs in Afghanistan? Should there be more specialization, e.g. focusing separately on planning, developing, managing, selling and supporting IT systems?
3. In which ways are the employers willing and able to contribute to the change in ICT Vocational programs in Afghanistan? E.g. advising on program contents,
offering opportunities for practical placement, arranging summer/winter schools, supervising and evaluating student projects.

4. What should be the main differences between University-level and the Vocational study programs in the ICT domain in Afghanistan?

5. What courses need to be added to existing ICT Vocational programs, what courses can be removed?

6. What changes are required in the main course contents and the ways of teaching and learning?

7. What other measures can you suggest to improve the quality of education at ICT Vocational institutions?

The semi-structured interview was carried out for 2 hours; it was recorded and transcribed for the qualitative content analysis.

RESULTS

Responses from employer representatives to the three questions which were attached to the invitation letter are summarised in Table 2 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Employer Name</th>
<th>Related Jobs</th>
<th>No People Hired</th>
<th>Type of Training</th>
<th>Future Plan for hiring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mobile communication Company I</td>
<td>software developer, troubleshooting, analyst, system administrator, IT support, Network Engineer</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Network Management and Planning, Programming, Communication Skills, Marketing, MIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mobile communication Company II</td>
<td>software developer, troubleshooting, analyst, system administrator, IT support, Network Engineer, IT Specialist</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Network Management and Planning, Programming, Communication Skills, Marketing, MIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>Database Specialist, system administrator, IT Officer</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Network Management and Planning, Programming, Communication Skills, Marketing, Database Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Company I</td>
<td>software developer, Database Expert, system administrator, IT support, Network Engineer, IT Technician</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Software Engineer, Network Management and Planning, Programming, Communication Skills, Marketing, Software Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ministry of Information Communication Technology</td>
<td>software developer, troubleshooting, analyst, system administrator, IT support, Network Engineer, IT Specialist</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Network Management and Planning, Programming, Communication Skills, Marketing, Oracle 11G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Kabul airport</td>
<td>e-Security specialist, System Administrator, IT Officer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>New Technology Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TVI</td>
<td>Program editor, IT Manager, IT Support</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Multimedia tools, Oracle 11G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hospital I</td>
<td>IT Assistant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>AEC (Afghan Election commission)</td>
<td>IT Assistant, System Admin, Database Expert</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Oracle 11G,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: feedback from employers

In addition to the focus group instruments above, we refer to e-CF applying different analytical tools on data from employer interviews. Within e-CF five different competence areas (PLAN, BUILD, RUN, ENABLE and MANAGE) have been created which are sufficient to use for ICT Professionals in different sectors. The analysis of the focus group datasuggest gaps in all five e-CF competence areas. According to the rest of the questions, we examined which skills employers perceived important when hiring ICT graduates (see Table 3).

![Table 3: Skill demands identified in employer interviews](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>Build</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Enable</th>
<th>Manage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to adapt</td>
<td>Business ethics</td>
<td>Can work at</td>
<td>discover personal competences</td>
<td>Self confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to changing technology</td>
<td>Professionalism</td>
<td>Small and intermediate</td>
<td>based on experience and</td>
<td>Critical thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical skill</td>
<td>System development</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>certification</td>
<td>Creative thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to develop business plan</td>
<td>Solutions</td>
<td>User supports</td>
<td>information</td>
<td>Interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring Innovation</td>
<td>Testing and analysis</td>
<td>Technical supports</td>
<td>security strategy</td>
<td>Leadership skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>ICT quality strategy</td>
<td>Problem management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Digital Marketing</td>
<td>Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relationship management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Satisfaction with vocational ICT programs

Employers are not satisfied with the current ICT vocational education in graduate skills, said by one of the mobile company delegation. This shows that a set of courses offered by ICT vocational education institutes do not match the skills demanded by employers.

The employers are likely to perceive soft skills more important than professional skills. However, ICT vocational graduates with limited and weak professional skills are undesirable for employers, said by one of company representative. The focus group results, for instance, show a clear signal to the Problem Solving that is under professional skills. As shown in Table 3, Problem Solving has the largest gap in professional skills.

Need for change

The employers’ responses suggest that institutes should change the objectives and the outcomes to match the employers' needs. The employers don’t want to offer any extra courses to the graduates. In Afghanistan, because of economic challenges, the employer cannot provide summer or winter schools. So they suggest updating the curriculum according to the labour market.

The employers stated that they don’t have too many problems when they hire university graduates, but compared to the vocational institution graduates the university graduates demand high salary.

Discussion

The focus group data do not show any relationship between usefulness of the ICT education and ICT workforce and market demands in Afghanistan.
According to the research findings the ICT vocational graduates in the job market are not being provided with the required skills. The students who complete courses from vocational institutions are having on the job training. There is a guarantee that they will find a suitable ICT related profession, when they graduate from institutions. They don't have many problems in finding a suitable job to develop their career path. Therefore, the vocational training institutes have been able to compile the ICT study programmes in the easiest manner, by merely copying the parts of computers science curricula from Kabul University, where most of the staff members received their university degree. The following courses are common at vocational and university level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the courses</th>
<th>ATVI</th>
<th>CTI</th>
<th>AIT</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Programming</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Database</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Network</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Architecture</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOP</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Engineering</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Common Courses offered in institution and University

CONCLUSION

The ICT vocational education programmes in Afghanistan annually supply considerable amount of ICT professionals to the labour market. In order to this the state recognized the importance of vocational education and training; the Afghanistan government has spent a large amount of money on vocational information technology education. When considering the above criteria the study of the usefulness of ICT education in vocational education and training sector in Afghanistan, and giving recommendations is a timely and an important requirement in the context of policy making and planning in ICT related training provision TVET sector.

According to the findings, there is no national vocational qualification framework of Afghanistan to modify qualifications. Competencies of the academic staff are the intervening variables that affect the quality of education as well as to the usefulness of the ICT education in vocational education in Afghanistan. The employer demands match with e-CF which is a standard framework in Europe.

Our study revealed that until today, the vocational training institutes of Afghanistan have designed their ICT study programmes by copying the university curricula, without consulting the employers. The big demand for basic-level ICT specialists has made this practice possible. Yet, the authors suggest that in longer term the needs of employers have to be addressed by the redesigned study programmes, in order to fulfil the responsibility of Technical Vocational Training Institutes in the societal development. Our next steps inspired by this study are aiming at designing the new model of designing vocational ICT curricula that takes into consideration the specific cultural context of Afghanistan and engages employers, alumni, students and staff in the process.
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Abstract
We have developed a system to support collaborative programming in introductory programming education. Our ideal collaborative programming is described as (1) all members make contributions to the group products on an assumption of skill level differences between members, and (2) a product is not a result of working individually, but the procedure includes activities of reading others’ code, improvement, and expansion. We proposed the model named “individual work branch and real-time sharing” to support collaborative programming. The model has the following features: (A) changes made by someone do not directly affect others’ code, (B) it is always possible to view others’ latest programs, and (C) novice programmers can import others’ programs in a simple way. We implemented the model as workable software, and it was examined using 6 liberal arts students (3 members per group) in our introductory programming course. Qualitative analysis was conducted by using system logs and results of users’ interviews. The results show that the system usability is an acceptable level for novice programmers. We also found that interaction logs between students showed that the system succeeded in promoting collaborative programming through limited situations.
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INTRODUCTION
In introductory programming education, students might be given opportunities to write a program through group collaboration (Matsuura & Aiba, 2003) (Tamada, et al., 2005). In this paper, we call such an activity collaborative programming (details described in section “Definition of Collaborative Programming”).

However, there are some difficulties in managing group tasks in a practical class from a teacher’s viewpoint. In our class, the following phenomena have been observed: (A) most of the program is written by the student who is most skilled in programming in the group (driver); the others (followers) do not write the any of the program, (B) group members work in completely separate task divisions (e.g. a group product of creating a game comprised of small sub-games, each working independently).

There is another problem from the view of the file sharing method. General students in the introductory programming course have limited time to learn configuration management tools (e.g. git, mercurial), and such tools are designed for professionals so the students feel using them is cumbersome.
We conduct collaborative programming as the final project in our introductory programming course. Liberal arts students participated in the project as a compulsory assignment. It was the first experience of collaborative programming for almost all the students. Students formed their groups arbitrarily with the limitation of group membership being three members.

We conducted a survey by using a questionnaire regarding collaborative programming for the 2013 class. Seventy valid responses were collected. The results indicate half of the students indicated that “Merging of source code” and “Work sharing” were perceived as obstacles in collaborative programming. The results indicate 60% of students used external storage units when they shared their code. “Others” included students who shared their programming side-by-side by using a single computer. Students were asked to rank programming ability in the group, and how much code they had contributed. We measured the correlation between the ranking of programming ability and code contribution. These data show that followers’ code contribution is less than half of drivers’. Followers cannot contribute equally due to their lack of ability. We thought this was due to hesitation involving the main programmer’s work. In other words, in spite of followers having opinions about the program, they hesitate to express them.

For solving these problems, we proposed a new model to promote collaborative programming in introductory programming education by arranging current programming models. Next, the model was examined by implementing the actual tool based on the model. The interaction diagrams for collaborative programming were provided for evaluation of the tool.

RELATED WORK

Many tools to support group programming have been proposed in software engineering, CSCW (Computer Supported Cooperative Work); some of them are proposed for education in CSCL (Computer Supported Collaborative Learning).

Collabode (Goldman, 2011) is one of the latest tools designed for educational usage. Collabode is categorized as a real-time synchronization environment where multiple students can edit a code simultaneously, as similar tools have been proposed in the literature (Vandeventer & Barbour, 2012). Technically the tool was built upon the EtherPad which is the library for developing a simultaneous editing environment for the document. The library is used for the implementation of Google Doc. Saros (Salinger et al., 2010) is a similar tool built on Eclipse. The tool provides a function to follow the view (scroll and movement of files) of the specific member. The authors claim that the tool is useful in terms of consciousness sharing of the group members. In addition, Saros is a system that can be utilized to review the source code between the group members.

However, real-time synchronization models have been rarely used in professional collaborative programming such as commercial software development or open source projects. Professionals have used SCM (Source Configuration Management) tools for over thirty years including CVS, subversion or Git. Currently Git / Github is the standard tool used to conduct collaborative programming in open source community. Those tools merely support the branch and merge model; however, they do not support real-time sharing even though they are the latest tools.

Currently, there is no clear evidence that a real-time synchronization model and branch and merge model offer advantages for educational usage. In the literature, there is little research which has attempted to show the advantages of the real-time editing environment in education (Brodahl et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2012). There is a report in which a sequential work strategy has an advantage over a simultaneous one on a complex creative task (André et al., 2014). On the other hand, we could not find
any articles that report success in introducing SCM to introductory programming education.

In our analysis, the critical problem of the real-time synchronization model is that a student’s editing directly affects the group output. For this reason, students cannot edit the source code without having a sense of hesitation. Another disadvantage is that the model requires time-sharing; it does not promote work outside of class collaboration (Zhou, 2012). By contrast, the branch and merge model is flexible for both in terms of editing without hesitation and sharing time. The major problem of the model is it requires a high cognitive load for learning the model and operation thereof; especially once a conflict occurs; it is a difficult task even for professionals.

There is some related research regarding supporting tools for collaborative learning. Aoki et al., 2009 has developed a system to support distributed pair programming. Users are assigned the role (driver or navigator) via the form of pair programming. Only the driver can edit source code. The system has functions to support communication such as annotation and chat. Similar tools to support distributed pair programming have been developed, for example Sangam (Ho, et al., 2004) and XPairtise (Schümmer&Lukosch, 2008). These systems adopt the same model as Saros for sharing one project with a group. Hence, Sangam and XPairtise have the same problem as Saros.

Accordingly, many tools for supporting communication, supporting distributed pair programming, and SCM for professionals, have been proposed in literature. However, the system that novices can use and the support of “collaborative programming” have not been developed yet.

**PROPOSAL OF INDIVIDUAL WORK BRANCH AND REAL-TIME SHARING MODEL**

We propose an individual work branch and real-time sharing model to support collaborative programming for novices. In this section, we describe the model by comparison between this model and other existing models.

**Definition of Collaborative Programming**

Our goal is to promote fully collaborative programming based on agile/knowledge creation theory in the introductory educational environment. Specifically, we emphasize solving the two typical problems observed in practical classrooms. One is skill level difference between group members. Although we do not intend the notion that each member should contribute equally in terms of originally produced code size or devotion of time, we do intend that members share responsibilities in producing their output with the achievement being reached as a result of their collective work. Another finding in our experience was that many groups design their work in isolation from the other members. For example, a group of three members developed software that is comprised of three mini-games; this means that final group product is just a collection of each individual’s work. Although the result can appear well organized if each component has quality, the activities not need interaction between group members and responsibilities are never shared. It cannot be called collaborative programming/collaborative work.

Hence, this research defines the following two descriptions as collaborative programming:

**collective contribution**

All members make contributions to the group products on an assumption of skill level differences between members.
collective interaction

A product is not a result of the work produced in isolation, but that of responsibility sharing. Procedures would be assumed including highly cohesive interaction among members, such as reading others’ code, improvements and expansion.

SCM Model

Firstly, we review an existing model implemented in the traditional SCM. We call it the SCM model, and the model is illustrated as shown in Figure 3. According to the figure, the model has the following four characteristics:

1. The user has to “push” in order to reflect local changes to remote.
2. The user has to “fetch” in order to reflect remote contents to local.
3. The user has to solve a conflict when it happens.
4. The user should manage some versions by themselves.

The problem with this model is that the tool requires a high cognitive load for beginners to learn operations, as well as use of terminologies (e.g. push, fetch and merge). We should avoid this as an unnecessary cognitive load prevents students from focusing on important programming work.

Another problem for the model is the leading student’s project is not revealed to others until the student intentionally pushes his / her project to the remote repository. As a result, other students might not be able to share the latest version. In this situation, other students have to ask the leading student to push his / her work. However, other students hesitate to ask because they are worried about suspending the leading student’s work.

Real-time Sharing and Editing Model

Secondly, we reviewed another model implemented in the real-time synchronization tool. We call it the “real-time sharing and editing model”; the model is illustrated in Figure 4. According to the figure, the model has the following characteristics:

1. All members (in a group) share one project.
2. All members have to edit the shared project simultaneously.
3. The shared project is displayed and updated in real-time.

The problem with this model is it is mentally hard for non-leading programmers to edit the code. Regardless of whether a leading programmer is working or not, other members have to think about the possibility of breaking the workable source code, thus making it unworkable. The editing should be done very carefully to assure forward movement in their programming activities.

**Individual Work Branch and Real-time Sharing Model**

![Diagram](image)

Figure 5: Individual work branch and real-time sharing Model

We propose the individual work branch and real-time sharing model which is designed for novice programmers to encourage collaborative programming; this resolves the problems in the former models. The model is shown in Figure 5. The individual work branch and real-time sharing model has the following characteristics:

1. Every member has his / her own branch.
2. Every member can see the latest version of other members’ projects in real-time synchronization. (They cannot edit the others’ code directly.)
3. Every member can merge the others’ code whenever he / she would like to do so with simple operations.

The aim of the designing feature (1) is to solve the problem of the real-time sharing and editing model. Every single member can hold his / her version, there are no obstacles to proceed with their programming activities. The aim of features (2) and (3) are to solve the problem of the CMS model. Feature (2) allows students to read and import group members' current project without any requests for updating to other group members. Non-leading members do not have to be worried about suspending the leading member’s work. Feature (3) solves the high cognitive load problem. Importing incremental differences of files correspond to partial import such as copy and paste.

Hence, we consider that the individual work branch and real-time sharing model supports collaborative programming for novice programmers.

**THE PROPOSED SYSTEM: CHECOPRO**

**Design Objective**

We propose CheCoPro (Cheerful Collaborative Programming) as an implementation of the individual work branch and real-time sharing model.

Providing a tool that eliminates the trouble for merging and sharing source code would be considered an approach to solving the problem. We need to provide a mechanism that enables merging of codes by a simple operation that makes it possible for the
novice. For file sharing, we need to provide a mechanism without using external tools for file sharing.

We hypothesize that through resolving the above problems, followers can contribute to their group and their work will have higher completion.

**Implementation**

This system was implemented as a plug-in of the “Ronpro Edirot” which is a Java Code Editor designed for an introductory programming course; we are using it in an actual course. The interface of CheCoPro is shown in Figure 6. Basic functions are synchronization, observation and importing.

**Synchronization**

We implemented the synchronization function to support the definition (1) of collaborative programming (collective contribution). The user can open any other member's code editor, but cannot edit it directly. The user can toggle the state of others’ editors as sync / async. This button also allows one to choose whether one gets the latest file or not. The user can run or import others’ programs by changing to async.

**Observation**

We implemented the function that displays a member’s source code in real time for supporting creative extension. Figure 7 shows a user observing his group member’s source code. The user writes source code on Ronpro Editor. The other window (CheCoPro Editor) shows members’ source code.

**Importing**

CheCoPro provides two simple ways for merging the others' code to their own branch. One is whole import, another is partial import. The whole import is importing several files at once. A user can choose either importing only Java files or including other files
such as image files. There is no special function in CheCoPro to conduct partial import. A partial import is designed to be done manually by copy and paste; a user copies the other’s source code from other’s editor and pastes it to their own source editor. We believe it is the simplest way for beginners.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHOD**

We examined CheCoPro in our introductory programming course.

**Subjects**

We conducted the experimental study using CheCoPro in our introductory programming course which is designed for first year undergraduate students in the liberal arts faculty (Non-CS students). We randomly chose two groups (6 students) where each group had 3 members. Subjects studied a basic knowledge of Java programming over four months in the class (excluding object-oriented programming). None of the subjects had prior experience of collaborative programming.

**Examination Description**

CheCoPro was used in the final project of our introductory programming course. The period of the final project was 2 weeks, and the task assigned was for them to create their own software with Java. Subjects were given 20 minutes of instruction for usage of CheCoPro. After finishing the project, we conducted a questionnaire about collaborative programming.

**Available Data**

Available data is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lines of Code</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>2510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Methods</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Resources</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme of Product</td>
<td>Congeniality diagnostic</td>
<td>Fighting game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Members</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Overview of project

Table 3 shows overview of projects of each group. “Methods” means java method. “Resources” means files such as image files or music files. All values of group B are higher than group A’s.

The product of group A is a congeniality diagnostic game. It shows a question and choices, then receives input from the user. After these were processed repeatedly, a diagnostic result displayed.

The product of group B is a fighting fame. Characters punch or kick by typing on a keyboard. This game can be played by two people.

**RESULTS**

**Questionnaire**

All six subjects said that they used CheCoPro.

Five of 6 subjects answered that one merit of CheCoPro is exchanging a member’s file without the need to use external tools. In free descriptive answers, subjects requested the addition of a chat system because reading members’ code is too difficult for novices without previous arrangements or contact.
Members’ Interaction

Figure 8: Import flow of Group A
Figure 9: Import flow of Group B

Error! Reference source not found. and Figure 7 show the import flow constructed from the system logs and student interviews. The leader for group A is represented as A₁, and for group B as B₁. Both groups understood how to use CheCoPro because we observed that subjects imported members’ code. Group A imported frequently.

In group A, we observed that A₁ wrote the initial source code. A₂ imported A₁’s code. After that, A₂ edited the code and ran it. A₂ repeated the operation. Group A produced the congeniality diagnostic game. A₂ created a method to display the diagnostic result. A₃ imported the main method that was made by A₁ and then ran it. It means that A₂ tried to test his method on the main action that was made by A₁. A₃ was not involved in coding, but he provided resources such as image files for his group. Finally, A₃ imported a completed project, then he tested it.

In group B, we observed that B₁ wrote the initial code. Group B used not only CheCoPro but also a messenger tool for file sharing. B₁ imported B₂’s source code twice. At this time, B₁ and B₂ had the same source code. B₁ copied B₂’s code into the newly created file, the purpose of this behavior, we believe, was to keep a backup. B₃ did not participate in the project at all. As a result of the interview, we discovered B₃ had been sick during the project.

DISCUSSION

Collective Contribution

From the result of the questionnaire and observation, there were differences of skill level between members of both groups A and B. All group members contributed in group A. Contributions of each member reflected their skills. About group B; B₂ and B₃ did not contribute to the deliverables. B₂ was not able to contribute to the deliverables, but he read the source code that was written by B₁, and he repeated trial and error. B₂ also tried to edit imported B₁’s source code. B₃ could not start his work because of an illness.

According to the above results, we concluded that the individual work branch and real-time sharing model generally worked to support collective contribution.
Collective Interaction

Members of group A used the importing function frequently. Observations indicate the tool succeeded to promote extending other’s programs for A2. Members of group B could see others’ source code, but they could not import or extend it.

Accordingly, we concluded that the individual work branch and real-time sharing model worked to support collective interaction.

Lines of code and resources of group A were less than group B's. The product of group A was the congeniality diagnostic game. If user answers a question, the system displays the next question or the result. This software is configured by conditional branches. We considered that followers could read the leader’s code because skill level differences between members of group A were smaller than those of group B.

The skill level of the leader of group B was higher than other members, and the product of group B was more difficult than group A’s. The source code of group B has as much as 2510 lines, nevertheless there are only a few comments with some variable declarations and methods. Group B made a fighting game. Character images changed by input of user such as punching or kicking. Accordingly, the project of group B has 239 resources. Followers could not understand what kind of images as image files were named indefinitely. In addition, there are no comments.

The source code of group B was written by B1 alone. B2 and B3 could not participate in the project because of illegible source code written by B1.

Usability

The subjects could understand how to use CheCoPro and they could import member's files with only 20 minutes instructions. By this observation, CheCoPro has enough usability that novice programmers can use it easily.

CONCLUSION

In introductory programming education, students are sometimes provided an opportunity to write a program with a group. It is difficult for novices to do collaborative programming in the present circumstances. We proposed the individual work branch and real-time sharing model, and developed the collaborative programming support tool “CheCoPro” that is available for novices.

We used our introductory programming course for validating the effectiveness of the individual work branch and real-time sharing model. As a result, CheCoPro proved to be usable for novices, and it is true that individual work branch and real-time sharing model can support collaborative programming, but it is limited. Additionally, we have found CheCoPro can provide useful logs for investigating an actual process of collaborative learning done outside the classroom. We will recruit more subjects, and an improved experimental study would be expected to bring the great understanding to collaborative programming.
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Abstract

Cell-phone based SMS delivery platforms are gradually being introduced into the educational system, especially at the tertiary level, to enhance academic learning and achievement. Cell-phone based SMS delivery of learning provides students with access to learning materials without being limited by space or time.

The present study is yet another in a series of research studies designed to examine the relationship between cell-phone based SMS delivery and cognitive and affective aspects of learning at the university level. In the present study two groups of first year university students who studied academic English vocabulary for the social sciences in a mandatory 14 week long (semester) foundation course were exposed to two different modes of delivery of the vocabulary definitions. The first group of students received weekly lists of vocabulary definitions sent via cell-phone based SMS delivery to their cell-phones and the second group received weekly lists of vocabulary definitions sent by hardcopy snail mail messages to their residential postal addresses. The definitions of the vocabulary definitions studied by both delivery platforms were identical and the students received 30 vocabulary definitions on a weekly basis for a period of 14 weeks. At the end of this period the students in the two groups were tested on a standardized academic English vocabulary achievement test and responded to a questionnaire that examined their levels of learner autonomy, learner motivation and learner satisfaction.

Results of the study indicate no significant differences between students in the cell-phone based SMS delivery and snail mail hardcopy delivery groups on the standardized achievement test. However, there were significant differences between the students in the two delivery groups regarding learner autonomy, learner motivation and learner satisfaction. Students who received their vocabulary definitions via cell-phone based SMS delivery were characterized by significantly higher levels of learner autonomy, learner motivation and learner satisfaction than their counterparts who received vocabulary definitions via snail mail hardcopy delivery. It appears that cell-phone based SMS delivery is positively related to learner autonomy, learner motivation and learner satisfaction which conceivably have a positive relationship with the learning experience. Thus it is suggested that cell-phone based SMS delivery be seriously considered as a viable technological mobile delivery platform in the university learning process.
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DISTANCE LEARNING

Distance learning has become an increasingly common solution to university campus overcrowding and student requirements for flexible schedules. According to McKee (2010) distance learning systems are perceived by students as being user-friendly, efficient, flexible and convenient. In addition to the above reasons for adopting distance learning, another major advantage of the introduction of distance learning at
the university level is that students may potentially benefit from increased analytical thinking, enhanced learning autonomy and problem solving skills (Katz and Yablon, 2011). Fujioka-Ito (2013) confirmed that distance learning at the university level supplements and enhances traditional classroom-based learning because students are necessarily more active than in face-to-face lectures and express more satisfaction with a learning process that incorporates distance learning.

Ismail et al (2010) confronted the implications of university learning and instruction using distance learning courses. They contended that distance learning has moved formal instruction in these courses from the on-site setting of the university campus to the home of the student. Learning has become significantly more flexible and content sources more accessible. Creating, sharing and knowledge capitalization are all facilitated by distance learning. Wider sources of learning are provided in distance learning courses and worldwide expertise can systematically be brought to the student’s desktop.

With the rapid development of distance learning courses for use in university level education, increasingly more research studies have been conducted in an attempt to evaluate different issues related to distance learning. For example Chandra and Watters (2012) indicated that learning physics through the medium of distance learning not only enhanced students’ learning outcomes, but also had a positive impact on their attitudes toward the study of physics. Ituma (2011) confirmed that a large percentage of university students who were enrolled in distance learning university courses had positive perceptions of the technology based learning methodology and were in favor of joining additional distance learning courses that supplemented traditional face-to-face classroom instruction. Valaitis et al (2005) found that students who participated in distance learning courses perceived that the methodology increased their learning flexibility and enhanced their ability to process content, and provided access to valuable learning resources. Abdallah (2009) found that distance learning courses contributed to improved quality of students’ learning experiences. Students reported positive attitudes toward their distance learning and felt that such learning should be part and parcel of standard learning practice. Delfino et al (2010) confirmed that student teachers who participated in technology based distance learning teacher training courses developed self-regulation of learning which provided them with the opportunity to flexibly cope with their academic assignments.

In summary it may be stated that recent research studies indicate that distance learning can enhance students’ learning experiences, can promote students’ learning flexibility, can promote positive attitudes of students toward the learning process and can increase learning efficiency.

**MOBILE LEARNING**

Mobile learning, a specific aspect of distance learning, offers a learning environment that is especially characterized by flexibility offered to the learner (Katz and Yablon, 2009). Al-Fahad (2009) indicated that mobile learning enhanced Saudi Arabian university students’ learning experiences. He found that the most significant advantage of mobile learning is that it can be used anywhere, anytime and promotes learning flexibility. According to Premadasa and Meegama (2013) mobile learning provides more flexibility, mobility, convenience and seamless integration of data access for students than more traditional as well as online learning environments. Ducate and Lomicka (2013) reported that mobile learning, which offers students unlimited access to resources, is an effective platform for delivery of learning. Yang (2013) confirmed that mobile learning contributes significantly towards a more comprehensive educational environment for learning. Kee and Samsudin (2014) found that learners held positive attitudes towards the use of mobile devices when learning. Learners felt that mobile learning is convenient and easy to use in order to access
knowledge. Rui-Ting et al (2014) emphatically stated that as mobile learning has become a key learning channel in the educational system it is critical that researchers as well as practitioners concentrate on developing mobile technology for learning.

CELL-PHONE ASSISTED LANGUAGE LEARNING

One of the latest developments within mobile learning has been the introduction of the use of the cell-phone as a delivery system (Attewell and Savill-Smith, 2004; Prensky, 2005). It should be noted that the use of cell-phones is multi-dimensional and cell phone technology now provides technological possibilities including voice, text, still-camera, video-camera, paging and geo-positioning capabilities. These tools provide a rich variety of platforms that potentially enhance the learning process. Moreover, cell-phone based learning is not bound by space or time and students can choose to engage in learning without almost any limitations (Hassan et al, 2012).

Mobile assisted language learning (MALL) is fast developing as a legitimate learning delivery platform (Godwin-Jones, 2010). As mobile technologies which include hand-held PDAs, tablets, palm computers and cell-phones have evolved technologically, mobile learning is increasingly being used as a delivery platform for language learning (Kukulska-Hulme and Shield, 2008). Godwin-Jones (2011) indicated the effectiveness of cell-phones for language learning and Elwood and McLean (2009) showed that a majority of Cambodian students preferred to receive study materials on cell-phones rather than on personal computers. Stockwell (2008) found that that more than two-thirds of the Japanese learners who participated in his study were interested in using cell-phones for language learning. Kennedy and Levy (2008), Lu (2008), Motallebzadeh and Ganjali (2011) and Zhang et al (2011) confirmed the effectiveness of the use of cell-phone based SMS text messages for language and vocabulary learning. Alemi et al (2012) indicated that cell-phone based SMS delivery of vocabulary had a more significant effect on students' vocabulary retention than traditional instruction based on the use of dictionaries. Hayati et al (2013) reported that students who studied language via cell-phone based SMS delivery, were more enthusiastic about their learning of language idioms and attained higher scores on an achievement test than their counterparts who studied idioms by traditional teaching methods. Chen (2014) confirmed that students who received English vocabulary lessons via cell-phone-based SMS delivery performed significantly better on an achievement test than students who received their vocabulary lessons by way of traditional face-to-face instruction.

AFFECTIVE ATTITUDINAL VARIABLES AND LANGUAGE LEARNING

Learner attribution, learner autonomy, learner control of the learning process, learner creativity, learner curiosity, learning flexibility, learner motivation, learner satisfaction, learner self-confidence, learner self-efficacy, learner self-image, and learner self-esteem are a few some of the major variables known to positively contribute to enhanced language learning delivered via technology based delivery platforms. Cavus and Ibrahim (2009), Katz and Yablon (2009) as well as Katz (2013a; 2013b; 2013c; 2014a; 2014b; 2014c) confirmed the positive association of some or all of the above factors with effective technology based delivery of language learning.

Learner autonomy is considered to be a critically important factor found to enhance effective language learning (Blin, 2004). Shahsavari (2014) reported that results of a research study on learner autonomy and technology based language learning indicated that nearly all the teachers and learners surveyed in the study agreed that learner autonomy is related to more efficient learning. Granic et al (2009) confirmed that learner autonomy is a contributing factor to effective language learning delivered via cell-phone based SMS messaging. Thus an assumption of the present study is
that the cell-phone based SMS delivery platform of vocabulary learning facilitates learner autonomy in vocabulary learning.

Learner motivation is also considered to be a vital factor in language learning (Dornyei, 2003). In a comprehensive meta-analysis study on the relationship between learner motivation and study of language, Masgoret and Gardner (2003) indicated that learner motivation is a major factor known to enhance successful language learning. Kiernan and Aizawa (2004), as well as Chinnery (2006), confirmed that cell-phone technology promotes learner motivation in the study of languages. Thus this study will examine the assumption that a cell-phone based SMS delivery platform promotes learner motivation in vocabulary learning.

Learner satisfaction with the learning process is perceived to be an important factor that leads to efficient and effective language learning. Shahriar et al (2011) indicated that the extent of Pakistani students’ satisfaction with studying the English language correlated significantly with their study motivation. Chang and Smith (2008) reported that learner satisfaction is an especially important component that contributes to successful learning in distance learning courses. Hoven and Palalas (2011) found high levels of satisfaction among students who studied language via a cell-phone based SMS delivery platform. Mao (2014) reported that in a survey of Chinese students, overall satisfaction with cell-phone based mobile learning was high and that most of the students who participated in the survey declared their inclinations to increase their future utilization of mobile learning for the study of language and other subjects. This research study will examine the hypothesis that a cell-phone based SMS delivery platform will be related to students’ satisfaction with vocabulary learning.

METHOD

Sample
The research sample consisted of 116 first year students enrolled in a 14 week semester-long mandatory academic vocabulary foundation course offered at one of the seven chartered universities in Israel. Students came from similar socio-economic backgrounds and all were accepted to the Faculty of Social Sciences at the university after attaining the university acceptance criteria of a mean matriculation grade of at least 80% as well as a mean psychometric university entrance score of 600. The students were randomly assigned to two comparison groups in which they were provided with lists of academic vocabulary definitions via two alternative learning content delivery methods. The first group of 54 students received their vocabulary definitions via a cell-phone based SMS delivery platform to their personal cell-phones and the second group of 62 students received their vocabulary definitions in hardcopy format by way of regular snail mail.

Instruments
Two research questionnaires were administered to the students in this research study. A standardized academic English vocabulary for social sciences achievement test was administered to the participants in order to assess students’ mastery of academic English vocabulary definitions related to their studies in the Faculty of Social Sciences. The test scale ranged from 0-100, the higher grades indicating higher levels of achievement on the test. The second instrument administered to the participants was a 30 item Likert type scale response questionnaire (students responded to a five point scale with 1=totally disagree and 5=totally agree) designed to examine participants’ levels of learner autonomy, learner motivation and learner satisfaction. The first factor, learner autonomy, contained ten items (Cronbach α=0.86), the second factor, learner motivation, consisted of ten items (Cronbach α=0.84) and the third factor, learner satisfaction, was made up of ten items (Cronbach α=0.81).
Procedure

Students who studied in the Faculty of Social Sciences, and were enrolled in the mandatory academic English vocabulary foundations course and possessed personal cell-phones with texting and internet capacity were eligible for participation in this study. Following the selection of the students who met the above criteria, they were randomly assigned to the two delivery platform groups. Students in the first group received vocabulary definitions by way of a cell-phone based SMS delivery platform sent to their personal cell-phones. Students in the second group received identical vocabulary definitions in traditional hardcopy format via snail mail sent to their personal residential addresses. The students in the two groups were sent weekly lists that contained concise definitions of the academic English vocabulary studied in the course with each weekly list consisting of 30 new vocabulary definitions delivered via the two respective learning delivery platforms. Thus each of the students received 420 academic English vocabulary definitions during the 14 week long course. On completion of the course the students in the two comparison groups were administered a standardized academic English vocabulary for social sciences achievement test in order to assess their level of knowledge of the 420 vocabulary definitions taught in the course. In addition they were administered the 30-item attitudinal questionnaire which examined their scores on the three attitudinal research factors, namely learner autonomy, learner motivation and learner satisfaction.

RESULTS

The main aim of this study was to examine the efficiency and effectiveness of two different learning delivery platforms, namely cell-phone based SMS delivery and traditional hardcopy delivery. Two research questions were posed in the study: the first examined the acquisition of academic English vocabulary definitions by students and the second investigated students’ attitudes related to the two delivery platforms. The mean scores of each of the attitudinal variables were standardized in order to allow for a comparison between the factor scores. Standardized means and standard deviations of students’ scores on the achievement test and on the attitudinal factors are presented below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Cell-phone based SMS Delivery (N=54)</th>
<th>Snail Mail Hardcopy Delivery (N=62)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Achievement</td>
<td>M=87.13 SD=8.64</td>
<td>M=86.97 SD=8.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner Autonomy</td>
<td>M=3.85 SD=0.85</td>
<td>M=3.19 SD=0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner Motivation</td>
<td>M=2.94 SD=1.03</td>
<td>M=2.58 SD=0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner Satisfaction</td>
<td>M=4.37 SD=0.56</td>
<td>M=3.60 SD=0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of Students in Cell-Phone SMS and Snail Mail Hardcopy Delivery Groups for Learner Achievement, Learner Autonomy, Learner Motivation and Learner Satisfaction

One-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) were conducted in order to investigate intergroup differences on the four research variables. No significant differences were found between students in the cell-phone based SMS and snail mail hardcopy delivery groups for grades attained on the standardized academic English vocabulary achievement test. On the other hand significant differences between the two delivery groups were yielded for learner autonomy \(F(1,114)=14.87, p<0.001, \eta^2=11.2\%\); for learner motivation \(F(1,114)=4.44, p<0.05, \eta^2=1.8\%\); and for learner satisfaction \(F(1,114)=35.50, p<0.001, \eta^2=16\%\). Results of the one-way ANOVA procedures
indicated that students in the cell-phone based SMS delivery group attained significantly higher scores on all three attitudinal variables, namely learner autonomy, learner motivation and learner satisfaction than students in the snail mail hardcopy delivery group.

**DISCUSSION**

The research findings of this study indicate that neither cell-phone based SMS delivery nor snail mail hardcopy delivery held any advantage regarding academic achievement on the standardized academic English vocabulary definitions achievement test. Students who studied the 420 vocabulary definitions via cell-phone based SMS delivery sent to their personal cell phones or delivered to them by hardcopy via snail mail attained similar grades on the standardized learner achievement test. Thus it seems that different learning delivery platforms do not necessarily lead to differential academic achievement. Although this result is in direct contradiction to evidence presented by Efendioglu (2012) and Guzeller (2012), it confirms similar results which have indicated that academic achievement is not conditional to type of learning delivery platforms used to facilitate the learning process (Bohlen and Ferratt, 1993; Dyer and Osborne, 1996; Katz, 2013a; 2013b; 2013c; 2014a; 2014b; 2014c; Katz and Yablon, 2009; 2011; 2012).

Additional research results clearly indicate that the two different learning delivery platforms employed in the present study are related to significantly differential levels of learner autonomy, learner motivation and learner satisfaction. Scores attained by students in the cell-phone based SMS delivery group on the attitudinal factors were significantly higher than those of students in the snail mail hardcopy delivery group. It appears from the nature of these results that cell-phone based SMS delivery of learning is linked to higher levels of learner autonomy. This finding confirms similar indications regarding the unique advantages of cell-phone technology in enhancing learner autonomy as reported by researchers such as Granic et al (2009) and Shahsavari (2014). Similarly the research results that indicate that the cell-phone based SMS delivery platform appears to be more significantly related to motivation than delivery by hardcopy sent snail mail delivery confirm the findings of Kiernan and Aizawa (2004) and Chinnery (2006) who suggested that cell-phone learning technology is related to learner motivation. In addition the findings of the present study that cell-phone SMS delivery of learning is more significantly connected to learner satisfaction than snail mail hardcopy delivery strengthen the findings of Hoven and Palalas (2011) and Mao (2014) who indicated that cell-phone based learning leads to an enhancement of learner satisfaction.

**CONCLUSION**

The results of the present study indicate the potential of cell-phone based SMS delivery of learning as positive delivery platform significantly related to attitudinal variables such as learner autonomy, learner motivation and learner satisfaction. It should be noted that no relationship was found between the two delivery platforms and academic achievement related to the study of vocabulary definitions. Further studies need to be conducted so as to further explore the possible relationship between delivery SMS and other technology based learning content delivery platforms and academic achievement. However, even if no significant relationship is found between the delivery platforms and academic achievement, the fact that a significant relationship exists between the cell-phone SMS delivery platform and attitudinal variables such as learner autonomy, learner motivation and learner satisfaction as well other similar attitudinal variables as reported in earlier studies, indicates the potential cell-phone based SMS delivery has for the university learning process. In addition, attitudinal traits such as learner autonomy, learner motivation
and learner satisfaction may, in the long run, positively contribute to a positive frame of mind of learners, which in itself could be conducive to academic achievement. Thus cell-phone based SMS delivery of learning should be universally considered as a legitimate and positive learning delivery platform at the university level and should be given serious consideration as a viable alternative or additive to the more traditional learning delivery platforms widely used in tertiary education.
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Abstract
The article provides an overview of projects on the new list of IT subjects in curriculum of Ukrainian Universities in accordance to ISCE 2013 and the Law of Ukraine “On Higher Education”. Based on analysis of the current state of IT industry and IT education in Ukraine, the new list of IT specializations in general subject “Information & Communication Systems” is proposed. The list proposed is consistent with international standards, principles of Bologna process and Europe framework of ICT competencies and qualifications.
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INTRODUCTION

We would like to draw your attention to the Concept of Ukraine Education Development for the period 2015-2025 as it is one of the core sources in the higher educational reform. According to the project of the concept of Education Development in Ukraine for the period 2015 – 2025, there’s a plan to move to the new list of specializations for all degrees in Higher Education Institutions as of 2016. This new list of specializations is planned to be as close to the International Standard Classification of Education as possible and number of specializations is planned to be limited to 60 – 80. The article provides overview of the list of specializations in Information and Communication Technology field. This list is based on the Computing Curricula 2001 – 2005 Recommendation. The list was discussed and defined during the meetings and round table discussions with representatives of the leading Ukrainian and International IT Companies, such as Epam Systems, Global Logic, Luxoft, Data Art. After multiple consultations, the list of IT specializations is recommended to the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine. This list is reviewed in the article.

Besides the project of the concept of Education Development sets objective to develop and implement within 2015 – 2017 the new generation of standards in Higher Education in accordance with the new amendments of the Law of Ukraine “On Higher Education”. Currently Ukrainian Universities follow State Higher Education Standards on Computer Science, Computer Engineering and Program Engineering which were implemented during 2009 – 2011. These Standards are based on the documents of Computing Curricula 2001 – 2005, on the objective to gain deep fundamental knowledge in Mathematics and Physics and to obtain practical professional skills in operational and scientific establishments.
As for the higher educational reform itself, on the one hand the reform is welcomed and understood: higher education establishments are granted status of real autonomy, level of academic mobility is growing, and content of higher education is being updated in accordance with needs of the economy and integration of Ukraine with European educational and economic environment. On the other hand the process of change of list of qualifications and fields of education in accordance with International Standard Classification of Education (ISED-F-2013) is being debated a lot. It is particularly true of Information and Communication Technologies field. As of February 2015 few projects of national standard classification of education are proposed (please see addendum A). Unfortunately, majority of the projects are not consistent with current perception of strategy of IT education development which should be in line with perspectives of IT industry development and recommendation of international documents. That is why absence of Information and Communication Technologies field in some projects is unacceptable taking into account the current state of development of information society when the role of information and communication technologies is dominant.

**DISCUSSION**

**Development indicators and personnel problems in IT Industry of Ukraine**

IT is the biggest and most developed segment of innovative economy in Ukraine, which means actively growing high value added export channels. IT Industry in Ukraine is constantly moving forward and IT may be one of the most transparent areas of economy which does not require government subsidies and grants. Today Ukraine is the world’s fourth country with the biggest number of certified IT specialists (after USA, India and Russia). Ukraine is in top 30 locations preferred for ordering software development. By the end of 2014 IT outsourcing world market exceeded 300 billion dollars. This includes 2 billion in Ukraine. According to the information of the State Agency on Electronic Regulation of Ukraine, there are 66,5 thousands entities of different forms of property in telecom and IT spheres [6]. 13% of average number of employees in Service Industries are ICT employees. Based on “Innovation Ukraine” project, it is planned to create 100 thousand new IT jobs by 2020. In case of successful completion of this project, total revenue of Ukraine from IT export to USA and EU will be more than 10 billion dollars. Despite the fact that IT job is the most prestigious in Ukraine, there’s a deficit of qualified professionals. Prognosis for 2015 is deficit of 170 thousand IT specialists. Annual increase of 15,5 thousands is not able to cover the market demand [2].

Moreover, according to the project of the concept of Education Development in Ukraine for the period 2015 – 2025, there’s a plan to harmonize professional education content and new professional standards which will be competence based, developed in collaboration with professional communities and associations of employers by 2018. Currently Standards for 5 professions have been developed in Ukraine:

- Information Systems Specialist
- Software development Specialist
- Project Manager in IT area
- Product Manager in IT area
- Information Recourses Specialist

Representatives of such IT Companies, Organizations and Universities as Epam Systems, Global Logic, Skyline Software, Ukrainian public organization «Council on Competitiveness Industry Information and Communication Technologies in Ukraine» and National Technical University of Ukraine «Kyiv Polytechnic Institute» contributed to development of the Professional Standards.
The Professional Standards will be one of the sources for development of the State Education Standards for IT qualifications in terms of defining typical professional tasks, special professional and instrumental competencies, basic knowledge and skills. Together with Computing Curricula CC2001/CC2005, Computer Science Curricula 2013 Recommendations of International IT Associations and Communities, such as ACM, IEEE, AIS, AITP, IT Professional Standards will contribute to bringing graduates’ qualifications and competencies in compliance with employers’ requirements.

**Scope of IT Higher Education in Ukraine**

Currently in Ukraine there are 148 universities with study programs in Informatics and Computer Science. This includes national technical, classic, pedagogic, liberal and other Universities. Annually 15,5 IT specialists graduate from these Universities and join Ukrainian IT market.

There’s a process of harmonization of IT industry and IT education. Professional IT standards are developed including requirements of IT industry to IT education, new technologies of upgrading competency level of IT graduates in accordance with IT industry requirements. Annual number of requests for IT graduates from IT companies and enterprises demanding IT systems support is 10-15% more than number of IT graduates. In order to improve quality of education Universities collaborate with IT companies, arrange Internship programs, lead scientific and business projects of IT companies. IT companies help universities to open centers of competencies, research and production laboratories, student engineering bureaus, etc. For further development of IT education it is important to preserve achievements.

**Specializations and programs in world IT education**

Based on analysis of Top 400 Universities for Engineering and Technology 2014 – 2015 [7], 15% of them provide program «Mathematics and Computer Science», 63% – «Computer Science», 35% - «Computer Engineering», 27% - «Software Engineering», 29% - «Information Technologies», 25% - «Information Systems». In universities outside of Ukraine there are no IT specialization with other names, such as “Development and management of data base and informational networks”, etc.

In Ukraine elimination or reorganizing such specializations as Computer Science, Computer Engineering, and Software Engineering could jeopardize quality of IT education, increase deficit of IT specialists and decrease nomenclature of IT graduates specializations.

One of success criteria of IT education in Ukraine is integration of Ukrainian Universities with international education system and joining the market of international education services, e.g. double master’s degree programs. IT curriculum in Ukraine is consistent with globally recognized practice of IT education. This makes possible introduction of globally recognized double master’s degree programs in IT area. Today IT is a transnational field. That’s why realization of Academic Mobility Program in accordance with Law “On Higher Education” is Ukraine’s strategic course towards European Higher Education area. Academic Mobility means that students have possibility to study in foreign educational or scientific establishment with the same specialization one or more semester during the academic year. This period will be counted as a period of study in the student’s home University. As current IT education in Ukraine is harmonized with Europe and USA (this includes Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Software Engineering), students, postgraduates and professors successfully participate in the process of integration. If the courses of study mentioned above are eliminated or renamed, the Academic mobility would be impossible, Ukraine would be excluded from global space of higher IT education.
IT jobs in Ukraine and in the world

Europe ICT framework competencies harmonizes IT programs and IT qualifications in the world. Competencies are defined for 23 professions. Qualification level is defined for each competency. Some of them are formed during the study courses based on globally recognized IT educational programs (Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Software Engineering, Information Technology, and Information Systems). Based on analysis of such international standards as Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO), German classification of occupations (Klassifikation der Berufe – KldB), European Qualifications Framework (EQF), IT educational programs at Universities train specialists for the following jobs [4]:

- Computer network and systems technicians
- Computer network professionals
- Database and network professionals
- Database and network professionals not elsewhere classified
- Database designers and administrators
- Information and communications technology installers and servicers
- Information and communications technology professionals
- Information and communications technology sales professionals
- Information and communications technology service managers
- Information and communications technology user support technicians
- Information technology trainers
- Software and applications developers and analysts
- Software and applications developers and analysts not elsewhere classified
- Software developers
- Systems administrators
- Systems analysts
- Web and multimedia developers
- Web technicians

Based on analysis of vacancies in such leading Ukrainian IT companies as EPAM, LuxSoft, Global Logic, graduates of such study programs as Computer Science, Computer Engineering, and Software Engineering meet qualification requirements of IT companies.

Harmonization of IT bachelor’s degree in Ukraine with world practice

International documents Computing Curricula 2001/2013 developed by international IT societies such as Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), IEEE – Computer Society, Association for Information Systems (AIS) are methodological basis of IT education in Ukraine [1]. Content and direction of IT education is defined in these documents: Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Software Engineering, Information Technology, and Information Systems. Such courses of study are recommended for IT higher education in Europe, USA, Canada, etc.

IT education in Ukraine in terms of bachelor’s degree is being harmonized with global practice in such areas as Computer Science, Computer Engineering, and Software Engineering in accordance to Courses of Study List 2006 and respective specializations in terms of master’s degree. During 2009 – 2011 Ministry of Education and Science ratified industry standards of higher education in these areas [3]. These courses of study in Ukraine’s IT Higher Education make Ukrainian IT graduates competitive at international IT labor market.

According to Computer Science Curricula 2013 Computer Science area includes the following sections: Discrete Structures, Algorithms & Theories of Multiplicity, Data Structures & Programming Languages, Information Systems, Artificial Intelligence &

**Areas of knowledge and IT specializations in the new structure of higher education in Ukraine**

Including accepted in Europe IT courses of study to domestic higher education system insures its succession and harmonization with Europe IT educational programs which is transparent to IT industry, open to qualification and advanced training in terms of Double Degree and Academic Mobility of students, postgraduates and professors. According to international Computing Curricula recommendation IT education in Ukraine should include the following specializations (please see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Subject</th>
<th>Knowledge Area</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1: Project on IT Education structure

One of the projects (Project E, Table 5, Addendum A) meets requirements of International Standard Classification of Education (ISCE 2013) the most. It preserves current education system with new titles, keeps scientific schools which have been developed in higher education for many years.

Specialization 0616 Information and Communication Systems Security is added to the list because of the following reasons. The Law of Ukraine “On National Security” states that “Information Security” is a part of national state security as well as military and economic security. Information Security Doctrine of Ukraine states that in condition of global integration and tough international competition, information space become the main ring where national interests of different countries are crossed. Present information technologies let countries to pursue their interests without military forces, weaken or significantly affect security of competitive country which doesn’t have effective security system preventing negative informational impact. Fundamental difference between ICT and other general subjects is the list of specializations.

Computer Science Specialization: object domain analysis, automation models & processes mathematical models, applied software & databases, software development tools, web technologies, distributed system technology and parallel computing, artificial intelligence systems, data processing methods, computer infrastructure, including data storage.

Computer Engineering Specialization: computer systems and networks hardware & software, system software, information security devices, testing and diagnostic systems, distributed and clustered computer systems, local, global and corporate computer networks.

Software Engineering Specialization: development and testing applied software for computer and information systems, web portals, and multimedia systems.
Information & Communication Systems Specialization: development, modification and support of Information Systems (IS) for automating organizational management and business processes in organizations with different forms of property intended to improve efficiency of the organizations using ISs, and software development and testing process management.

System Analysis Specialization: analysis, design, decision-making in complex systems of various nature based on system methodology.

Information Security Specialization: software and hardware tools that provide safe data transmission in computer networks including multichannel telecommunications.

**Negative impact of elimination of current IT education nomenclature**

Today Ukrainian universities qualify programmers, testers, software developers, system analysts, database analysts, quality managers, IT project managers, business analysts, and information technologies developer. These specialists successfully master different IT areas. As a result of elimination of current IT courses of study, Ukraine would receive only graduates with qualification of Information Technologies user. Such a poor quality of bachelor’s qualification would make impossible to qualify research engineers and scientists required for effective execution of innovative tasks, producing new ideas, solving complex problems in professional and/or research and innovative activities. It would also make impossible gaining methodology of scientific and pedagogical practice and making independent research and studies with innovative, scientific, theoretical and practical results.

Poor quality of IT graduates qualification in specializations which are not recognized in the world would result in leaving Ukrainian market by IT outsourcing companies which partner with foreign customers, increase of brain drain among IT professionals, increase of demand for IT education abroad in specializations recognized in the world.

**CONCLUSION**

Computer Science, Programming & Computer Engineering Education process in Ukraine is consistent with international recommendations developed by Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), IEEE – Computer Society, Association for Information Systems (AIS).

Based on analysis of companies’ demands for IT specialists, graduates in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Software Engineering meet qualification requirements the most.

Elimination or transformation of the current IT courses of study could lead to significant deficit of specialists at IT labor market and eventually could make it impossible for IT industry to become the driving force behind the economic recovery of Ukraine.

The matter of harmonization of IT industry and IT education based on realization of effective mechanisms in social partnership is a main focus with a long term perspective. The Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine pays special attention to this matter, e.g. there’s a plan to develop Educational Engineering Centers in Universities and Companies, to align scope and content of educational programs on some professional disciplines with employers, etc.
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### Addendum A.

#### Table 1. Project on IT Education structure (A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Subject</th>
<th>Area of Knowledge</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06 Information &amp; Communication Technologies (ICT)</td>
<td>061 Information &amp; Communication Technologies (ICT)</td>
<td>0612 Database &amp; Information Networks Development and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0613 Software Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0614 System Analysis and Information Technologies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 2. Project on IT Education structure (B)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Subject</th>
<th>Area of Knowledge</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06 Information &amp; Communication Technologies (ICT)</td>
<td>061 Information &amp; Communication Technologies (ICT)</td>
<td>0613 System Science &amp; Cybernetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0614 Informatics, Computer Science &amp; Automatics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 3. Project on IT Education structure (C)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Subject</th>
<th>Area of Knowledge</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06 Information &amp; Communication Technologies (ICT)</td>
<td>061 Information &amp; Communication Technologies (ICT)</td>
<td>0612 Database and Computer Networks Design &amp; Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0613 Software Development &amp; Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0614 Electronics &amp; Automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0615 System Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>062 Informatics</td>
<td>0616 Informatics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 4. Project on IT Education structure (D)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Subject</th>
<th>Area of Knowledge</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06 Information &amp; Communication Technologies (ICT)</td>
<td>061 Information &amp; Communication Technologies (ICT)</td>
<td>013.1 Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>013.2 Applied Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>013.3 System Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>014.1 Computer Science</td>
<td>014.2 Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>014.3 Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>015.1 Universal Information &amp; Communication Systems</td>
<td>015.2 State Information &amp; Communication Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>016.1 Universal Information &amp; Communication Systems Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>016.2 State Information &amp; Communication Systems Security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 5. Project on IT Education structure (E)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Subject</th>
<th>Area of Knowledge</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06 Information &amp; Communication Technologies (ICT)</td>
<td>061 Information &amp; Communication Technologies (ICT)</td>
<td>0611 Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0612 Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0613 Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0614 Information Systems &amp; Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0615 System Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0616 Information Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Subject</td>
<td>Area of Knowledge</td>
<td>Specialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Science</td>
<td>Physics &amp; Mathematics Science</td>
<td>Mathematics Physics Informatics Cybernetics &amp; System Analysis Mechanics Astronomy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Project on IT Education structure
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Abstract
This paper presents an empirically oriented approach to the development of a Computer Science Competence Model for the needs of curriculum development and evaluation in Higher Education. The main focus of this paper is a survey, which is part of the methodology. The survey is on expectations on fresh CS bachelor graduates and addresses university and company members. They should be involved in the education of CS graduates or who work with fresh CS bachelor graduates. The results of the survey will be used to build the competence model and an assessment.
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INTRODUCTION
The central demand of the Bologna reform is the outcome-oriented implementation of study courses, which include competence-oriented descriptions of the curricula and respective competence-oriented assessment procedures. These demands are often implemented only in a superficial way. To accomplish the demands of Bologna, it is not enough to adapt the curricula. Developing a competence-oriented course of studies is a process, which consists of several activities. According to Schaper (2012) these are e.g.: developing a competence-oriented curriculum, approaches to develop a competence-oriented organization of teaching and learning, methods for a competence-oriented assessment and also approaches for a course related advancement of competencies.

The base for most of these activities is a competence model. It is needed for the definition of learning outcomes on different levels of granularity of a study course like modules, lectures or seminars. Additionally for the needs of an assessment and in order to identify affirmative action a concept of competence measurement is necessary. During the development process of a competence model, it is important to ask the question what do we expect from our graduates, additionally what do the companies expect from the freshmen. The reason for the integration of the companies’ opinion is that the task of universities is not only the scientific education. A vocational training is also expected because a bachelor or master degree is also an associate degree.

This paper describes a methodology for building a competence model by using a curricula analysis and a study with participants from university and company. The main focus is the study and the first results of it.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Many of the existing national and international projects, especially in computer science, focus on the competencies in schools, for future teachers, key competencies or on ICT key competencies in different subjects (UNESCO, 2012), (Denning, 2003). That implies that their main focus often is not on technical competence in CS. There are only a few projects with the aim to develop subject specific competence models with the focus on the technical competencies. The German projects MoKoM (Linck et. al., 2013) and KUI (Berges et. al., 2013) are two of these. The MoKoM project has its focus on developing a competence model for informatics modeling and system comprehension for students at schools. In contrast to that, the project KUI focuses on competencies for future teachers. The KUI competence model is divided into three parts: competencies on the subject matter knowledge (CK), competencies on pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) and non-cognitive competencies (NCC) (Hubwieser, Magenheim, Mühling, and Ruf, 2013), (Schaper et. al., 2013). In addition, there are some projects with research on students' competencies at universities. Nevertheless until now, no national or international project has developed a concrete competence model for subject-specific technical competencies in computer science for academics. The only existing models are, for example, the IEEE Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK)(Society, Bourque, and Dupuis, 2004), the ACM/IEEE Curriculum (The Joint Task Force on Computing Curricula Association for Computing Machinery IEEE-Computer Society 2012, 2013) or the IEEE Software Engineering Competency Model (SWECOM) (IEEE Computer Society, 2014). Nevertheless, the first two documents rather describe the knowledge, which should be part of a curriculum than real competencies. The SWECOM describes competencies but for software engineers who participate in the development of and modifications to software-intensive systems not for academics directly after their study. Unfortunately, these documents are additionally not empirically verified and often developed by people from the University. Consequently, we don’t know if universities teach the topics mentioned in these curricula/competence models and if these are also the topics the companies expect from graduates. Only accreditation rules give us a first hint. Additionally, they are not as specific as the ACM/IEEE Curriculum. However, these documents are a good basis for the developing of a concrete competence model. In addition to the missing competence models, there is no assessment of the competencies by now.

DEVELOPING A COMPETENCE MODEL

We use an empirically oriented approach using a content analysis as a first step. The result should be a competence model for the area of Software Development, Software Engineering and Programming. The reason for this decision is that CS is a large field and for a Ph.D. project we had to focus. The applied research methodology (see Figure 1) consist of the following steps (Bröker, Kastens & Magenheim, 2014):

Content analysis of existing CS curricula of selected Universities on the basis of the topic categories provided by the ACM/IEEE recommendations (ACM/IEEE, 2013).

Conducting a survey in order to find out the expectations on graduates in the identified topic areas

Use the results of the survey with the results of the curricula analysis to gain a consolidated competence model in the topic area (Also influenced by the Anderson Krathwohl Taxonomy (AKT) (Krathwohl, 2002)).

Additionally the development of a test instrument to measure students’ competencies. The competence definition used in this work is the definition of Weinert (2001) (original in German, translation by the author). Competencies are “the existence of learnable
cognitive abilities and skills which are needed for problem solving as well as the associated motivational, volitional and social capabilities and skills which are needed for successful and responsible problem solving in variable situations. (Weinert, 2002, p.27f).

**Curricula Analysis**

To develop a Competence Model by means of content analysis, we adapted the strategy used in previous projects like MoKoM and KUI. Figure 1 provides an overview of this process.

Firstly we analyzed several Computer Science Bachelor Curricula of universities from all over the world applying the method of deductive content analysis according to Mayring (2010). Here we start with the ACM/IEEE Curriculum (ACM/IEEE, 2013) in order to firstly derive classification categories. For practical coding, we used the software MaxQDA (www.maxqda.com). In the ACM/IEEE Curriculum, the basis of our analysis experts defined a catalog of 18 knowledge areas to cover computer science. Each knowledge area consists of several different knowledge units. For each of these knowledge units, a description of the content and the learning outcomes is shown. In addition, it is defined how many hours Universities should take for each knowledge unit during their computer science program. In short, the importance of each knowledge unit is shown.

We used these knowledge areas and knowledge units as our categories and subcategories for the content analysis. As the text corpus served different computer science bachelor curricula: The top ten of the QA Ranking\(^6\) and, in addition, the top Universities of Switzerland, Singapore, India and eight of the Top Ten of German Universities in Computer Science\(^7\). We decided to use these additional Universities because we want to gain an overview of different countries. The Top Ten of the QA Ranking contains mostly Universities from the US. Because curricula often have obligatory and non-obligatory courses, we decided to analyze only the obligatory courses. Otherwise, there are too many variants. Additionally, our observations at our Learning Center and our Institute, indicate that students’ problems often begin early.

---

\(^6\)http://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings/university-subject-rankings/2013/computer-science-and-information-systems#sorting=rank+region=+country=+faculty=+stars=false+search= (last access: 05.02.1015)

\(^7\)http://www.wiwo.de/ranking-die-besten-unis-und-fachhochschulen/8046582.html (last access: 05.02.2015)
in the basic courses. Thus, if we want to measure competencies according these courses, a look at obligatory subjects is sufficient. After building the category system and the text corpus, we defined the minimal (a single word/subject term) and maximal (paragraph) coding units. During the following analysis, the coder assigned the identified coding units to the appropriate categories of the ACM/IEEE curriculum. It was possible to map all code units to our category system derived from the ACM/IEEE curriculum, so there was no need to add other categories to the system during our analysis.

As a result of our analysis, we got the 21 categories are shown in Figure 2, which occur in minimum 50 % of the curricula (Bröker, Kastens & Magenheim, 2014). The coded aspects of the categories, which are belonging to the area of software development, are used for the next step, the empirical study at company and university.

![Figure 2: Results of the Curricula Analysis: Categories that occur in minimum 50% of the curricula (Bröker, Kastens & Magenheim, 2014).](image)

**Study: What should graduates with a BSc. in CS know about software development?**

On the basis of the curricula analysis, we developed a survey. This survey is the empirical component of our methodology for developing a competence model for CS bachelor students. Because of the wealth of data we decided to concentrate on those categories, which are belonging to the area of software development. Hence, the following categories are used for further steps:

- Fundamental Data Structures
- Fundamental Programming Concepts
- Algorithms and Design
- Software Design
- Development Methods
- Software Processes
- Software Construction
- Requirements Engineering
- Software Verification and Validation
- Tools and Environment
- Software Project Management

As a result of the curricula analysis for the named categories, we get round about 250 keywords and terms. These terms are clustered and summarized 53 points consisting of only one keyword or a connection of keywords are the result of this clustering and summarizing process.
Before we had a detailed look at the results of the curricula analysis, we thought we will find some competency definitions in our codings, but we only found keywords. However, we had to realize that only a very small number of curricula include competence definitions. Consequently, we had to design our survey in a way that we can build competence definitions from the result. For building competencies, we need knowledge about observable behavior of the graduates. We can describe this observable behavior with operators that are also used in taxonomies like the Anderson-Krathwohl Taxonomy (AKT) (Krathwohl, 2002). The operators describe to which cognitive dimension of the AKT model a named expectation belongs. Operators are words like: explain to describe that a person has knowledge about a concept or implement to describe that a person can use a concept. With these operators, we can describe if a student, for example, should only know a CS aspect like inheritance or should use it. Consequently, we decided to develop a survey in the following way.

Figure 3: General Questions in the case that someone works at University.
Study Design

Our study consists of a survey. It addresses university and company members because a university education is a scientific education and a vocational training. Consequently, both perspectives are important. Especially we ask people who are involved in the education of CS students or who work with graduates (freshmen) in a company.

Figure 4: Example Questions: Expectations on graduates with a BSc. in Computer Science

The survey consists of two parts. In the first part, we ask some general questions about work experience or job position, for example. Figure 3 shows the questions for the case that someone works at University. For people in a company, we offered the positions: software developer; team leader, head of department, etc.; project management; product management and consulting.

The second part of the survey is on expectations on graduates with a BSc. in Computer Science and constructed in the following way: Each of the 53 CS topics or terms, the result of the curricula analysis described above, became one item in the survey. With these items, we built up 6 item sets consisting of 13 items and one additional open question. 30% of the items in each set also belong to another set.
Consequently, we have an overlapping. This is important, because every participant only gets one item set regarding the first letter of his/her last name.

We ask the participations to write a sentence with their expectations on graduates regarding each item. The survey shows an example for this at the beginning. The open question asks if there are any more expectations that are not named before. The reason is that every participant only gets one set, and maybe they have expectations that are not in the shown set, and that are not named in the curricula. Figure 4 shows an example set of items.

SURVEY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At the moment, we have 42 participants in our survey from university and company and different countries. In the following, we want to show our first results and discuss these and the survey itself.

Survey Results

In this section, we present our survey results. As said above, we have at the moment 42 participants from 8 different countries. Most of them are from the US and

N=42

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>39,64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard:derivation</td>
<td>11,37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Answer Count</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>personal:responsibilities:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Answer Count</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no:answer</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Results of the general questions
Germany. As often in CS the number of participants, which are male is larger than the number of female participants. Additionally the participants mostly have a long work experience from more than ten years. The mixture of university and company participants is very good. Figure 5 shows the complete results of the general questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Summarized Answers</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>small programs</td>
<td>able to read/ understand and develop small programs; additionally to debug them; knowing how to understand them</td>
<td>very important</td>
<td>tendency to more practical implementation in the companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software quality, quality assurance (product quality management, metrics for process, project and product-quality, process improvement)</td>
<td>aware of it, understand the concepts implement standards</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>different opinions in the companies in case of relevance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software lifecycle management</td>
<td>aware of it; know it; fundamental grasp</td>
<td>not so important</td>
<td>expectations in company are lower than at university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation/analysis of algorithm (efficiency, time and cost models, time and space complexity)</td>
<td>understand and use big O; estimate big O complexity by looking at an implementation or pseudocode; know runtime complexity of some classical algorithms</td>
<td>important</td>
<td>no differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correctness, method of invariants, verification (e.g. deductive verification, verification according to floyd or hoare), termination etc.</td>
<td>University: know pre-post conditions; know the concept of invariants</td>
<td>not important</td>
<td>not relevant in company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis modeling approaches, scenario based modeling, design based on requirements, models for analysis etc.</td>
<td>understand vs. create; University: understand requirement analysis; the development of scenarios and use cases and the role of theses approaches in software design; Company: create abstract models of familiar constructs with at least 2 different approaches eg. OOP vs functional</td>
<td>essential</td>
<td>University: grasp; Company: application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project planning, techniques for project planning</td>
<td>different classical models like: spiral/waterfall or agile should be known</td>
<td>not important vs. medium understanding</td>
<td>different opinions in case of relevance at university and company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic datastructures (i.e. arrays, lists and linked lists, records, strings)</td>
<td>The graduate should know when and how to use basic data structures and have extensive experience through course work; should be able to manipulate these in their sleep</td>
<td>very important</td>
<td>company has a tendency through implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refactoring</td>
<td>know and can use the different methods; keyword: clean code</td>
<td>medium vs. important</td>
<td>Company: important; University: different opinions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mapping design to code</td>
<td>know and can challenge the relevant design concepts; implement them into code</td>
<td>important</td>
<td>Company: emphasize the implementation into code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Results of some example Items

To evaluate the second part of our survey we used the following methodology:

- For each item, we first start to summarize the common expectations. Additionally we note the difference: Is there a difference between company and university? And at least: Is the relevance of the topic mentioned?
• For the open question, we tried to map the answers to existing items. If this was not possible, we noted it as a new point (if it belongs to our relevant area of software development and engineering)

The result is a table with the summarized expectations, the relevance and the important differences between the answers. These results are surprising. We expected a difference between the expectations of people from university and company. Almost more practical aspects should be named by company members. In contrast, the first results show us only small differences and only a weak tendency to more practical issues than expected. Additional aspects resulting from our study: The expectations from the companies are related to the domain in which the company works and additionally they are of course related to the job position. These results are not surprising. Often content-related competencies are the most important. Figure 6 shows some example items and results mostly with some differences in the results.

If we discuss the survey itself, we have to mention that not all items are ideal. The comments of the participants show us that some items need a small context for a better understanding. Additionally some other items are too complex. Consequently, we add too many keywords to one item.

Some participants mentioned a numbered scale would be better than writing a sentence. But here we think with a numbered scale that only shows the importance of a topic we can’t build competencies.

All in all the results will help us to develop the competence model. The number of participants in the survey is not as big as preferable. Furthermore, the answers of the different participants are often very similar. Additionally we now have more hints on expected cognitive processes. These are needed to build a competence model.

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper, we present an empirically oriented methodology for developing a computer science competence model. The main focus in this paper is a survey on expectations on CS bachelor graduates. This survey addresses university and company members and is part of our methodology. The items of the survey based on a curricula analysis. A curricula analysis is only a view on aspects universities want to teach. A bachelor degree is also an associate degree. The associate degree is the reason we integrated the expectations of company members to our work. The results of the survey are in some cases surprising. We expected that companies would expect much more practical experience than our survey shows. Additionally there was only one item where the company members said these topics are irrelevant.

Before we will build our competence model, we have to compare our results with other existing work like the model the German Computer Science Organization (GI) is developing (Bröker, Kastens, and Magenheim, 2014). After that, we will build our model and develop an assessment. This assessment provides the ability to find out the deficits of our students in a more concrete way than by means of observation only. These concrete results will give computer science departments the opportunity to develop competence-oriented curricula and specific interventions to help students in overcoming their deficits, and, in addition, to measure the effect of these interventions accordingly.
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Abstract
The healthcare sector, like other sectors of society and most organisations of today, relies heavily on information for day-to-day operations. This information is increasingly used in a digital format. Due to this reliance on information, it is vital to ensure that healthcare workers have the necessary skills to use digital information resources whilst still ensuring the confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA) of the information. Humans are often seen as integral to the protection of information. Humans, therefore, should have the desired knowledge and attitude with regards to information security. Information security is especially important in the healthcare sector where compromised information could lead to the loss of human life. Nurses, the largest group amongst the healthcare practitioners, have direct involvement with both patients and patient records which makes their role in healthcare critical. With such a critical role, it is vital that nurses are adequately educated regarding their roles and responsibilities with regards to information security. This paper evaluates the information security education component of the formal curriculum of the Nursing Science qualification at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in order to determine the current information security components included in the curriculum, as well as the adequacy of this content. The paper highlights areas of concern regarding this education and presents recommendations for the improvement of such curricula, from an information security perspective.
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INTRODUCTION
“Digital literacy involves more than the mere ability to use software or operate a digital device; it includes a large variety of complex cognitive, motor, sociological, and emotional skills, which users need in order to function effectively in digital environments” (Eshet&Eshie-t-alkalal2004). Further to this, information literacy is defined as “the ability to know when there is a need for information, to be able to identify, locate, evaluate and effectively use that information for the issue or problem at hand” (NFIL, 2015). It has become increasingly important in most fields of study for students of that field to be digitally, as well as information, literate.

The healthcare sector, like other sectors of society and most organisations of today, relies heavily on information for day-to-day operations. With such reliance on information, it is vital that information be protected to ensure its confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA).

Humans, to a large extent as a result of their behaviour, are at the centre of protecting an organisation’s information. Humans should therefore have the desired knowledge and attitude with regards to information security (Van Niekerk& Von Solms 2005).
Information security is particularly important in the healthcare sector due to the increased risks added by the fragmented nature of healthcare and also because the healthcare sector deals with patients’ lives where incorrect or lost information could have serious consequences. The healthcare sector is fragmented as a result of diverse role players including doctors, nurses, paramedics, medical aid staff and administrative staff who utilise information differently and thus have different requirements from patient information.

Nurses, the largest group of healthcare practitioners, are directly involved with patients and patient records. Such involvement makes the role of nurses in healthcare critical (Benner et al. 2010). With such a critical role, it is vital that nurses are adequately educated in terms of digital literacy, information literacy and their roles and responsibilities regarding information security. This means that nursing educational programs should be developed in a manner that enables the Nursing graduate to effectively carry out his/her role with regards to information security in the workplace. The need for reform in nursing education has been debated and has become more important due to the deficiencies in the quality of patient care, as well as patient safety issues (Booth 2006; Forbes & Hickey 2009). With the emergence of electronic health (eHealth) technologies to support client care, undergraduate Nursing education calls for a curriculum that enables the Nursing graduate to function as an eHealth practitioner (Booth 2006). eHealth is “the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) for health including treating patients, conducting research, educating the health workforce, tracking diseases and monitoring public health” (World Health Organisation 2013).

This paper evaluates the information security education content of the formal curricula in the School of Nursing Science at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University (NMMU) in order to determine the adequacy of information security content in the Nursing Science curriculum. All nursing science students at the NMMU currently receive basic computer literacy education as one of their core second year modules. However, does the current nursing education provision adequately address the information security needs of nurses within the curriculum? This paper highlights areas of concern and presents recommendations for improvement of such curricula with regards to information security.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows; the methodology used, the role of information in the fragmented healthcare sector, the role of humans in information security, information security education, formal information security education at the NMMU School of Nursing Science, discussion, and conclusion.

**METHODOLOGY**

This research performs a critical analysis of the existing state of information security education in the School of Nursing Science at the NMMU through a combination of literature reviews, qualitative content analysis and interviews.

Qualitative content analysis is a “research method for the subjective interpretation of content of text data through the systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or patterns” (Hsieh & Shannon 2005). The analysis was conducted according to guidelines provided by Krippendorff (2004). A literature review was conducted by reviewing literature focusing on information security education in Nursing Science. Qualitative content analysis was carried out on the prospectus as well as specific subject study guides of the Nursing Science department of the NMMU to answer the thematic question: Does the Nursing Science prospectus or study guide include information security content in the Nursing Science curriculum? Further semi-structured interviews were conducted with some of the lecturers at the School of Nursing Science at the NMMU to elucidate their views with regards to information
security content in the Nursing Science curriculum. The results from the critical analysis as well as the interviews are discussed.

INFORMATION IN THE HEALTHCARE SECTOR

Information is important for most organisations for their day-to-day operations. This is especially true for the healthcare sector where various role players with different information usage requirements are all heavily reliant on information. Without accurate, complete, and timely information many healthcare workers would be unable to administer proper treatment to patients.

This is especially true for nurses. A nurse is a healthcare professional who focuses on caring for individuals, families and communities, ensuring that they attain, maintain or recover optimal health and functioning. The nurse may practice in a variety of places such as hospitals, clinics, and physician offices (Medical_news_today 2009). The nurse has access to the patient’s records in order to know how and what care to provide for a patient. As shown in Figure 1, many different types of healthcare professionals could play a role towards the administration and implementation of patient care. A nurse’s role is just one of these functions, but, due to the nature of healthcare this role is a very central role.

Figure 1: Different role players in the healthcare sector

Nurses do not necessarily diagnose patients, or decide on the specific treatments prescribed. They are, however, responsible for ensuring the treatment is administered correctly, and the patient is monitored for any signs of change in his/her condition. As such healthcare records play a vital role in enabling a nurse to perform his/her duties correctly.

Similar to records used in most other fields today, healthcare records have increasingly become digitized. Today electronic health records have become so ubiquitous that the “Institute of Medicine (IOM) and the Health Information Technology Act (2009) in America had recommended that electronic health records (EHRs) should be fully adopted by 2014”(Kowitlawakul, Chan, Pulcini, & Wang 2014, p. 1). This recommendation has prompted educational institutions to assist in the preparation and education of healthcare workers to ensure that they are proficient in the use of EHRs (Kowitlawakul et al. 2014). Similar trends towards the acceptance of electronic health records exist in many other countries and it can be argued that similar adoption of EHRs will eventually become the reality in most countries that have the necessary ICT infrastructure. Many factors could influence the successful use of EHRs. For student nurses, one such factor, which has been shown to have an effect, is the basic computer self-efficacy of the student nurses (Kowitlawakul, et al. 2014). Health records can also exist in a multitude of formats and EHRs could thus have elements
ranging from text and numeric data, to various forms of laboratory test results including; graphs, photographs, or even video. It is thus vital for future nurses to be digitally literate.

Exactly what it means to be digitally literate has become increasingly difficult to define and the literature itself is inconsistent with this definition (Eshet&Eshie-t-alkalal 2004). However, for the term to have meaning in a nursing context one can assume that nurses should have a certain minimum set of skills relevant to the day-to-day tasks of a nurse. These tasks would include the creation, reading, and updating of EHRs and other relevant information assets. Due to the sensitive nature of health data it should also include the underlying sociological and emotional aspects that would enable them to work with data in cyberspace and avoid possible traps and pitfalls (Eshet&Eshie-t-alkalal 2004) posed by various forms of social engineering.

A nurse should thus, in addition to healthcare related tasks, be able to fulfil his/her role in ensuring the confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA) of the information irrespective of the usage requirement.

All information should be protected to ensure its security. However, in some instances there could be a trade-off between confidentiality and availability depending on the context of the role player. For example, in life threatening situations, the availability of the medical information may supersede the confidentiality of the medical information and vice versa. It means that, to a large extent, the judgment call between confidentiality and availability of information depends on the judgment of the role player (human). Further, this ‘human’ judgement is not something that can be controlled or enforced by technology. In other words, information security needs to be enforced at the human level as well as the technology level in the healthcare environment and all nurses should thus be adequately trained with regard to their role(s) in the information security process.

THE ROLE OF HUMANS IN INFORMATION SECURITY

Humans play a vital role in the protection of information. However, humans are also often regarded as the weakest link in the security chain (Lineberry 2007) and thus constitute a challenge in the protection of information. According to the Ponemon Institute (2012), a number of security breaches have been reported in various healthcare institutions linked to the human factor. Such breaches could cause reputational damage, financial costs and the compromise of patient care in the form of misdiagnosis, delays in treatment, patient injury or death (Collmann& Grimes 2007). It, therefore, becomes important that the human factor is addressed. Humans need to have the desirable knowledge and attitude with regards to information security in order to assist in the protection of information assets (Van Niekerk& Von Solms 2005). To a certain extent the desirable knowledge and attitude can be instilled via education. Consequently, it is important that humans, in this case healthcare professionals, are educated regarding their role and responsibilities in information security so that they are able to make appropriate decisions regarding information and information security.

INFORMATION SECURITY EDUCATION

This paper focuses on the inclusion of information security education as part of the digital literacy of nurses. The focus was chosen due to the fact that nurses play a vital role within the healthcare sector and also due to convenience, since the School of Nursing Science at the NMMU is situated next to the School of ICT.

In order to examine the formal information security educational requirements for the nursing students within the School of Nursing Science at the NMMU, a comparison will be drawn based on the formal information security educational requirements for
the students of the School of ICT at the NMMU. The School of ICT was chosen because ICT education should, presumably, have some information security education integrated into the course content. The paper thus wishes to propose that the formal structures to govern the Nursing Science curricula could be structured similarly to the way curricula are planned within the School of ICT; this structure is depicted in Figure 2.

The curriculum in the School of ICT, for example, is informed by international guidelines found in the ACM/IEEE-CS curriculum. National formal guidelines stem from the international standards and guidelines, where each country, for example, South Africa, adapts the international guidelines to suit South Africa’s needs and can be used by universities to inform their curricula.

Following the national formal guidelines, a prospectus is produced which constitutes a binding contract between the university and the students. The prospectus level is followed by the lecturer level where the relevant lecturer, who should be knowledgeable about the content of the prospectus, creates a study guide, which indicates the detailed guidelines for the curriculum. Instructional activities are then planned according to the study guide.

![Figure 2: Structure for formal information security education source](image)

This proposed structure will be used to evaluate and/or identify any relevant curriculum guidelines that inform the existing state of information security education as part of the nursing student education at the School of Nursing at the NMMU.

**ANALYSIS OF FORMAL INFORMATION SECURITY EDUCATION AT NMMU SCHOOL OF NURSING SCIENCE**

This section analyses the existing state of formal information security education included by the School of Nursing Science at the NMMU. Firstly, a search was conducted to find internationally accepted curriculum guidelines that could serve a purpose similar to the ACM/IEEE-CS used for IT curricula. No similar international body was identified for Nursing Science. Nursing science, therefore, does not have any form of standardized internationally recognized curricula.

Secondly, at the National level, in the United States of America (USA), the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) was identified and provides well researched curriculum guidelines. The AACN provides a framework for baccalaureate and graduate nursing degree programs aimed at meeting the challenges of healthcare
in the 21st century (American Association of Colleges of Nursing, 2008). The AACN framework comprises 9 delineated outcomes. An analysis of the AACN framework revealed that these curriculum guidelines do incorporate information security. However, in South Africa, the South African Nursing Council (SANC) and the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) provide guidelines on the content of the Nursing Science curriculum (South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) 2005a; South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) 2005b). An analysis of the documents from SANC and SAQA revealed no direct evidence of the inclusion of information security in the guidelines for exit level outcomes or critical cross-field outcomes.

Governments play an important role in ensuring the effectiveness of various initiatives. For example, as stated by Klimburg (2012, p. 131) “Cyber security at the national level will fail when there is an inappropriate level of cyber security awareness and education. A nation requires its ministry of education and/or science to develop strategic/operational programmes for cyber security awareness and education”. Similarly, information security education programs or initiatives should be established and encouraged by the government for it to be effective. In South Africa such guidance, specific to the information security needs of nursing science, are thus currently lacking.

Thirdly, at the prospectus level, an analysis of the NMMU School of Nursing Science prospectus for the year 2014 revealed no direct evidence of the inclusion of information security in the curriculum. However, it could be argued that the evidence could be present but was not found due to terminological differences.

At the lecturer level, interviews with a few of the Nursing Science lecturers revealed contradicting information, with some lecturers indicating the absence of information security content in the Nursing Science curriculum and one lecturer indicating the presence of information security relevant content in the Nursing Science curriculum in specific subject codes. However, an analysis of the study guides of the specific subject codes that were said to contain information security, revealed the absence of information security content.

**DISCUSSION**

The information obtained from the various levels with regards to information security content in the School of Nursing Science at the NMMU all converge. There is no evidence of formal consideration of the information security needs of nursing students at the NMMU at any level, ranging from international to individual lecturer. This lack of evidence triangulates as depicted in Figure 3 which is based on the convergence of evidence diagram according to Yin (2009).

According to Yin (2009), the evidence from multiple sources should converge in order to validate the result. In the study conducted in the School of Nursing Science at NMMU, the evidence (formal information security content in curricula) from multiple sources (International level, National level, Prospectus, Lecturer, Study guides) all converge to demonstrate a lack of formal consideration. The only evidence that was found in this case was at the lecturer level where a single lecturer indicated during interviews that information security concepts were taught. This statement was, however, refuted by subsequent examination of the underlying study guides.
Figure 3: Convergence of evidence regarding information security content included in the curriculum of the School of Nursing Science at NMMU

Thus, at the international level, no international body/association was found that regulates the Nursing Science curriculum. At the international level, it would be beneficial to have an international body that prescribes an international curriculum standard that could be adapted by various countries. At the national level, the websites of SAQA and SANC revealed very little information. No direct evidence of the inclusion of formal information security content was found in the Nursing Science curriculum guidelines. At the national level, the South African government is ultimately responsible for information security and should ensure that information security is formally included in the Nursing Science curriculum at a national level and should cascade down to the prospectus to make it binding on the lecturers to teach information security.

An analysis of the Nursing Science prospectus did not reveal any direct evidence of formal information security content. Without information security being formally prescribed in the prospectus, there is no binding contract between the university and the student and thus the lecturer is not obliged to teach information security. Therefore, it will be beneficial for information security to be formally included in the prospectus to make it binding on the lecturers in the School of Nursing Science to teach information security.

Interviews with some of the Nursing Science lecturers revealed that information security might be taught, but no documented evidence was found to support this assertion. It could, thus, be interpreted that the teaching of information security, with regard to healthcare, could be lecturer dependent. This could prove detrimental considering the importance of information security in healthcare. If a specific lecturer were to leave the institution such lecturer dependent content would be lost.

With the inclusion of information security content, lecturers should become knowledgeable in the area of information security in order to teach the subject effectively. This could be achieved by lecturers receiving training to improve their knowledge of information security. Further, gathering information from lecturers using a questionnaire to ascertain their understanding of information security could be used to provide the appropriate training to the lecturers, based on their responses. Information security is important and individuals need to possess the desirable knowledge as well as attitude. Individuals with the right attitude to information security may still be unable to behave securely due to lack of knowledge. Thus it is important that lecturers are knowledgeable about information security and subsequently transfer such knowledge to students.

Finally, an analysis of the study guides for relevant subjects revealed no direct evidence of formal information security content in the subject exit level outcomes. Current ICT relevant education of nursing students consists primarily of basic “computer literacy” elements, including Word processing, Spreadsheets, Internet and
email. In the authors’ opinion, this level of “computer literacy” cannot be described as
digital or information literacy. However, this analysis focussed specifically on the
information security elements and this paper thus do not make any claims regarding
the appropriateness of this education other than to comment on the lack of formal
information security. If information security was prescribed in the prospectus, it would
have cascaded down to the lecturers and subsequently to the study guides ensuring
that information security is formally taught, irrespective of the lecturer assigned to
teach the subject.

CONCLUSION

With the advent of the use of ICT in formal healthcare, the importance of ICT
education for nursing students has become paramount. Nursing students should
become digitally literate. One element of such digital literacy is the ability to work with
information in a way that will maintain the security of the information. Information
security is important especially in the healthcare sector. This paper provided a critical
evaluation of the information security content of the formal curriculum of the School
of Nursing at the NMMU. From the discussion, it is evident that no information security
education component currently exists in the formal curriculum of Nursing Science, as
it is not directly included in the prospectus which is the binding contract between the
university and the student. This paper suggests that information security education
should be included in the prospectus so that it becomes binding on the lecturer(s) to
teach. The lecturers should receive training so that they become knowledgeable about
what to teach in terms of information security and should ultimately reflect in the study
guides they prepare under the subject outcomes.

It should be noted that this paper researched the information security component of
formal curricula of the School of Nursing Science only at the NMMU and no wider
empirical studies were conducted. Additionally, nursing students were not interviewed
to ascertain whether they received on-the-job training with regard to information
security.

ICT education is becoming a must have in many professions today. For some of these
professions it is critical that this education extends beyond mere “computer literacy”
but also encompasses additional skills such as basic information security skills. The
healthcare sector is one such sector where a compromise in the security of the
information can have dire consequences. Nursing science education should thus
include such education as a formal requirement. The authors believe that many similar
limitations exist in other professions.
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Abstract
There is a high demand for qualified information and communication technology (ICT) practitioners in the European labour market, but the problem at many universities is a high dropout rate among ICT students, especially during the first study year. The solution might be to focus more on improving students' computational thinking (CT) before starting university studies. Therefore, research is needed to find the best methods for learning CT already at comprehensive school level to raise the interest in and awareness of studying computer science. Doing so requires a clear understanding of CT and a model to improve it at comprehensive schools. Through the analysis of the articles found in EBSCO Discovery Search tool, this study gives an overview of the definition of CT and presents three models of CT. The models are analysed to find out their similarities and differences in order to gather together the core elements of CT and form a revised model of learning CT in comprehensive school ICT lessons or integrating CT in other subjects.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a high demand for qualified ICT practitioners in the European labour market. Recent reports warn of decreasing interest among young people in studying science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) in many countries (OECD, 2008). Therefore, educational research is needed to introduce the principles of computer science already at comprehensive school level in order to raise the interest in as well as the awareness of studying computer science.

The 21st century calls for an overall redefinition of the forms of knowledge, skills and competences that are necessary for the advancement of our societies. Computations thinking (CT) is a fundamental skill for everyone, not just for computer scientists. Some authors even argue that we should add CT as every child’s analytical ability, just like reading, writing, and arithmetic (Wing, 2006).

CT has a long history within computer science. CT is viewed as the way computer scientists use decomposition, recursion, and algorithms to tackle difficult problems (Hoffmann, 2009). Known in the 1950s and 1960s as “algorithmic thinking”, Denning defined CT through input and output – CT is a mental orientation to formulating problems as conversions of some inputs to outputs and looking for algorithms to perform the conversions (Denning, 2009). Aho defined CT as the thought processes involved in formulating problems so their solutions can be represented as computational steps and algorithms (Aho, 2012).

Wing started a new wave of the usage of the term CT, which has become the most commonly used definition in recent academic publications. Wing defined CT as the thought processes involved in formulating problems and their solutions so that the solutions are represented in a form which can be effectively carried out by an
information processing agent. The information processing agent can be a computer, a machine or a human being (Wing, 2006).

Glass opposes that the traditional and still meaningful name for the CT idea is problem solving. According to him, there are several reasons for objecting to the word “computational” (Glass, 2006):

- It has not, for at least several decades, described the work of computers. Computers rarely compute but do manipulate information.
- The implication is that CT is a course computer scientists should teach. Computer science concepts can certainly be part of such a course, but problem solving is a universal activity, and many disciplines are capable of teaching it.
- Problem solving is a centuries old discipline. While computers are a powerful new tool for doing it, the underlying discipline should be focused on problems and solutions, not just on solution approaches.

CT is a part of problem solving, but in this article the main focus is on CT as it is acknowledged as a specific term describing one kind of thought process.

As CT has a long history within computer science, it is important to understand where CT situates in the discipline of computer science. Denning concluded that there are four core practices in computer science:

- programming,
- engineering of systems,
- modelling, and
- applying.

CT can be seen either as a style of thought that runs through the practices or as a fifth practice. Denning (2009) sees it as the ability to interpret the world as algorithmically controlled conversions of inputs to outputs.

In order to find the best way of learning CT already at comprehensive school level a model of learning CT should be created. The problem with the models of CT published in the academic journals so far is the lack of systematic approach of various dimensions to learn CT. A way of organizing these models about CT is to sort them into three categories: concepts, practices and perspective (Lye & Koh, 2014).

This study gives an overview of these three approaches of the models of learning CT, which included principles that were mentioned more than once. All the models of CT were analysed to find out their similarities and differences in order to gather together the core elements of CT and create a revised model of learning CT.

METHODS

This paper presents the models of CT found in the academic journals from three different perspectives. Research was done through a systematic search with the EBSCO Discovery Search tool as it includes a considerable number of educational academic journals referring to the core articles of CT. Research was done using the following steps:

1. The search term "computational thinking" was used to make a search in the EBSCO Discovery Search, which resulted in 84 articles published about CT in academic journals.
2. Abstracts of the 84 articles were read. All the articles which were not directly about computational thinking (e.g., in the field of medicine and journalism) and articles in other languages than English were left aside along with articles which could not be accessed. This left 55 articles to be analysed: 24 viewpoints which were articles that included opinions on the topic of CT; and 31 studies which included reviews, experiments, and case studies.
3. 55 available articles were read to sort out articles which included any kind of models of CT. In this stage 31 articles were selected for the final analysis of the study.

4. For a systematic analysis of the 31 articles a table was created (Appendix 1). It was constructed so as to give an overview of the articles with the following given characteristics for each article (Lye & Koh, 2014):
   - author(s) of the article;
   - setting of the article (e.g., kindergarten, K-12, higher education);
   - research type (survey, experimental, case study);
   - intervention (e.g., essence, pair programming, game strategy creation, modelling of mathematical concepts, story-based e-learning, etc.); and
   - articles sorted by computational thinking approach:
     - i. concepts – concepts that programmers use, e.g., variables, loops;
     - ii. practices – problem-solving practices that occur in the process of programming; and
     - iii. perspective – students’ understandings of themselves, their relationships to others, and the technological world around them, e.g., expressing and questioning about the world of technology.

5. Articles which described models of CT from other studies were used as a starting point of the article. If needed, references in these articles were used to get to the root of the models introduced.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis of the 31 articles found by systematic search showed that 13 different models of CT were introduced. 10 of the articles concentrated on different aspects of CT: the senses involved in teaching CT (Katai et al., 2014); creating profiles of the students (Shell & Soh, 2013); emotional self-awareness, empathy alongside CT (Daily & Eugene, 2013); methods towards analytical skill building (Tsalapatas et al., 2012); convergence of systems biology and CT (Navlakha & Bar-Joseph, 2011); effects of task goals on learning computing concepts (Miller & Settle, 2011); dependency cycle in CT skills (Wolz et al., 2011); personal development trajectory within a sociocultural context (Marina U., 2011); solving a problem by reducing it to another problem (Kilpelainen, 2010); and diagnostics and rubrics for assessing learning across the computational science curriculum (Manson & Olsen, 2010). However, those 10 models are not directly included in the further analysis because none of these approaches to CT has been used in more than one article found by the systematic search.

However, there are three approaches to form a model of CT which were found in several articles: i) Interaction between a Human and Computer (evidence found in 3 articles); ii) Conceptual Model (evidence found in 2 articles); and iii) Engineering Design (evidence found in 3 articles). The next three paragraphs give an overview of those three models. After that a revised model of CT based on the three most widely used models is created and presented.

Model 1: Interaction between a Human and a Computer

Interaction between a Human and a Computer approach for a model of CT is derived from Cooper et al. (2010) looking at computational learning as an iterative and interactive process between the human (the K12 student in that case) and the computer (or, in a more theoretical construct, a model of computation) (Figure 1). This model includes the human cognitive process (capacity for abstraction and for problem formulation) and two strengths of the computer (ability to present complex data sets, often visually, and capacity for storing factual and relational knowledge) (Cooper et al., 2010).
Wing supports the approach with the definition of CT which claims that formulated problems should be carried out by an information processing agent, which can be a computer, machine or human being (Wing, 2006). Denning includes in the definition of CT the role of an input and an output, which can be used by computers and human beings (Denning, 2009).

![Diagram of Computational Learning](image)

Figure 1: Model of Computational Learning (Cooper et al., 2010)

This model is rather similar to the definitions of CT presented in the introduction but does not include any information about the core concepts of CT (e.g., abstraction, automation) which are recognized as important parts of learning CT (Wing, 2006). Although the problem formulation is shortly mentioned in the model, not enough information is presented about the pedagogical side of learning CT. Interaction between a human and a computer should be presented in the revised model.

**Model 2: Conceptual Model**

In the Conceptual Model, CT is viewed as a link between discipline thinking and computing philosophy (Wenchong et al., 2014) including five core concepts of CT (Figure 2).

![Diagram of Conceptual Model of CT](image)

Figure 2: Conceptual Model of CT (Wenchong et al., 2014)

This model is based on the five typical thoughts of CT that form the core of CT:

1. Structuralization, which includes formatting and standardization. Examples of objects that are structural objects in the context of CT include data type, table, and file.
2. Formalization, which reflects ideas such as abstraction and visualization so as to be understood and universal. Examples of formalization include graph models, network protocols, and system formal specifications.

3. Optimization, which is reflected by concepts such as redundancy and complexity. Examples of optimization include lowering the time complexity by reducing the number of loops, from 1st normal form to 5th normal form of the database theory, choosing the data type appropriately.

4. Association and interaction including integrality, which is helpful for improving access speed, realizing automation and ensuring the validity of data. Examples of association and interaction: hyperlink in a web page embodies the association and interaction of files, media and location of information; object-oriented programming embodies the association and interaction of objects and data; transaction management of database theory embodies the association and interaction of events.

5. Reuse or sharing, which is one of the most important thoughts of computing science. It is beneficial to reduce the repetitive development of resources or to improve resource utilization. Examples of reuse or sharing: database technology, which makes data files separate themselves from the source programme and exist independently so that they can be applied to other programmes; resource sharing promoted by the wider coverage of Internet; the clipboard of Windows, the Cut, Copy and Paste operation of various software are all helpful for reusing the data or the files.

Compared to the previous model, this model includes some core elements of CT. Although there can be other ways of presenting the core concepts of CT, all other concepts (e.g., decomposition, pattern recognition (Grover & Pea, 2013)) can be recognized in various parts of the current model. All of the elements in the current model can be integrated into learning CT in various lessons, which means that instruments can be developed to analyse the students’ understandings of the conceptual elements of CT.

This model lacks information about the steps of problem solving in learning CT: planning, prototyping, etc. All of these steps relate to CT in important ways that could be significant for education. The core concepts of the conceptual model of CT should be presented in the revised model.

**Model 3: Engineering Design**

The third way of approaching CT can be including the steps that are important when solving CT problems. Massachusetts Department of Education has created an Engineering Design process model which includes eight steps and is based on the cycle of problem solving (Figure 3) (Massachusetts Department of Education, 2006).
Figure 3: Steps of the Engineering Design Process (Massachusetts Department of Education, 2006)

This design process model consists of eight steps, which mostly follow each other in a linear order but can, in certain circumstances, be arranged in various types of order if needed. The steps of engineering design are as follows:

1. Identify the need or problem.
2. Research the need or problem: examine the current state of the issue and current solutions; explore other options via the Internet, library, interviews, etc.
3. Develop possible solution(s): brainstorm possible solution(s); draw on mathematics and science; articulate the possible solution(s) in two and three dimensions; refine the possible solution(s).
4. Select the best possible solution(s): determine which solution(s) best meet(s) the original need or solve(s) the original problem.
5. Construct a prototype: model the selected solution(s) in two and three dimensions.
6. Test and evaluate the solution(s) asking questions: Does it work? Does it meet the original design constraints?
7. Communicate the solution(s): make an engineering presentation that includes a discussion of how the solution(s) best meet(s) the initial need or the problem; discuss the societal impact and trade-offs of the solution(s).
8. Redesign: overhaul the solution(s) based on information gathered during the tests and presentation.

Steps 1–3 form the analytical, 4–5 the synthetical and 6–7 the evaluation part of the model. There are similar research oriented models created by Sengupta et al. (2013) and Lee et al. (2014), which include slightly different dimensions of CT, but those elements of CT are all included in the current model. Based on the current model, a simpler model has been created for youth (Lee et al., 2011). The current model has been effectively used for teaching CT in robotics (Bers et al., 2014).

The Engineering Design model has many specific steps for describing the process of learning CT, such as planning, prototyping, etc., which can be effectively carried out when learning CT in various comprehensive school lessons. The current model lacks
information on the core concepts of CT, such as optimization, formalization, etc. The steps that this model represents can be used as essential parts of the revised model of learning CT.

**Revised Model of Learning CT**

All of the three applied CT approaches above (Interaction between a Human and a Computer, Conceptual Model, and Engineering Design) look at CT from different perspectives. When gathering together the core of all the models, a new model for learning CT can be created which includes the various dimensions of CT for learning CT at comprehensive school level (Figure 4).

The revised model of learning CT includes three main components derived from previous models of CT:

1. Interaction between a Human and a Computer in the model of learning CT has a vital role and is presented in Figure 4 as the centre of the model.
2. Five core elements of CT (structuralization, formalization, optimization, association and interaction, reuse or sharing) are included in the model because those five components of CT can be taught in various lessons, in various key stages and involve the core elements of CT. In Figure 4 those five elements can be seen surrounding the centre of interaction of humans and computers. The five core elements can be rotated around the centre and used dynamically without any fixed order.
3. 8 steps are included in the model to go through all the steps that occur during the process of learning CT. The first step in the process of learning CT should be identifying the problem. The arrow pointing from step 1 to step 2 in Figure 4 indicates that after the problem is identified, research needs to be done, and after that, possible solutions are developed. The steps are following each other in a linear way and the various steps more or less include the core elements of CT. The circular arrows indicate that when one problem is solved (step 8), a new one can be started from the beginning (step 1).

The revised model of learning CT includes the definitions of CT, the core dimensions of CT, and the problem solving approach of learning CT. This model can be practically used to create scenarios for developing various CT skills by rotating the middle layer of CT concepts and then choosing one element from each layer. For example, in order to create a scenario for teaching structuralization in step 1 (Identify the need or problem), i) an interaction has to be chosen from the centre of the model (e.g., human-computer), and ii) the core concept (structuralization) has to be rotated towards step
1 (Identify the need or problem). As a result, for example, information about the need or the problem can be structured in a file with the valuable metadata and kept in a structured folder system. But in another scenario (e.g., step 5 – constructing a prototype) structuralization can be used to create a database to support the data collection in the solution.

CONCLUSION

In this study a model of learning CT was designed for creating scenarios learning CT in comprehensive school level ICT lessons or in other subjects.

Through the analysis of the articles found through EBSCO Discovery Search, this study gave an overview of the definition of CT and presented three models of CT. The core concepts from the models were integrated into a revised model for learning CT in comprehensive school ICT lessons or for integrating CT in other subjects:

- From the first model a principle of interaction between a human and a computer was added to the revised model.
- From the second model five core CT concepts (structuralization, formalization, optimization, association and interaction and reuse or sharing) were added to the revised model.
- From the third model engineering design steps (identify the need or problem; research the need or problem; develop possible solution(s); select the best possible solution(s); construct a prototype; test and evaluate the solution(s); communicate the solution(s); redesign) were added to the revised model.

The revised model also explains the relations between the various aspects mentioned above, which is an important part of the design of the learning process.

Further research is needed to investigate in more depth each of the five core CT concepts and to create instruments for evaluating the various concepts of CT. The relationships between the various elements and steps could be further researched. The model of learning CT is designed in such a way that it could be used in different subjects tackling computational problems. The activities for integrating the concepts of CT into the comprehensive school level classroom using various scenarios in lessons could be created and the effectiveness of the activities developing the awareness and knowledge of the CT principles could be researched. The revised model of learning CT is a theoretical one and we suggest creating scenarios of learning CT to test parts of it empirically in the future.
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Abstract

In this article, we discuss the concept of gamification, based on a literature review and preliminary feedback from teachers using Classcraft, a role-playing game supported by a digital platform and a mobile application that were developed to answer high school teachers’ classroom management needs. We argue for the use of the term “ludicization” to emphasize that transforming a situation into a game doesn’t consist of using elements that have a game-like aspect, but rather of a non-essentialistic vision of games, generating a metaphor around the situation to build a reflexive space within which the nature and meaning of interactions are modified.
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INTRODUCTION

Classcraft is a role-playing game that was developed for classroom management at the high school level. The game is now available as a mobile and web application in which a teacher can sign up his students. Teachers can make teams and assign an avatar to every student, as well as points and “powers” as rewards for proper classroom conduct. Thus, the objective is to transform the manner in which students experience the act of coming to class by adding a playful dimension.

The term gamification is generally used to describe the process in which one integrates aspects of play into a situation that is initially not playful. However, in this article, we argue for the use of the term ludicization, following from the idea that it’s less about “making a game” (gamify) than it is about “making it possible for a situation to be seen as ludic” (ludicise). Thus, in our first section, a brief literature review pushes us to argue for the use of the term ludicization and to expose the key components of this concept. A second section presents the game Classcraft and the experiments we have conducted around the game. In the last section, we present an analysis of the feedback of the first usage experiments of Classcraft and the elements we have decided to use to define the concept of ludicization.

FROM GAMIFICATION TO LUDICIZATION

Gamification, origin of a neologism

According to Deterding, Khaled, Nacke, and Dixon (2011), the word gamification appeared in 2008 in the digital media economic sector. It was popularized during different conferences (Google Tech Talk) by Zimmermann in 2010 and Amy Jo Kim in 2011 (Kapp, 2012). Thereafter, the word spread across the fields of academic research, marketing, and game design (Bonenfant&Genvo, 2014). Since, different definitions have been suggested: “Gamification is the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” (Deterding, Khaled, et al., 2011) or “using game-based
mechanics, aesthetics, and game thinking to engage people, motivate action, promote learning, and solve problems” (Kapp, 2012).

Gamification should be distinguished from ludification, which means the spreading of games in culture, a phenomenon described by Henriot (1969) before the development of digital technologies. Gamification is applied to various fields such as urban architecture or employees’ relationships in companies, but the concept flourishes for the web interfaces design sector. Therefore, whether it is for catching the attention of consumers or building the loyalty of digital social network users, gamification is an economic approach of attention (Goldhaber, 1997). This approach aims at optimizing the mental engagement of an individual, ordinarily for economic purposes.

Etymologically, the word gamification is based on the Latin word facere, which reflects the idea that it is possible to “make the game.” Therefore, gamification is considered to be an automatic and non-problematic transformation (Silva, 2013). In their article published in 2011, Deterding et al. improve their first definition by underlining that gamification is “the use (rather than the extension) of design (rather than game-based technology or other game-related practices) elements (rather than full-fledged games) characteristic for games (rather than play or playfulness) in non-game contexts (regardless of specific usage intentions, contexts, or media of implementation)” (Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, & Nacke, 2011). This definition suggests that some specific elements belong to games. However, these authors also consider the experience of the player so that gamification would consist in addressing playfulness (the experiential and behavioral dimensions), and in using these dimensions for the design of structures with ludic affordances (Ibid.).

Ludicization, play vs. Game

Bonenfant and Genvo emphasize that gamification “consists in adopting an essentialist approach of ludic phenomenon” (Bonenfant & Genvo, 2014). Therefore, with the support of the seminal work of Henriot (1969), Genvo (2013) proposes to adopt the word ludicization in order to focus our attention not on the artefact but on the situation that takes place when an individual accepts to play. We adopted a similar approach in a previous work dedicated to develop a theoretical model of play for educational purposes (Sanchez & Emin Martinez, 2014).

According to this model, there is no specific game element that can be used to make a game (gamification), but it is possible to subtly combine elements in order to design a learning context where play can take place. We consider that the term ludicization is more appropriate when it comes to design a learning situation that combines educational purposes and ludic characteristics. Indeed, ludus, the Latin root of ludicization, means both game and school work. In addition, the suffix “icization” does not mean that it is possible to “make” the game as suggested by the suffix “fication” (facere) of gamification but mainly that it is possible to transform the situation (Sanchez, 2011). Indeed, play emerges from an intention, and it is not “in the materiality of objects, in the factuality of gestures, that we have some chance to find ludic elements” (Henriot, 1889). As a result, our approach leads us to inscribe the issue of game-based learning in the existentialist philosophy and to focus our attention on the behavior of the player within a frame that enables for its autonomy.

Aims and scope

This article proposes a discussion of the gamification concept based on an empirical study. We describe Classcraft, a platform that facilitates the ludicization of classroom management. We analyse preliminary results of two experiments in France and Quebec in order to show how ludicization allows the teacher to manage classroom
interactions. Our work also aims to identify the key elements that have been used for the ludicization process and their impact on student behavior.

CLASSCRAFT, A ROLE-PLAYING GAME FOR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

In this section, we describe the game and the context of our experiment in two schools in France and Quebec.

A multiplayer game

The objective of Classcraft is to transform the classroom into a role-playing game for the duration of the school year. For the teacher, the point is to foster desired behavior in students. Indeed, it is the positive behavior of students that allows them to progress in the game. For the student, the goal is to gain levels and thus acquire powers, to make their avatar progress and support their team.

Inspired by role-playing video games or RPGs (for example, World of Warcraft), the first version of Classcraft was conceived of by Shawn Young in January 2011. The first version of the digital platform, which was very basic, was built for personal use. Three years were then spent improving the rules. The first public version was made available in February 2014 as a beta version. The official global launch of the game was in August 2014.

Classcraft is not related to a specific school subject and the duration of the game depends on the teacher’s expectations (from a few class hours to the entire year). The students play the game during schools hours and outside of class. In Classcraft, students are placed in teams of four to six members and play as mages, warriors, or healers. Based on their character class, they gain access to powers they can use as they see fit (as long as they have sufficient action points, or AP). These powers are either related to game mechanics (heal another player, protect another player, regenerate action points, etc.) or to privileges having an impact on players’ real lives (being allowed to eat in class, listen to one’s iPod in class, hand in an assignment a day later, etc.). These powers are either beneficial to the individual or to the individual’s team. Thus, players want to acquire these powers to help themselves and their team.

In order to acquire powers, the player must demonstrate behavior that is expected of him by the school, such as participating in class, helping other students, etc. These actions are rewarded by experience points (XP), which are distributed by the teacher, who plays the role of game master. These points enable players to level up and acquire powers and gold pieces (GP) to customize the appearance of their avatar. However, if a player exhibits behavior that is inappropriate, such as arriving to class late or not doing one’s classwork, the teacher can remove health points (HP). If a player loses all of his HP, the player acquires a sentence and all of his teammates also lose HP. The sentences are real-life punishments, such as detention, copying a text, and so on. When players use their powers to help teammates, they are
automatically awarded XP. Thus, students are rewarded for helping teammates and penalized when their fellows behave inappropriately too often.

Every class, the system generates a random event, which has an impact on gameplay (for example, “Everyone loses 10 HP”) or classroom dynamics (for example, “Everyone must speak like a pirate for the day”). These events are random and affect the entire class. Like the powers, sentences, positive actions, and negative actions, these events can be completely customized by the teacher to adapt the game to their specific classroom setting.

Because these aspects have a direct impact on the real lives of the players, it is important for the teacher to customize them so that they are adapted to his students and classroom setting. For example, one of the default powers is to be able to listen to music during class work. However, in certain schools this isn’t possible (or permitted), and the teacher can then alter the power to change its effect.

Classcraft is first and foremost a web application (it operates in a browser connected to the Internet). To play, the teacher projects the application in front of the classroom and manages all aspects of school life. In a setting where students have access to electronic devices, they can connect to the platform and customize their avatar, activate powers, and access classroom content. One can also play Classcraft on smartphones and tablets, by using the Android and iOS apps. Thus, the game consists of adding digital elements to the classroom, ludicizing real life interactions as they occur, without influencing the subject matter.

### A large diffusion across the world

Since it launched in August 2014, Classcraft has gained rapid usage by many teachers. Indeed, as of February 1, 2015, more than 1,500 teachers were using Classcraft in more than 60 countries (eight languages). This represents over 60,000 students connecting regularly to the platform, with a total of more than 15,000 daily logins (students and teachers). This does not include classroom settings where students don’t actually connect to the platform. A class is considered active if more than 50 game events, concerning at least five students, were recorded in the previous month. If we take into account inactive accounts, more than 150,000 accounts have been created in the platform since its launch. Also, more than 1.1 million game events (using powers, losing HP, gaining XP, etc.) occur each month. The following graphs show constant growth, from September to December (the drop in the last week can be explained by the Thanksgiving holiday in the United States).

![Fig. 2. Traction since September 2014](image)

This data shows that Classcraft has gained approval from its market and meets the needs of numerous teachers.

### Elements of play in Classcraft

The design of Classcraft rests on the combination of different game elements described by Caillios [12]. First of all, Classcraft, directly inspired from massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPGs) such as World of Warcraft, is itself
a role-playing game (mimicry). An avatar represents each player. Classcraft also leverages competition (agon). This competition exerts itself against the game itself, which, based on one’s behavior, leads to gaining or losing points. It also exerts against the entire class because the points allow one to advance in relation to one’s classmates.

Another gameplay element that is leveraged in Classcraft is that of randomness (alea). Indeed, every class starts with a random event that has an impact on the entire class. Randomness also manifests itself when, having lost all of their HP, the player must throw the “cursed die,” which can have profound consequences like detention. To a degree, this die can lead to a feeling of vertigo (ilinx), another element identified by Caillois.

Thus, the design of Classcraft encompasses all of the gameplay elements formalized by Caillois, and this most likely explains some of its success. Indeed, the design of Classcraft doesn't limit itself to mobilizing gamification elements (avatars, points, etc.) but consists of the combination of multiple gameplay elements to create a situation in which the student will find a favorable context to develop a playful attitude.

**Context and data collected**

Other than the results pertaining to traction within a global market, the data we have pertains more specifically to two experiments that began in September 2014 and continue for the duration of the school year. The first one is in a history-geography class (32 students) in grade 10 at Germaine Tillionlycée in Sain Bel (Rhône, France), and the second one is in two physics classes (66 students) in grade 11 in Sherbrooke (Quebec, Canada).

In both cases, the schools have approximately 800 students in a well-off social context. In the case of the French experiment, the class of 35 students had a group of 10 undisciplined, talkative youths who recognized themselves as having inappropriate classroom behavior but stated that they were unable to control themselves. Many of these students said that they are badly oriented, and many are anxious about future academic challenges as they arrive at a new school where many of their classroom peers are strangers. In the case of the Canadian experiment, the students are generally academically successful and have access in class to a personal portable computer that is connected to the Internet.

The approach to this study is based on an ethnographic methodology (Whitehead, 2004). The participation of the two teachers (co-authors) involved in giving the course, allowed for a holistic approach to the case study design. The aim was to understand how the implementation was carried out in the two contexts and which elements are involved in the ludicization of classroom management. The data collected encompassed in situ observations and feedback from the teachers.

**LESSONS LEARNED**

In this section, we describe the way the game was played in the two contexts, and we analyse the results of these experiments.

**Description of two experimentations**

To experiment with Classcraft in her classroom in Sain Bel (France), the teacher followed the tips given on the website: Once they are introduced to the game, the pupils can choose to play or not. All the pupils agreed to play and were asked to choose their five teammates following the teacher’s instructions: Each team should contain different kinds of pupils, slow achievers, and good learners, with or without
behavioral difficulties. It should be noticed, however, that this rule has been only partially followed and many of the groups were rather homogeneous.

The parents have been informed, and they have shown some interest in the game, if not being totally enthusiastic about the project. As advised by the headmaster, some rules of the game have been modified for compliance with the current code of conduct of Sain Bel. He particularly insisted on the fact that all pupils in Sain Bel must be treated equally. What is explicitly prohibited by the current code of conduct—such as using mp3 players, audiphones, and eating in class—cannot be allowed in the game. The modifications have been designed by the pupils themselves during dedicated class sessions. Some powers that violate the code of conduct (eating in class, playing music) have been replaced by equivalent and compliant ones. For instance, "eating in class" has been changed to "eating a sweet," since eating in class is prohibited on the ground that it may increase the need for cleaning, and "eating a sweet" provides an equivalent pleasure to "eating in class." "Listening to a music player" is a personal power that provides the pleasure through transgression of a rule, common to many classes. However, it is also prohibited to avoid trafficking and out of courtesy for other people. Pupils have proposed to replace this power with a very similar one, namely "listening to music," which makes no explicit mention to prohibited devices, such as "audio/video players." Then a "debating session," whose subject was "Classcraft, a perfect game for the lycée Germaine Tillion," took place among the pupils.

The game is now played each lesson, but the teacher faces some technical difficulties: the computer in the classroom cannot be used to show the game platform because it is filtered out by the firewall. For two months, the teacher used the mobile application, disturbing both the class (because she was forced to look at the phone instead of the pupils) and the game (because she was unable to show the website). She is currently using her own computer together with a mobile phone connection to show the website and manage the computation of the points.

As for the experimentation in Sherbrooke, the teams have been chosen by the teacher himself, based on the previous student achievements, so as to obtain balanced teams, in terms of scholarly performance. The default rules have been used. Neither the parents nor the administrative staff have been explicitly informed about the game. They did not interfere during the experiment. The game has been played during each lesson, without technical problems, and the pupils accessed the platform using their personal computers.

Feedback on the Sain Bel experimentation

The teacher stressed that the game is an efficient way to enhance motivation about scholarly work: Work groups are often built as in the game, and the accomplishment of the scholarly productions is greater, especially for slow achievers. Oral participation also increased in particular because the teacher intensified the usage of Classcraft to reward actions. Pupils ask about their points, albeit not systematically, and they work hard to get them.

Nevertheless, behavioral problems have not disappeared completely. It highlights the fact that the teacher's role remains complex even in a playful situation. When the teacher acts as game master, their role is not deeply changed. The assignment of the points is not automatic: The teacher is still the one who evaluates and punishes. But the nature of the punishment changes, explicit rules constrain the assignment of the points, and positive actions induce explicit positive feedbacks.

An important goal of the game is to build upon collaboration between pupils to induce better behavior from those who show frequent misconduct. But collaboration between pairs, understood here as working towards a common achievement, remains problematic. It often takes the form of mutual assistance for scholarly work. It exists
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outside the strict game context, through direct as well as remote relationships (phone, Facebook). Involved pupils did not think to claim their points for such mutual assistance. Also, misconduct in class did not always lead to collaboration. Indeed, watchful pupils sometimes failed to show their teammates the correct way to take part or speak in the class. Also, when it comes to choosing powers, individual powers were strongly preferred to collective ones. With the teacher being reluctant to withdraw health points, teams seldom stick together. Since then, the teacher has intensified usage of the game, including for punishments. This has induced the pupils to rely more on collective powers. The players are now eager to buy collective powers.

Feedback on the Sherbrooke experimentation

In Sherbrooke the game is played every lesson, so about 3 times a week per group. As in Sain Bel, the teacher reported increased motivation and deeper engagement in class work. Pupils tend to show more participative behavior, in every dimension of the lesson: to answer questions and to work in class. They want to claim points.

Pupils on the same team are more united than in the Sain Bel case. They help team members when they lose health points. Usage of power as a mutual assistance device is common, and they show the ability to self-govern. As the teacher often withdraws health points, pupils often feel unsafe, so they must develop survival strategies or modify behaviors not to lose health points (and gain experience points).

Also, computer access to the game allows for interactions between pupils without disturbing the course. They then have more opportunities to assist one another, to visit their status and train their partners. They then show more interest for the game since their interactions are more frequent, even on a voluntary basis.

CLASSCRAFT, A SPACE FOR REFLEXIVITY

In this section, we offer an analysis of the game and observations based on the concept of ludicization as defined in the first section.

From simulation to metaphor

Games are generally based on a model that allows for simulating a reference situation. The term “simulation” refers to the idea of an “experience of second kind” in contrast with a “first kind,” which is about the “immediate experience” (Varenne, 2006). Therefore, simulation is a field for experimentation that allows living a true empirical experience. This aspect of simulation is very often highlighted by authors who are interested in learning with digital games. It is also used to design games for educational use. However, in the case of Classcraft, the idea of simulation doesn’t account for the environment developed in the game. The game is also to be seen as a trope (Sutton-Smith, 1997). The expressed ideas are interpreted differently in order to build an imaginary world. There is an analogical relation between elements of the game and those of reference situation. For example, in Classcraft, mutual educational support is represented as powers that the healer can use to “heal” teammates or exclude them by pushing them to “fall in battle.” Simulation becomes a metaphor with a hidden meaning, that is of acceptable academic behavior, which is behind the imaginary world of Classcraft.

Furthermore, the distance between the metaphor and the reference situation it accounts for, that is the second degree in the game, gives it power and ontological significance because as in literature, a metaphor in a game captures the essence of a situation that it describes. Therefore, metaphors are a refined form of the reference situation, and the player is led to focus on the core of the situation. Classcraft can be considered as a way to metaphorize the functioning of a classroom as a battle combining collaboration and competition.
Game appropriation and engagement

Another important game dimension is the ability to encourage the involvement of students. In this case, this goal is achieved by transforming educational goals into play goals. Thus, decoding the teacher’s expectations becomes easier. The goals for students are clear since it is not about behaving in class anymore but about interacting according to the game rules in order to earn points. The devolution of the teachers’ goals is made easier because the game changes the meaning of their goals, and the game rules are a simple way to put those expectations into words.

Moreover, each player is represented by an avatar, which is a projective identity in two different ways. First, it allows the players to have a self-experience through introjection. For example, they are led to check the relevance of the decisions they make by earning or losing points. Second, the avatar, an emblematic figure of a warrior, a mage, or healer, becomes the projection of an identity that is being built and an experimentation field that allows it to be built. Roles that students play help them get involved in the situation.

Feedback and sense of competence

In Classcraft, feedback taking the shape of earned or lost points or powers is the response given by the game environment to the players’ actions. They are not only reinforcement modalities used to design games based on a behavioristic approach, as described by Block & King (1987). They are information with potentially high semantic content that have to be analyzed and interpreted in order to rethink the implemented strategies if necessary. From a feedback perspective, what makes this game different from a regular class situation is that this feedback is continuously generated (Mayo, 2006). The game offers the students a space of liberty in making decisions. It also gives them information about the consequences of their choices, information that is necessary for the decision-making process. At any moment, players can judge the relevance of the decisions they are making. Giving feedback is made possible by the fact that the teacher is constantly collecting information about the players’ actions and therefore about their ability to follow the classroom rules. So, the game provides the right environment for developing autonomy because it offers the players the liberty of choice and action as well as information, in the form of feedback, which allow them to practice their liberty of choice and action. The game is in this case considered as a space for reflexivity.

Moreover, the instant feedback increases the students’ feeling of competency. Indeed, losing points or even “death” in the game is feedback that can be perceived as negative play-wise. However, because of the ludic context, negative consequences are less severe. It is always possible to go forward by carrying out actions to earn points and “resurrect” in the game. This negative feedback doesn’t alter the feeling of being competent while positive feedback such as earning points or evolving in the charts increases the feeling of competency. This point is very important to note since the feeling of being competent is a key aspect of academic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000).

CONCLUSION

The observations that we were able to make show that, depending on the setting, the game is not experienced in the same way by students. These observations promote a model that consists of considering the experience of the students, rather than the game itself. This experiment seems to depend on a multitude of factors, among which we’ve identified the institutional acceptability of the game, the equipment available in class, and the way the teacher presents and implements the game. Among these
different factors, the role of the teacher and his own appropriation of the game are keys.

These elements considered, ludicization consists of a reconfiguration of the class setting. This ludicization translates itself in the implementation of new interactions. In the game Classcraft, students are, for example, led to make decisions to “save” other students. Nevertheless, it is mainly the meaning of normal interactions within the classroom that is redefined. It isn’t about the student adopting behavior to conform to the class rules but rather about adopting behavior that, because it takes into account the rules of the game, leads to progressing within it. This progress materializes itself in points or other elements that then can be visualized in the platform. In Classcraft, the classroom rules are translated into arbitrary game rules. In this sense, we can say that Classcraft is a metaphor of class life. Indeed, it constitutes a refined version of the reference situation, and the player is incentivized to bring his attention to what is at the heart of the situation. This metaphor allows for the implementation of a space for reflexivity within which the player can test his ways of behaving because his decisions translate into immediate feedback. This space for reflexivity thus fosters autonomy.

Ludicizing doesn’t consist of using game elements in a mechanical way, but rather, with a non-essentialist vision of the game, in metaphorizing a situation to conceive of a reflexive space where the nature and the meaning of interactions are modified. Nevertheless, from this report stems the question of the emancipation of the player, who, in accepting to play the game, accepts to trade his freedom for a freedom constrained by the arbitrary rules that are the game rules (Duflo, 1997).
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Abstract
Computational thinking is at the heart of the new English national curriculum for computing. There is a range of academic and pedagogic interpretations of the concept of computational thinking, a lack of understanding of the concepts and a close association of the subject with writing computer code using a programming language. Teachers might focus on a small aspect of the programme of study, thereby neglecting the breadth of content and the broader aims. In addition, the level descriptors associated with the curriculum have been removed creating a need for assessment guidance. In light of these changes, this paper explores the statutory requirements of the curriculum and the descriptions of computational thinking. It suggests a mechanism for assessment of achievement and progression for both computing and computational thinking.
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INTRODUCTION
From September 2014, pupils in state-maintained schools will be expected to follow the programmes of study set out in the national curriculum document (Department for Education, 2013b). This document addresses the subject of computing. In addition, the statutory assessment framework is being removed and the system of assessment levels is not to be replaced (Department for Education, 2013a).

Computational thinking sits at the heart of the national curriculum programme of study for computing. The opening sentence states “A high quality computing education equips pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world” (Department for Education, 2013b, p. 188). The scope of computational thinking is described in the first aim – “understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including abstraction, logic, algorithms and data representation” (Department for Education, 2013b, p. 188). There are many different interpretations of the concept of computational thinking. Jeanette Wing, when she first used the term, defined computational thinking as including “… a range of mental tools that reflect the breadth of the field of Computer Science” (Wing, 2006, p. 33).

However, there is a strong emphasis, being led by the media, implying that the new computing curriculum focuses on ‘coding’ (Crow, 2014; Nettleford, 2013). This misleading message, received by teachers and parents, could have a negative impact in the classroom. There is a danger of teachers focusing on a small aspect of the programme of study, thereby neglecting the breadth of the subject content and the broader aims.
Computational thinking is itself in danger of becoming a ‘buzz word’ in the teaching of computing. Teachers acknowledge the need to teach computational thinking but may struggle with the various and conflicting interpretations of its nature. This may be the result of debate by individuals and groups (Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA), 2011; Henderson, et al., 2007; Lu & Fletcher, 2009; Naughton, 2012; Wing, 2006; Wing, 2008; Yadav, Zhou, Mayfield, Hambrusch & Korb, 2011) concerning what is and what is not computational thinking. Some of these definitions are broad, overlapping other subjects (Bundy, 2007; Computer Science Teachers Association, 2011). In order to facilitate incorporation of computational thinking into classroom practices, a narrower definition is required. Once computational thinking is defined adequately, appropriate assessment instruments can be designed (National Research Council, 2010).

Recent developments in pedagogy have focussed upon thinking skills (Department for Education and Employment, 1999; Department for Education and Skills, 2002; Wickens, 2007) as underpinning areas of the curriculum. 'Thinking Hats', based on de Bono's work (de Bono, 2000; de Bono, 2007), is a popular approach in which pupils are encouraged to think about the way they think. The computing curriculum is now challenging pupils to think using particular strategies for solving problems and understanding situations, referred to as computational thinking. There are a number of stages towards establishing a curriculum in which computational thinking can be taught and then assessed. These stages are:

- to establish an understanding of the current computing curriculum,
- to establish the meaning of computational thinking,
- to establish an assessment framework for the current computing curriculum, and
- to develop a method for evidencing the assessment of computational thinking.

**CURRENT COMPUTING CURRICULUM**

The programme of study has high-level aims in terms of the introduction of computer science (Department for Education, 2013b). The following extracts illustrate learner capabilities at different stages of primary and secondary education.

- At key stage 1 (ages 5-7), pupils should be able to “understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as programs on digital devices; and that programs execute by following precise and unambiguous instructions” (p. 189).

- At key stage 2 (age 7-11), pupils should be able to (among other things): “solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts” and also “use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs” (p. 189).

- At key stage 3 (ages 11-14), pupils should be able to: “design, use and evaluate computational abstractions ...” and “use logical reasoning to compare the utility of alternative algorithms for the same problem” (p. 190).

- At key stage 4 (ages 14-16), pupils should be able to “develop and apply their analytic, problem-solving, design, and computational thinking skills” (p. 191).

These extracts demonstrate an emphasis on the progressive development of computational thinking skills. Teachers in England, engaging with the new programme of study, are now frequently hearing the term computational thinking and may question what it means to them as classroom practitioners.

Along with the move toward computational thinking, there is a withdrawal from the use of national standardised levels and level descriptors. Under the auspices of the Department for Education (2013a), schools are now free to design their own...
There are many reasons for this move, including the suggestion that assessment leads the teaching (Barker, 2013; Passmore, 2007; Warner, 2008).

**COMPUTATIONAL THINKING CONCEPTS**

Jeanette Wing broadly defines computational thinking as “… the thought processes involved in formulating problems and their solutions so that the solutions are represented in a form that can be effectively carried out by an information-processing agent” (Cuny, Snyder & Wing, 2010, cited in Wing, 2011, p.20). Wing indicates that these solutions can be carried out by any processing agent, whether human, computer, or a combination of both (Wing, 2006). The emphasis in this statement is on thought processes, not the production of artefacts or evidences.

Given Wing’s description of computational thinking, the next step is to decompose that definition into a set of concepts. This work has been undertaken by Selby and Woollard (2013). The result refines the definition of computational thinking to six concepts: a thought process, abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic design, evaluation, and generalisation. All of these concepts are employed in problem-solving processes. Again, the emphasis in this list of concepts is on thought processes, not the production of artefacts or evidence.

**COMPUTING PROGRESSION PATHWAYS**

Although there is some disagreement concerning at what level a computing assessment framework should be developed, from a classroom practitioner’s perspective, there is definitely a need for one. This section introduces the Computing Progression Pathways (CPP) and describes how it can be used to acknowledge progression and reward performance in mastering both the computing programme of study content and computational thinking skills.

There is some debate about whether it is important that the arbitrary values of progression be standardised across schools. Naace (Harrison, 2014), in their guidance, indicate “…a school approach to assessment will need to be tailored to match their approach to the curriculum” (p. 1). Alternatively, the National Association of Head Teachers (NAHT) propose (2014) when translating the national curriculum into assessment criteria “…there is little room for meaningful variety, we suggest this job be shared between schools” (p. 10). Whether it is designed by a single school or a collection of interested parties, an assessment framework is required by classroom practitioners.

The Computing Progression Pathways (Dorling and Walker, 2014) is an example of a non-statutory assessment framework. It was produced by a small team of authors and reviewers, all teachers, based on their classroom experiences. It is an interpretation of the breadth and depth of the content in the 2014 national curriculum for computing programme of study. It includes the dependencies and interdependencies between concepts and principles. This may help non-specialist teachers and inexperienced teachers to understand what should be taught in the classroom. The Computing Progression Pathways is publicly available at this link: [http://community.computingatschool.org.uk/resources/2324](http://community.computingatschool.org.uk/resources/2324). It is also included in Appendix A.

The framework is grid-based. Five of the six strands, represented as columns, are aligned with the range and content categories from the Computing at School curriculum (Computing at School, 2012) and the requirements of applicants to initial teacher training courses (Department for Education, 2012). These include algorithms, programming and development, data and data representation, hardware and processing, communication and networks. The sixth strand incorporates the more
traditional concept of information technology. This breadth affords an opportunity to view the subject of computing as a whole, rather than the separate subjects of Computer Science, Digital Literacy, and Information Technology. Each row represents a level of pupil progression. Annotation of the framework suggests that key stages 1-2 cover the first four colours (pink, yellow, orange, and blue), that key stages 3-4 cover the next four colours (purple, red, and black), and that GCSE covers the final colour (white). As an example, the purple cell under the “Hardware and Processing” strand states that a pupil “Recognises and understands the function of the main internal parts of basic computer architecture” (Dorling and Walker, 2014). The colour-coded rows can aid teachers in assessing whether pupils are exhibiting competences at different levels and in recognising achievement and attainment. In addition, adherence to the colour-coded statements can provide standardisation across schools as identified by the National Association of Head Teachers (2014). Institutions planning to use this assessment framework with existing assessment or reporting systems may:

- assign values or levels to the coloured rows,
- agree the benchmark value, level, or entry point for a particular key stage,
- assign the benchmark value or level to the appropriate progression statements.

The Computing Progression Pathways also affords opportunities to celebrate achievement in computing. There is a growing interest in badges as an informal recognition of skill, knowledge, understanding, or attitude. They are made and awarded by commercial organisations, educational suppliers, websites, schools, teachers, and pupils (Hamilton and Henderson, 2013; Mozilla, 2014; Radiowaves Schools, 2014). Recognising and rewarding pupil achievement in each strand can be accomplished via coloured digital badges. Each strand can be assigned a separate digital badge. There may be two-tone badges for pupils working between coloured progression levels. Currently, there are no digital badge designs for the strands. Teachers and pupils who will be using the digital badge system are better placed to design and create them. The process of designing and creating the digital badges might promote learner ownership and student-centeredness (Reigeluth, 2013).

EVIDENCE OF ASSESSING COMPUTATIONAL THINKING

Given that computational thinking concepts have been defined (Selby and Woollard, 2013) and an assessment framework for the computing programme of study has been proposed (Dorling and Walker, 2014), a mapping can be developed to illustrate how computational thinking can be assessed over the full breadth and depth of the computing programme of study.

The key to developing this mapping lies in understanding that computational thinking concepts can be demonstrated in multiple ways. For example, decomposition is demonstrated by pupils breaking game logic down into levels (avoid traps, climb mountain, guess password). This can be mapped to the “Programming & Development” strand, blue row. However, it can also be demonstrated by pupils designing a library inventory (an inventory grid for DVDs, a different grid for books). This can be mapped to the “Data & Representation” strand, yellow row. These examples illustrate decomposition in terms of functionality and data structures, across strands (breadth) and across rows (depth).

Rather than provide specific examples, tied to activities, for each statement in the Computing Progression Pathways that illustrate one or more computational thinking concepts, it is best to consider the meaning of the computational thinking concept and how it might apply to the pathways’ statement. This affords the opportunity for
classroom practitioners to contextualise the pathways and computational thinking concepts in any way they see fit.

As an example of this approach, consider the purple cell of the “Hardware & Processing” strand of the Computing Progression Pathways. It requires that a pupil “Understands the concepts behind the fetch-execute cycle” (Dorling and Walker, 2014). The fetch-execute cycle can be viewed as an algorithm Understanding of this demonstrates the computational thinking concept of algorithmic thinking. Therefore, at a minimum, this pathways’ statement maps to the computational thinking concept of algorithmic thinking. Once this mapping is complete, it is possible to identify, across the breadth and depth of the programme of study, all those activities with potential to enhance computational thinking skills.

The following tables are a reproduction of the blue row (key stage 2 and key stage 3 border) of the Computing Progression Pathways (Dorling and Walker, 2014). Where applicable, the computational thinking concepts associated with that statement have been indicated in the last column. The computational thinking concepts of abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic thinking, evaluation, and generalisation have been indicated.

### CPP Strand: Algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPP cell statement</th>
<th>Computational thinking concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shows an awareness of tasks best completed by humans or computers.</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designs solutions by decomposing a problem and creates a sub-solution for each of these parts.</td>
<td>Decomposition, Algorithmic thinking, Abstraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognises that different solutions exist for the same problem.</td>
<td>Algorithmic thinking, Abstraction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Computational thinking mapped onto CPP (Algorithms)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPP cell statement</th>
<th>Computational thinking concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understands the difference between, and appropriately uses if and if, then and else statements.</td>
<td>Algorithmic thinking, Decomposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses a variable and relational operators within a loop to govern termination.</td>
<td>Algorithmic thinking, Abstraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designs, writes and debugs modular programs using procedures.</td>
<td>Algorithmic thinking, Decomposition, Abstraction, Generalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knows that a procedure can be used to hide the detail with sub-solution.</td>
<td>Algorithmic thinking, Decomposition, Abstraction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Computational thinking mapped onto CPP (Programming & Development)**
### CPP Strand: Data & Data Representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPP cell statement</th>
<th>Computational thinking concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performs more complex searches for information e.g. using Boolean and relational operators.</td>
<td>Algorithmic thinking, Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyses and evaluates data and information, and recognises that poor quality data leads to unreliable results, and inaccurate conclusions.</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Computational thinking mapped onto CPP (Data & Data Representation)

### CPP Strand: Hardware & Processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPP cell statement</th>
<th>Computational thinking concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understands why and when computers are used.</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understands the main functions of the operating system.</td>
<td>Decomposition, Abstraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knows the difference between physical, wireless and mobile networks.</td>
<td>Abstraction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Computational thinking mapped onto CPP (Hardware & Processing)

### CPP Strand: Communication & Networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPP cell statement</th>
<th>Computational thinking concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understands how search results are selected, including that search engines use ‘web crawler programs’.</td>
<td>Abstraction, Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selects, combines and uses internet services.</td>
<td>Algorithmic thinking, Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrates responsible use of technologies and online services, and knows a range of ways to report concerns.</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Computational thinking mapped onto CPP (Communication & Networks)

### CPP Strand: Information Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPP cell statement</th>
<th>Computational thinking concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Makes judgements about digital content when evaluating and repurposing it for a given audience.</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognises the audience when designing and creating digital content.</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understands the potential of information technology for collaboration when computers are networked.</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses criteria to evaluate the quality of solutions, can identify improvements making some refinements to the solution, and future solutions.</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Computational thinking mapped onto CPP (Information Technology)

Care has been taken by 3 iterations of expert evaluation of the statements to avoid making assumptions about how the teaching might afford opportunities for computational thinking rather than strictly interpreting what is explicitly stated in the Computing Curriculum Pathways. For example, an exercise in a classroom might afford opportunities to identify suitability for purpose and efficiency of input and output devices. That would fall into the yellow cell of the “Hardware & Processing” strand, where a pupil “Recognises and can use a range of input and output devices” (Dorling
and Walker, 2014). The teaching affords the opportunity for evaluation, although the statement from the pathways does not indicate that it would be an evaluation-based exercise. The teaching of the fetch-execute cycle, previously mapped to algorithmic thinking, usually incorporates the ideas of instructions and data, which correspond to the concept of abstraction. The teaching affords the opportunity for abstraction, although the pathways’ statement does not explicitly anticipate this.

Using this strategy of identifying computational thinking concepts associated with the pathways’ statements enables computational thinking to be assessed using the same framework as the programme of study. From a practitioner’s perspective, there is no additional assessment or progression tracking required to fulfil the broad aim of the computing programme of study to incorporate computational thinking.

CONCLUSION

The computing programme of study (Department for Education, 2013b) includes the broad aim of incorporating computational thinking into the classroom. The subject content is detailed in the document, but the connection to computational thinking and its meaning is not. Removal of the statutory assessment frameworks, which did not assess computational thinking, leaves a void in assessing pupils’ attainment. Both of these shortcomings have been addressed in this paper. An understanding of computational thinking, based on the work of Selby and Woollard (2013), has been established. An assessment framework, the Computing Progression Pathways, has been used to illustrate the dependencies and interdependencies between the concepts and principles of the programme of study (Dorling and Walker, 2014). This work has demonstrated how the Computing Progression Pathways can now be used to evidence attainment in computational thinking directly.
### Appendix A

#### Computing Progression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pupil Progression</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Programming &amp; Development</th>
<th>Data &amp; Data Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pink</strong></td>
<td>- Understands what an algorithm is and why it is needed. (A1)</td>
<td>- Knows that users can develop their own programs. (A1) (A2)</td>
<td>- Recognizes that digital computers can be programmed to represent instructions. (A1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Understands that algorithms are implemented in digital hardware and programs. (A2)</td>
<td>- Derives statements by creating a simple program that does not rely on bias. (A1) (A2)</td>
<td>- Distinguishes between some of these forms and uses the different ways that they communicate information. (A1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Designs simple programs using loops and conditionals. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses simple instructions to predict the behaviour of a program. (A1) (A2)</td>
<td>- Describes how to perform different operations on digital data in binary. (A1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict outcomes. (A2)</td>
<td>- Differentiates compound statements, and uses them within programs. (A1) (A2)</td>
<td>- Describes how data can be stored in tables in order to make it useful. (A1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yellow</strong></td>
<td>- Determines and corrects errors in debugging, in algorithms. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses arithmetic operations, and statements, within programs. (A1) (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs simple operations using bit patterns e.g. conversions between binary and hexadecimal, binary subtraction etc. (A2) (A1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Designs solutions that implement simple algorithms and reasoning tasks i.e., e.g., binary addition. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Understands the relationship between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome, using an awareness of inputs, outputs. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses arithmetic and logical operations, and statements, to predict the outcome. (A1)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orange</strong></td>
<td>- Designs solutions to implement algorithms and reasoning tasks i.e., e.g., binary addition. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome, using an awareness of inputs, outputs. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beige</strong></td>
<td>- Designs solutions to implement algorithms and reasoning tasks i.e., e.g., binary addition. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome, using an awareness of inputs, outputs. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purple</strong></td>
<td>- Designs solutions to implement algorithms and reasoning tasks i.e., e.g., binary addition. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome, using an awareness of inputs, outputs. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Red</strong></td>
<td>- Designs solutions to implement algorithms and reasoning tasks i.e., e.g., binary addition. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome, using an awareness of inputs, outputs. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black</strong></td>
<td>- Designs solutions to implement algorithms and reasoning tasks i.e., e.g., binary addition. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome, using an awareness of inputs, outputs. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>White</strong></td>
<td>- Designs solutions to implement algorithms and reasoning tasks i.e., e.g., binary addition. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome, using an awareness of inputs, outputs. (A1)</td>
<td>- Uses logical reasoning to predict the outcome. (A2)</td>
<td>- Performs complex operations that involve conversions between binary and hexadecimal. (A2) (A2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Notes
- Each of the Progression Pathway statements is underpinned by evidence from learning outcomes (ELOs) for publication in 2012, providing greater detail of what students are taught and what is expected of them. This information was collected by Simon Harpham and Jim Robson of Computing at School, CAS Master Teachers, and by teachers and academics from the wider CAS community.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathways</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardware &amp; Processing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Understands that computers have no intelligence and that computer can do nothing unless a program is written. (AL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recognizes that a program written in digital form is stored in a file. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recognizes that a range of digital devices can be considered a computer. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recognizes that a program written in digital form can be executed on a range of devices. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication &amp; Networks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Understands content from the world-wide web and its use for communication and reference. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recognizes that communication with and between devices, people and systems can be performed through the use of digital devices. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recognizes the web and can carry out simple voice searches to solicit digital content. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information Technology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Uses software under the control of the user to create, save and share digital content. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Understands the importance of maintaining online privacy and personal identity. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recognizes the need for personal information to be protected and that electronic transactions can be performed. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Uses technology and increasing independence to participate in society. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Uses technology to create and communicate digitally. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recognizes the importance of using technology to participate in society. (AL) (GE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The above list is a sample of the pathways that can be identified in the document. The full list includes more detailed pathways and criteria for each pathway. The specific criteria and pathways may vary depending on the context and the educational level.
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Abstract
With the introduction of Computing into the school curriculum in England, experienced teachers are having to teach it for the first time. This raises a number of questions, including whether teachers need to adapt their existing pedagogical strategies to deliver Computing in the curriculum. In this paper we address this particular question through an analysis of qualitative statements made about how to teach Computing by over 300 in-service teachers, who contributed as part of a larger survey. We identify a range of pedagogical strategies that teachers use in practice which can be categorised into the five areas of contextualised learning, computational thinking skills development, code manipulation, working collaboratively and learning away from the computer. We suggest that focusing on the use of a range of these strategies could help teachers to feel more confident in the Computing classroom.
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INTRODUCTION
Computing is being introduced as a new subject in the school curriculum in many countries, and as an important part of informal learning opportunities in others. This brings with it both excitement and challenges, as for any new subject. For teachers facing curriculum change, how to teach it is very pertinent. Introducing new content does not merely mean that teachers have to equip themselves with new subject knowledge, which of course in many cases they do (Brown et al., 2013; Sentance, Dorling, & McNicol, 2013; Thompson & Bell, 2013). Teachers also need to learn appropriate pedagogies for delivering a new subject, particularly in those aspects of computer science that relate to algorithms, programming and the development of computational thinking skills.

In this paper, statements made by teachers who are currently teaching Computing in primary and secondary schools have been coded, categorised and analysed, describing both successful strategies for teaching and the difficulties they face. The teachers’ perspective gives us some interesting evidence of what works for real teachers in their classrooms.

TEACHING COMPUTING IN SCHOOL
Recent literature relating to computer science education in school highlights a number of ways of making computer science concepts accessible, engaging and fun, and more importantly, giving learners a deep understanding of these concepts.

Constructivist theory, based on the work of Dewey (1938), Piaget (1950) and Bruner (1996) suggests that learning is a cumulative and active process during which the learner constructs knowledge and meaning for themselves as they learn, connecting with, and explaining new knowledge in terms of, what they already know.
Constructivist learning theories applied to computer science emphasize the active, subjective and constructive character of knowledge, placing students at the centre of the learning process (Ben-Ari, 1998). Specifically, constructivist learning, based on students’ active participation in problem-solving and critical thinking, has profoundly influenced the teaching of programming (Ben-Ari, 1998).

Experiential learning that stems from constructivism describes the design of activities which engage learners in a very direct way. Working with tangible real world objects is a central tenet of Papert’s constructionism (Papert, 1991) (which builds on constructivism). Thus, constructivist principles support the strategies of using more kinaesthetic and active approaches to teaching in the computer science classroom.

The “unplugged” style of activities which originated with the CS Unplugged project in New Zealand (Bell, Alexander, Freeman, & Grimley, 2009; Nishida et al., 2009) has resulted in many related, kinaesthetic activities which stimulate an understanding of a concept in a very concrete and practical way. CS4FN (Computer Science for Fun) (Curzon, McOwen, Cutts, & Bell, 2009) have generated many engaging activities and approaches by emphasising the importance of analogy as well as a kinaesthetic activity. Other research has highlighted the importance of providing a real world context for learning and relating it to students’ interests and understanding and the value of a rich discourse regarding concepts (Grover & Pea, 2013).

Another key consideration in computer science pedagogy needs to be the development of computational thinking skills. Computational thinking was only recently popularised as a concept in 2006 by Wing (Wing, 2006) but teachers of computer science have been facilitating these skills in their students as long as this subject has been taught. For teachers in England, guidelines have been developed recently suggesting how computational thinking can be explicitly taught as part of the new curriculum (Curzon, Dorling, Ng, Selby, & Woollard, 2014).

Programming is the aspect of computer science in school which is perceived to be the most challenging. A range of activities can be used that allow students to collaborate and construct problem solutions. As an example, the following suggestions, drawing on a constructivist view of learning, are made by Van Gorp and Grissom:

- Code walkthroughs
- Writing algorithms in groups
- Insert comments in pairs into existing code
- Develop code from algorithm in pairs
- Find the bugs in code (Van Gorp & Grissom, 2001).

Reading and tracing code is also important in supporting the learning of programming has been demonstrated (Lopez, Whalley, Robbins, & Lister, 2008) and being able to do this is a pre-cursor to the problem-solving needed to write code (Lister et al., 2004). Lister later describes that novices need to be able to trace code with more than 50% accuracy before they can begin to confidently write programs of their own (Lister, 2011). In our study we were interested to see which types of strategies were being used in the classroom by the participants, and how they were supporting the development of strategies in reading, writing and tracing code.

This discussion about pedagogical approaches to teaching Computing can be related to the teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), that is, the knowledge that a teachers has about how to teach their subject (Shulman, 1986). But how does a teacher develop this PCK for teaching Computing? We hope initially through good initial teacher education, but also through professional development, sharing with other teachers, and learning from experience.
Research Focus

In this study we sought to ask a large number of active computing teachers how they recommend teaching the subject, in order to find out which strategies work well in practice. We balanced this with asking teachers about particular challenges they faced in teaching computing. Our research questions are quite simply the following:

- What pedagogical strategies do teachers report work well for teaching computer science in school?
- What challenges do teachers report that they face?

Black et al carried out a study in the UK where they asked teachers how they felt they could make the subject interesting (Black et al., 2013). The key aspects that they identified were the importance to teachers of making Computing fun and relevant. In carrying out our research we were interested to see whether the teachers’ comments aligned with this study; in addition we asked more specifically for actual strategies that teachers use in their classroom that they feel to be effective.

This paper focuses purely on the teachers’ perspective in addressing these questions. Diethelm et al emphasise the importance of the teachers’ perspective to our understanding of computer science education as the teacher “may work on many different abstraction levels or apply very different teaching methods for the same topic of the curriculum” (Diethelm, Hubwieser, & Klaus, 2012). We wish to identify what these methods are, in particular identifying common themes that may help to provide guidance for teachers new to teaching the subject, as well as providing actual examples of teachers using effective strategies as we enter a phase of education when more and more students are studying computing in school.

In the next section the study carried out will be described. We will then report on the results of the content analysis that was used to analyse the responses of the teachers. Those aspects that require a whole new style of teaching for some teachers are identified. We then draw out how this can contribute to the general area of pedagogical content knowledge in our subject.

THE STUDY

The context: change in the curriculum

The UK has seen fast-paced change in the area of computer science education in the last few years (Brown et al., 2013; Brown, Sentance, Crick, & Humphreys, 2014). The state of computer science education is different in the four parts of the UK, with England having just implemented an ambitious new curriculum in Computing, to be taught from ages 5-16, and with a strong focus on computational thinking. This has been preceded by two years of preparation, as new qualifications were introduced and the draft curriculum proposed. Many schools and teachers in England had implemented elements of the Computing curriculum prior to the official starting date of the Computing Programme of Study of September 2014, as a void was left by the disapplication of ICT in January 2012 (Brown et al., 2014).

In the UK there is a strong subject association for computer science teachers, Computing At School (Brown et al., 2013). Through this grass-roots community of practice teachers are able to share resources, share experiences and attend local events. The participants of this study were to a very large extent members of this community. In the data collected in this study, they describe the experiences, successful strategies, and also the frustrations, of teachers who have begun to teach Computing in school over the last few years.

The Computing Programme of Study for the new English Curriculum (Department for Education, 2013) is based on computational thinking principles, and thus teachers of
computer science welcome guidance on how to deliver computational thinking skills; which is beginning to emerge (Curzon et al., 2014).

Survey of teachers' perspectives

A wide-ranging survey was carried out of members of Computing At School. As one part of this, teachers were asked if they optionally wished to contribute free-text answers to the following four questions about their teaching.

1. What good techniques/strategies have you found for helping students to understand programming?
2. Please describe any good techniques/strategies you use for helping students to understand other aspects of Computing?
3. What difficulties, if any, have you experienced teaching programming?
4. What difficulties, if any, have you experienced teaching other aspects of Computing?

In the context of this survey, teachers in the England understand "other aspects of Computing" to be non-programming topics in the curriculum, which include learning about hardware, networking, data representation and logic (Department for Education, 2013).

The survey was publicised via the Computing at School forum, as well as through social media channels. 1417 members completed the wider survey, with 357 teachers contributing at least one free text answer to the free text questions. In this paper we focus only on the 357 responses given by this self-selecting group of teachers but include reference to their other answers to survey questions where relevant.

The data was collected by an online questionnaire which was then input into qualitative data analysis software. The data consisted of the four free text questions described above, plus responses that these teachers gave to the other questions in the wider survey.

Study Participants

The 357 teachers responding to the questions were from different phases of education, including primary (ages 4-11), secondary (ages 11-18) and post-secondary education (ages 16 to 18). The majority (76%) of the teachers were from secondary education, with 20% from primary and middle schools and 4% from post-secondary education.

Teachers were asked to rate their confidence in being able to deliver the new Computing curriculum on a Likert scale from 0 to 10. This self-selecting group were largely confident in their Computing teaching, with 85% rating their confidence at 6 or more out of 10. Their confidence overall was greater than the confidence levels of the wider population completing the larger survey. The general confidence in the teaching of Computing will have contributed to their willingness to participate in a free text questionnaire on their practice and also will have a bearing on the content on their responses. This indicates that they may not be 'typical' of the whole teacher population, but represent teachers who are more comfortable teaching Computing.

ANALYSIS

The data was initially coded in an inductive manner with respect to emerging themes, following the guidelines in (Mayring, 2000). The themes were then grouped to facilitate further analysis. The data was re-coded and verified by two researchers to ensure agreement on the interpretation of the teachers' statements. The coded answers were
then examined in relation to the level of confidence that the participants had in the context of teaching computing.

Table 5 provides an overview of the particular strategies that teachers mentioned when describing their teaching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coded strategy (programming)</th>
<th>% mentions</th>
<th>Coded strategy (non-programming)</th>
<th>% mentions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practice/little &amp; often</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>Unplugged/ teach away from computer</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unplugged/ teach away from computer</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>Hands-on activities</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of particular software</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>Relate activities to real world</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaffolding/modifying code</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>Show videos</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vary activities</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>Work in groups</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercises around coding</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Use published resources</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use lots of examples</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relate activities to the real world</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration &amp; modelling</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer mentoring</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn through exploring</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Strategies used by teachers teaching programming and non-programming aspects of the curriculum

This table shows that teachers emphasised unplugged, hands-on, contextualised activities and the importance of lots of practice. Approximately the same number of teachers mentioned working on tasks away from the computer as mentioned a particular software package that they used. In addition, a high percentage of teachers (13%) referred to particular software that helped them to teach programming and other concepts. The study looks entirely at free text comments with suggestion within the question; there are themes emerging quite clearly from this data around using activities away from the computer that promote understanding. These will be discussed in more depth in the next section.

Teachers reported a range of different challenges that they faced when teaching Computing. These are shown in Table 6. Some of the challenges mentioned relate to the teachers’ own difficulties – for example, not being confident in the subject matter or not being able to differentiate sufficiently for a mixed-ability group, and other comments focus on the fact that the students have difficulty understanding the material and in problem solving. The data showed overall three areas of challenge for teachers: their confidence in teaching computing as a subject, the difficulties (or perceived difficulties) inherent in the subject matter and the issue of having sufficient resources, including technical support, in the classroom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>% mentions (programming)</th>
<th>% mentions (non-programming)</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students not understanding / difficulty</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’ own subject knowledge</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge of differentiation</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The remainder of the paper focuses particularly on the good strategies that teachers report that work well for them.

**Key Themes Emerging**

In this section we address specific themes that emerged from strategies used by teachers. Most of the individual strategies suggested by teachers could be grouped into a series of five themes, which are (in no particular order):

- Contextualisation of learning
- Collaborative working
- Computational thinking
- Code tracing and scaffolding
- Learning away from the computer

Typical quotes from teachers illustrate these themes.

**Contextualisation of learning**

Teachers talk about relating computing content to other aspects of the curriculum; they give examples of both relating what is being learned in computing to other subjects taught at school and also to concepts from home (so relating to real-life). The quote below is a typical example:

“So scale it back to basics and use real-life examples for the activities e.g. making tea. Use lots of visual aids to help pupils and online resources to help scaffold activities.”

(case 233, secondary teacher, confidence 7).

It is interesting to examine the range of ways in which teachers talk about the contextualisation of learning.

**Collaborative Working**

The analysis of teachers’ qualitative responses highlights a variety of collaborative working strategies that they use within the classroom and would promote to other computer science teachers. These collaborative strategies included: team work, peer mentor, paired programming and collaboration. These strategies resonate with the concept of computational participation (Kafai & Burke, 2014) and strategies proposed to develop this within the classroom. In addition individual teachers commented on the positive motivational impact that collaborative working has on individuals, small groups and the class itself.

“....Developing digital leaders in students who can support others. ...” (case 345, primary teacher, confidence 9).

“Decomposing sample problems together as a class then team-coding ...they can use peers for discussion of specific problems. ...” (case 12, secondary teacher, confidence 9).

**Computational Thinking**

Analysis of teachers’ qualitative responses indicates a number of computational thinking concepts and processes that teachers want to promote and develop their students’ competence in through using a variety of teaching and learning activities.
These concepts and processes include: logic (algorithmic) thinking, decomposition, problem solving and abstraction (Brennan & Resnick, 2012; Curzon et al., 2014).

“Breaking down the problem then breaking it down again then breaking it down again... ...” (case 109, secondary teacher, confidence 8).

“Organise the learning so that the pupils develop their programming skills using decomposition and abstraction. ...” (case 265, secondary teacher, confidence 10).

**Code tracing and scaffolding**

Closely related to the theme of computational thinking are the strategies that teachers use to help their students understand program code. One teacher describes a range of types of strategies used to support students learning programming, that involve:

“... giving code on paper not electronically, so they have to type it in, think about what they are typing and fix the errors that occur when trying to compile the program ...” (case 113, secondary teacher, confidence 7).

“Discussion of what a specific algorithm does, then running trace tables on small programs ...” (case 310, secondary teacher, confidence 7).

Other strategies described included “scaffolding” as the student is given part of a program to extend, and programs to debug. Typing in code to give more chance that the program would work, but involving debugging errors caused by transcription errors is another supportive strategy for early programmers reported by teachers.

**Unplugged-style or kinaesthetic activities**

A significant proportion of teachers mentioned, unprompted, that they try to support students’ understanding by using physical, or unplugged-style activities in the classroom. One teacher gives two examples of teaching different topics using physical visual-aids to support the learning:

“For example I use clear plastic drinking cups as memory locations and label them as variables or when demonstrating an algorithm like bubble sort add data (on pieces of paper).” (case 229, secondary teacher, confidence 9)

Many of these activities are designed to promote both collaboration and computational thinking skills. In fact, whether the activity takes place on the computer or not may not be what is interesting. The key link between the statements made by teachers seemed to be their impression that actually physically being engaged in the activity was conducive to the students’ learning. This is an area which needs further research to establish.

**Putting it all together**

As reported earlier, Diethelm (2012) discusses the way that teachers use a variety of strategies as part of their pedagogical content knowledge for the subject. This was most definitely the case with the data that we looked at. A number of teachers described strategies that they used for teaching which included a mixture of the types of approaches already described – these have been underlined in this comment:

“... Provide some examples which have errors to be fixed - or examples that need re-writing ... more efficient perhaps and get pupils to explain their decisions) ...Get them working away from the computer at times to ensure they
consider the steps of the program they are undertaking rather than just hacking away on the computer. Ask questions and get them to explain program concepts i.e. to vocalise an understanding … Discussion is important at times - not just doing.” (case 132, secondary teacher, confidence 10).

Here it can be seen that the teacher (who self-reports as having a high level of confidence in teaching Computing) is combining strategies around code exercises, using discussion (collaboration and computational thinking), and working away from the computer. The key for this teacher seems to be to utilise a variety of teaching strategies to support learning, rather than relying on one particular strategy. What is key in this description is the need for students to reflect on what they are learning in computing and be able to articulate it.

**DISCUSSION**

Examining the statements of teachers as they report what strategies work well for them in teaching Computing has enabled us to draw out particular themes. Ben-Ari (1998) advised teachers: “Don’t run to the computer”, and it seems that teachers are taking this advice in using a variety of other strategies to get concepts across. In addition, the use of collaborative work, peer mentoring, pair programming and other strategies is helping teachers to establish computational thinking skills in young students.

The teachers participating in the survey are, in the majority, members of Computing At School and as such have access to a lively and supportive grass-roots community of teachers with whom they can exchange ideas and classroom resources. It could be tentatively suggested that the presence and nature of this community of practice may also have an impact on the commonality between the approaches teachers are successfully using, but this cannot be verified from the data analysed.

It cannot be assumed that the teaching approaches described by teachers in this study are representative of all teachers teaching the English Computing curriculum. The participants are self-selecting and have mostly reported themselves as being confident in their delivery of Computing so the data gives us reports of good practice. We are also not able to provide evidence for which of these suggested approaches is more effective in helping students to learn without more empirical research; thus another useful angle on this question would be to examine students’ own perspectives on how Computing is taught.

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we have identified a range of pedagogical strategies that teachers use in practice which can be categorised into the five areas of contextualised learning, computational thinking skills development, code manipulation, working collaboratively and learning away from the computer.

The study exemplifies a link between theory and practice as teachers report that they use strategies for teaching Computing that previous research has suggested to be of value. In addition, teachers who self-report as “confident” use a combination of these strategies to support their students’ understanding.

We suggest that focusing on the use of a range of these strategies could help teachers to feel more confident in the computer science classroom. We believe the results of this study are significant in that they will give novice teachers (or experienced teachers new to computing) some ideas about pedagogical approaches that work. More research will be needed as to what extent students perceive these strategies to be effective also.
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Abstract
The OnCreate project explores the specific challenges of implementing creative processes in online-based learning environments. The first research phase comprises a comparative qualitative analysis of collaboration practices in design-related study programmes at the ten participating universities. A key outcome of this research was identifying the shortcomings of the hierarchical models of established Learning Management Systems (such as Moodle or Blackboard) and the tendency towards evolving mash-up environments to support creative online collaboration.
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INTRODUCTION
The opportunity for users to collaborate and explore different perspectives is an important design element, especially for participants who are learning or working at a distance (Herrington & Herrington, 2006). Study programmes following blended-learning or even pure online approaches are becoming increasingly popular in higher education. Two main drivers for this development are increasing international cooperation among universities and with industry partners and the special requirements of students in continuing education programmes. Additionally, global and distributed organisations require team skills and online collaborative competences from employees and the best way to learn these competences is through education (Okuogume & Jäminki, 2011). In September 2014, 10 universities from across Europe started an EU Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership. This joint project is about the exchange, implementation and evaluation of processual and contextual knowledge of online collaborative courses, with focus on creation and innovation. Apart from questions of choice of tools and platforms, the project will especially investigate how to create the social and other “soft” contextual factors that foster creative collaboration in online learning environments. In physical rooms, we are used to providingspaces and processes to ideally support ideation and creation processes (Doorley, Witthoft, & others, 2011). The project seeks to create virtual spaces for
creative learning in a similar manner, addressing frequent problems we encounter in online collaboration.

THE NEED FOR COLLABORATION IN ONLINE LEARNING

A range of factors, including technological innovation, a global economy, strong competition and information overload, characterizes the present environment. Learning is one of the ever-required virtues in this environment, and because of globalisation, virtual teamwork is of increasing importance. Thus, the development of more robust frameworks, pedagogies and tools for collaboration across the Higher Education sector could help to produce more employable students who are better equipped to deal with the contemporary industrial setting. According to research by Woods Bagot (Holmes, 2012), (based on a survey of 500 business leaders), collaboration has become a key employment requirement that is currently being underserved in higher education. When asked, “what are the three most important skills or attributes new hires need in order to succeed at your organization” the top three were Problem Solving (49%), Collaboration/Ability to Work as a Team (43%) and Critical Thinking (36%).

A theoretical basis for collaborative learning was provided by Johnson & Johnson (1996) in terms of cognitive development theories and especially from a Vygotskian perspective; on the basis of social independence theory. According to Lev Vygotsky (Vygotsky, 1978), this type of social interaction involving cooperative or collaborative dialogue promotes cognitive development. Collaborative learning thus is a critical component that helps ensure quality in associated teaching and learning processes. The greater a student’s involvement in the design, assessment and evaluation of their learning, the greater their motivation and the stronger the sense of responsibility for their own learning process is (Holmes, 2012).

![Figure 10 The Dimensions of the Learning Theories according to Leidner & Jarvenpaa (1995)](image)

Such research demonstrates a necessity to understand more about the tools and frameworks needed to facilitate cooperative student partnerships and collaborative learning. Leidner & Jarvenpaa (1995) suggested that the effectiveness of information technology in contributing to learning will be a function of how well the technology supports a particular model of learning and the appropriateness of the model to a
particular learning situation. Figure 10 illustrates some of the common learning models and their tentative relevance for creative collaboration in online environments. Creativity has a strong tie to constructivism, as the process of design can be seen as a process of recombination of formerly internalized experiences into something novel. Yet creative processes typically include externalization and discussion of ideas, as well as inspiration from everyday experiences, referring to Collaborativism and Socioculturalism respectively. As a conclusion, teaching creative online collaboration should refer to the intersection between Constructivism, Collaborativism and Socioculturalism.

THE CONCEPT OF 'CREATIVE PROCESSES' IN ONLINE COLLABORATION

Creativity is defined as an ability to produce a product or idea that is either original or possessing a new quality which people have not experienced before (Runco & Jaeger, 2012). Collaboration is defined as an action or interpersonal relationship between professionals to achieve a specific purpose (Schrage, 1995). It is a methodology through which work is produced by more than one person. In order to contribute effectively, collaborating partners should engage in a continuous reflective discourse on their work (Schoenfeld, 1999). Creative collaborators are persons who are interacting with others to discover genuinely new ways of thinking and doing something new together. Collaborators play principal roles on by conceiving and carrying the works out.

Creative collaboration is a process of exchanging of ideas among the participants helping to stimulate and enrich their own creativity to the extent that the solution they reach is novel and appropriate (Hong, 2013). The characteristics of creative collaboration are unique tasks, unpredictable results, shared understanding, communication, and joint decision-making (Kalay, 2006). Shared understanding of other collaborators’ world-views and knowledge, communication, and joint decision-making, may help creativity. It requires higher cognitive taxonomy and critical reflections on other collaborative team members’ social and educational background and allows each team member to criticize, incorporate the propositions into the emerging collective creation. The purpose of collaboration rests on the limits of individual abilities which prevent completing a given task and the expectation that collaboration can help people complete the task more quickly and more effectively as well as produce better quality than they could otherwise (Kalay, 2006).

The creative potential of online collaboration emerges in many forms, from epic cultural efforts such as Wikipedia, to open-source software, to smaller communities. Collaborative work can improve outcomes for both individual and community as a whole. According to Slavin (Slavin, 1980), working with others to achieve shared goals can promote social, motivational, and emotional benefits. Burke & Settles (2011) found that online creative collaboration processes improved the pursuit of the peers’ own goals while at the same time made them behave in more community-favorable ways. Factors that affect the quality of collaboration are communication between collaborators, collaborations formed out of shared interests but different skills, and small status differences (Dow & Settles, 2013).

Within the project, online creative collaborative processes are defined as all such group activities, which aim to solve problems that do not have standard solutions, mediated through web-based tools. Typically, such problems require interdisciplinarity, lateral thinking, social empathy and extensive ideation with the aim of mutual inspiration. The processes applied are often nonlinear and rely on multimodal means of synchronous and asynchronous communication, with a special focus on visual tools. We deliberately chose to research the specific case of creative
collaboration, as this poses particular challenges not sufficiently covered in our current educational practice. Table 7 summarizes the key challenges we have recognized in settings of virtual creative processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of creative processes</th>
<th>Challenge in online environments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mutually shared understanding of viewpoints (empathy) and knowledge</td>
<td>Online environments fall short of emotional cues and informal conversations. Substitutes for both are needed to build a successful team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique tasks</td>
<td>Creative processes know a plethora of methods to tackle any creative challenge, but only a handful of them have been implemented online yet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpredictable results</td>
<td>The flexibility of online-supported processes has to be increased to adapt processes quickly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint decision-making</td>
<td>Creative works are judged by a lot of different criteria and decision-making is complex. Solutions to deeply discuss and decide about creative work online is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small status differences / flat hierarchies</td>
<td>Especially synchronous online methods are centred on a leader or moderator. Online creative processes should have the possibility to make anyone an actor driving the process at any time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 Challenges of creative processes in online environments

The focus of the project is on online-based collaborative creative processes. Usually these processes are centred around very concrete problems, often implemented as project-based learning. Such kinds of courses have a high realism of context and the learning environment is in control of the group of learners. Knowledge is personally experienced and translated into competencies by the authentic learning context given (J. Herrington & Parker, 2013). More particularly, in project-based learning prior knowledge is shared among the peer group and integrated into competencies by students.

**RESEARCH FRAMEWORK**

As an Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership, OnCreate forms an umbrella under which the participating universities can coordinate their efforts in teaching and research. The consortium comprises a mix of universities and universities of applied sciences. The main strands of research are about different creative processes and their methods in online environments and about factors of successful online collaboration and their evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Short</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Applied Sciences Magdeburg-Stendal, Germany</td>
<td>Magdeburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Lincoln, UK</td>
<td>Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International YMCA University Kassel, Germany</td>
<td>IYU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Süleyman Demirel University, Isparta, Turkey</td>
<td>SDU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Applied Sciences Potsdam, Germany</td>
<td>Potsdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Tampere, Finland</td>
<td>Tampere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Applied Sciences Tampere, Finland</td>
<td>TAMK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Aalborg, Denmark</td>
<td>Aalborg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Applied Sciences Lapland, Finland</td>
<td>Lapland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Ljubljana, Slovenia</td>
<td>Ljubljana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 Project consortium

The first phase of OnCreate identifies the methods for collaborative teaching and learning that are currently employed by each institution (see Table 8). For this task,
each university was paired with another institution to compare, discuss and evaluate good practices. In the context of this study, we consider methods and didactic concepts as “good practice” if they have been applied to the subjective satisfaction of staff and students in a university and are going to be applied in future courses. This was done in a formal descriptive way, circulating a form where partners described their uses of online collaboration in course contexts and as dialogue interviews in virtual meetings. The two partners then returned their mutual comparisons to the rest of the partnership. Issues of good practice were described in detail and suggestions were formulated in a way that could be easily translated to the design requirements of OnCreate. All results were compared side-by-side to highlight similarities and differences. Whilst the tools and frameworks currently being used to facilitate collaboration vary between each partner, the collection of good practices from across the partnership has identified a number of common structural issues, technical requirements and relevant pedagogies for facilitating collaboration. These issues are discussed below and will be evaluated and explored further throughout OnCreate.

RESULTS OF GOOD PRACTICE ANALYSIS

Evaluation of Tools for Collaboration

Virtual learning environments, social media and other digital technologies are embedded into the teaching undertaken at all OnCreate partner universities. Four partners currently run online courses, varying from large MOOC’s to more modest online university modules. These partners reported utilising a number of digital tools to enable remote collaboration. Six partners noted that they incorporated a range of methods for facilitating modes of blended learning in order to enable task-related group communication and to support the face-to-face teaching environment. Each partner institution used an affiliated learning management system to some extent, yet it was noted that these did not always meet the requirements of the department. As a result, other platforms were often utilised in conjunction with (or in place of) the core Learning Management System (LMS) to facilitate effective collaboration.

Moodle is the most popular LMS currently affiliated to the partner universities (8/10 use Moodle), although the use of this system varied widely between each institution. Moodle is an open-source LMS that provides a central space on the web where students and staff can access a set of tools and resources. It is most commonly used to disseminate learning materials and departmental announcements, providing a place where staff can easily create web pages with course information and provide links to word documents, slides, and other resources that students can access. Blackboard, a proprietary LMS with similar functions, is used by Lincoln. Like Moodle, it is used as an archive and repository of information, lecture notes, course reading lists, relevant links, course information, module guides, etc. Moodle and Blackboard both provide opportunities to support classroom learning and structure the delivery of course content.

Whilst these two systems were found to be suitable for administrating university courses, it was suggested that they often provide a rather passive, one-way learning experience. Moodle and Blackboard do include interactive features that can be used to facilitate both synchronous and asynchronous collaboration (forum, wiki, discussion boards, ePortfolios, etc.), although it was reported that these platforms were not always sufficient for the learning culture at a number of universities. Despite providing opportunities for learners to work together as a whole class or in groups of various sizes, it was noted by IYU, Potsdam and Lincoln that these features were not particularly successful in generating meaningful collaboration, with students tending to create private Facebook groups for group interaction and discussion related to the course. As Curtis and Lawson (2001) highlight, effective remote collaboration is best
achieved by using an appropriate platform where students are familiar with the interface, whilst communication with other group members and tutors is also made easily accessible. Lincoln noted that both students and staff were often ‘put off’ using Blackboard for communication and collaboration as the system is relatively slow and the interface is not intuitive, user-friendly or conducive for encouraging group participation and social interaction. Collaborating via social media, meanwhile, was found to be more in-line with students design expectations and web-habits (particularly features like closed groups, push notifications, file upload, and chat). Lincoln and Potsdam noted that it was hard to achieve parity or consistency across different module sites in both Blackboard and Moodle. This is largely due to the sheer amount of options available, and the fact that you have to enrol staff and students individually onto each module, meaning that students only have access to specific module content (preventing a shared, interdisciplinary learning culture).

All of the partner universities indicated they were using a range of other collaborative tools, either alongside their respective LMS or, in the case of Potsdam, in place of this altogether. Potsdam noted that whilst Moodle is the affiliated LMS for their institution, the Department of Design found that it was not suitable for their needs. As a result, the department developed a bespoke ‘learning-communication platform’ called INCOM, which they use in their teaching instead (it was also noted that Lincoln are in the process of designing their own bespoke LMS, based on the principles of collaborative learning). INCOM is used for inter-departmental communication, with users able to post news, appointments, offers for jobs/traineeships, etc. Despite similarities to features found in both Moodle and Blackboard, INCOM is non-hierarchical, meaning students have the same rights as teachers so they can create their own workspaces, invite people, upload material, post comments, etc. This method is particularly relevant to constructivist approaches to teaching as the learning environment is not dictated by the instructor/tutor. TAMK, Magdeburg and Lincoln also noted that collaborative design projects are best supported through this mode of student-lead, project-oriented teaching, where the instructor ‘coaches’ or ‘guides’ students to actively engage in the production of new knowledge. Whilst INCOM does overcome some of the drawbacks found in other LMS’s, it was noted that additional tools were still needed to support the learning environment. It was reported that INCOM is not suitable for presenting an overview of audio-visual material (Pinterest or Tumblr were used instead), and it does not allow for real-time chat (again, it was noted that students often utilised social media for this purpose).

SDU and Lapland both reported utilising wikis in their teaching practices. Features like tracking of page versions and delivery as a website position wikis as an alternative to other co-editing tools, especially when the results shall be available to a larger public. Students might use a wiki to collaborate on a group report, compile data or share the results of their research, while faculty might use the wiki to collaboratively author the structure and curriculum of a course. SDU stated that they use a wiki in their department for sharing course material and for peer-evaluation and peer-feedback activities.

Four partners were reported to use Google Drive, Docs and Hangouts alongside their respective LMS, especially when fostering group collaboration. It was noted that this suite of software “provides students with a range of interactive and accessible functions, enabling them to share knowledge with, and learn from, each other” (Muhammet Demirbilek, SDU). Respective partners adopted this approach due to the range of integrated software needs fulfilled by Google Drive and associated applications (word processing, spreadsheets, presentations, etc.). This enabled all participants to easily create and share documents from within the web browser, whilst the cloud system means that all users can access content across a range of networked devices (rather than being stored in one ‘physical’ location). A key
advantage here is that when collaborative documents are prepared on Google Docs there is only one version, which is always up to date and documents all revisions. Subsequently, everybody has access to the same information, with each group member able to discuss the project in ‘real-time’ via the various comment and chat features.

The co_LAB research group at the University of Lincoln have incorporated Google Drive and associated apps across their teaching and research practices, encouraging students to use this platform as a shared space to discuss ideas, collaborate on shared artefacts and evaluate project research. Whilst this is a preferred method at Lincoln within the Digital Media department, it is not commonplace across the university and it was noted that there has been some resistance from both staff and students. It was suggested that some, especially those who are relatively new to working collaboratively online, may not feel comfortable using Google or Facebook in an educational context, as there are ethical concerns over intellectual property and data privacy (given that they are multi-billion dollar businesses that use personal data in their monetisation strategies). Nevertheless, the general feedback received from students has thus far been positive. This approach was adopted after being successfully implemented during another EU Erasmus project, ‘Media Culture 2020’, which brought together students and staff from 5 different universities from across Europe (including TAMK and Lincoln) to collaborate in a year long project that featured two physical workshops and a range of online activities. Google Drive and Docs were used alongside a closed Facebook group and dedicated blog to facilitate collaboration, share cultural knowledge, exchange and evaluate research, facilitate both synchronous and asynchronous communication, and to form social bonds within the mixed nationality teams (Thayne & Cooper, 2014).

A number of OnCreate partners (Lincoln, Aalborg, Magdeburg, Tampere) also recently took part in an online short course on Human-Centred Design, run by Acumen and IDEO. Participants were asked to form collaborative teams and respond to one of the available design challenges. This provided an opportunity to evaluate the delivery of the course and learning environment. The seven-week course was delivered entirely online via the NovoEd platform (some universities also ran physical workshops and formed local teams, while others worked remotely in international teams). NovoEd enables users to create shared documents with rest of the group, with Google Docs embedded into its collaborative ‘workspace’. This demonstrates that the key functionalities of Google Drive and Docs can be successfully integrated into the delivery of online collaborative courses. Feedback from participants taking the course indicated that NovoEd was successful for fostering collaboration, for providing opportunities for teams to communicate and discuss assignments, and for delivering the course content and learning materials.

Suggestions and Requirements for Supporting Collaboration

As well as reviewing the technical solutions favoured by each university, the good practice interviews identified a number of structural and processual methods for facilitating collaborative learning. Suggestions were made by each partner for how OnCreate might respond to these concerns. A key requirement reported by all partners was the need to support group interaction and provide opportunities for both synchronous and asynchronous communications. This was found to be a central component for developing interpersonal, collaborative bonds during group work. As discussed above, there were differing approaches to how interpersonal connections were facilitated in an online environment across the partnership, although IYU did suggest that technology does not act as a simple substitute for face-to-face communication. All partners predominantly utilise a blend of remote and face-to-face modes of communication in their courses, although four institutions reported to run
online courses where all communication and collaboration is done remotely. IYU reported to favour a ‘holistic’ educational approach, where learning takes place outside of the classroom in small personal groups and informal interaction with faculty on campus. They do run online programs that incorporate some elements of this approach, although there were concerns about the logistics of organising regular synchronous group meetings when working remotely (especially in an international context when dealing with students from different time-zones). IYU also noted that the internationalisation of online courses highlights a need to make sure the delivery of course materials are accessible to all, even students with limited internet access.

Aalborg and Ljubljana discussed how the ideation process in collaborative design projects might be improved. They found that in order to generate new ideas and non-formal discussion about a given project a change in environment is often beneficial. They suggested a number of ways a change of environment might be simulated when working in a shared office/classroom space. A simple solution would be a change of the screen and usage of background audio, a more advanced option would be usage of projectors to illuminate the office room with different patterns or objects and give it some kind of relaxed visual impression. The main obstacle is usage of additional equipment (projectors, etc.), which may not be available in all locations. It was also unclear how this might be translated to an online environment where teams are working remotely and in separate physical locations.

Another key suggestion that emerged from the good practice interviews was the importance of competence-based learning and self-assessment, where students are encouraged to reflect on the learning environment and evaluate creative processes (both individual contributions and the work of the team as a whole). In this approach, students are given opportunities to define learning objectives in the creative domain, which was noted as having a positive effect on student engagement and collaboration. Five partners reported to encourage students to chart their progress and reflect on their studies through what could be classified as an ePortfolio. JISC (Gray, 2008) define ePortfolios as “a learner-created collection of digital items: ideas, evidence, reflections, feedback, which presents a selected audience with evidence of a person’s learning and/or ability” and ‘e-Portfolio-based learning’ as “…the process of planning, compiling, sharing, discussing, reflecting, giving and receiving feedback.”

CONCLUSIONS

All participating universities already embrace online collaboration to some extent. However, contrary to the promises of online Learning Management Systems, innovative online collaboration concepts were mainly found to be built on “mash-up platforms” comprising a mix of social media and current web services from outside of the domain of learning software solutions. The hierarchical and course-centred model of existing LMS allow for distribution of learning materials and online assignments, rather than for encouraging dynamic and effective peer collaboration. The challenge for future research is to develop a systematic approach of creating such mash-up environments for different challenges in creative collaboration, which is open to the fast-paced innovations in collaboration on the web.

Summary of key findings

1. Learning Management Systems are in use at all participating universities to distribute and structure course material.
2. The majority of the partners employ blended learning approaches.
3. Innovative and intense forms of collaboration are driven by web-based tools, notably Facebook and Google Drive. Existing LMS are considered too slow and confuse users by a plethora of options.

4. Online collaboration efforts at the partner universities use no formal hierarchies and peer-based learning concepts.

5. However, the pace of adoption differs even inside the institutions. An important concern is the reservation of students and staff against using tools by large web corporations in an educational context, e.g. for privacy reasons.

Based on the findings in this paper, OnCreate will initiate further qualitative and quantitative research along with a specific schedule of experimental inter-university courses.
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Abstract
To have direct observation of students during an online programming course is impossible. This makes it harder for teachers to help struggling students. By using an online programming environment we have the opportunity to record what the students actually do to solve an assignment. We can analyse the recordings and provide teachers with valuable information. We developed and used an online programming tool with fine-grained event logging to observe how our students solve problems. Our tool provides descriptive statistics and accurate replays of a student’s programming sessions, including mouse movements. We used the tool in a course and collected 1028 detailed recordings. We compare fine-grained logging with existing coarse-grained logging solutions to estimate assignment-solving time. We find that time aggregations are improved by including time for active reading and navigation enabled by the increased granularity. We also divide the time users spent into editing (on average 14.8%), active use (on average 37.8%), passive use (on average 29.0%), and also estimate time used for breaks (on average 18.2%). Finally we see a correlation between early student submission results and students that hand in later, but also see an example where the results differ significantly.
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INTRODUCTION
In the past programming assignments often demanded access to hardware (computers) and software (compilers and tools) that was not easily available outside the campus. Students were scheduled to computer laboratory rooms, and participation was often mandatory. This allowed teachers to get a sense for what problems students experienced. Teaching was very agile; the class could be gathered during the laboratory session for impromptu lectures that provided more information on a certain topic or a quirk in the development environment. Computers and development tools are now widely available, and it is not uncommon for students to have a fully working laboratory environment at home. As courses move off-campus and online, this is almost mandatory. The scheduled laboratory work is more and more used for examinations or to assist with specific questions handled by teaching assistants. The opportunity for teachers to observe students while programming has almost disappeared. Based on experience from our own mixed mode programming courses, we feel that we do not understand the problems our students face. This feeling is confirmed by Fenwick et al. (2009) in their survey on student programming behaviour:

“This disparity between student and faculty perceptions is an indication of the profound lack of understanding of student software development practices.” (p. 296)
To understand students teachers of programming courses have recorded student programming sessions on different granularity levels, from the most coarse level of student assignment submissions to fine level logging of each keystroke (Jadud, 2006; Norris et al., 2008; Rodrigo & Baker, 2009; Helminen, Ihantola, & Karavirta, 2013; Matsuzawa, Okada, & Sakai, 2013; Vihavainen, Helminen, & Ihantola, 2014).

We make the following contributions: we implemented an even finer grained logging of student programming sessions with mouse movement, text selections and text cursor positions, as well as placing an upper limit on the amount of time students spend in the editor. We compare these finer grained logs with previous more coarse-grained in activity aggregations and find that the time for editing is only a fraction of the total amount of time students spend on an assignment. We divide the time spent into activities and use the fine-grained time measurements to determine how the sessions (e.g., problems experienced) of students that finish early compare to students that finishes later.

- **RQ1.** How much of total tool usage time can be estimated using coarse-grained models?
- **RQ2.** What is the fraction of programming time spent on editing, reading and browsing assignment code? And how much of the time do student spend outside of the tool?
- **RQ3.** Does early feedback predict what programming assignments the main group of students are going to struggle with?

**BACKGROUND**

In off-campus courses, for example MOOCs, an online programming environment is attractive; it provides the opportunity to record events when the students work on their assignments. Most current studies collect data at a coarse-grained level (e.g., submission times, code-changes, or compiler errors) to allow for more quantitative data to understand students. BlueJ is a popular free Java development environment aimed at beginners. Jadud (2006) used BlueJ to record and investigate the Edit-Compile cycle of novice Java programmers by taking snapshots of the code on each compilation. His findings are in line with other research (Helminen, 2013; Fenwick, 2009), a majority of errors are cause by a small subset of compiler errors — most students make the same mistakes. Jadud (2006) also studied the compilation patterns of students and found that a large portion of students recompile without making any changes in the code. Using the collected compilation error data he defined the error quotient (EQ), a model to help identify students that struggle. Utting et al. (2012) plan to instrument BlueJ to allow for large-scale anonymous data collection and make the collected data available to other researchers. The goal is to allow for more power in quantitative analysis and also to study situations that do not occur that often which smaller samples may miss entirely. Helminen et al. (2013) include an interactive Python console in their online programming tool. They collect testing behaviour statistics on how many students write their own tests or uses the assignment’s provided tests. Execution error statistics that indicate students’ lack of API or language knowledge is also collected. Their granularity level is on recording code submissions, code edits, console interactions and also record when the student started their tool and closed it. Vihavainen et al. (2014) instrumented NetBeans to collect fine-grained recordings of keystrokes and events and compare different sampling granularities and report compilation success rates on beginner programmers. For further reading Helminen et al. (2013) provide a good overview of how recordings on various abstraction levels can be used to analyse student...
behaviour. In a number of studies time is estimated using aggregation of coarse-grained events (Norris et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2009; Matsuzawa et al., 2013). We have observed students on campus that spend a lot of their programming time thinking and reading before acting. Time measurements that do not include reading time would not do them justice.

**Computer Science Quiz**

We developed the Computer Science Quiz tool (CSQUIZ) to bridge the gap between the students and the teacher’s perception of programming assignments. CSQUIZ is a complete programming and learning environment that presents instructions and theory relevant to an assignment, a multi-file code-editor that can execute code and provide feedback from the interpreter, and automated tests. Like many other tools, CSQUIZ is a web-application that automatically assesses and records students when they work on their programming assignments. The overall goal is to support the teacher with visualizations and descriptive statistics to help find and address shortcomings in the course during its execution, and to perform a detailed analysis and suggest improvements for the next iteration of the course. CSQUIZ provides an exact replay of the students’ interaction with the programming environment. The detailed recordings can be played back at different speeds and paused; mouse pointer, text selections, and file changes are all replayed accurately. This allows the teachers to build a deep and detailed knowledge about how students solved a problem.

CSQUIZ records student activities on a fine-grained level. A recorded programming session is a collection of time stamped events. Each session is stored on the server and is identified by a unique hash sum for the student and the name of the assignment. CSQUIZ records the following events: CSQUIZ becomes active/inactive, browser becomes in focus or out of focus, a source file is changed, the text cursor is moved, text is selected, a file is reset (all changes dropped), CSQUIZ is reloaded, the produced code is executed (output and errors are logged), switching file, and mouse movements. Mouse changes are recorded at 11 samples per second. The tool also records how long the editor is inactive. We built CSQUIZ for detailed time measurements, for example to record how long a student spend on reading instructions before starting to work on an assignment. Therefore the instructions and programming area fades if a student is inactive for more than 15 seconds. This effectively allows us to put an upper limit on the amount of time spent in the tool.

**EMPIRICAL STUDY**

To answer the research questions we use data collected by CSQUIZ. Other studies (Norris et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2009; Matsuzawa et al, 2013) present time aggregated on a coarser granularity, e.g., using compilations or key events. Coarse granularity may overestimate the time it takes to complete an assignment by including time that students spend on other activities, or underestimate the time by considering breaks as inactivity and not pauses. Some of our assignments include several files and classes, and contains around 800 lines of text. Reading and browsing has been shown by Ko et al. (2006) to be a large part of a programming effort. CSQUIZ captures the time for browsing and reading to capture a larger proportion of the entire student effort. It is thus interesting to compare coarse measurements with fine-grained (RQ1) to determine if there is a difference. To find the fraction of programming time spent on different activities we do temporal aggregation from a sequence of discrete events. For example a stream of key press events closely related in time is aggregated into a single measurement of editing time.

To be able to extract several different types of activities, we aggregate on four granularity levels similar to those found in other studies, from the coarsest (G1),
reacting on application start up, saves, and compiles, to the finest (G4) based on text visibility.

- **G1. Compilations**: Tool is started, saving, running.
- **G2. Text is changed**: Key input, pasting, and file resets.
- **G3. Active Use**: Mouse movements, text selections, text cursor movements.
- **G4. Time in tool**: Text is visible

Each granularity level includes the events from coarser levels, e.g., G2 includes all events in G1. This enables us to derive the time for an activity by subtracting one granularity from another. An event threshold is used to connect events into time aggregations. An event that is followed by another event within the threshold is counted as the time between the events. For example if we use a threshold of 10 seconds, two text changes that happen with 9 seconds apart would count as one period of 9 seconds. With a threshold of three seconds these events would be considered separate. In our aggregation model a separate event that is not followed by another event within the threshold is counted as 0.5 seconds. We use CSQUIZ recordings from 66 second year university students completing 17 different programming assignments: resulting in a total of 1028 programming sessions. The assignments were divided into two blocks. A first block of 10 assignments was introduced on September 1, 2014. During this block, the tool and assignments were updated on two occasions. A minor change in the output visualisation was introduced on September, 3 2014 to make it clearer for the students if application did not produce any output. The second update was the introduction of seven new assignments in block two on September 19, 2014. Hence, the data was collected between September 1, 2014 and October 13, 2014.

### RQ1, Comparing granularities

Each increased granularity level may introduce additional issues. For example going from recording submissions to compilations requires some type of instrumentation of the programming tool. CSQUIZ records events with high frequencies (e.g. mouse and key events) resulting in a lot of network traffic and large log files. CSQUIZ also introduces inconveniences for the students by fading out text on inactivity. By increasing the event threshold, events that appear further apart are then regarded connected. Thus, it can be argued that the total time used in the tool could be estimated with a lower sampling granularity level but with a higher threshold.

### Method

We measure on four granularity levels (G1-G4) and five different thresholds. We selected the thresholds: 3 seconds, 10 seconds, 1 minute, 5 minutes, and 15 minutes to be able to compare to related works and to reach overestimation for each granularity. Each combination of granularity and threshold forms an aggregation model and each of the 1028 programming sessions is aggregated using the 20 different aggregation models. We compare the time aggregation values with CSQUIZ best estimation of Time in Tool (TiT) with 3-second threshold and compute the error (percentage). The value presented is calculated as \((TiT-GX(Y))/TiT\), where \(X\) is the granularity level and \(Y\) is the threshold. We present the error percentage and standard deviation to determine the precision of the coarser granularities. A negative percentage means an underestimation and a positive means an overestimation.

### Results
In Table 1 we present error averages in percent for total activity TiT depending on sampling granularities and thresholds. The values should be interpreted as follows: a measurement on "Compilations" granularity (G1) and with 1 minute threshold results in an underestimation of the TiT and only captures on average 22% (-78%) of the Time in Tool. If we choose a coarser sampling granularity we get either an average underestimation or an overestimation, or get a large standard deviation. For example, measuring text changes (G2) with a threshold of 5 minutes results in quite accurate readings on average (-2%) but a high standard deviation. Using the "Active Use" granularity (G3) improves the estimations, and we get quite accurate readings with a threshold of 1 minute. This is not surprising since mouse movements are used by the students to keep the text visible. If application start up is NOT included, the Compilation granularity (G1) constantly underestimates the time spent even with large thresholds. At a three hour threshold it creates acceptable average time but large individual errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold:</th>
<th>3 seconds</th>
<th>10 seconds</th>
<th>1 minute</th>
<th>5 minutes</th>
<th>15 minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>stdev</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>stdev</td>
<td>Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1.</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>-98%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>-78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compilations</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
<td>-43%</td>
<td>23.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2.</td>
<td>-15.7%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text change</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>+7%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>+1%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Use</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>+1%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>+1%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in Tool</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>+1%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparing combination of thresholds and time aggregation granularities using 1028 recorded programming sessions to estimate how much of the "Time in Tool" a combination captures on average. A negative value is an underestimation and a positive value an overestimation.

Discussion

The Active Use (G3) granularity estimations are probably higher than they would be if CSQUIZ did not fade text on inactivity. When looking at playback of the recordings we sometimes observe a passive period followed by a jerky mouse movement that is used to regain text visibility. The G1 granularity is perhaps a little unfairly represented here due to the way we treat separate events (as 0.5s), only compilations that are within threshold of each other are going to matter. Using larger thresholds and fine-granularities quickly result in overestimations and capture usage outside of the tool, which we use to answer the next question. It is clear from the values in Table 1 that in order to measure TiT, granularity and threshold matters. We consider capturing mouse worth the effort to get accurate readings. Fading text might be too intrusive.

RQ2, Time spent reading

To estimate the reading time without eye-tracking is difficult since reading does not necessarily involve any interaction. However, by fading text on inactivity CSQUIZ provides a definite time cap on tool usage, since students must stay active to be able to continue. CSQUIZ provides us with an opportunity to measure the time when students move the mouse over the application (active use) and the amount of time the text is visible (passive use). The true time for reading and navigation may be up to the sum of both but not higher.

Method
We use the time aggregation model described earlier and divide the time spent into activities. We start by computing a Total Time (TT) for all activities linked to an assignment. We measure on granularity level 4 (G4) but use a 15 minute threshold, so we will capture time spent outside of the tool, for example online searches or noise from other sources such as social media. We consider 15 minutes to be the longest break one would take and still be considered working in one session. We also measure the TTT by measuring on G4 but with threshold of 3 seconds. The Editing Time (ET) is measured using G2 with three second threshold and the Active Use Time (AUT) is measured on G3 with 3 seconds threshold. From these values we compute the average fraction time for Editing \( EF = ET / TT \), Active Use \( AU = (AUT - ET) / TT \), time Out of Tool \( OT = (TT - TTT) / TT \) and Passive Use \( PU = 1 - (EF + AU + OT) \). These values are computed for each recorded programming session and statistics are computed and presented.

**Results**

We estimate the time a student spent on reading and navigating, and present the results in Table 2. Compared to Table 1 we show results as percentages of total assignment solving time, including time spent outside the tool. We find that on average, students are actively using mouse, doing text selections or moving the text cursor 37.9% of the time. This time can be examined using CSQUIZ's replay functionality. The \( PU \) time represents time that we cannot account for; we know that the text has not yet faded, but we have no events from the user. When we watch the recordings, the mouse is sometimes moved outside the application, or just stops moving for a while. The amount of such breaks varies a lot between students, perhaps due to equipment. For example, a touchpad may have less frequent input than a mouse. We also find that on average 18.2% of the time is spent outside the tool. These breaks can be up to 15 minutes long (since we used a 15 minute threshold). Longer breaks are not included, since we find it unlikely that students would be actively searching for information on a task and not stay in the tool. We have not found any evidence of students trying to solve the tasks in other tools. For short assignments the \( OT \) time is smaller, and for the longer assignments students are taking more short breaks, perhaps to search for information or other things. The \( OT \) median was for all assignment 11.7%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Editing (EF)</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>57.0%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Use (AU)</td>
<td>37.9%</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>96.8%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Use (PU)</td>
<td>29.0%</td>
<td>28.2%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of Tool (OT)</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>93.2%</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Time (TT)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Estimate time spent on activities based on 1028 recordings with 17 different programming assignments. Total time includes breaks up to 15 minutes.

**Discussion**

The actual time for reading and navigation is a combination of the \( AU \) and \( PU \) but not higher than their sum, on average 67%. It could be lower since the student could be moving the mouse over the application but not really reading. If more control could be added to the measurement situation, for example by eye-tracking or capturing the entire screen we could improve these values. Such recordings would explain more of what the students do during their short breaks, and provide clues on what happens during the passive time in our tool.
RQ3, Predictions

During the autumn 2014 we aimed to use CSQUIZ to focus our teaching resources on problematic assignments. Based on the statistics presented by CSQUIZ we tried to predict which assignments students got most frustrated with. After the course we compare feedback the teacher got from the students that completed the assignments during the first day, with the feedback from students that started later (RQ2). We expected three types of effects: motivated students have been reported to start early and this also correlates with better grades (Fenwick Jr., et al., 2009). We also know from experience that students help each other. Finally, lecture content and more time to study may also effects the results. A good prediction model would allow us to identify what assignments where we should spend teaching resources. For example we could use lecture time to address issues in a problematic assignment.

Method

We compare the group of students who completed assignments before September 2, 8AM (morning of day two, in block one), with students that started and completed the assignments later. We remove recordings of students that started before but did not complete the assignment until after 8AM. We measure the time in the tool (G4), the number of forum questions, and the number of students that had completed the assignment on the first block of 10 assignments. The students had to complete an assignment before they were able to continue to the next one. Two assignments (6 and 9), has two versions, each part of an experiment, and the students were randomly divided to get one of them. We present correlation measures using Pearson’s R and use Student’s T to check for statistical difference between the two samples of students on each assignment.

Results

We compare the quick students with those who complete the assignments after the first day. The average time measurements are presented in Table 3 as “pre” and “post”. There is a strong correlation (Pearson $R = 0.90$, $R^2 = 0.81$) between the pre and post time averages. We also compare the early and late group using a two tailed Students T-test to test for significant differences. We note that for the first three assignments solving time took longer for the students that started immediately. Assignment 3 (A3) takes significantly longer time at $P < 0.05$. For the assignments after A5 we see that the students that started early do these assignments on average faster. A10 shows significantly different at $P < 0.01$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9.1</th>
<th>9.2</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre (s)</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>1138</td>
<td>4078</td>
<td>4552</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>1775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post (s)</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>5082</td>
<td>5188</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>5149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Forum posts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre N</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>*0.016</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>*0.032</td>
<td>**0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Table show average times to solve assignments between quick students (pre) and the students that completed the assignments after the first day (post). P is Student's-T p-values for Two-tailed tests between pre and post, * significant at $P < 0.05$. ** Significant at $P < 0.01$. 
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Discussion

From these measurements it seems reasonable that the 8 students that finished all ten assignments early are also more skilled or motivated. Excluding A10 from the prediction model gives a very good fit (Pearson $R = 0.985$, $R^2 = 0.97$), but the significant difference in A10 shows that judgements on how difficult an assignment is based on too few early measurements is unreliable.

The T-test results should be taken with a bit of scepticism since the later tasks are measured on a much smaller group of students. Both the normality and the equal variance requirements on T-tests are violated and the measurements are not completely independent. When we do multiple T-tests, we might find significant P-values by pure chance.

Two assignments (A4 and A5) stood out in terms of average time, number of compilations, and number of questions asked by the students. We based our conclusions on the faster students and missed the frustration of the struggling students in a third assignment (A10). During the course we misunderstood the problems students faced on A4 and based our added lecture content on what we thought was the challenging part of the assignment. Inspections of A4 recordings would have revealed that students spent much time trying to understand the assignment and CSQUIZ itself. Helminen et al. (2013) points out the problem of understanding a (new) tool. We used a group of six colleagues and two students to test CSQUIZ before the course started. While this group experienced some problems with interpreting CSQUIZ, most of the problems faced during the course were specific for the student group.

LIMITATIONS

The level of control of the programming situation is fairly low in the sense that students most probably helped each other. We have seen at least one example of an unlikely API-method choice in several student solutions. We have not seen any indications that students have directly copied a solution into our tool, but cannot rule out that a student copied by writing. CSQUIZ fades text on inactivity; this most probably affected the “Active Use” granularity (G3) since students must stay active to continue reading. All data presented in this work is the result of a single class of 66 undergraduate students. In the group of students there is a subgroup of skilled programmers with years of experience, while others have little experience. This may have an effect on our prediction where a group of fast students completed the assignments early. We also present a limited sample of 17 short PHP assignments, many of which included files ranging from a couple of lines to around 800 lines. The assignments is supposed to be short (minutes to an hour) and our result may thus not be valid for longer sessions.

RELATED WORK

There are a number of tools that compute and use development time to support teaching and learning. ClockIt calculates and presents time to both students and teachers (Norris et al., 2008). ClockIt capture start, exit, compile, save, error, and file change events using instrumentation in BlueJ. This is similar to our granularity level G2. Extrapolating from our results, assuming similar exercises and students, having a threshold of 5 minutes could give them acceptable time estimations (see Table 1). Rodrigo and Baker (2009) also instruments on compilation level, and estimates student frustration. They intend to try more fine-grained approach with a full replay of keystrokes, mouse movements and other events. We think that having access to fine-grained recordings like ours would benefit their work.
Retina is another tool that collects compile and runtime errors (Murphy et al., 2009). Retina approximates time spent from the number of programming sessions (e.g., compilations that are more than 30 minutes apart). These approximations are used to present time predictions to students. This is an interesting approach and we intend to use our data to see if student solving time can be accurately predicted. Matsuzawa et al. (2013) used detailed logging of key strokes in a tool to enable students to observe, analyse and improve their own programming process. They aggregate data on 5 minute thresholds and would thus (using our result) get a quite good estimate on average but get a high standard deviation. Ko et al. (2006) let a group of 10 developers solve five maintenance tasks during 70 minutes and captured their work using full screen recordings. They divided their activities to be even finer grained than ours. Using their results and aggregating similar activities show a combined reading and navigation time around 45% compared our "Active Use" of 37.9%. Their editing time was around 20% compared to our 14.8%. The main difference is that we compute these values automatically.

Marmoset\(^9\) and Web-Cat\(^10\) are popular assignment submission systems. Data from these systems (and modifications of them) have been used to find patterns in basic student behaviour and high-level strategies used to solve the assignments. The major pattern found is that students that start early on an assignment typically perform better and students that submit late tend to continue to do so. This behaviour also correlates positively with lower grades (Fenwick Jr., et al., 2009). More advanced analyses and model building have also been performed to find patterns in how students solve their assignments. For example, Hidden Markov Models was used to find problem-solving strategies used by students, where some strategies in the model correlate with higher student performance (Piech, 2012; Kiesmueller, 2010). This is in line with our results that early students may be faster on assignments (A4-A10). But we also see that for (A1 to A3) this group is actually slower in completing the assignments than the latter group.

**CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

We present an online tool called CSQUIZ to help teachers understand how students solve programming assignments. A detailed recording of what each student do during their problem solving can provide interesting statistics and visualizations. A teacher can watch a full replay of a student’s problem solving effort and gain in-depth knowledge about it. We improved the granularity level of the recordings to include mouse movements, text- selections and text cursor positions. We compare different granularity levels and find that active use reduces much of the error when estimating time spent in tool (RQ1). We are able to divide the time spent into editing, active use, passive use, and time out of tool. The amount of time for active use such as reading and navigating the tool is estimated to 37.9% on average (RQ2). We calculate the maximum amount of time spent in the tool, but not actively interacting with it (on average 29.0%), thus providing a measurement of the time that cannot be accounted for but could be used to read code or instructions. Descriptive statistics derived from fine-grained recordings further helped us identify which assignments were the most problematic for the students. We see a correlation between early student submission results and students that hand in later but also see an example where the results differ significantly, see A10 in Table 3 (RQ3).

In the future, we plan to use the fine-grained logging to examine how different assignments affect student behaviour. We are aware that fine-grained logging (timed

---

\(^9\)http://marmoset.cs.umd.edu

\(^10\)http://web-cat.org
key strokes and mouse movements, etc.) is used in a different but related context; to understand the cognitive writing process (Leijten & Van Waes, 2013), e.g., differences between novice and expert writers, and burst analysis (how much is written before pausing). In this context, logs have been complemented by eye-tracking and thinking-aloud protocols to help determine what the writer was looking at and thinking. Analysis using network and data mining techniques has also been used to provide information about writing strategies using multiple electronic sources. It seems highly relevant to explore how students use online sources as part of their assignment solving process. We plan to explore these techniques in the future.
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Abstract
Engineering digital devices can make science education more attractive. This contribution presents easy-to-make projects from photometry. The students construct spectrophotometers and sophisticated digital devices that measure the light absorbance of dye solutions. All they need is a computer, a PicoBoard with light sensor, and materials and tools that can be found at home and in a regular chemistry lab at school. The programming is done in Scratch.
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INTRODUCTION
Hands on activities in a chemistry lab at a high school include planning and conducting experiments, observing chemical reactions and explaining the observations, developing research questions and hypotheses. Students take the role of a scientist, trying to understand and explore fundamental laws of nature. This paper presents chemistry projects that challenge the students in a different way. They take the role of an engineer instead of a scientist, using chemistry knowledge to design useful digital devices applying the visual programming language Scratch (Resnick 2009). In these projects science knowledge is elaborated as well, just the perspective is different. The goal is not to explore the world as it is but to change it and to make it a better place.

Distinguishing between science and engineering seems to be quite common.

Petroski (2010) points out that engineering tasks imply greater responsibility than scientific tasks. For example, the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico 2010 was a consequence of poor engineering decisions, which allowed gas to escape and cause an explosion. Nobody blamed science for this disaster.

According to Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory (ELT), scientific and engineering activities correspond to different learning styles. ELT defines a learning cycle consisting of four elements (learning orientations): concrete experience (CE), reflective observation (RE), abstract conceptualization (AC) and active experimenting (AE). Individuals have different preferences (learning styles). “Convergers” prefer AC and AE. They tend to major in mathematics and engineering. Those with “Assimilating” styles prefer AC and RO and often have a background in mathematics, chemistry and physical sciences (Kolb 2005). Both styles include abstract conceptualization, but “Assimilators” prefer reflective observations whereas “Convergers” prefer active experimenting.

Engineering assignments foster creativity to a greater extent than scientific discovery tasks can do. Traditional discovery tasks in Chemistry - like investigating properties of a material - tend to lead to the same activities: Try to burn the material, to solve it in water, measure the melting point and so on. And when students have unconventional ideas, it might get dangerous. Chemical experiments must always be approved by the teacher for safety reasons.

On the other hand, engineering projects are much more complex and imply a wider range of thinking and doing. A student has to consider not just relevant scientific facts
and laws but also the practical purpose, the person who is going to use the device, resources that are available, expected benefit for the individual users and the community and so on. There exist some popular non-digital engineering tasks for chemistry classes:

Separate plastic, glass and metals from garbage.

Find a way to separate the ink from old newspapers to make it recyclable.

Elaborated competitive engineering activities with limited resources are called "egg races". The concept was popularized by the BBC show "The Great Egg Race" (broadcasted from 1979 to 1986). Participating teams were challenged by tasks like this: Construct a machine to transport a fresh egg the greatest possible distance using only the energy which can be stored in a small rubber band.

However, laboratory equipment is limited, chemicals may be dangerous and hands-on experimenting in a chemistry lab (including cleaning the workplace) takes much time. Thus in a high school chemistry lab, the possibilities of being creative and making something unique and unconventional are rather limited. The design and implementation of digital artifacts is much quicker, safe and cheap. Scratch, the visual programming language, has been especially designed to keep the distance between an idea and its implementation as short as possible. The environment offers a small set of blocks representing program statements. The blocks are all visible and in this way invite the developer to use them. They can only be put together in a way that leads to a syntactically correct program. Scratch encourages tinkering: "They'll snap together a few bricks, and the emerging structure will give them new ideas." (Resnick et. al. 2009). Resnick (1998) summarizes reasons for digital design projects, including these: Design activities challenge students as active learners, encourage "pluralistic thinking" by suggesting that multiple solutions are possible, offer an opportunity to explicate internal mental models and encourage students to put themselves into the mind of others since they need to use their (digital) constructions.

Since digital design tasks are complex and cover a broad spectrum of activities and real-life aspects, they have the potential to be interesting for a bigger audience than "pure scientific", discovery-oriented tasks.

CLASSIC SCIENTIFIC CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES IN PHOTOMETRY

In this section I discuss two classic experiments from the chemistry of colors. They imply discovering a scientific law and exploring properties of a material.

The first activity is the discovery of the Beer-Lambert law. The law relates the attenuation of light to the properties of the material through which the light is traveling. In a photometer monochromatic light passes through a glass cell containing a solution of a colored substance. It then reaches a light sensor that measures the intensity of the light \( I \). Part of the light is absorbed by the solution and the glass.

The absorbance \( A \) of is defined as

\[
A = \log_{10} \left( \frac{I_0}{I} \right)
\]

\( I_0 \) is the intensity of light after passing through an identical cell with the same solvent but without the colored substance. Each colored substance absorbs different amounts of light of different wavelengths. The capacity of a substance to absorb light of a given wavelength is an important property. According to the Beer-Lambert law, the concentration \( c \) is linear to the absorbance.

\[
A = \varepsilon \cdot l \cdot c
\]
If the attenuation coefficient $\varepsilon$ and the light path length $l$ are known, the concentration $c$ of the substance can be calculated.

So how to “discover” the Beer-Lambert law? A student, say Anna, creates solutions with different concentrations of a dye – for example Methylene Blue. She selects the wavelength that is absorbed most by the substance (the complement). First she measures $I_0$, the intensity of light passing through pure solvent (water) without the colored substance. Then she measures the prepared solutions and notes the values of concentration and absorbance in a table using spreadsheet calculation. Finally she creates a diagram, which suggests a linear relation. The procedure is rather straightforward. The challenge – for a beginner like Anna – is to follow the instructions and to understand, what she is doing. There is not much room for creativity and imagination. The “discovery” in this case is just to see that a cloud of dots in a diagram represents linearity. Scientific research turns out to be much routine work.

The second activity is to take absorption spectra of dye solutions with a spectrophotometer. The absorption spectrum is the fraction of light absorbed by the material over a range of wavelengths (see figure 1). You can identify an unknown sample by comparing a measured spectrum with a library of reference spectra. For example, in a lab activity about dyes, the students synthesize the blue jeans dye Indigo, take the absorption spectrum and compare it with spectra of different blue dyes like Methylene Blue or Patent Blue V (This is part of a programme for high school chemistry classes at the Alfred-Krupp-Schülerlabor at the University of Bochum, Germany, http://www.aks.rub.de)

![Absorption spectrum of methylene blue](redrawn from wikipedia)

Figure 1: Absorption spectrum of methylene blue (redrawn from wikipedia)

Carefully supervised by the instructor or tutor, Anna puts solutions into cuvettes, puts them into the spectrophotometer and creates spectra by pressing the correct buttons. All this takes something like five minutes. And the spectrophotometer remains a black box.

**SCRATCH PROJECTS IN PHOTOMETRY**

A professional photometer is designed for efficient measuring and it hides the internal structure. Elaborating and understanding photometry can be stimulated by opening the black box. Within minutes students can create their own simple spectrophotometer using a computer, a PicoBoard, Scratch, regular chemistry lab equipment (like test tubes, cylinders, stand, clamp etc.), a color changing LED spot, and some additional parts made of paper, aluminum foil and adhesive tape. Color changing bulbs contain three LEDs that emit monochromatic red, blue and green light.
Figure 2 depicts a self-made photometer. Instead of cuvettes, regular test tubes are used. They are put into a vertical pipe made of cardboard. Monochromatic light from the LED spot travels through a horizontal pipe through the test tube and the solution to the light sensor of the PicoBoard. For more advanced projects one can add a switch (made of paper and aluminum foil) to the bottom of the vertical tube. The switch is connected to a resistance sensor via alligator clips. In this way a Scratch project could check whether a test tube has been put into the photometer or not.

Project 1: Taking A Discrete Absorbance Spectrum

The homemade photometer can be used to take simple discrete absorbance spectra, which show the absorbance of a dye at three different wavelengths. This is – of course – not precise enough to determine the absorbance maximum of a colored solution but it can be used to distinguish between different dyes. The procedure has two steps: calibration and measuring.

For calibration the user inserts a test tube with water and makes three blank tests with the colours blue, green and red (increasing wavelengths). The blank test is made by hitting the keys b, g and r. The three squares representing the absorbance jump to the base line.

Then a test tube with a dye solution is inserted. The user measures the absorbencies of blue, green and red light by clicking on the squares, starting with the square most left (blue). The square jumps up to a certain vertical position representing the absorbance. In that way a simple absorbance spectrum with three values is created.

The three squares are represented by three sprites, named Blue, Green and Red like in figure 4. The scripts of the other sprites are almost identical.
Project 2: Measuring the Absorbance

An easy programming project is to create a photometer that calculates and displays the concentration of a dye solution. The concentration is relative to a reference concentration. The device is used in three steps:

- First the user inserts a test tube with water into the photometer, select an appropriate light source and clicks on the button Blank test. The button is implemented by a sprite with one single script. It stores the value of the light sensor in the Variable Io.
- The user inserts a test tube with a reference solution into the photometer and clicks on Reference. The script of the corresponding sprite calculates the absorbance coefficient (based on the Beer Lambert law) and stores it in a variable. Usually the concentration of the reference solution is 100% (1). But the user can change this concentration with a slider.
- Now the photometer is calibrated and can be used for measuring samples with unknown concentrations.

Figure 5 shows a simple implementation. The Scratch project contains three sprites (each with a when … clicked-script) representing the buttons. This algorithm assumes that the light sensor values are linear to the light intensity. Unfortunately this is not the case.

Figure 5: Scripts for sprite Blue indicating the absorbance of blue light.
Project 3: Measuring Concentrations Using a Calibration Curve

A standard experiment in chemistry is to measure the concentration of a dye solution in a naïve way by using a calibration curve. The user – say Anna - creates a aqueous solution of a dye – say Brilliant Blue – with a certain concentration – for example 0.1 grams per litre. This is called 100%. By diluting this solution, Anna creates further solutions of 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%. She inserts a test tube with water into the photometer and measures the intensity of the light that travels through the water. Then she measures the light intensities with the dye solutions and plots the values (concentration, light intensity) in a diagram. The result is called calibration curve. This diagram can be used for detecting the unknown concentration of a sample. This procedure is called naïve, because the Beer-Lambert law is not used. Using the calibration curve does not require any mathematical calculation. Anna just draws a horizontal line through the value of the light sensor on the vertical axis, detects the intersection with the calibration curve and finally finds the corresponding concentration of the horizontal axis.

Figure 6 shows screenshots from a Scratch project that supports this procedure. The user interface contains three buttons:

- Clear: Wipe out the calibration curve.
- Calibration: Measure the light transmission of a solution with a known concentration.
- Sample: Measure the dye concentration in a sample using the calibration curve.

Anna first creates a calibration curve by inserting test tubes with dye solutions into the photometer and clicking the button Calibration - starting with 0% and ending with 100%.

![Figure 6: Creating a calibration curve.](image)

When the calibration curve is finished, Anna inserts a test tube with the unknown solution and clicks on Sample. The computer measures the light intensity and finds the corresponding concentration in the same way as Anna would do it with pencil and paper. On the screen a small square moves from the left to right like a flying airplane. Its height (y-position) represents the value of the light sensor. When it hits the calibration curve – this can be sensed by a sprite using the touching color property –, the red square changes to a vertical line indicating the concentration of the sample.

![Figure 7: Measuring the concentration of a dye solution in the style of a shooter computer game.](image)
This is just one way to find the concentration adopting techniques from video game design. It is completely free from math and it is a nice example of modeling a real life procedure by a computer program.

Advanced Engineering Projects Related to Photometry

Scratch supports the design of multimedia user interfaces. Animations, sound and interactivity are easy to program. This makes it possible to cover a huge variety of projects that are not related to scientific research but to practical everyday purposes. These projects illustrate the impact of science and informatics to social life and its potential to make the world better. Let me shortly discuss two examples: 1) Design a photometer that can be used by people. In this case the major engineering decisions would concern input and output. External switches that can be found easily or voice control might be useful. Output would be acoustic. For example, a concentration or light intensity could be represented by a sound of a certain pitch.

2) Design a “smart” photometer that can be used be everybody without specific knowledge. A possible design decision is to add a “mentor” that explains what to do.

Figure 8: Just-in-time explanations of a “smart” photometer.

During the project, the students not only learn how to program but also develop science-related competences like explaining the measurement process (using correct technical terms like “blank test”, “cuvette”, “absorbance”) and using the correct mathematical equations for calculating absorbance and concentration. The Scratch project could replace a regular report, students usually have to write when they perform chemical experiments.

Relevance of Science Projects

Are digital projects relevant for high school students? In winter 2014/2015 German high 37 school students (15 female, 22 male, age between 17 and 20 years) from chemistry classes at two different schools were asked to answer a questionnaire about their motivation to perform projects in photometry. They got a list of concise project descriptions and had to pick at most five projects they would like to perform. Table 1 displays the results. The most attractive projects were those with a clear practical purpose like a machine that can recognize a dye and distinguish it from other dyes or a spectrophotometer. Projects related to scientific research methods were less attractive.
1. Develop a device that automatically recognizes a dye. It can distinguish Brilliant Blue from other blue dyes. 

2. Develop a machine that automatically controls the quality of a product (e.g., lemonade) by measuring the light absorption.

3. Develop a talking spectrophotometer which tells the user what to do. Anybody should be able to operate it without special training.

4. Develop a device that represents the colors of solutions by sounds. It should be usable for blind people.

5. Design a machine that automatically determines the concentration of dye solutions and displays the result. The machine should be easy to use.


7. There are chemical reactions in which the color gradually changes. Examine such reaction using a photometer.

8. Perform a series of experiments in which you measure the absorption of dye solutions at different wavelengths (absorption spectrum).

9. Plan a series of experiments, in which the absorption of dye solutions is measured. You perform the experiments and evaluate them.

Table 1: Attractiveness of project ideas to high school students (n=37, age 17-20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Chosen by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Develop a device that automatically recognizes a dye. It can distinguish Brilliant Blue from other blue dyes.</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Develop a machine that automatically controls the quality of a product (e.g., lemonade) by measuring the light absorption.</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Develop a talking spectrophotometer which tells the user what to do. Anybody should be able to operate it without special training.</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Develop a device that represents the colors of solutions by sounds. It should be usable for blind people.</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Design a machine that automatically determines the concentration of dye solutions and displays the result. The machine should be easy to use.</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Build a spectrophotometer following step-by-step instructions and try it out.</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. There are chemical reactions in which the color gradually changes. Examine such reaction using a photometer.</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Perform a series of experiments in which you measure the absorption of dye solutions at different wavelengths (absorption spectrum).</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Plan a series of experiments, in which the absorption of dye solutions is measured. You perform the experiments and evaluate them.</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally the participants were asked to rate the attractiveness of activities that are typically part of a science project like those which were presented before. The results reveal a quite remarkable inconsistency: Constructing an elaborated device (that for example represents color by sound), implies engineering activities like improving, error searching and especially programming. In fact, the process of designing a digital device is mostly programming. However, many students stated that they found programming to be rather uninteresting.

Table 2: Attractiveness of project activities to high school students, 1 = “very uninteresting”, 4 = “very interesting” (n=37, age 17-20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Avg. attractiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work with laboratory equipment: Mix liquids, heat a substance, etc.</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe a chemical reaction.</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assemble a device from individual parts (cardboard, aluminum foil, light sensor, etc.).</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve and develop a device.</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a computer program.</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create a research question that can be used for designing experiments.</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for an error, if something does not work</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss observations from experiments.</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scaffolds for Diving into Computing

The projects discussed in this paper are for students who do not necessarily intend to learn programming but who want to create an artifact that can be used in a chemistry lab. They dive into computing because they need this knowledge for implementing design idea.

Which kinds of scaffolds are useful to this audience? In this section I discuss starter projects, step-by-step-instructions and domain-specific hints.
(1) Starter projects are predesigned applications that are simple and quick to make. Students begin the development by making (or copying) a starter project. Since students may not primarily interested in programming as such, the starter project has to be within the same domain as the intended artifact. A starter project in photometry is a minimal spectrophotometer like the one described before. In fact this is a rather demanding project which requires specific scientific prior knowledge. The developer should be familiar with the idea of calibration, light absorbance and absorption diagrams.

According to the expectancy-value-theory (Widfield & Eccles, 2000, 2002) the motivation for choosing a task depends not only on the attractiveness of the project goal and the activities during the development (incentive and attainment values, utility values, cost) but also on the expectation of success. The latter implies that it is not sufficient that the starter project is (objectively) easy. It also must look easy and Anna must be convinced than she can do it – or do it even better than expected.

Starter projects may have obvious weaknesses that students are able to recognize and improve with the programming skills they already have acquired. The starter project of the spectrophotometer is difficult to use and it displays absorbance values in a suboptimal way. But it is easy to make improvements: Add hints what to do next. Add colors and wavelengths to the diagram so that the user can see which wavelength (color) is absorbed to what extent. Make the diagram scalable using a variable, which can be changed with a slider.

(2) Written step-by-step instructions or videos explain how to make a starter project. The advantage to just importing the project from the website and then changing it is that the students learn how to use Scratch by constructing a concrete artifact.

A feature of the step-by-step principle is that all steps have a similar level of difficulty. This implies that the very first step is an indicator of the difficulty of the whole process. If Anna is able to do the first step she might take this as evidence that she can do the whole thing. If there is a difficult step in the procedure, it should be told to the reader in order to maintain optimistic self-schemata.

Instructions do not kill a playful attitude. In the contrary, to understand a verbal instruction or explanation completely it is often necessary to experiment, play and tinker. Instruction may include suggestions to try out things. In (Weigend, 2014) it was observed that children who followed step-by-step instructions were more satisfied with their Scratch project than those who ignored instructions.

(3) Sometimes students come to the teacher and ask “I have this idea. How can I do it?” Then it is nice if the teacher could name a section in a reference book or give a card with specific explanations (like “Scratch cards” on the Scratch website). The Scratch context help system offers explanations for each block. This gives an idea how to use this block and is very helpful for those who are exploring Scratch. But someone who is “diving into Scratch” and who is not willing to learn more programming than necessary wants information that is directly related to his or her design idea. Examples of design ideas from the photometer context are:

- When the user clicks on a certain button the figure on the screen tells the light intensity. Solution: Use message passing. When the button-sprite is clicked, it broadcasts a message. This is received by the sprite representing the figure.
- The value light intensity (l) should be displayed rounded to two decimal places. Solution: Use this term \( \frac{\text{round}(100 \cdot l)}{100} \).

According to expectancy-value-theory the motivation to elaborate and use a hint results from the value of the design idea and the simplicity and understandability of the hint.
CONCLUSION
Programming seems to be not a very attractive activity for many high schools students. Science-related projects implemented with Scratch give the opportunity to gain positive experience and to overcome a negative attitude. Scratch makes it easy to dive into computing. That means creating highly valued products and acquiring necessary skills en route. The first step to Computer science is to get fascinated by the possibilities of digital technology. Toy projects that are quickly to make with Scratch stimulate imagination. They might not just motivate to go deeper into computing but they seem to make science more interesting as well.

The projects mentioned in this paper are part of training program for chemistry teachers in the German federal state North Rhine Westphalia. If one wants to make programming more popular at schools it might be wise to address not only students but non-informatics teachers as well.
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Abstract

Several approaches to evaluation of difficulty and complexity of tasks were considered using the analysis of protocols of the International online informatics competition “Beaver-2012”. It was shown that a priori evaluation of complexity by the organizers does not correspond to the difficulty of the task for the participants. The pupils, especially primary school kids, underestimate the complexity of the tasks frequently. A method of division of tasks into subgroups based on the analysis of difficulty and complexity was offered. Subsequently, it can be used in other disciplines.

A cluster of tasks the difficulty of which was significantly underestimated was identified. In addition to that, it was demonstrated that the complexity of tasks can be related to the interface of the competition in some cases. The shortcomings of the organization of online protocols were elicited. The elimination of the defects will allow the results of the competition to be more valid.
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INTRODUCTION

Competition as a measuring procedure

Any competition in a school subject is in fact a test, i.e. it represents a standard evaluation procedure. The competence and skills of school children in informatics have been assessed during “The Beaver” on-line competition. Mandatory test attributes are: standard set of tasks, standard representation of tasks, formal description of answers and processing procedure, adequate test key. A test key is an algorithm of projecting the protocol of answers to some point on a scoring scale. The main requirement for the key is its correspondence to the measured feature (Ball, 1990). Only upon availability of the attributes, it is possible to make an objective evaluation of an individual using a quantitative scale indicating the evidence of measured feature (Shmelev, 2013). The simplest test key suggests the addition of all the scores of fulfilled tasks. The scores can be weighted or unweighted. There is a huge number of ways to determine task weights (Socan, 2009, Chang, 2009). There are two different approaches to assigning an item score: a priori
determination of task weights by organizers (experts) or an a posteriori weighting while taking into account the results of test performance by participants. In case of an a posteriori “weighting” number of participants who gave the correct answer shall determine the weight of task. The greater value shall be attributed to tasks which have been performed by minority of participants. When a priori weighting is used, more complicated tasks are also supposed to have greater weights.

The simplest scoring scheme (a participant receives 1 point for any right answer and null for a wrong answer) assumes that the tasks are presented to participants in the increasing order of complexity (Lord, 1952). Therefore, the level of complexity has to be evaluated a priori.

When weighting a priori, the consistency of competition results shall be defined by experts’ proficiency. Shmelev (2013) underlines that “it is not worth being under an illusion that experts can truly assess the complexity of tasks”. According to him, the best complexity measure is the statistics of real answers given by real participants.

**Methods for estimating task complexity and difficulty**

A task which is easy for one participant may be difficult for another one. The task difficulty reflects the relationships between a task and an individual who performs it. To underline this feature many authors separate the notions of “complexity” and “difficulty” (Ball, 1990; Golikov & Kostin, 1996; Navon & Gopher, 1979; Sammer, 1997). Complexity means a certain objective feature of a task while the difficulty is understood as a subjective feature, i.e. how a participant interprets a task. While speaking about the difficulty the authors focus on the individual’s activity to perform a task – to analyse and to process the information, to design and to make decisions, to forecast consequences of their own decisions and to build operation images and frameworks (Leontiev, 1975; Ponomarenko, 1982).

The task complexity may be measured upon competition results by counting a share of participants who got right answers. A measurement or at least evaluation of task difficulty requires serious efforts.

The difficulty of a task for a subject is formed of their mental workload (cognitive, informational, emotional, attentional loads) and expenditures for their own state control (Sammer, 1997).

The most accurate methods of workload estimation suggest measuring of various human factors. A diagnostic procedure may be accomplished only during “live” competitions with limited number of participants. The procedure itself may be an additional stress for participants. This may lead to the increase of effort made to control their state (Kantovits & Sorokin, 1991). Meanwhile, it is only possible to assess the state of participants of remote competitions using self-reflection tests during task performance. The results of such questionnaires shall be adequate only for senior school students because it will be difficult for primary school children to make an objective evaluation of their state and abilities (Towler & Broadfoot, 2006). According to Piaget (Piaget, 1951), a primary school child is at the stage of concrete operational intellectual development. Typically for this age, thinking restrictions affect not only the cognition of outside world but also the manner of children to perceive themselves. It is fair to start talking about conceptual thinking only by the age of 11-12 years.

The level of the development of thought process is associated with the age as well as the appropriateness of self-assessment. That is why primary school children may not cope with solution of tasks that require the operation with abstract notions (and this is natural!) (Piaget, 1951). During the period from 8 to 10 years the capacity of memory is rapidly increasing, attention can be switched much better. So, even minor age difference in this period may cause significant differences in results when solving same tasks.
According to Narvon and Gopher, the results of “human system” activity exhibit the relationship between the quality of operation information (quality and quantity of stimuli, coding, distribution etc.) and the capacity of resources available (Navon & Gopher, 1979). In subject competitions the attention load, the processes of short-term and operative memory may be assessed with the difficulty of the text of problem statement. Among numerous ways of assessment of the difficulty of text, the most straightforward is the length of the statement, i.e. number of stimuli to be processed for solution (Benjamin, 2011).

The workload may be a function of the level of difficulty and the number of tasks to be performed within a unit of time (Riley et al., 1994). Using the protocols of on-line competitions one can evaluate the workload of participants taking into account the time spent by them to solve tasks (Gibson & Clark-Midura, 2013).

The rules of “The Beaver” competition presume the possibility by participants to complete only a part of tasks. In this case the participant’s refusal to solve the task is to be considered as their assessment of task difficulty upon binary rating scale (“difficult” – “not difficult”). Solved tasks are assessed by a participant as “not difficult”, while those that are not presented – as “difficult”. A share of participants who found the task as “difficult” shall determine the difficulty of a task for the whole body of competition participants.

A prior estimation of tasks by experts (weighting) shall be correct once both the task complexity and difficulty are taken into account for participants of each age group. Only analysis of the results of competition can establish whether the difficulty has been really considered at weighting, whether a prior estimate is in agreement with an objective complexity.

It should be noted that some authors use the notions of “complexity” and “difficulty” as synonyms because not the content of mental processes is fundamental for them, but the execution – whether a schoolchild can or cannot solve the task (Krotov, 1999). Further on we shall differ the terms “complexity” and “difficulty” by high-lightening them in bold. If the matter is a complex evaluation with account made for both parameters, we shall use the term “complexity” without high-lightening it.

**Research objectives**

1. To evaluate the validity of measurement procedure to be performed during processing of the results of international competition on informatics “The Beaver”. To assess the quality of a set of competition tasks and scoring method.
2. To estimate the adequacy of expert estimate of task complexity. To compare various estimates of task complexity and difficulty.
3. To classify competition tasks upon their complexity and difficulty.
4. To evaluate age differences of task perceiving by schoolchildren.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

“The Beaver" competition: organization, tasks selection

“The Beaver” international on-line competition on informatics started in 2003 (Dagienė, 2006). The task pool is prepared by representatives of participating countries. The statements of the problem should meet certain requirements (Opmanis et al., 2006, Dagienė & Futschek, 2008). The statements are discussed and formulated in English. Each country chooses the problems for the competition out of the task pool. Some tasks are “compulsory”, i.e. they should be included by all participating countries. The organizing committee of each country is responsible for translations of the statements to the national language of each country.
Russia took part in this competition for the first time in 2012. The competition in Russia is organized for six age groups. The participants are proposed to solve the tasks of three levels of complexity: for schoolchildren of 1 and 2 grades – 4 tasks for each group (weighted of 3, 6 and scores respectively), for schoolchildren of 3-10 grades – 5 tasks for each group (weighted of 6, 9 and 12 scores). 8 simple and 7 complicated tasks (weighted of 9 and 12 scores respectively) are proposed to senior schoolchildren. The tasks of 2012 can be found http://ipo.spb.ru/bebras-files/beaver-2012-rus.zip (in Russian) or http://ipo.spb.ru/bebras-files/beaver-2012-eng.zip (in English). 40 minutes are given for task completion. Every wrong answer is fined, the penalty rate makes one-third of task value.

Competition tasks are numbered, simple tasks are of smaller order and complicated tasks have larger numbers. The tasks of the same complexity are randomly numbered (the order is different for each participant). Participants may solve the tasks arbitrarily, they may return to solved tasks.

Participants are to choose from multiple answers, three of them are wrong and one is correct. A participant can choose the option “no answer”. In this case they will receive neither score, nor penalty. Certain tasks prepared for students of 1-2 grades are dynamic – certain actions with the mouse are required to be made. These tasks will be scored in the same way as others. A sum of scores and penalties gained shall make the result of competition for each participant. Participants gained the highest results shall become winners in each age group.

Scales and analysis

The protocol of competition where all participants’ actions are recorded shall be taken as a basic data set (Yagunova & Ryzhova, 2013). The time when a participant started his/her work and the time spent for selection of every answer is known. If a participant introduced successively several answers the last one is to be taken into consideration when counting the results. The total number of competition participants in 2012 was 6602 schoolchildren. The distribution of the participants by age is given in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>level of contest</th>
<th>grade</th>
<th>number of pupils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: number of students in each age group, who took part in the competition in 2012

We used several scales to evaluate the complexity and difficulty of competition tasks.

Scale 1 – scale of expert estimation. It is performed upon three-point scale (1 – simple, 3 - complicated) during the meeting of international steering committee. In order to consider the estimate as correct both the objective complexity and difficulty of tasks should be taken into account.

Scale 2 – share of participants who chose the “no answer” option for particular task. When the answer is arbitrarily chosen out of 4 proposed options, the probability (p) to...
choose a correct answer makes ¼. In this case a mathematical expectation of scores gained is \( p^*x + (1-p)^*(-x/3) = x (4p-1)/3=0 \) (where \( x \) – task value), that coincides with total scores received when choosing “no answer” option. If one of the answers proposed is rejected as certainly wrong, the probability of arbitrary choice of a correct answer out of remained options is greater than ¼ and a mathematical expectation of score gained for solving a task becomes positive. Therefore, a participant has no reasonable motive to choose “no answer” button. The use of this button may only be due to psychological reasons – for example, a fear of failure (and penalty for it) or an extreme lack of self-confidence, a fear of task statement. As statistical expectation of score may be hardly calculated by schoolchildren, the choice of “no answer” option reflects their feelings about the relation between winning and failing probabilities. In all cases the choice of “no answer” option is the result of an interaction between the schoolchild and the task, i.e. it features the difficulty of a task for a participant.

Scale 3 – share of participants who gave a correct answer among those who decided to solve the problem. It shall be determined upon completion of a competition and shall contribute to proper evaluation of the task complexity. We must underline that this is just a task complexity because it is calculated only taking into consideration those who decided to solve it, i.e. among those who understood it as “not difficult” upon scale 2.

Scale 4 – number of symbols in problem statement. This is an indirect assessment of task difficulty because it relates to memory and attention loads.

Because scales 1-3 are ordinal, the comparison of scale 1 with scales 2 and 3 has been made using Spearman’s correlation coefficient.

Clustering of tasks has been made by Ward’s method while using Euclidean metric.

In order to assess the adequacy of scoring method chosen for this competition and to evaluate the quality of a set of competition tasks by using Lilliefors test, the control of competition results normality has been done. The following hypothetical procedures have been implemented as an alternative to used scoring method (Weighted tasks, scores established a priori with penalties for the wrong answer):

- Weighted tasks, scores established a priori without penalty scores for the wrong answer;
- Unweighted tasks with penalty scores for the wrong answer;
- Unweighted tasks without penalty scores for the wrong answer.

RESULTS

Competition results

The normal-theory test of results of schoolchildren (composite score you got) is rejected at a level of significance \( p<0.05 \) for all school grades except for 6th, 7th and 8th. The values of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are given on Figure 1 (row 1). For junior (1-6) and higher (9-11) grades the distribution of results has a positive skew, i.e. most of the school children have low results.
Figure 1: Normality test of competition results when real and hypothetical scoring methods are used. Values of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are given for: 1 – scores weighted a priori with penalties; 2 – scores weighted a priori without penalties; 3 – unweighted scores with penalties; 4 – unweighted scores without penalties for the wrong answer. Filled circles are the points at which the deviation from normal distribution can be counted as insignificant at р<0.05.

An analysis of hypothetical versions of competition results estimation has shown that for all grades from the 3rd the scoring method used in the contest is the best out of those with a priori estimation of tasks (Fig. 1). Abolishment of penalties, when tasks have different weights, and equalized tasks, when penalties are available, make a real distribution of results insignificantly worse. The most unsuccessful is the version of tasks having the same weights without penalties. For all tested hypothetical scoring methods, even the distribution of results of 6-8 grades becomes far from normal. As far as it concerns schoolchildren of junior grades (1-2) the situation is quite different: a real scoring method proved to be the least successful while penalty exception or equalizing of task weights improves the distribution. It should be noted once again that only in three of all considered cases deviations from normal distribution may be found incidental.

**Task complexity and difficulty**

Task assignments upon difficulty (scale 2) and complexity (scale 3) are far from normal (Figures 2). The skew of task complexity distribution is positive while that of task difficulty distribution is negative, i.e. tasks of low difficulty prevail in competition but the most part of tasks are of high complexity. There are test versions for all grades where difficulty makes less than 10 %. The task of the lowest difficulty was found in a test for the 8th grade (1, 1%) and of the highest difficulty - in a test for the 10th grade (47, 6%). The task complexity within test versions for each grade varies from 10-20 to 80-90 %. The lowest complexity task was found in the 2nd grade version (7, 7%) and the one of the highest complexity – in the 7th grade task set (89, 8%).
Adequacy of expert evaluation of task complexity

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients of expert tasks evaluation (scale 1) with their complexity (scale 3) and difficulty (scale 2) for participants calculated for all competition tasks are significantly positive (p<0.01) and equal to 0.56 and 0.60 respectively (table 1). There was no correlation of expert evaluation of complexity with task difficulty revealed for junior grades (1, 2, 3). There is a significantly positive correlation for grades staring from the 4th. The best concurrence of expert evaluation with task complexity was found for 1-2 grades. As far as it concerns the versions for 7-8 and 11 grades the evaluation of task complexity by organizers did not correspond to real complexity of tasks for school students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tasks difficulty</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasks complexity</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients of expert evaluation of tasks complexity for each grade with their complexity and difficulty. Correlation coefficients significantly at p<0.05 are highlighted in bold.

Tasks classification

Four clusters have been marked (Fig. 3) using comparison of the values of task complexity and difficulty with the use of cluster analysis. Two clusters contain highly complicated tasks while remaining two clusters are of low and medium complexity. There was a cluster of tasks of high difficulty and the one of low difficulty tasks separated among highly complicated tasks. All tasks of low and medium-case complexity are of low difficulty.

Link between task statement length and its complexity and difficulty

Table 2 shows correlation coefficients between the number of characters in task statement (scale 4) and its complexity and difficulty (scales 2 and 3). In junior grades (from the 1st to the 4th) a significantly positive link (p<0.01) has been found between task statement length and its difficulty (number of “no answer” responses). Moreover, the link between the task statement length and its objective complexity was revealed only for tasks of the 3rd - 4th grades.
Age differences in task perception and competition results

Schoolchildren of two grades took part in each of the first five competition levels. The results of comparison of junior and senior schoolchildren in each pair of grades are shown in Figure 4. At each level (i.e. among schoolchildren who were solving the same tasks) the results of younger participants were lower (Fig. 4A). Junior schoolchildren of levels 1 & 2 assessed task difficulty as higher (i.e. they chose "no answer" response, Fig. 4B) while those who were in the 4th and 5th age group assessed it as lower. Tasks were complicated (number of wrong answers, Fig. 4C) for junior children at all competition levels except the first one. We have to note that it is not correct to compare the results of children of different levels because the number and sets of tasks differed.

Table 3 indicates the task clustering by grades. When comparing junior and senior grades within competition levels we note that all tasks for senior schoolchildren with a single exception are of the same or lower complexity and difficulty. Only ninth task of fifth competition level is of low difficulty for juniors (9th grade) and of high difficulty for seniors (10th grade). The task complexity for all participants is the same, and it is high.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task difficulty</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task complexity</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Spierman’s rank correlation coefficients of task statement length and its difficulty and complexity.** Correlation coefficients significant at $p<0.05$ are bolded.

**DISCUSSION**

**Validity of the measuring procedure**

When considering both the distribution of competition results and the difficulty and complexity of tasks, it is possible to conclude that tasks complex for school children prevail in the competition. The most appropriate tasks for participants were those for the 7th – 8th grades. In that set, the tasks of high complexity and difficulty do not make more than a half of all the tasks. As a consequence, only the distribution of the competition results for schoolchildren of the 7th – 8th grades is close to normal while in the test versions designed for the remaining groups the task complexity is beyond the abilities of participants.

Among different options of scoring supposing an a priori weighting of tasks the option chosen by organizers (tasks of different values, penalty scores for wrong answer) is effective for a given set of tasks for all grades starting with 3rd. For juniors the introduction of penalty scores and task clustering upon complexity is an unnecessary sophistication which impairs the distribution of results which is bad enough even without that.

Due to a significant right skewness of distribution of total scores, the selection of winners and ranking of the strongest participants run at high point. Ranking of the main body of participants is rough. A set of tasks used for this competition could be more appropriate if its goal was to select the best students. Taking into account that the competition is aimed at the general public in order to heighten the interest in the subject and tailored for students of general education schools, the set of tasks must be admitted to be far from successful.

**Expert estimation of tasks**

As it was mentioned above, most of the tasks proved to be complicated for the majority of participants. There is a possibility to make some assumptions about the reasons for that. The assumptions were made based on the results of comparison of expert estimation of tasks and their complexity and difficulty. As far as it concerns the tasks proposed to junior pupils, the correlation between expert estimation and task complexity is high while the one related to the difficulty is insignificant. The elder the pupils were, the closer was the task assessment by organizers to its difficulty set up in the protocol of competition. However, the correlation between expert opinion and task complexity was not always established in tasks designed for senior students. That is to say, the experts do not evaluate accurately the difficulty of tasks for juniors and their complexity for seniors.

Our results confirm to some extent the opinion of Navon and Gopher (Navon & Gopher, 1979) that one of the components contributing to the task difficulty is its statement length. In junior classes the tasks became significantly more difficult with the increase in statement length. Perhaps, this factor was not taken into account by experts when estimating tasks for junior grades which resulted in making the task excessively complicated. We suppose that the task length was the factor which determined a large number of refusals in junior classes, even though the tasks were not complex, in fact. This must have skewed the results of measurement of knowledge.
and skills of junior pupils. Because of lower level of development of mental processes junior pupils misunderstand long texts. It was proved that complexity of text provokes loss of interest to its content (Fulmera & Tulis, 2013), therefore, tasks with too intricate statements should be avoided.

Another complicating factor is interface peculiarities of a competition. Tasks containing long texts may have not enough space to be presented on one screen. In this case to read it from the screen some skills related to computer-literacy will be needed (to know what “vertical scroller” means and how to use it), as well as fine motor skills shaped in a certain manner (to know to use a mouse).

For senior students the length of text is not an extra complicating factor. Moreover, during educative process a personal experience to assess the difficulty of a task by eye is being gained as well as schemata to differ “difficult” and “simple” tasks. That is why the tasks estimated by experts as difficult prove to be such for senior participants.

Having made mistake with assessment of task difficulty for junior schoolchildren, the experts evaluated best of all the complexity of tasks for them. As far as it concerns senior pupils the objective complexity of tasks did not coincide with an a priori opinion of organizers. It probably means that an objective complexity of a task is due to students’ knowledge to a large extent. The knowledge of senior students participating in the competition on informatics was overestimated by organizers. The impression is that the experts were oriented to select and estimate competition tasks for a standard student of secondary school.

When considering the causes of incorrect a priori evaluation of task complexity, we should bear in mind that the competition is international. It is well-known fact that same tasks of TIMMS and PISA can have different weights for children from different countries. This is due to varied linguistic and cultural backgrounds (Grisay et al., 2007, Arffman, 2012). Appropriate complexity evaluation by the experts is essential for adaptation of the tasks of international competition for the specialties of each country. It would be interesting to compare the results gained by us with the data from other countries.

Tasks categorization

Tasks of low difficulty prevail in the competition. Pupils are more disposed to solve tasks than to choose “no answer” version. As shown above, the selection of “no answer” version gives no advantage in scores over a simple guessing. The tasks where a large part of pupils refused to find a solution are of higher interest – these are tasks of second cluster. Most of them were found in tests designed for junior and senior students. We suppose that this cluster contains nonstandard tasks that frighten pupils by their presentation. The probability of giving a right answer is instinctively assessed as extremely low (this is not consistent with the reality – this probability is not less than ¼). Three other clusters contain more intelligible and/or ordinary tasks. The simplest (tasks of low difficulty and complexity) are those called in competition slang “consolation tasks”. Their solution is possible for practically each participant. The existence of such tasks in competition gives a positive emotion even to those who solved few tasks. The number of such tasks proposed for competition was negligible.

Age differences with regard to task perception

The above results show that a mere one year gap makes significant differences with regard to the perception of the same tasks. Junior participants of elementary schools are prone to assess tasks as more difficult and they are ready to choose “no answer” version more often than senior pupils. Elder pupils of elementary schools are prone in the contrary to assess tasks as less difficult (Tab. 3). The complexity of tasks for
younger pupils of elementary school is in fact higher which becomes apparent in larger number of wrong answers and it is not surprising that it leads to lower results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Low complexity</th>
<th>Average complexity</th>
<th>High complexity</th>
<th>High complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3-4-7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2-5-8-11-9-10-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3-4-7</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>9-10-12</td>
<td>2-5-8-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4-3-5-10</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>1-6-8-9-11-12-13-14-15-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2-3-5-10</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>1-6-8-9-11-12-13-14-15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2-7-15-3-4-8</td>
<td>1-6-9-14-5</td>
<td>11-12-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10-3-4-8</td>
<td>2-7-15-5</td>
<td>1-6-9-14</td>
<td>11-12-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10-2-12-4</td>
<td>1-3-6-4</td>
<td>5-7-8-9</td>
<td>11-13-14-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10-2-12-4</td>
<td>1-3-6</td>
<td>5-7-8-9</td>
<td>11-13-14-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>2-6-8-3-9</td>
<td>4-10-11-12-13-14-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5-7-3</td>
<td>2-6-8</td>
<td>4-10-11-12-13-14-15-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Task clustering for each grade. Numbers of tasks are given in cells. Arrows show changes of complexity or difficulty.

CONCLUSION

1. The tasks proposed for “The Beaver-2012” competition allow selecting the best students but do not allow grading the main body of participants. Different weights of tasks and penalty scores for wrong answers enhance the quality of measuring procedure for the 3rd – 11th grades but do not make it accurate enough.
2. When preparing tasks for competition the organizers did not take into account the age difference of junior pupils, especially their low capacity to understand long texts. In addition, the standard of knowledge of senior pupils has been overestimated.
3. The proposed procedure of task clustering allows identifying nonstandard tasks.
4. One year difference makes significant difference with regard to perception of task difficulty and complexity by pupils and, therefore, their results.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO COMPETITION ORGANIZERS

- In general, the competition needs to be simplified: to increase the number of “consolation” tasks for all grades. Nonstandard tasks for junior and middle grades are to be simplified and more carefully formulated. The tasks with long text statements should be bypassed in junior classes.
- To think over the utility of “no answer” version. Perhaps, it is worth changing the relation between added scores and penalties or the number of proposed answers, so as to add a more pragmatic sense to “no answer” version.
- To think over the possibility to determine a posteriori task weights while keeping the penalty scheme for wrong answers. Such an approach shall give a positive educative impact – the tasks with bigger weights shall not frighten at a first glance the participants who are not self-confident. At the same time, a posteriori determination of task values shall compensate experts’ mistakes at their a priori assignment.
- If school students of different grades solve the same set of tasks, the announcement of the results of competition and the selection of winners must be done separately for each grade.
• To record into protocols of competition not only the time of answer introduction but the time spent by a participant to solve the task. By doing so it will make alternative estimation of the tasks difficulty possible.
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Abstract
In this pilot study we look at the UK based weeklong Festival of Code, which is organized by Young Rewired State, and has for the last five years, and explore what impact this has had on the 7-18 year old attendees and their subsequent development. This team based coding exercise for children has grown from 50 to 1000 participants and will have important lessons about how we address computational thinking and teaching computing science to the next generation, as well as what lessons can be learned from these informal events.
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INTRODUCTION
Each year Young Rewired State (YRS) organize the weeklong Festival of Code for children aged 7-18 at multiple sites across the UK, which culminates in a weekend event at one location for all participants. The weeklong event has been happening for five years now. We wanted to ask participants what they and their parents have experienced at the events to see if it offered insights into what will follow as more children start to code.

BACKGROUND
Coding for Children Assumptions
For a number of years groups in both the US and the UK have been arguing that children should learn to code, and to understand computational thinking (Strauss, 2014). This is seen in both the Computing at Schools Working Group in the UK (Peyton Jones, 2013) and the Common Core State Standards initiative in the US (Stephenson, 2013), and has led to the ‘hour of code’ approach (http://hourofcode.com) as a means to introduce children to computational thinking (Williams, 2007).

A number of groups such as Coder Dojo and Code Club sprang up to meet this need. Coder Dojo is for primary and secondary aged children interested in coding and technical skills founded in 2011 (https://coderdojo.com/). Code Club started in 2012 for primary school aged children and follows a specific lesson plans at each session (Smith, Sutcliffe, Sandvik, 2014).

Before either of these groups started, YRS was quietly evolving and having an impact on children and parents. It started as a weekend hack event in London in 2009 (Cellan-Jones, 2009, Mulqueeny, 2014b), and has always helped the push for STEM
teaching and the need to address the number of women participants, which has grown to about 30% of YRS attendees. However, this paper only addresses the perceptions of the YRS participants and their parents.

YRS Background

Rewired State launched in 2008 in order to show the power of open data based applications to organisations by framing projects around small experiments with limited resources. The first Rewired State event had few young people, so YRS was launched in 2009 as a means to encourage young people into the joys of community hacking events based around open data, and saw 50 participants at the first event. The 2010 event ran for a week, and had twice the number of participants (http://www.rewiredstate.org/legend, Mulqueeny, 2014b). In 2014 the YRS week saw 1000 children in 61 centres taking part (Mulqueeny, 2014b). This is a lot of participants, which they repeatedly attend if possible, as shown later in Table 3, it makes sense to ask them about their experience, and to see if there are patterns in attendees’ characteristics, beliefs and attitudes, and development.

The Festival of Code week runs as follows: Children are hosted at centres around the UK Monday to Thursday. Each centre provides space, wifi and mentors, plus possibly lunch and snacks depending upon their sponsorship arrangements. Parents drop children off at the centre in the morning and collect them in the late afternoon; all centre staff are vetted for working with children. At the centres teams are formed on the Monday around software application ideas generated by the children with help from mentors, who also guide them during the week. All children, and parents of those under 14 travels to the weekend centre on Friday. Teams present their applications to judging panels on the Saturday, and the final judging panel taking place on the Sunday. While the weekend event was in London for several years, after outgrowing the venue there YRS moved to Birmingham for 2012 and 2013 before taking place in Plymouth in 2014, and returning to Birmingham for 2015.

In each of the YRS events the goal is for the children to develop applications using open data (http://theodi.org/guides/, Mulqueeny, 2014b). This can be a game, a tool, or anything, which lets the users play, or explore the data, or to better understand and use the data in the app. The apps can range from websites pulling disparate data sets together, to mobile apps and physical hacks based around open data, built around Raspberry Pi and Arduino boards.

The YRS events provide an opportunity for the children to learn from each other while building their apps. The YRS philosophy fits in with the gradual shift since the 1990s away from instructionalism towards creating constructivist learning environments (Ben-Ari, 2001) and promoting active learning (Beck, Chizhik, 2008; Biggers, Yilmaz, Sweat, 2009; Boyer, Dwight, Miller, Raubenheimer, Stallmann, Vouk, 2007; Chinn, Martin, Spencer, 2007; Hendrix, Myneni, Narayanan, McIntyre, 2004; Horowitz, Rodger, Biggers, Binkley, Frantz, Gundermann, Hambrusch, Huss-Lederman, Munson, Ryder, and Sweat, 2009; Hundhausen, Agrawal, Fairbrother, Trevisian, 2010; Huss-Lederman, Chinn, Skrentny, 2008; Lewandowski, Johnson, Goldweber, 2005; Shackelford, McGettrick, Sloan, Topi, Davies, Kamali, Cross, Impagliazzo, LeBlanc, and Lunt, 2006; Williams, 2007).

Apps developed by teams of young coders in the past (http://hacks.rewiredstate.org and http://hacks.youngrewiredstate.org) include Postcode Wars as a way to compare the population, crime and other statistics for UK postcodes; PiCyle to provide navigational information to cyclists using handlebar-mounted LEDs and a RaspberryPi; Tourify to provide custom tours based on your available time; and Miles Per Pound, which tells you how the cost of your driving is broken down by insurance,
depreciation, repair, and millage so you know how many miles you can travel on one
UK pound sterling.

The Survey Approach

Over the years little research has been conducted observing, monitoring and
theorizing the impact such events are having on children’s development. We want to
start to change this. We felt that a survey was a good approach to use to explore the
children and their YRS experience. We could not reach the children at the event itself,
and we could not travel to a number of locations to conduct the surveys in person.
This meant internet delivery using Typeform (http://www.typeform.com) to conduct the
survey and exported the results to Excel for analysis.

We prepared a number of anonymous surveys. One was for the participant children
under 18, and a second for those participants now 18 and over. A third survey was
for the parents of the participating children, because without the parents the children
cannot get to the events, and parents have to be there for the weekend events too if
their child is under 14.

We proposed almost the same questions for an online survey of parents and children
so that we would have comparable results. The questions fell into a number of distinct
categories: location, events attended, length of time coding, and questions about the
good/bad aspects of the events. Given changes in research policy, we needed to
obtain ethical board approval before running the survey, and while approval for those
18 and over was forthcoming, approval for children under18s proved impossible in
the timeframe available. Therefore, this is a pilot study and not the full study, which
we will run during Young Rewired State 2015.

In order to have a significant uptake of the survey we need to run this in person with
children, and not rely upon social media to spread the word about the survey. Our
online pilot survey illustrated that our questions worked well. However, we need to
couple this with staff asking participants to fill in the survey.

Children

We wanted to find out what drives the children to participate and what they did
afterwards. We asked them the following:

(1) What year were you born?
(2) What is your gender?
(3) Where do you live? (Scotland, Wales, East of England, etc)
(4) What kind of coding or digital design do you do? (HTML/CSS, Ruby, Java, Blender,
Unity, etc)
(5) How long before attending a YRS event did you either start to code, or do digital
design work?
(6) Did you have any coding/digital design friends before attending a YRS event?
(7) Which YRS events did you go to?
(8) If you went to any weeklong Festival of Code events, did you also go to the
weekend part?
(9) How far did you travel (one way) each day to get to the YRS centre host site?
(10) Did you tell others to sign up for the Festival of Code?
(11) What did you enjoy most about the YRS Festival of Code?
(12) What did you enjoy least about the YRS Festival of Code?
(13) If you could change one thing about the YRS Festival of Code, what would it be?
(14) What did you feel you learnt by attending the Festival of Code?
(15) What have you done that’s related to coding or digital design since going to YRS
Festival of Code?
Have you used anything you learned from attending Festival of Code after the event?

Please complete the following sentence. Attending the Festival of Code was like….

The questions were aimed at gathering information about the children in general, and also to determine whether the events were helping to grow a community in which participants can establish, share and deepen technical as well as problem solving skills in an inclusive community, which are some of the YRS programme goals. (Mulqueeney, 2014b; Slay, 2011; http://www.yrs.io)

Parents

Parents are key partners in this venture along with inclusive practices (Gamarnikow, Green, 1999), as without them the children do not attend events. Therefore they too should be questioned as many of them stay for the weekend event to help and support their younger children. We asked them the following:

1. What year was your child born?
2. What is the gender of your child?
3. Where do you live? (Scotland, Wales, East of England, etc)
4. How long before attending a YRS event did your child start to code, or do digital design on their own?
5. Did your child have any coding/digital design friends before attending a YRS event?
6. Which YRS events did you go to?
7. If you went to any weeklong Festival of Code events, did you also go to the weekend part?
8. How far did you travel (one way) each day to get to the YRS centre host site?
9. Did you tell others to sign up for the Festival of Code?
10. As a parent, what was the best thing about the YRS Festival of Code?
11. As a parent, what was the worst thing about the YRS Festival of Code?
12. If you could change one thing about the YRS Festival of Code, what would it be?
13. What have you done, or have you noticed your child doing since going to YRS Festival of Code?

The questions, as with the children’ ones, should point to changes, which help confirm behavior consistent with the goals of the YRS programme (http://www.yrs.io).

Results

We had fewer results than expected from our survey so this is a more qualitative than quantitative analysis. We had eleven parents respond (2 male, 8 female, one other), and ten children (4 male and 6 female) respond to our survey over a three-week period in November and December 2014. We ran the survey later than intended with less social media, and other help as our wait for ethical approval meant we missed key events where we could have had more opportunities to gain survey participants.

The children were born between 1994 and 1997, and the children of the parents were born between 1997 and 2000. This makes almost all of the participant children part of the 97er generation (Mulqueeney, 2014a), who are digital natives and who are aware of social media from their youngest age. These are digital natives, who grew up after Windows 95 was released and after the Internet and the Web became mainstream.

Less than half of the participants had coding/design friends before taking part in an YRS event. 50% of the children, and 6 of 11 parents’ children had no coding/design friends before attending.

Most people told others about the YRS events after they found out about them. 8 of the 10 children, and 10 of the 11 parents did this.
Almost all people went to the weekend event after attending the weeklong event. This ends up being due to prior family arrangements, and the location of the weekend event.

Survey participants came from across the UK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Parent’s</th>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East England</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West England</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East of England</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest England</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire and the Humber</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Participant’s home locations

Table 1 shows that survey responses were from across a range of locations.

The importance of parental support for out-of-school group coding activity as provided by the YRS Festival of Code week is highlighted by the distances travelled by participants as shown in Table 2. More than half of them travel at least 10-20 miles to arrive at their weekly hosting centre.

The children and parents make an effort to attend the event because of a long-standing interest in the area for most children, which suggests that they hoped to find it a special event. This is also why they almost all told someone about it too.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Parents’</th>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5 miles</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10 miles</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20 miles</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-40 miles</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Distance to the YRS host centre

Participants like to repeatedly attend YRS events as shown in Table 3. None of our participants were born in 2001, which leaves that year empty. Table 3 combines all of the participants across both the children and parents surveys.
Table 3. Survey participant attendance at YRS events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Born</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The children also showed a wide range of skills across both coding and design as seen in Table 4. ‘Other’ here includes Haskell, Perl and bash scripting as well as Visual Basic.

Table 4. Language and Skills Abilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language/Skills</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTML/CSS</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javascript/Jquery</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C#</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photoshop</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the small numbers it is hard to draw any conclusions about the coding and design skills here other than to point out the preponderance of web skills, which also shows up in the types of hacks developed by the teams over the years (http://hacks.rewiredstate.org and http://hacks.youngrewiredstate.org). Beyond this we can speculate that web skills are an easy entry point for those wanting to learn to code, and that compiled languages are probably learned in order to do something specific like a Minecraft mod using Java, or to pursue a game idea using the Unity game engine in C#.

These coding and design skills have developed over time as seen in Table 5.

Table 5. Time coding before attending YRS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Parent's</th>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-6 months</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-12 months</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over a year</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 2 years</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More than half of the children had been coding for more than a year before attending YRS and some for over two years. This implies that the participating children find coding something more than a passing interest.
Correlating age of the child with how long they were programming before starting with YRS shows that 8 of 19 children, who coded for two years or longer were born between 1996 and 2000. This means there are a growing number of children, who are starting to code when they are aged around ten, which is usually well before they start any formal computing science in school. This is something, which needs to be explored further with a larger sample.

The open-ended questions provided more insight into what the attendees gained from the event.

The children thought the best thing about YRS was: Collaborating on a project for a week, where you get to meet like-minded people and make new friends and develop their interest.

The parents saw similar benefits: This was a free chance for them to help support their child’s interest with knowledgeable mentors in a way that would boost their social circle, and also build their self-confidence.

The problems the children saw included the judging be only partially based on the technical ability; the groups becoming too big so each person contributed less, that the weekend might be too far away, when you did arrive, the vegetarian pizza might be all gone, and depending upon the venue, the wifi and sleeping arrangements for the weekend might be a problem.

The parents saw similar problems too. For parents the issues revolve around how they can support their children. The first issue might be what to do while their child is at YRS during the week and it is too far to head home. Then comes the consideration of whether the weekend part is too far away. The parents also find the judging unclear, and mostly wish they had heard about it two years sooner.

The YRS Festival of Code is not perfect, and everyone would change something if they could. The children would change things this way: change the weekend location and increase publicity so more children attend; make it more frequent than once a year; add workshops to the weekend event; enforce the competition rules more strictly; also allow those over 18 to attend.

The parents would like to see a central weekend location and clearer competition and judging criteria while adding events and activities for those not presenting, or perhaps remove the competition aspects as not all children care about that aspect. Other parents would like to enable more robotic kits and other hardware for the children to use, and to have people register for food to reduce the wastage at the event.

So far we have explored basic expectations of children and parents about events. However, we also wanted to know about what happened next. “What did you feel you learnt by attending the Festival of Code?” The children felt they learned a variety of direct computing things as well as transferable skills. They gained new technical skills and gained some insight into career options, and found ways to get involved with various companies. Some express regret at not finding out about YRS sooner, because they found there are a lot of young coders out there. Some pushed their skills further by teaching and mentoring others in programming.

Under transferable skills the children gained presentation skills, and teamwork and time management. Others found that they are now better at working with others and have used this to help them with their school studies, and used this experience in their personal statements for university admissions.

And what happened next? Where did YRS participants take this experience? The children said that they are doing many things. Some give back to the community by taking part in more hackathons, helping local code clubs, and contributing to open source projects. Others continue learning by studying computing at higher levels in
schools, or computing science/electrical engineering at university. Others have gone on to entrepreneurship and released an app with a friend, another is a freelance software engineer, and some work for startups. Others moved into the corporate world and participated in a company internship, or, work for an ISP, and some work other organisations.

The parents said that their children have changed. Their children have grown in confidence and started moving into hacking things with coding skills, and are keen to learn more. Some children have continued their YRS project further, and now think in terms of ‘projects’, and continue going to other coding events. One parent has started an YRS hyperlocal centre so that children in their area can attend YRS events more frequently.

The final question was aimed at finding out what else there is of the YRS experience that we might have overlooked. We asked the children to complete the sentence “Attending the Festival of Code was like…” Here are the answers of those who completed the question:

“Attending the Festival of Code was like… an escape.”

“Attending the Festival of Code was like… An insight into the world of coding and hackathons which made me want to learn more.”

“Attending the Festival of Code was like… a chance to be myself and find people who understand my interests.”

“Attending the Festival of Code was like… becoming part of a mad hyperactive family of awesome people.”

“Attending the Festival of Code was like… being in a room with a bunch of teachers, willing to share their passion.”

“Attending the Festival of Code was like… a music festival but where there's as much pizza as mud and the songs are the tapping of keys…”

CONCLUSIONS

Coding events for children provide all of the expected ‘upfront’ benefits that we would expect. The children do gain in self-confidence; they do help each other learn new skills, and do learn how to work together as a team to achieve a specific goal. This was revealed in the answers to our open ended questions. Event activities such as these align particularly well with situated learning theory (Lave, Wenger, 1991), problem-based learning and experiential learning (Kolb, 1984).

We also found a wider range of outcomes too. The children gain a better understanding of career options, and gain opportunities to practice their craft through networking with other children and adults at the events too. They find that they are not alone. This is possibly the most important outcome. Whilst not part of formal mainstream education, the learning environments created by the events provide evidence of good inclusive practices. They promote key pedagogical principles, such as co-agency, working with others and trust; core ideas underpinning transformability and the capacity to learn [9].

The children want to know that they are not the only ones who are interested in the coding and developing apps. They too want to know other children, who share their same interests (Mulqueeny, 2014b).

The experiences of the survey participants seem to confirm studies of high achievers in computing too. Competitions, such as those run by the BCS, ACM, Microsoft and IBM, can motivate some students – winning looks good on the CV – but the challenge may not fit well with student knowledge and experience and may, ultimately, prove to
be a discouragement; children may not be in a position to be able to enter, or parents may lack enough knowledge to be able to support them. Activities designed in the specific context of students’ life experiences, such as YRS seeks to provide, can therefore have greater educational strengths. Furthermore, students can be encouraged to learn new skills and extend those that we consider important for their future (Carter, White, Fraser, Kurkowsky, McCreesh, Wieck, 2010).

It is also accepted that in order to motivate our more gifted students we need to engage them in a different way from the rest of the cohort. It seems the success of these approaches is entirely dependent upon the skill and enthusiasm of the instructor leading the initiative. YRS works with this by using skilled mentors and providing a peer-led educational experience where the students study at their own pace, which improves the learning experience (Carter, White, Fraser, Kurkowsky, McCreesh, Wieck, 2010).

For some children it appears that these events show that not all paths have to lead through the doors of a university, but that a coding career is feasible straight out the door of the school. However, this is the experience of our small survey sample, and a wider sample size might show this as a small segment. We have also skewed our results insofar that we are only gathering results from those now aged 18 and over. Younger children might have different outcomes, or might not yet have reached their peak.

The Future

We found that this is an area worth exploring further. We have shown that there is useful data waiting to be collected from the YRS participants and their parents. We now need to plan how to achieve this before the next event so that the ethical committee is satisfied that we will meet their requirements for the under 18 children.

We intend to do this by working with YRS to achieve more responses during and after the next Festival of Code in 2015. We aim to bring you more quantitative results next year.
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Development of Interactive Teaching and Learning Materials for Bilingual Mathematics Education
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Abstract

A learning unit in middle school mathematics on the interactive, communication oriented, intercultural, and bilingual construction of triangles will be evaluated during a pilot study in early 2015. This paper gives some of the theoretical background on which the design of the unit is based as well as some examples of typical tasks from the lessons.
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Introduction

The INTACT-project (http://www.intact-comenius.eu/) is an EU-funded project with six project partners from Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Portugal, Romania and Spain. It aims at the development of interactive teaching and learning resources for content integrated language learning (CLIL) in the areas of school subjects and second language learning. The INTACT-project fosters interactivity in a double sense – interactivity with digital learning resources and international interactivity connecting learning all-over Europe using a common INTACT-platform.

This case study describes the development and early implementation of a learning unit about communication in mathematics education. Learning units from other school subjects like biology, history, geography, which are part of the project, will not discussed at this time.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Designing a math lesson that uses interactive media like whiteboards or tablets in intercultural and bilingual settings draws on several theoretical backgrounds that are contributing different aspects to the pedagogical decisions.

Communication in Mathematics Education

Communication in mathematics education is an important part of the curriculum in itself. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) identifies communication as one of the five processes all students should be able to master by the end of their school years.

“Instructional programs from prekindergarten through grade 12 should enable all students to

- organize and consolidate their mathematical thinking though communication;
- communicate their mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers, teachers, and others;
- analyse and evaluate the mathematical thinking and strategies of others;
- use the language of mathematics to express mathematical ideas precisely.” (NCTM, 2000, p. 60)

However, communication is also a very important instrument for teachers to support students’ learning or to diagnose their learning i.e. by identifying misconceptions (see
i.e., Huang & Normandia, 2009; Brendefur & Frykholm, 2000). So learning scenarios that allow students (and teachers) to communicate substantially in mathematics classrooms need special planning. Typical topics where communication is an issue even in traditional mathematics classrooms are the descriptions of constructing congruent triangles in middle school (see older textbooks or i.e., Perks & Prestage, 2006). To exemplify each step in the construction process students really need to understand how triangle constructions work. By comparing the drawing with the description teachers can easily identify mistakes and even students’ misconceptions regarding geometrical objects.

**Content Integrated Language Learning (CLIL)**

The CLIL methodology comes originally from foreign language learning and is related to the concepts of content-based instruction, bilingual instruction or immersion (Doyle, 2007). However, CLIL focuses more on content learning than other approaches. In school contexts ‘content’ means usually the traditional school subjects most often natural or social sciences.

“In CLIL, with regard to cognitive processes, the foreign language becomes an instrument for processing and storing of information. The use of a foreign language requires a different, deeper way of information processing and leads to enhanced acquisition of both the language and the non-linguistic content matter. Due to the differences of ‘mental horizons’ reflecting the work in a foreign language, CLIL also influences the formation of notions, and thus literally shapes the way we think.”

(Hofmannová; Novotná & Pipalová, 2008, p. 21)

CLIL can be used in different structural frames i.e. a parallel setting where some subjects are taught in the foreign language for one or more school years or a modular setting where only selected topics are taught in a foreign language over a limited period during a school year (Breidbach & Viebrock, 2012). The CLIL philosophy integrates pedagogical concepts like ‘authenticity’ (material, topics, language, etc.), ‘negotiation of meaning’, ‘students as active learners’, ‘multi-channel learning’ (visualizing, hands-on activities, etc.), ‘scaffolding of the learning processes’, ‘step-by-step approaches’, and ‘demonstrative representations’.

Many of these concepts are realized in the lessons about constructions of triangles and descriptions of the construction processes.

**Intercultural Education**

‘Intercultural competences’ is seen as the “ability to effectively and appropriately interact in an intercultural situation or context” (Perry & Southwell, 2011, p. 453) and is part of the educational standards in a wide range of countries. While getting in contact with students from other nationalities is an important part of intercultural education in itself (Allemann-Ghionda, 2008) there are domain specific aspects as well: In mathematics education, ‘intercultural learning’ is often used to further the understanding i.e. of algorithms by comparing long multiplication done in Germany or in Greece or the US. However, to talk about the names of i.e. geometrical shapes or forms in different languages like “triangle” in English vs. “Dreieck” (three-vertex) in German or “quadrilateral” vs. “Viereck” (four-vertex) can also lead to a deeper understanding of the geometrical properties of these objects.

**Use of Interactive Devices for Learning**

There are numerous approaches to using interactive learning devices like interactive whiteboards, tablets, smartphones, for learning in various age groups and learning
settings. A lot of the research on the use of these devices in classrooms describes an
increase of interaction between teachers and students or among students (see Manny-Ikan, Dagan, Tikochinski & Zorman, 2011; Shi, Y.; Yang, Z.; Hao Yang, H. & Liu, S., 2012, Higgins, S. E., 2010) or allows an authentic learning environment in i.e. language and literacy classrooms (Reid & Ostashewski, 2011).

The main advantages relevant in the INTACT-project are the interactivity of the resources, the integration of multimedia in particular the possibility of audio in foreign language learning and the possibilities to connect with mobile devices such as smart phones. Especially the use of audio in the communicative scenarios of language learning is considered very helpful for students (Yang & Wang, 2012, Son & Park, 2012).

The combination of interactive resources with bilingual education scenarios and collaborative learning across different nations and languages makes the INTACT-project very special. Because of the different technological solutions and incompatibilities of software, the INTACT-project focuses on the implementation of html5 (http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/) as a technical solution independent from any particular technology.

INTERACTIVE AND BILINGUAL CONSTRUCTION OF TRIANGLES

The learning unit is part of geometry class in the 7th or 8th grade. The class should be used to dynamic geometry systems (DGS, i.e. Geometer's Sketchpad or Cinderella) and of course have had several years of foreign language learning.

The aims11 of the unit are:

- Students draw and construct geometrical shapes using appropriate tools like compass, straightedge, protractor or dynamic geometry systems.
- Through constructing triangles students deepen their understanding of the properties of parallel or perpendicular lines, perpendicular bisectors, angle bisectors, heights, median lines in triangles, the Thales theorem, …
- Students apply their knowledge of the properties of parallel or perpendicular lines, perpendicular bisectors, angle bisectors, heights, median lines in triangles, the Thales theorem, … for solving geometrical and real world problems.
- Students communicate mathematically – and in foreign languages - using the description of the construction processes.

The unit consists of five lessons. The shown tasks are demonstrations of key problems of the lessons.

Lesson 1 - Construction of triangles using a given description of a construction process:

---

11 The aims regarding the mathematical aspect are common objectives of German mathematics classrooms in 8th grades.
Task 1: Work individually on the construction problem and compare afterwards your triangles.

**Description of constructing process**
1. Draw the line segment $AB = c = 6$ cm.
2. Draw a circle whose midpoint is the midpoint of $c$ with radius $c/2 = 3$ cm.
3. Draw a circle around $A$ with radius $4,5$ cm. The point $C$ is at the section of the two circles.
4. Draw the line segment $CB$ called $a$.

How many congruent triangles do you get?

Checking: Compare the lengths of the sides and the widths of the angles of your triangles with the ones in the sample construction.

Task 2: What are the connections of this construction process with the construction you worked on?

- Lesson 2 - Describing construction processes esp. while using DGS for construction:
- Lesson 3 & 4 - Posing and solving construction of triangles problems using the description of the construction processes:
- Lesson 5 - Reflection on the shared experience and reviewing the vocabulary/mathematical terms

Lessons 1, 2 and 5 take place in the normal classroom settings but during the lessons 3 and 4 the two classes meet online on the INTACT-project platform, exchange their problems, and discuss the solutions of the others. The platform offers among other features tools for chats, video conferencing, audio as well as iframes, which allow embedding of different documents or objects. The platform is scalable to interactive whiteboards, tablets, monitors or smartphones.

OUTLOOK

The INTACT-project platform was finished early 2015 and the piloting of the learning unit will take place during the first half of 2015. The plan is for two classes from Germany and Spain who are used to CLIL – with English as the foreign language – and know already about the properties of congruent triangles to work together. The case study will evaluate the feasibility of the scenario as well as the effects on the
students and the teachers, mainly using qualitative methods like interviews. Vocabulary tests and a content analysis of the artefacts produced by the students during the unit will complement the interviews.
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Abstract

The development of fully or partially online training, as well as the provision of digital learning materials for students, requires the development of systems that provide students with innovative services tailored to their needs. We are interested in students who undertake all or part of their course in a foreign language and who face difficulties due to limited language skills. Our goal is to provide them, on demand, online and in their native language, with a document similar to the one that they find difficult to understand. In this paper we present the needs analysis phase, related to the engineering process of the online service.
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INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT

International student mobility is a big challenge. While moving abroad, many “mobile students” (ERASMUS, 2013; Endrizzi, 2010) face major difficulties such as a different style of education (more abstract, more intensive, etc.), a lack of prior knowledge and required skills, new requirements, etc. For a non-native student, such challenges are enhanced by language difficulties (Coulon & Paivandi, 2003; Erlenawati, 2005).

The issue is complex and can be addressed from several viewpoints: institutional, organizational, technological, educational and methodological, among others. From the technological side, it is clear that many digital teaching materials that are made available to students have few functional features, little interactivity and no smart support for the learning process. Thus, despite many studies and prototypes (Devedzic, 2006; Melis et al., 2009), existing e-learning systems, platforms and services rarely take advantage of modern semantic and adaptive technologies. That is the reason why it is crucial to develop services that provide non-native students with new and innovative services tailored to solve their problems.

Our goal is to experiment with an on-demand online service, focusing on scientific, technological and management disciplines. It has been developed in the framework of the Interlingua project whose partners are research and academic institutions from Belgium, France, Germany and Luxemburg. That service aims to help non-native students who face difficulties understanding a learning resource. It recommends a similar resource in their native language. Notice that “similarity” does not mean

http://www.interlingua-project.eu/
“translation” and therefore has to be defined. Moreover it also provides automatically generated MCQ based on keywords to facilitate self-assessment.

So, the Interlingua service is an innovative online learning and training service that implements an integrated approach. This approach mixes technological and pedagogical expertise and combines semantic linking technologies for multilingual educational materials and an automatic generation of self-assessment items.

The goal is to help the learner to become familiar with the language of the course by understanding terms and expressions used in the context of the discipline. By providing a student with a resource in his own language we expect he will be able to establish interesting connections between the current learning resource and the language support resource.

The system manages a multilingual resource database. Once a resource, written in the language of the course, is proposed to the learner, the Interlingua service offers the opportunity to identify the main concepts (words highlighted by the service), to select a paragraph or a slide (if the resource is a presentation). Then, the learner may ask the service to provide him with a similar resource in his mother tongue.

The original resource can include a description of an exercise, a recommended reading, course notes, etc. The recommended resource (in the native language of the student) allows him to better understand the concepts as linguistic problems are removed. The new resource is not a translation of the original one but an additional resource which presents the same concept or the same issue. This new resource may contain other examples or illustrations, and should improve comprehension, addressing linguistic problems and problems related to other aspects like education style, prerequisite, culture, etc.

This paper presents the phase related to the needs collection and analysis for engineering this online service. This step is the very beginning of the service design process and does not include the human machine interface design. However the results gained through this step will inform the next design phases.

**METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION**

Supporting students who are in mobility is the main objective of the Interlingua project. So, it is crucial to understand in detail the nature of the problems experienced by students in the specific context of a course, when it is given in a language different to their mother tongue. In this project we specifically focus on problems faced by students in the “Great Region” who may study in German, French and/or English. Obviously, the problem is more general and is not limited to the Great Region case. As a first experience, the Interlingua prototype will consider courses related to basic statistics as such a course is included in many curricula, so we can collect the testimonies of many students.

An important issue regarding the needs analysis was to know who had to be questioned. Firstly we identified the international students within the project’s participating institutions and also identified students who take courses abroad. These students were asked about the difficulties they faced. Secondly, we identified statistics teachers who regularly meet such students to collect their perceptions of the difficulties these students face. We also wanted to get perceptions of teachers from other disciplines who are in the same situation, in order to identify possible common characteristics.

---

13Saarland - Lorraine - Luxemburg - Rheinland - Palatinate - Wallonia (including the German-speaking Community of Belgium) situated between Rhein, Moselle, Saar and Meuse
We designed a questionnaire for students in mobility. The development of this questionnaire was done in two stages. We met individually 10 students who were or had been studying abroad and asked them, through informal interviews, the main difficulties they encountered. The questionnaire was then structured according to their answers. The resulting questionnaire is comprised of 24 questions split into four sections. Some questions may contain several sub-questions. The first section collects data about student mobility: original language, semester, language used in courses, institutional framework of this mobility (i.e. ERASMUS, joint degree programs, etc.) and number of courses. The second section is used to identify the problems faced by these students in relation to linguistic or cultural aspects, working habits, prerequisites, etc. The third part is related to solutions to overcome these problems, whether these solutions are offered by the hosting institution, implemented by students or simply considered useful. The last section deals with personal information: age, sex, birth country, etc. The questionnaire was distributed widely within the project’s partners, i.e. universities from Lorraine (France), from Liège (Belgium) and from Saarbrück and HTW (Germany).

To supplement the collected data, it also seemed appropriate to interview some students. We decided to conduct semi-structured interviews in which students were asked to explain about problems they had faced and how they overcame them. An interview guide was designed. This interview guide has been used to verify that the students provided the expected information in the survey and not as a formal interview guideline. The techniques used were therefore essentially reformulation of questions, demand for details and more rarely questions to stimulate conversation. With students’ consent, the interviews were recorded, transcribed and qualitatively analysed. The results of the analysis have been compared with the results of the online survey.

At the same time, we conducted semi-structured interviews with teachers who regularly interact with students in a situation of mobility or teachers who were familiar with the difficulties of language proficiency. The aim was to collect information about the relevance of the Interlingua project and to get recorded with the agreement of teachers and transcribed before analysis.

**MAIN RESULTS**

**Quantitative analysis**

The questionnaire was made available online\(^\text{14}\). It was available in three equivalent versions in German, English and French.

During September and October 2014, we received 460 responses but only 210 were complete. The 250 incomplete responses mainly corresponded to students who just started filling in the questionnaire and then exited. The following quantitative analysis is related to the 210 complete responses provided.

**Education profile of those who filled in the questionnaire**

The three versions (one per language) have been answered in the same proportions. Furthermore, 30% of students are native German, followed by French and Italian natives (15% each). Students’ countries of origin are mainly Germany, Italy, France, Belgium and Luxemburg. Percentages about the countries of study are nearly the same. The courses taken by students were mostly taught in French and German.

Their mobility experience was rather recent. For over 88% of them, it was less than one year.

**Difficulties encountered**

In relation with the amount of additional work requested:

- 44% of students did not notice a significant increase,
- 30% did.
- 26% have no opinion

When questioning students about possible reasons for the difficulties faced, we noticed that the answers were equally distributed between the required autonomy, the difficulty in understanding course material and the number and difficulty of exams.

Compared to what they face in the university from where they come:

- 35% did not notice any difference,
- 32% noticed an increased difficulty,
- 33% noticed a decreased difficulty.

In contrast, the main difficulties encountered by more than 50% of students were taking notes, understanding the explanations of teachers, reading comprehension of course materials, wording of tests and examinations.

Additional difficulties were expressed as free text in the answers:

- lack of additional course materials,
- feeling of isolation due to language.

Some students found it stressful that teachers and other students had discussions in their native language and not in the official language of the course.

Furthermore, the cultural references are noticed as problematic by some students (around 33% of the 36% who bring answers to this open question):

- different ways of teaching,
- implicit references or attitude.

Problems with the vocabulary (understanding, oral or written production) were often mentioned through open questions in similar proportions.

**Solutions offered by institutions or adopted by students.**

Among the solutions offered by the universities to limit these problems, we found:

- language courses,
- special arrangements for examinations,
- additional exercises on platforms including online services.

For their part, students also adopted solutions:

- taking language courses,
- using specific support for the technical vocabulary (e.g. online dictionary),
- asking for help from their peers,
- using online resources.

When asked about online resources (the focus of the Interlingua service) such as online books, online course materials, online courses in their native language or Internet research, 80% of students thought it would be a good help.
Qualitative analysis

A qualitative analysis of the joint interviews (students and teachers) led to identify five dimensions:

- the variety of contexts faced by the target audience,
- the nature of the language problem and consciousness of teachers,
- the reactions of teachers and students when they are confronted with innovative strategies and resources,
- the current strategies of students in response to the problem,
- the interest of teachers and students in access to online resources.

Interviews with students suggested they developed different strategies, whether individual or collective ones, but sometimes more substantial than those that might be provided by the Interlingua service. These strategies change according to the discipline, for instance in Statistics, a student noticed that:

"This is an area where the statements and questions can lead to many interpretations, the nuances of language can be more difficult to take into account than in Mathematics..."

"During exams, it is sometimes difficult, especially for multiple choice questions (MCQ), because if I do not fully understand a word I hesitate because, in my opinion, I understand the course, but I do not understand the phrase which expresses the question".

A German-speaking student taking courses in French explained that, like her classmates, when she does not understand something, she searches for other books in French but also in German:

"Looking on the Web in German helps me, that's true".

Furthermore, different cultural aspects were highlighted. In the context of offering assistance, the data support the provision of an equivalent resource written in the native language, and not a translated resource.

CONCLUSION

The students who answered the survey and/or were interviewed confirmed that there are linguistic and cultural issues linked to understanding learning resources amongst other difficulties. These data support the aim to propose and test a helpdesk to make the understanding of these documents easier.

Needs analysis shows that, in order to face linguistic problems, the students implement a wide diversity of strategies to help them get a better understanding of the language of the course. This includes taking language courses to improve their fluency in the target language, using technical vocabularies, using textbooks in their native language, and asking their peers to explain.

Taking into account these results, the Interlingua project decided to develop an open solution that gives prominence to students’ autonomy and vocabulary learning. We also decided to support students’ learning and self-assessment by highlighting of concepts, provision of glossaries and MCQ, targeting vocabulary learning and text understanding. The service also aims at providing feedback that incites them to discover more (another resource, for example) rather than providing them with very formal feedback (like the “correct answer”), using the study language to formulate assessment questions, etc.
The Interlingua service will provide a range of functions and enable students to choose the best way to use them. The Interlingua consortium is developing an automatic analysis device for documents and similarity calculations (Aletras, Stevenson & Clough, 2014) from semantic models of statistics area. This system will develop the process described in (Sosnovsky, Hsiao & Brusilovsky, 2012). It remains to be seen what use is made of the service by students, including students of cross-countries existing courses, in the Great Region.
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Abstract
We have developed CocoViewer (Compile error Collection Viewer) for learners in programming to enable them to conduct analysis for compiling error records. CocoViewer generates charts that show a trajectory of reducing the correction time of the compile error that is calculated by logs recorded in students’ computers during a programming course. Students can see lists of charts for many kinds of compile errors, as well as a particular detailed circumstance of error that is selected by a student. We hypothesized that the system promotes clear understanding regarding their compile error learning, and the following three effects were expected: (1) to encourage more experiences of compilation error correction, (2) improvement of the procedure of correcting errors, and (3) reducing unarticulated anxiety for the compile error. The system was tried in an undergraduate introductory programming course for approximately 100 non-CS, liberal arts students. Both qualitative research regarding students’ use of the system and quantitative data in the questionnaire showed that the students appreciated the system and enjoyed using it. The system promoted dialogue among students regarding compile errors, and we succeeded in reducing unarticulated anxiety for students.
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INTRODUCTION
In introductory programming environments using common text-based languages such as Java, C, or Python, it is inevitable that the learners have to spend some time correcting compile errors. Learning to correct compile errors has been the first obstacle for novices. Seeing numerous compile errors has caused “nightmares” for many beginning programmers. In the classroom, teaching assistants are always busy supporting and correcting errors. This results in both students and assistants having an inability to focus on the most important practice in the introductory level: thinking about workable algorithms. This had been manageable for CS (Computer Science) students, however, recent demands to develop higher level problem-solving skills using the computer, (Computational Thinking) (Wing, 2006), has broadened the target to non-CS students.

In reality, non-CS students may feel more negative about compile errors than teachers think. Our survey for students in our introductory programming course for non-CS students showed that 62% of students answered that they were feeling literal “fear” regarding compile errors. They also answered the question “What was the percentage of time you spent on compile error correction per total programming process?”. The result of the students’ perception was 28.4% where as our actual calculation was 15%.
In the literature, researchers have discussed two approaches to solve the problem. One is to avoid compile error occurrences by using a visual programming language such as Squeak (Ingalls et al., 1997) or Scratch (scratch.mit.edu). The visual programming approach enables beginning learners to build their program by block building as in a jigsaw puzzle style (Maloney, 2004), which can completely eliminate any compile errors, because it is not possible to connect blocks unless those blocks can connect grammatically.

Another approach is to develop an environment which provides some scaffolding where the students can easily learn how to correct compile errors. In reality, the number of occurrences for compile errors is not a concern for professionals. They can correct errors quickly because compile error messages give them clear clues for correcting errors. An advantage of this approach is that correcting error experiences promotes understanding of grammatical knowledge. This is a reasonable approach for redesigning compile error messages for novices, because the standard error messages that were assumed for professional use in design include many terminologies, therefore, it is hard to understand for beginners who have little grammatical knowledge.

We can take the first approach described above (visual language) in the early stage of programming education. However, it may be disappointing for highly motivated students, because many popular languages which provide attractive functions to solve problems by a computational approach, such as JavaScript in the browser, are still text-based. At least in a migration phase from visual to text-based language, they cannot avoid learning some grammatical knowledge. On the other hand, the second approach (error correcting scaffolding) never succeeded in completely wipe out beginners’ fears. Once a student faces stacking in a number of compile errors, his/her motivation for learning programming is going to decrease and is unlikely to return due to the negative experience.

In this research, we tried to improve the situation in the second approach (error correcting scaffolding), by proposing a tool to encourage formative assessment regarding compile error correction learning by students themselves. Using the latest information technology, we can easily collect information concerning the learning procedure, and the tool providing visual information for students. Therefore, we took an approach using the computer as a learning-reflection tool (Collins & Brown, 1988). Our hypothesis behind this is that the students’ “fear” about compile errors came from their lack of information and knowledge regarding actual compile error learning status. Thus, from this point on in this paper we refer to “fear” as “unarticulated anxiety”.

We hypothesized that the system promotes clear understanding regarding their compilation error learning, and the following three effects were expected:

1. to encourage more experiences of compilation error correcting
2. improvement of the procedure of correcting errors
3. reducing unarticulated anxiety concerning compilation errors.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We will discuss works related to this research in Section 2. We will introduce our course design, analysis tool in Section 3. Evaluation method is in Section 4. The results of the qualitative analyses are given in Section 5. Section 6 concludes with a discussion of the results and limitations of the study.

RELATED WORK

This study was built on research regarding individual skill growth in software engineering. Specifically, we focus on the chronological changes of the compile error correction time. PSP: Personal Software Process (Humphrey, 2001) is the classic theory and the only one which provides results of the chronological analysis of compile
error correction time. Although the data was gathered in the professional development situation, PSP research results show the compile error correction time gradually decreases by experience. We can say it is an improvement of their skills and that seeing the phenomena visually encourages students toward further learning of programming. However, the original PSP has to be done by manual logging, which was unreasonable to conduct in the introductory programming course.

Recent information technology allows us to easily collect logs which record all operations in the students’ computers. In this decade, many recording environments in the educational field have been proposed, resulting in a significantly low cost for collecting logs even in real-time (e.g. Alammaly et al., 2012). However, there are a few articles that try either analysis or visualization of the records, as we review in the following.

There are studies that attempted to discover indicators which show learning status by analyzing compile error correction logs. A number of reports statistically analyzed an occurrence of a compile error number in their programming education (Jadud, 2005) (Jackson et al., 2005) (Mow, 2012). They examined the difficulty of each compile error kind by counting the occurrences. Jadud (Jadud, 2005) examined calculating average correction time for each kind of detection of difficulty, and Thompson concurred (Thompson, 2006). Although the research concluded that the average time was useful to detect difficulties of the compile error kind, their research omitted the aspects of individual differences and temporal aspects of learning. Jadud, (Jadud, 2006) also tested a similar problem to detect the difficulty of each compile error kind. They proposed EQ (Error Quotient), which is calculated by how many times the students tried to compile in order to correct an error. However, the research omitted the aspects of correction time.

Recently, an approach in which manual qualitative analysis was included in the quantitative collected data was done in several studies. Marceau et al., 2011(Marceau et al., 2011) attempted to detect compile error difficulty for each kind by learners' activities. They defined activities which can be identified by learners' error correction processes, and their data in the actual education process was manually analyzed by the defined activities. Bringula et al., 2012(Bringula et al., 2012) proposed taxonomy of compile errors from a human cognitive aspect. The category was composed of six types (Thought error, Sensorimotor error, Omission Error, Memory error, Knowledge error, Habit error), and their regression analysis revealed the relationship between those types.

There is another approach for improving the problem by proposing software tools which directly support learners in solving their compile errors. In this category, the most frequent approach is to redesign compile error messages for novices (Hristova et al., 2003) (Nienaltowski et al., 2008) (Marceau et al., 2011). Specifically, two reports (Nienaltowski et al., 2008) (Marceau et al., 2011) show clear results were achieved through certain levels of improvement in the actual environment. Some research proposed tools that provide hints for learners to resolve their errors by using a database where the cases accumulated (Watson et al., 2012) (Hartmann et al., 2010). The approach is similar to the expert system. A situation of programming language might also be affected by a language kind. In this view, some researchers claimed advantages of the particular language (e.g. Scheme (Crestani et al., 2010)).

Our research does not take an approach which directly facilitates learners solving the problems they face, but takes the route which encourages the learners’ learning process in the meta-cognitive layer. In this view, some studies tried a similar approach. For example, Chiken et al., 2005 proposed a tool which supports the learners’ reflection process using failure knowledge. In another example, Kay et al., 2007 tried to let learners have self-assessment experiences for the activity of
evaluation of several other’s programs. Belski, 2010 also claimed the importance of the metacognitive process in programming education, although their research continues to conduct self-assessment by questionnaire.

COCOVIEWER

System Design

We developed a system by which learners can analyze compile errors themselves. We call the System “CocoViewer (Compile error Collection Viewer)” from the system function characteristics, collection compile error correction data. Figure 11 shows the outline of our system flow.

Figure 11: The outline of our system flow

Correction Time Chart

Figure 12 shows an example of a correction time chart. The chart targets personal compile error correction data. The chart’s X-axis is compile error correction number (unit: counts) and the Y-axis is compile error time (unit: seconds). One chart is created per one compile error kind. For example, “‘;’ expected” is one compile error kind.

To illustrate, we can read in Figure 12 that the learner spent a compile error correction time of 65 seconds the first time and 34 seconds the second time.
CocoViewer Main Window

When CocoViewer is launched, the CocoViewer main window appears. Figure 13 shows CocoViewer’s main window. CocoViewer’s main window shows a correction time chart table and whole compile error correction data. Compile error correction is different between learners. All charts are different for each learner.

![CocoViewer main window](image)

Figure 13: CocoViewer main window

The character of the CocoViewer’s main window shows correction time charts. Learners can verify at a glance how many kinds of compile errors they correct and what type is most numerous by character.

Moreover, the design we adopted assists learner is becoming highly motivated for compile error correction. The design is the following:

1. Set RARITY of compile error kinds
2. Change compile error correction chart background by RARITY
3. For each compile error message that is not corrected, a hint is given to assist with correction

Learners can see CocoViewer’s design like a picture book. The design aim is that learners positively analyze their compile error correction.

RARITY means frequency of compile error kinds correction count. The frequency data used for this study involved gathering statistics of compile errors for the entry level Java programming class for liberal arts freshman during the Shizuoka University 2010 Autumn term.
The correction detail window opens when the chart showing on the CocoViewer main window is clicked. Figure 14 shows a correction detail window example. This example is about “incompatible types”. The correction detail window consists of an expended correction time chart and correction detail table which includes correction count, correction date, target program name and correction time.

**SCENARIO OF READING CHART**

Learners can analyze their compile error correction by the correction time chart’s curve. The chart’s curve type is classified by 3 kinds of patterns: Decrease type chart, Jagged type chart, Increase type chart.

The left side of Figure 15 shows decrease type correction time chart (decrease type chart) example. By reading their chart, learners can overcome and understand this compile error kind because decrease type chart shows compile error correction time decreasing as a result of compile correction experience. We expect a lot of decrease type charts because ideal learners decrease compile error correction time by compile error correction experience. Decrease type chart is an ideal type.

The middle of Figure 15 shows jagged type correction time chart (jagged type chart) example. By reading their chart, learners partially understand this compile error kind because jagged type charts show compile error correction time decreasing without compile error correction times. Learners change jagged type chart to decrease type chart to understand the cause of jagged type compile error occurrence and the method of compile error correction.

The right side of Figure 15 shows increase type correction time chart (increase type chart) example. By reading their chart, learners recognize that they do not understand this compile error kind because increase type chart shows compile error correction time increasing with compile error correction times. Increase type charts occur
because the learner cannot understand the grammar of the program process as it is
difficult for them and they have difficulty correcting compile errors between classes.

**Scenario of Reducing “unarticulated anxiety”**

CocoViewer users reduce “unarticulated anxiety” by the following processes:

1. View correction time chart, analyze chart curve
2. Decrease the gap between their expectation for compile error correction and
   actual compile error correction
3. Recognize extent of learning own compile error correction

**EXPERIMENTAL PLAN**

**Hypothesis**

Learners will reduce “unarticulated anxiety” by improving their incorrect compile error
image by using CocoViewer.

**Environment**

The research targeted learners taking our introductory programming course for non-
CS freshmen in 2013 autumn. There were approximately 100 freshmen. They had not
experienced programming before this class.

**Summary**

We performed our experiment in the twelfth class. Learners received additional points
for participating in the experiment. If learners did not want to use CocoViewer, they
did not have to join the experiment. The experimental procedure was as follows:

1. We distributed questionnaires to learners
2. We explained the experiment summary and correction time chart reading
   when the class started (10 minutes)
3. Learners completed a questionnaire about using CocoViewer (10-15 minutes)
4. We gathered the questionnaires after the class

Targeted learners were able to complete the questionnaire after our explanation.

We responded to questions about the questionnaire and CocoViewer during the class.
We observed and recorded learners’ experience using CocoViewer during the
experiment.

**Analytical Method**

We removed the learners who did not complete the essay question because we
determined that they did not complete the experiment correctly.

We analyzed the questionnaire and determined that 61 out of 71 users completed
correctly.
RESULT

Figure 6: The result of “Did you find the compile error collection table interesting?”

Figure 7: The result of “Did you feel the compile error correction time table was useful for learning?”

Figure 8: The result of “Was your “unarticulated anxiety” reduced through this experiment?”

Figure 9: The result of the difference between expected and actual.

Figure 6 shows responses about interest in the compile error correction record. 82% indicated “highly interesting” or “moderately interesting”. The high interest in compile error correction records was due to the fact that learners had not had the opportunity to view compile error correction records before.

Figure 7 shows responses about the usefulness of this system for learners. 77% indicated it was “highly useful” or “slightly useful”. Respondents felt it was useful for analyzing their compile error correction record.

Figure 8 shows responses about reducing “unarticulated anxiety”. 44% indicated “high reduction” and “slight reduction”. The reducing of “unarticulated anxiety” was at least partially due to using the system.

Green line in Figure 9 shows responses about the difference between expectations of compile error correction number and the actual number. 66% indicated “significantly higher” or “slightly higher” than expected. The responders recognized a much higher number of compile error correction than they had expected.

Red line in Figure 9 shows responses about the difference between expectations of compile error correction time and the actual correction time. 64% indicated “significantly longer” and “slightly longer”. Responders recognized that compile error correction took longer than expected.

Blue line in Figure 9 shows responses about the difference between expectation of compile error correction kinds and the actual results. 58% indicated “significantly lower” and “slightly lower”. Responders indicated that they had fewer compile error correction methods because they corrected fewer kinds of compile errors.
DISCUSSION

Evaluation of interest in Compile Error
The result of Figure 6 shows that the majority of learners are interested in analyzing compile error correction.

Those opinions were the result of learners experiencing compile error correction through CocoViewer by which they were able to view compile error correction records quantitatively. Learners gain interest in compile error correction through experience with compile errors.

The result of Figure 7 shows that learners felt that CocoViewer was useful for analyzing compile error correction. Learners want to use CocoViewer to understand the cause of compile error occurrence and the method of correction.

Accordingly, CocoViewer supports learners compile error correction study interest.

Evaluation of Reducing “unarticulated anxiety”
The primary method for reducing “unarticulated anxiety” is that by using CocoViewer the learner can decrease the gap between a vague image of compile error correction and the actual method of compile error correction.

We think the responses revealed the following from the results of Figure 9.

1. Compile error correction experience is sufficient because it is more than the actual compile error correction number expected and it is longer than the actual compile error correction time expected.

2. Learners experienced few compile error correction methods because they corrected few kinds of compile errors. It's an especially important point that learners experienced few compile error kinds; the occurrence of compile error kinds was minimal. Learners primarily corrected similar compile errors because they corrected few compile error kinds. Learners felt they mastered compile error correction methods by correcting compile errors which occurred many times.

But there were some unexpected learners who did not experience a decrease in compile error correction time. The “unarticulated anxiety” did not decrease in those learners who did not learn good compile error correction methods.

Accordingly, the hypothesis is partially supported.

CONCLUSION
We developed a system that allows learners to analyze their compile error correction records. Our experiment took place in a novice programming class with approximately 100 students. Using the system increased learner interest in compile error correction study and at the same time learners indicated an interest in using the system. The system partially helps reducing “unarticulated anxiety” (unarticulated anxiety) for compile error by learners experiencing compile error correction many more times than they expected. The system closed the gap between the learner's compile error expectation and actual correction experience. The system partially reduced the “unarticulated anxiety” for compile errors by learners experiencing compile error correction much more than expected.
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Abstract
The main goal of this paper is to find the relation between threshold concepts in computer science and the tasks of the Bebras contest. The Bebras contest is a worldwide initiative whose goal is to promote Informatics (or Computer Science, or Computing) and Computational Thinking. Threshold concepts play a very important role for students' understanding and progression in education. In this paper, we discuss about an opportunity that the Bebras tasks could be the best way for students to learn and understand threshold concepts.

Keywords

INTRODUCTION
Competition makes teaching of informatics (computer science, computing) more attractive for children. During contests students have the possibility to test their skills among peers from different schools or even countries and to make friends in a field that they are interested. The contest on informatics and computer fluency named Bebras (it is a Lithuanian word for “beaver”) may be the key to the potential of informatics science knowledge and an attractive way to bind up technology and education (Dagienė, Stupurienė, 2014).

Algorithms and programming are included in “big ideas” of computing (Grover, Pea, 2013). Algorithms are tools for developing and expressing solutions to computational problems and programming is a creative process that produces computational artifacts. A little bigger attention is being paid to developing algorithms and programming and these are included in optional IT modules in Lithuanian informatics curricula. Therefore the Bebras contest gains a higher value in motivating pupils to understand computer and master it creatively.

The international Bebras community relates over than 40 countries in the whole world (bebras.org). In 2014, there were over 890 000 participants. Every year the International Bebras workshop participants develop a set of new tasks (some months before workshop each country provides 5-10 of task proposals). The group of international experts, teachers and students in pedagogy and computer science (in total more than one hundred people), follows a process that allows creativity in finding new tasks and ensures a high quality of the output. It is not easy to create tasks that satisfy all the criteria (the task can be solved within 3 minutes; the problem statement is easy understandable; the task is presentable at a single screen page; the task is independent from specific systems). Often it is a process of several versions from an imperfect task formulation to an acceptable formulation (Dagienė, Futschek, 2008).

The national organizers make up their national task set from this pool.

The contests consists of a set of short questions or tests usually called Bebras tasks. These tasks can be answered without prior knowledge about informatics, but are clearly related to informatics concepts. Each Bebras task can both demonstrate an
aspect of informatics and test the talent of the participant, regarding understanding of informatics (Dagienė, Stupurienė, 2014). Proposal for topics of the Bebras contests on informatics and computer literacy (Dagienė, Futschek, 2008):

**Information** (conception of information, its representation (symbolic, numerical, graphical), encoding, encrypting); **Algorithms** (action formalization, action description according to certain rules); **Computer systems and their application** (interaction of computer components, development, common principles of program functionality, search engines, etc.); **Structures and patterns** (components of discrete mathematics, elements of combinatorics and actions with them); **Social effect of technologies** (cognitive, legal, ethical, cultural, integral aspects of information and communication technologies); **Informatics and information technology puzzles** (logical games, mind maps, used to develop technology-based skills).

It is important to highlight that for the authors of tasks there are no requirements for the topic of tasks (not take into account the specific informatics concepts) which are proposed for workshop. But the task must be suitable for the topics mentioned above. The Bebras contest essentially focuses on informatics concepts. Understanding and handling the basics and foundations of informatics are more important than knowing technical details (Dagienė, Stupurienė, 2014).

Concepts (a concept is a unit of knowledge created by a unique combination of characteristics [ISO 1087-1: 2000]) of computer science (informatics, computing) always is classified using the categories such as core, fundamental, central, key, important and similar. These classification descriptors are focused on the conceptual structure of the subject and are indifferent to the learner's experiences and the difficulties encountered with the acquisition of conceptual understanding (Shinners-Kennedy, Fincher, 2013). Threshold concepts are different to core or central concepts. For example, core concepts are building blocks that must be understood; central concepts are compiled by using Schwill's four criteria (horizontal criterion, vertical criterion, criterion of time, criterion of sense) for fundamental ideas of computer science (Zendler, Spannagel, 2008). Threshold concepts are a subset of the core concepts in a discipline and they represents a transformed way of understanding, or interpreting, or viewing something without which the learner cannot progress (Meyer, Land, 2003).

In this paper we focus on a specific group of students (age 15-19) and consider what the threshold concepts exist in Bebras contest.

**THRESHOLD CONCEPTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE**

A threshold concept suggests knowledge related to ideas, thoughts, and perceptions. If core concepts are the building blocks of knowledge, then threshold concepts can operate to transform and integrate that knowledge into a new way of thinking (Barradell, Peseta, 2014).

Threshold Concepts are defined by Meyer and Land (Boustedt, et al., 2007):

- Transformative: they change the way a student looks at things in the discipline.
- Integrative: they tie together concepts in ways that were previously unknown to the student.
- Irreversible: they are difficult for the student to unlearn.
- Potentially troublesome for students: they are conceptually difficult, alien, and/or counter-intuitive.
- Often boundary markers: they indicate the limits of a conceptual area or the discipline itself.

Threshold Concepts can be as a possible way to organize and focus learning in computer science (Eckerdal, et al. 2006). Identifying threshold concepts can help
lecturers consider what they teach, why they teach particular ideas over others, how they teach, and when to teach those ideas. Embedding threshold concepts successfully in a curriculum carries the potential to positively shape what, and how, the student learns (Barradell, Peseta, 2014). A popular approach to the accumulation of evidence supporting a particular classification of concepts has been to ask experts. In 2005 a group of computer science education researchers have decided to identify threshold concepts in computer science. The group’s efforts represent the most persistent and varied attempt at investigating threshold concepts in the discipline of computing. List of investigated threshold concepts: functions, parameters, scope, iteration, recursion, encapsulation, graphs, objects, class, polymorphism, programming language grammars, addressing memory (pointers, references), control structures (e.g. if, loops), balanced trees, computer architecture, aggregation, algorithm, modeling, state, cohesion, abstraction, complexity, templates, threads, lists (arrays), trees, abstract data type (Shinners-Kennedy, Fincher, 2013).

**METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS**

In this research, we used set of 27 threshold concepts (investigated in the research in 2005) to find out whether they exist in Bebras tasks. This study is based on the analysis of the sets of Bebras contest held in Lithuania in 2012, 2013, 2014. We have analyzed sets of Bebras tasks for aged 15-19 pupils (the contest has five age groups: Little Beavers (age 8-10), Benjamin (age 11-12), Cadet (age 13-14), Junior (age 15-16) and Senior (age 17-19)). In total 88 tasks: 23 tasks in 2014, 31 tasks in 2013, 34 tasks in 2012. Every task have at least 3 keywords (what student can learn from the task) so it was the main data used in this analysis.

12 out of 27 threshold concepts exist in Bebras contest tasks: 7 tasks of the contest in 2012, 10 tasks of the contest in 2013 and 5 tasks of the contest in 2014. As we can see in the diagram (Fig. 1) algorithm and graphs are the most popular. Other 10 threshold concepts play not very important role. The tasks for sets in each participating country are chosen by their experts and they do not depend on the national informatics curriculum or concrete list of certain informatics concepts.

![Figure 1: Frequency of threshold concepts in the Bebras tasks](image_url)

As the diagrams illustrate, the threshold concepts algorithm and graphs are very important for the sets of contest. The reason could be based on the criteria for the Bebras tasks. As mentioned before, the tasks should be a short text, representing a quickly understandable problem. In 2013, Tomcsányiová and Kabátová discussed the opportunity that it is often possible to significantly shorten the verbal part of the task by using pictures. Pictures, illustrations, visualization and various multimedia in education materials are considered effective at enhancing the learner’s ability to understand the instruction and thus help him to learn. Examples of the Bebras tasks (Fig. 2) show that the easiest way to create a task related with concepts graph and algorithm are by using pictures.
A city park has a big lake with many islands. The islands are connected by two types of bridges as shown below. The bridges are either public, solid line or toll (dashed line). Sandy wants to travel from home (the island with a house) to the island with forest. Sandy has enough money to pay for at most two toll bridges.

What is the fewest possible total number of bridges that she crosses?

Little beaver John lives in a wonderful land with islands and bridges. The picture reproduces the structure of the land. John uses a bicycle to move over it, and it takes 20 seconds for him to move from one cell to an adjacent John called for his mother and said that he is now somewhere on the field (marked with crosses) and is going home right now (home is marked with a circle). John always uses the fastest path to the home. How long will his mother wait for John?

**Figure 2:** Task related with the graph concept from Bebras contest in 2014 (on the left) and task related with the algorithm concept from contest in 2013 (on the right)

12 Bebras tasks from 2012, 7 tasks from 2013, 6 tasks from 2014 are related with other than threshold concepts. For example, combinatorics, coding, data base. The question is whether the list of threshold concepts (investigated in 2005) is the best? Maybe we need to refresh it by doing new research and by asking other experts? It is possible to think that e.g. combinatorics, could be included to the list of threshold concepts and so on?

At the end of analysis of this Bebras tasks it is very important to remember that the purpose of Bebras contest is to introduce advanced informatics concepts to young school students, but not to test students’ knowledge from the curriculum. To solve the Bebras tasks, students need to think about various aspect of computer science (information, discrete structures, computation, data visualization, data processing), but they also must use algorithmic as well as programming concepts.

**CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS**

In conclusion, we have presented an exploratory analysis of the tasks of the Bebras contest regarding the threshold concepts in computer science. In the progress of the investigation we have found that about 23 percent tasks of every set for each age group are related with concept algorithm. It can be explainable by viewpoint that concept algorithm is very wide and can to cover critical thinking. In the other hand, about 26 percent tasks of every set for each age group are related with concept graph. We consider that it is related with criteria for creating Bebras tasks. The tasks related with the graph theory are more attractive and almost always are presented with pictures.

This research was the first attempt to view to the Bebras contest as the opportunity to use it like a tool for learning threshold concepts. In the future works, we would like to explore and offer the modified list of threshold concepts for each grade of students.
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Abstract:
To achieve effective learning, motivational aspects like engagement play a very important role. Within online learning applications disengagement detection and prediction based on real data (not always in real time) is becoming more and more popular among educational specialists. Many E-learning systems, and virtual or remote learning environments, could be improved by tracking students’ disengagement that, in turn, would allow personalized interventions at appropriate times in order to re-engage students.

The present article describes the results of a medium-scale (number of students $N = 56$) study of log files from the Open Remote Laboratory at Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, to observe students’ behaviour during their work in a virtual environment (spring 2011). Log files analysis and simple data mining and text mining techniques were used to reveal individual user’s behavioural patterns and to detect disengagement and its reasons.

The results were used mainly to improve the systems' adaptability to students' requirements and to prevent their disengagement.

Keywords:
Log files analysis, disengagement detection, remote laboratories, educational data mining, behavioural patterns

1. INTRODUCTION
At the end of last century, E-learning and online learning (also referred to as web-based education) started to generate large amounts of information describing teaching-learning interactions. This information is endlessly generated, easily and ubiquitously available but rarely processed. At the beginning the variety and amount of data from learning and teaching process was often seen as a blessing: plenty of information readily available just a click away. Equally it could be seen as an exponentially growing nightmare, in which unstructured information chokes the educational system without providing any articulate knowledge to its actors. (Castro 2007)

Educational Data Mining was born to deal with problems like this. As a field of research, it is almost contemporary to e-learning. It is, though, rather difficult to define. Not because of its intrinsic complexity, but because data mining has most of its roots in the ever-shifting world of business. At its most detailed, it can be understood not just as a collection of data analysis methods, but as a data analysis process that encompasses anything from data understanding, pre-processing and modelling to process evaluation and implementati. (Chapman 2000).
1.1 Motivation and engagement

Engagement and disengagement are usually presented as a part of motivation. In effective learning, motivational aspects play a very important role. In relation to motivation, engagement is just one aspect indicating that, for one reason or another, the person is motivated to do the activity he/she is engaged in, or the other way, if the person is disengaged, he/she may not motivated to do the activity; in other words, engagement is an indicator of motivation. Many motivation theories focus on the amount of motivation, with higher levels said to result in improved outcomes. However, as educators we should not focus on generating increased motivation from our learners but instead focus on creating conditions that facilitate the internalization of motivation from within our learners (Koedinger 2008).

Several concepts are used in motivational research, besides motivation itself: engagement, interest, effort, focus of attention, self-efficacy, confidence etc. These concepts are related though not identical to engagement (Pintrich and Schunk, 2002).

1.2 Engagement and disengagement in online learning

Several efforts to detect motivational aspects from online learners’ actions are reported in the literature. However, almost all these efforts are concentrated on Intelligent Tutoring Systems (Walonoski 2006), problem solving environments (Beck 2005, Johns 2006 and others) or online content-delivery systems (Cocea, Weiblezahl, 2007, 2011).

1.3 Disengagement detection in remote laboratories

Our research was focused mainly on disengagement detection and prediction within remote laboratory activities. Remote laboratories represent one of the three commonly used laboratory landscapes, together with so called virtual labs (also known under the name simulated labs) and computer-mediated, hands-on labs.

Remote labs enable experimenting and lab work in virtual conditions and with the use of remote access. Although this work is often done in environments and conditions for recent generations of students unimaginable, the main goals of laboratory work are still the same. Nowadays students have also to master their basic science concepts, to understand the role of direct observation, to distinguish between inferences based on theory and the outcomes of experiments, to cooperate and to develop collaborative learning skills. But they have to do all this being exposed to uncertain and not exactly defined situations, since the whole virtual and remotely controlled working environment is more complicated and thus more unpredictable (Lustig, Lustigova et al. 2009. This brings also more and more unpredictability for the teacher (or online supervisor) and also places greater demands on the analyst and remote lab developers, who themselves have often grown up and learned in different conditions.

Educational research within remote labs conditions has to deal with higher fuzziness and unpredictability. While in e-learning or online learning environment researchers have at their disposal plenty of structured and unstructured textual information, including discussion threads, all kinds of communication between teacher and student, student-student, student-team of students, student – learning material (in form of personalized comments, reviews, etc.), in remote labs the situation is different. The remote lab communication tools are very limited and the whole work is usually task oriented: to setup the experimental environment, to gather data and to process them. If there is a team work and the negotiation connected, it is observable directly, at place (see Lustig, Lustigova 2011).

Remote laboratory environments offer communication tools like chats, discussion clubs or cafés, whether synchronous or asynchronous, very rarely. This means, that
there is virtually no textual information available and the researchers often have to work just with log files.

Within the latest "state of art" literature review focused on remote laboratories, we did not find any study based on log files analysis. It follows that log file data from remote laboratories is more often collected than analysed. Most of research papers in the field are focused on remote experiments development, online access improvement and other technical and engineering aspects of the problem. Studies of users' behaviour and learning process are quite rare and often based on direct (at place) observation, results and reports discussion, or survey data (Lustigova et al, 2009.

Since virtual and remote laboratories are increasingly used in both formal and informal education, there is a need to extend this research to encompass these types of systems as well. The interaction in these systems is less constrained and structured compared with problem-solving environments or intelligent tutoring systems. This poses several difficulties to an automatic analysis of learners' activities.

To address this challenge, we restricted our research to one motivational aspect, disengagement, and:

1/ looked at identifying the relevant learners' behavioural patterns to be used for its prediction and

2/ looked for system setup and conditions (system behavioural pattern) when it occurs to adapt it to reduce attrition

3/ looked for mixed conditions and patterns to target disengaged learners with some hints or system help.

Our main goal during processing log file data from students' activity was not only to reveal disengagement but to prevent such a situation by improving the online learning and measuring environment. We researched mainly to avoid objective causes of disengagement, such as unnecessarily long wait for the event or feedback, confusing information and instructions or other problems, that cannot be easily identified with the use of traditional techniques.

We also wanted to discover behavioural and problem solving patterns.

2. METHODS AND SAMPLE

2.1 Task definition and sampling

Within our research we processed data from log files, collected in the spring and summer 2012 at a remote laboratory belonging to Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics.

The remote laboratory at Charles University in Prague belongs to so called “open remote laboratories”, which means that the local laboratory through a remote control option is available to any visitor, who is interested. In the spring and early summer 2011 the most engaged were students of 5 secondary schools (N=56, age 17), who were asked by their teachers, involved in the experiment, to measure and process data from a photo effect experiment and report the results as a part of their school laboratory work.
2.2. Specifics of our online laboratory

Unlike many remote laboratories, the laboratory at Charles University offers quite favourable conditions for high school students. The impression of the real presence is emphasized by installed web cameras that provide real time image transmission of the most interesting parts of selected experimental setup or its results. Simultaneously, different variables are measured and visualized in a form of graphs (see figure 3). Also the buttons for remote setup and control are user friendly and do not require knowledge of technical terms.

![Image of remote laboratory setup](image1.png)

Figure 1: Example of a remote experiment: Fraunhoffer’s diffraction in remote laboratory at Charles University in Prague: image transfer (results and experimental setup), gathered data (light intensity) visualisation and buttons for remote setup and control (Lustigova, Lustig 2009)

2.3 Data processing methods

As a first step the huge log files data were pre-processed to create small files (e.g. 24 MB to 38 kB (csv) or 100 kB (xls)).

![Image of log file data](image2.png)

Figure 2: A part of the log file data sorted with respect to IP address, date and time of users' sessions, concerning the experiment topic “Photoelectric effect”.

![Image of graph](image3.png)
Each particular record contains a string, describing individual user activity, without losing any information (see an example of an individual user activity recorded in a form of a string below).

81.25.16.87 17.4.2011:37:29 1035 s ID(4)

0:W(1){88}*Sv1{23}*Sv1{10}*Sr(100){71}*Sl0{1}*Sl1{10}*Mv(-12.16){0}*Mv(-445.85){0}
*Mv(-477.93){0}*Mv(-1000.00){1}*Mv(-1000.00){4}*Ma0{160}*Sr(1){1}*Sr(1){3}*Sr(0){10}*Ma1{46}
*Pr(1){9}*Ma1{43}*Sr(1){3}*Ma1{43}*Sr(2){3}*Ma1{44}*Sr(3){3}*Ma1{42}*Sr(4){3}*Ma1{43}*Sr(5){8}
*Sl(5)*Ma1{44}*[Pa(1){0}]*Pd(1){12}*[Pd(1){1}]*D

Figure 3: The example of an individual user’s activity string, derived from the log file

While the first line in the figure above identifies the user’s computer IP address, the date and time he started to measure, the whole time in seconds his activities (connection) lasted, and the original ID in log file under which we can find original data, the second long line contains the full description of user activities. The legend follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method or the experiment variant selected by the user</th>
<th>(at the beginning of the session record):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0: Volt-ampere characteristics of a vacuum phototube.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: Charging a capacitor up to the stopping voltage.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circumstances (introduced by “:” delimiter character)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>:A(0) User was alone. He/she was not limited by time, just by the 3-minutes timeout.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:W(n) User was not alone, his serial number was n+1. He had to wait when n users before him have finished their sessions, as a maximum n x 12 minutes. The parameter n is specified in each session record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:Q During users work another user asked for an access to this experiment. Thus the queue was noticed and remaining time of the current user was limited to 12 minutes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End of the users work</th>
<th>(at the end of the session record)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*X Server broke down.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*D The user closed the browser window or used the standard way to disconnect.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*T The control of the experimental setup was interrupted by the server due to the user’s inactivity. The timeout is 3 minutes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes describing the main user activity with the classification (introduced by the delimiter character “*”)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The classification is specified by the first capital character.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*S... The user setup up the experimental settings or changed existing settings - depends on the topic, e.g.:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Sv1 The user switched the mercury lamp on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Sv0 The user switched it off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Sl1 The user switched the other source of light on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Sl0 The user switched it off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Sf(m) The user selected the interference filter specified by the parameter m (available filter wavelengths: 0=365nm, 1=405nm, 2=435nm, 3=546nm, 4=568nm, 5=shielded phototube).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Sr(x) The user set the amplification resistor specified by the parameter x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| *NL The user is performing the measurement - e.g.: |
| *Ma1 The user started the automatized measurement. |
| *Ma0 The user stopped the automatized measurement prematurely by the stop button before it had been finished in standard way. |
| *Mv(u) The user changed the voltage manually, the new value is specified by the parameter u. |
| *Mc The user started the capacitor charging (the other available variant of the experiment topic). |
| *Md The user discharged the capacitor. |

Figure 4: Example of a legend for all recordable items of user’s activity and their classification
3. RESULTS

3.1 Descriptive statistics

From the collection of 613 sessions within the first half of 2011, just 155 belonged to the our group (April 2011) and from that number just 15 sessions (students) completed the whole task (e.g. Measurement or data downloading).

The length of the connections (sessions) changes from very short to very long (up to one hour). But surprisingly the length of the connection says nothing about the meaningfulness of the activities. Some short connections finished with data downloading, while some very long connections contain absolutely no activity (see histogram of connection length, notice that time axis is nonlinear). The average length of any connection was 354.7 seconds, while the average length of meaningful connection (connection finished with data download or measurement) was 756.2 seconds.

![Figure 5: Time duration of an individual user connection (absolute frequencies histogram)](image)

Our experimental group users connected from 43 different IP addresses. The users preferred to work in late afternoons and evenings. We noticed that some of these secondary school students worked after midnight as well.

If we define a session as a chronological series of a connections from a defined IP address within the same day and setup the interconnection “no activity interval” up to 15 minutes (900 s), the number of sessions decreases to 56. Since the number of participants in our experimental group was slightly higher, it gives us evidence that some of them were not able or did not want to work within the remote lab environment.

3.2 Disengagement detection

The number of connections, where the user was alone, apparatus ready to measure, but he/she disconnected after a while for unknown reason, is surprisingly high (108). It is even higher than the number of connections finished because of the necessity to wait (28). All connections that finished with meaningful activities were the “wait” connections: waiting for one user (3 minutes) 9 connections, waiting for two users (6 minutes) 6 connections. Our hypothesis that users are disengaged because of waiting in queue was not verified.

3.3 Behavioural patterns

Individual user observation/examples of different behavioural patterns:
1/ User A (IP: 88.102...) connected to the remote experiment repeatedly and had to wait in a queue (W). Finally he/she downloaded someone else’s (User B’s) data (Pd).

2/ User B (IP: 81.25...) on 11/4/2011 (see figure 3) first explored the volt-ampere characteristics of a vacuum phototube. On 17/4/2011 user B had to wait in a queue, but after 88 s of waiting user B took control of the remote experimental setup, explored the interface and after a short time of playing at the beginning he started with systematic measurement activities afterwards. User B spent 1035 s (i.e. 17 min) performing the remote measurement with data acquisition.

3/ The sessions recorded under IP address 81.25.16.87 (Fig 5) from April 11 2011 inform us about different behavioural pattern. This whole session lasted approximately 63 minutes. The user spent 2447 seconds (i.e. approximately 40 minutes) with playing all buttons and measuring. He/she started at about 8 p.m. and luckily was alone. But he did not use the occasion. After while (waiting for 2) he/she took the control and started to work. The activity record, presented in the log file (see figure 6), belongs to the longest ones, but surprisingly has no real output.

Figure 6: Example of an activity record when the user might have been confused by the user interface or unsure with the assignment itself. He/she just played with all control elements

3.4 Users preferences

Since our remote laboratory interface offers both, 1/ to run experiments in real time and 2/ to provide asynchronous interaction with premeasured data, we decided to check users’ preferences. Contrary to Corter, Nickerson, at al.’s study (2007), where they refused real-time interaction and forced fixed scheduling on the students, we decided to offer both, real time measurement and pre-measured data. Premeasured data available within our laboratory remote experiments do not bring any additional information (no information about the author is available, except id, time and IP address). A preview in both numerical and graphical ways is available.

The results were as follows: “Early birds” students, who followed the recommended time schedule, preferred real time measurement (app ¼ within each group), while those “last minute” students, queuing to operate remote lab devices, frequently used pre-measured data, often without checking their quality and reliability. They used them even if their own data were in fact of a higher quality.

Although the remote lab offers up to 200 stored data sets, the users in the experimental group usually selected from the last 3 offers.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Although the students from the experimental group presented nicely processed reports, the reality hidden in log files was different. Drawing on educational data mining techniques, we revealed, that:

1. Although our remote laboratory is open to individual secondary school students, the overwhelming majority of them are not able to practice in the laboratory without meaningful training. If they are forced to do so, they leave the environment without any meaningful activity or they play for a while, but then also prefer data withdrawal to the real measurement.

2. The "play phase" seems to be very important. Just those, who played for a while, were able to setup the apparatus, to start the measurement, to finish it correctly and to save the measured data. But finally, even these students mostly preferred data download.

3. The credibility of pre-measured data (it doesn't matter what they look like and who their author is) is very high.

4. Students do not trust to their own results. It might be associated with the learning and teaching paradigm change in general (teamwork x individual work), lack of supervision; they are not used to, and/or increased uncertainty in the virtual environment.
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Abstract
Online professional Learning (OPL) has become an option to access profession learning (PL) due to limited opportunities in the developing world. With the Ministry of Education Science and Technology and the in-service teachers service commission demanding for PL for learner to maintain their teaching licenses in Kenya the demand for PL is high against the limited seat and offering as well as lack of time or study leave for the PL. The paper explores the experience of the in-service teachers undertaking OPL to understand their experiences so as to offer information to what the learner goes through. The research was undertaken to learner who had been given opportunities for OPL in a professional development centre. Data collection was through mobile based interviews through the WhatsApp platform. 80 in-service teachers were involved with responses received from 55 in-service teachers. The platform allowed follow-up question through voice, text and video response. The responses were analysed, coded and emerging themes identified and discussed against literature. The finding bought out the following as challenges attitude, competency, connectivity, electrical power, resources, support and time. The learner comes out with innovative ways of addressing the challenges so as to access OPL. The finding confirms the challenges of OPL in developing world according to literature. The innovative approaches to manage the challenges provide an insight to OPL providers, educators and designers on the experiences of the in-service teachers. The learner will derive maximum benefits of they are supported to overcome the challenges.
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INTRODUCTION
The education landscape is changing in Kenya with Registration of Examination candidates, checking of National Examination results and access of pays slips and salary statement for in-service teachers is all done online. This exemplifies the embracing of technology by the education sector. On the other hand the Ministry of education science and technology (MoEST) and Teacher Service commission (TSC) has offered a directive for in-service teachers to undertake professional learning (PL). This directive has taken a serious angle with a threat to deregister in-service teachers or to demote headteachers who have not attended PL in two years. This has made in-service teachers and school leaders to seek and undertake PL. Over the last few decades there has been increased use of computing devices in educational institutions in developing countries (Trucano, Hawkins & Iglesias, 2012). The use of the web, computer, and mobile-based technologies has drawn a lot of interest among in-service teachers, who use them for educational purposes as well as for social networking. This at least implies a degree of familiarity with these technologies and the skills for using those (Trucano et al., 2012).
One challenge has been the availability of PL sessions as the few that are available can only accommodate a small percentage of the in-service teachers. Out of a population of 40 Million people Kenya has 171,301 in-service teachers at primary schools and 48,087 at secondary schools. OPL also has the potential to offer access to professional learning to a large number of in-service teachers (Karim & Hashim, 2004). Economic challenges have pronounced the difficulty of paying for PL sessions. OPL has started to emerge in many developing countries where it has the potential to help meet an increasing demand for education and address the growing decline of trained in-service teachers (UNESCO, 2006). This has led to in-service teachers who have access to internet to explore online professional learning (OPL) opportunities.

The exploration of OPL is an opportunity to offer PL to in-service teachers who are able to access. OPL offers great flexibility in learning (Kocur & Kosc, 2009). This flexibility provided by the various forms in which the learning material can be presented, allows the in-service teachers a variety of options to learn from at their own pace and time. However this opportunity comes with its challenges. Knowing the challenges the in-service teachers are undergoing will offer insights to professional learning providers, trainers and other stakeholders on how best to support and facilitate the in-service teachers in OPL. This has led to the question "What are the experiences of educators undertaking online professional learning session in a Kenyan county? The focus was in-service teachers undertaking OPL facilitated by professional development centre.

SIGNIFICANCE
Positive learning climate and performance expectations affect learner satisfaction, and performance expectations provide the greatest contribution (total effect) to learning satisfaction. Educators will hold positive attitudes towards OPL if they recognize that it would help them improve their learning and teaching effectiveness and efficiency (Rahamat, Shah, Din, Puteh, Aziz, Norman, 2012). Chen and Huang stated that understanding learner attitudes can help expand OPL system functions and meet learner needs, which should further increase the impact of learning and enhance satisfaction with the learning process. Aixia and Wang (2011) found that the vast majority of in-service teachers who were satisfied with an OPL environment held positive beliefs and attitudes towards it; perceived satisfaction was identified as one of four factors that helped explain 83.8% of the variance of learner attitude. According to Rhema and Miliszewska (2014) OPL and its potential benefits for developing countries have been discussed in the literature, research on user perspectives of OPL in those countries is limited. Given this background to the current situation in Kenya’s educational system, it’s imperative to explore the challenges posed to a successful implementation.

LITERATURE REVIEW
As indicated by the UNESCO report, the gains from the adoption and implementation of OPL are many and varied among which are the flexibility in learning (Kocur & Kosc, 2009), lower cost compared to on-campus presence, ability to absorb the increasing number of learner, availability of re-usable content, more avenues for human development, increased educational opportunities, among others. Moreover the application of OPL in developing countries has gradually advanced in recent years with an improved availability of Internet connections, local area networks, and IT support (Omidinia, Masrom, & Selamat, 2011). These advantages are however faced with some challenges that are fundamental and critical to a successful implementation in a developing country. It must be noted however that these challenges are not alien to developed economies (Andersson & Grönlund, 2009). Notable among these challenges are infrastructural, technological, financial and institutional support.
Bhuasiri, Xaymoungkhoun, Zo, Rho, and Ciganek (2012) found that in developing countries the most significant factors were related to increasing technology awareness and improving attitude toward OPL, enhancing basic technology knowledge and skills, improving learning content, requiring computer training, motivating users to utilize OPL systems, and requiring a high level of support. Moreover in-service teacher’s characteristics are regarded as a critical success factor in OPL in developing countries (Bhuasiri et al., 2012). These characteristics include computer self-efficacy, Internet self-efficacy, computer experience, Internet experience, computer anxiety, and attitudes toward OPL (Chu & Chu, 2010).

In-service teacher’s attitudes towards OPL have been identified as critical to the success of OPL (Zhang & Bhattacharyya, 2008). Attitudes are influenced by the quality and perceived ease of use of OPL courses, functionality of OPL platforms, and the level of computer skills (Aixia & Wang, 2011). Omidinia, Masrom, & Selamat (2011) identified learner attitudes as a factor that determined how OPL was adopted. In-service teacher’s computer experience including perceived self-efficacy, enjoyment, and usefulness of using OPL also played a role (Liaw & Huang, 2011). According to Selim (2007) the development of positive attitude is realised by the use of the devices by people who are familiar with web technologies and the skills needed to use computer and mobile devices. In turn, positive in-service teacher’s attitudes and behaviours towards OPL are critical to their OPL readiness and acceptance (Lim, Hong, & Tan, 2008). In-service teachers’ attitudes and beliefs towards OPL, as well as their satisfaction with technology and past OPL experiences are regarded as success determinants of future OPL initiatives.

In-service teacher levels of access to technologies represent an initial factor that would shape their attitudes towards OPL, and their willingness to use it; the availability of reliable ICTs and the convenience of accessing these technologies reflect learner attitudes toward OPL (Rhema & Miliszewska, 2014). Having access to technology in OPL is evidently an enabling or disabling factor. Access here implies the physical access to a computer, an internet connection, the reliability of the connection and bandwidth, as may be needed to access the full range of the content needed (Burn & Thongprasert, 2005). Sweeney and Geer (2010) found that limited access to ICT constrains learner capabilities, attitudes and experiences. According to Hussain (2007), In-service teachers selected for a study on OPL indicated that they faced many difficulties in accessing ICT facilities and this limited their ability to use technologies. Accessibility of technology tends to affect learner and instructor attitudes and competencies and correlates positively with the level of technology use (Agyei & Voogt, 2011). The in-service teachers’ ability to use ICTs was significantly hindered by the low level of technology access (Hussain 2007). Many research studies identified correlations between positive computer experience and positive attitudes, competence and comfort with computers (Papaioannou & Charalambous, 2011, Paris, 2004) and an inverse relationship between computer experience and computer anxiety (Olatoye, 2011). Other studies disagreed with these findings and claimed that computer experience did not play a significant role in reducing computer anxiety or developing positive computer attitudes (Felton, 2006).

The amount of time in-service teachers have to and want to commit plays an important role in the success of OPL implementation (Agyei & Voogt, 2011). When several activities compete for the attention of the learner, without prioritization and discipline, very little can be realized from an OPL programme. Furthermore, Agyei and Voogt conclude that without making time for studies reading materials, answering test questions, engaging in group assignments among others due to other equally important activities like job and home requirements, the expected impact will not be felt. This would create dissatisfaction, high dropout rates, and a rippling effect of discouraging potential in-service teachers.
The academic confidence of a learner can predict the success or failure of a learner in an OPL (Simpson, 2004). Andersson (2008) describe that previous academic experience and qualifications can best describe in-service teachers' performance. Where a learner’s self-efficacy, which is the learner’s confidence in his or her ability to successfully complete a course, is high, the potential for impacting positively on the success of an OPL implementation can be positive. Where the self-efficacy is low, it can result in difficulties in the implementation.

In-service teachers also need to have the necessary computer skills and feel confident in the use of computers (Agyei & Voogt, 2011). The lack of these skills can be a hindrance to learning, especially for in-service teachers who are entirely new to computers as computer confidence accounts for much of the predictive power of good achievements. Many in-service teachers in Kenya have either not been introduced to computers or have a difficult time grasping the concepts and skills due to many factors like no access to computers, little time spent using computers due to the number of in-service teachers wanting to access them. Where this is the case, implementing OPL systems become a challenging task both for the implementers and the users.

A stable and supportive study environment affect OPL to a very large extent and some research suggest that this is perhaps the most important factor influencing drop out and retention (Andersson & Grönlund, 2009). Social support can be about the time, and help in-service teachers get from family and friends, and employers for those working. The very nature of OPL that suggests self-study, either in part or whole shows that a conducive environment devoid of distractions and full of support from the home and work place is required. Where there is little understanding of OPL and its contributions to personal, organizational and national development, the denial of this support can negatively affect its implementation. There are claims that contact or intervention from the institution and support from the tutor or other staff improve learning and pass rates (Andersson, 2008). A low level support provision would discourage many people from using an OPL system.

**METHODOLOGY**

An analysis of relationships between learner attitudes towards OPL and their demographic characteristics, access to technology, use of technology for learning, skill in technology, and satisfaction with technology were included. The target group was in-service teachers who were facilitated to access resources and undertake OPL. OPL is a blended model of offering Professional Learning Session where concepts are taught face to face and complimented with online learning. For example teaching comprehension to early years was complimented by an online course from NovoEd which was offered after the session was taught. The whole certificate course was 378 hours over the year and 60 hours out of that was allocated for online learning. The approach was 20% offered by the facilitators to supplement, 30% offered by the facilitators as self-study and 50 % options selected by the course participants. Mobile qualitative research used to collect data. This was easy and comfortable for the participants as it involved video, audio and text responses. This technique was used to reach in-service teachers who were in a nationwide strike and it had the possibility of follower up.

The study aimed to explore the experiences of learner on online professional learning sessions. The study probed deeply and analysed intensively the multifarious phenomenon that constituted OPL (Cohen & Manion, 2000). OPL was approached from a dialectical perspective meaning both the person and the environment were taken into consideration (Valsiner & Van de Veer, 2000). Data is strong in reality; hence the study examined an instant action within a bounded system (Cohen & Manion, 2000:). This involved OPL. The study was done to in-service teachers who have been facilitated to undertake OPL either by the course design or facilities support
because it afforded an excellent opportunity to discover phenomena within the real world settings in which they occurred (Merriam, 1998).

The study was also explorative in nature, the first goal sought to seek information from the learner’s experiences on OPL, benefits and constraints to develop a holistic understanding of the case. A set of open ended questions were used at the beginning. An evolving working hypothesis emerged (Merriam, 1998); new questions were asked based on the responses and inferences suggested. In the open interviews, relevant themes, descriptors and categories were identified through interpretation of raw data (Jansen, 2010). The open ended questions were posted on the in-service teachers WhatsApp page. The teachers were sent a prompted question in text, audio and video. The teacher would respond in the mode favourable to them. Semi structured, open-ended questions were used; (Wellington, 2000) asserts that in semi structured questions, the interviewer was flexible to ask questions in any order. The in-service teachers responded and the researcher asked follow-up question or clarification to get a deeper response to the questions. According to Hammersley-Fletcher, 2002 repeat interviews allows for refocusing and development of new questions based on the responses offered. The questions adopted a positive stance, with the main prompt to explore the experiences in OPL. The prompting was directed to derive the challenges educators were experiencing and how they were managing them. The series of questioning was uploaded or transcribed depending on data capture until the researchers were satisfied of the depth of the responses.

As naturalistic research continued, it was uncommon to change direction and ask new questions (Merriam, 1998). The study was an enquiry, in real life context, where deep investigation involved interdependence of parts and the patterns that emerged (Yin, 2009). In this study, the researcher explored a single phenomenon, which is contemporary with real-life context (Yin, 2009). Therefore, the study was a qualitative, instrumental, exploratory and interpretive case study.

The responses were transferred from WhatsApp to email. This allowed the extraction from email to a word processor. The video and audio responses were transcribed and all the text data were organized per aspect and tabulated. The tabulated data were posted on a spread sheet for coding. The codes began with two categories of challenges and approach to overcome the challenges. The second level of coding was based on the description of the response. The final coding was on the nature if the description. The responses were then sorted based on code 2 followed by code 1 and code 3. This allowed a deeper analysis of the responses base on the emerging codes.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

One of the challenges was on attitude. The challenge on attitude focused on perspective and support (Zhang & Bhattacharyya, 2008). The in-service teachers felt that they did not have the required skills or were not supported adequately by their peers and facilitators (Selim, 2007). Furthermore some of the in-service teachers had thought that virtual environment was not effective in learning (Aixia & Wang, 2011). To overcome the attitude in-service teachers had to change their perspective by reflecting on the possible benefits of OPL.

The other challenge was on competency which brought out access, content, knowledge, skills and techniques. According to one respondent “…Insufficient skills to navigate the net, faulty machines that leads to inefficiency, lack training and resources, uncooperative skilful colleagues /facilitators who are never willing to assist ....” 6 January 2015. In-service teachers had difficulties in connecting, navigating and handling the computer while others felt that the online programs were difficult to comprehend (Burn & Thongprasert, 2005,Sweeney & Geer, 2010). The in-service
teachers felt that they needed further training on how to operate the computer. To overcome this challenge the in-service teachers sought extra help from their peers and facilitator’s necessary skills and techniques (Andersson, 2008).

The lack of competency influenced the learner’s confidence (Simpson, 2004.). The learner could not open the laptops or press the keys as they thought they would tamper with the laptops (Rhema & Miliszewska, 2014). The attitude of them being “analogue” impacted negatively on their confidence (Agyei & Voogt, 2011). To overcome the challenge in-service teachers gained courage and confidence by using the computer for an extended period (Hussain, 2007).

Connectivity was a big challenge. Connectivity was seen through lack of access, lack of connectivity, cost, reliability, resources, instability and slow speed (Burn & Thongprasert, 2005). In-service teachers lacked internet at their homes and places of work so they had to travel all the way to the Academy to access OPL. Some went to the internet cafes so as to do the course, internet was also unreliable and slow so the in-service teachers could not be consistent with their work and most of the deadlines were not met. “I only manage to finish 1 course...because of network problem...thigh I can assess a laptop network was the biggest challenge.....to overcome that challenge I had to get a modem which had to use airtime...” noted a respondent, 6 Jan 2015. Some in-service teachers had no access to modems so doing the course outside the Academy was challenging. To overcome these challenge the in-service teachers decided to access the Academy where internet access was paid for and laptops are availed. At the Academy there were peers who assisted. The in-service teachers managed challenges by maximally utilizing the net when it was strong, and used other connections for example guest Wi-Fi. Other in-service teachers used a modem or visited cybercafé to overcome this challenge.

Although OPL was free there were costs involved in travelling to the Academy. This made it expensive, limiting and costly. In-service teachers had some materials to download and found it costly because they used modems which needed airtime and also use airtime on their phones to enable them complete assignments on the course, sometimes the bundles got exhausted before the in-service teachers were through with the assignments or when downloading videos or documents, to overcome this the in-service teachers opted to come to the Academy to gain free access to the net incurring the travelling cost.

Some courses were not offering certificates so in-service teachers felt that there was no need of doing such courses. The learner considered the certificate as a credibility indicator for their professional learning (Andersson & Grönlund, 2009). In some cases it was more of the certificate than the skills that they gained. This is because during promotion the certificates would be considered an indicator of professional growth. To manage the certificate issues the organiser only bookmarked OPL’s offering certificates.

The other challenge was power fluctuation, blackouts, disruptions or poor connections (Hussain, 2007). This interrupted their pacing during the course. To overcome these challenges some in-service teachers ensured that their laptops were fully charged at all times, others used stabilizers or visited the Academy which had a standby generator.

Resources played a major part in such as access, availability, cost, reliability and support. Some in-service teachers had no laptops of their own, nor smart phones and the ones that were at the Academy were not enough for everyone, they were on first come first serve basis. Every time the in-service teachers came they were given different laptops this made it impossible to gain access to the work that was saved earlier (Papaioannou & Charalambous, 2011). Some in-service teachers had to purchase smart phones to enable them complete the course. To overcome this
challenge some in-service teachers had to take loans to buy laptops or smart phones or saved work on the clouds, others saved to buy PC’s.

Support was cited as a major challenge in terms of access, competency, delay, lack, quality, accommodation, availability, collaboration, differentiation and motivation. In-service teachers lacked support in terms of online facilitators not responding in good time when asked questions regarding the course, they also felt that it was hard to interact with the online facilitators. Some in-service teachers did not have transport to the Academy “...It’s only that I sometime had to miss for some days due sometimes lack fare ...” Respondent, 6 Jan 2015”. In-service teachers also felt that they were at different skill level hence needed a differentiated approach to the course. To overcome these challenges they asked the facilitators to differentiate the course. They also sought help from their peers. The learner demanded support that responded to their needs. The in-service teachers compared the benefits of OPL against the costs involved and sought for funds.

Time presented a challenge to the in-service teachers due to alignment, deadlines, management, and quantity (Agyei & Voogt, 2011). The timings of the programmes were sometime not in line with in-service teachers schedules. This made the in-service teachers to miss deadlines. Most in-service teachers had issues with time management. They felt the time was short, limited, and inadequate or time consuming. This could have been a time management issue or it could have been due to the fact that they were also doing a full time job. The in-service teachers tried to manage this challenge by improving on their time management, aligned their schedule and being creative to access more time. This was done by creating time, being disciplined, scheduling work and requesting for more time.

A summary of the unique challenges brought a distribution as shown in figure 1. Connectivity, time and competency took prominence. Support and Resources had a mild presence. Cost, attitude, power and credibility was mentioned sparsely as a challenge.

![Challenges: Frequency of unique responses](image)

**Figure 1** Distribution of Unique challenges

The teachers despite the challenges explore ways of overcoming the challenges. Table 2 presents the distribution of the unique solution implemented by the teachers.
Support took prominence as an aspect that the teachers sought to overcome the challenges. Time, connectivity and resources were solutions which we mentioned more after the support. Competency, attitude, cost and power were solutions that were least varied in the solutions that the teachers sought for help.

The challenges identified are very similar to the theoretical findings. The difference in the composition of the challenges is due to the contextual realities. The innovative responses to the challenges were driven by the need to access and complete OPL. The igniting aspects was the benefits offered by OPL and the weighting of the certificate earned. The innovative approaches were self-driven by the in-service teachers themselves. It is important to note the importance of intrinsic motivation as most in-service teachers try to find extrinsic motivation. More impactful approaches are contextually designed solutions to the challenges.

CONCLUSION

The findings in the Kenyan context are very similar to the literature findings. The approaches to overcome the challenges provide insights of what the in-service teachers undergo as they try to get the best out of OPL. Attitude, electrical power competency, connectivity, resources, support and time are critical aspects in OPL. OPL educators, designers and providers need to address these challenges if the OPL is to be beneficial to in-service teachers. The innovative approaches devised by the in-service teachers to address the challenge provide insights on how the OPL educators, designers and providers can support the in-service teachers using contextual solutions. The challenges and the innovative solutions the in-service teachers go through can be used during the design and implementation of the OPL learning environment to enhance access and utility effectively.
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Abstract

Current business environment characterized by factors, such as, globalization and technology advances makes companies constantly improve their business processes. Therefore, business process Management (BPM) is increasing gaining prominence because of the need by companies to understand and optimize their business processes. In fact, companies are basing their strategic advantages on improved and innovative business processes. Because of this BPM is critical to companies and academia is constantly also contributing to evolvement of BPM. Business Process Management (BPM) is a holistic approach to management, which is gaining popularity and is considered as key for enabling business evolution. Over the years, there have been broad initiatives and measures taken in both academia and practice to enhance BPM. In this research position paper we seek to engage gamification. We seek to develop a novel e-learning technology driven by gamification on mobile technologies.

1. Introduction

Business process management (BPM) is increasing gaining prominence because of the need by companies to understand and optimize their business processes. In fact, strategic advantages are gained by companies based on their efforts in developing business processes. Moreover, business strategy is enforced by processes which align company resources in line with set objectives. Because of this BPM is critical to companies and academia is also contributing to evolvement of BPM. Business Process Management (BPM) is a holistic approach to management, which is gaining popularity and is considered as key for enabling business evolution In general terms, “Business Process Management (BPM) is a management approach and methodology leveraged to address strategic business issues by allowing businesses to grow or operate in a cost effective manner with desired visibility, flexibility and speed” (Ujvagi, 2014). Some of the drivers of rapid growth in BPM include globalization, regulations, technological changes, stakeholders’ actions and erosion of business boundaries (Lee and Dale, 1998). Over the years, there have been broad initiatives and measures taken in both academia and practice to enhance BPM. In this research position paper we seek to engage gamification as explained below. We seek to develop a novel e-learning technology driven by gamification on mobile technologies.

Deterding et al. (2011, 9) noted that “the idea of using game design elements in non-game contexts to motivate and increase user activity and retention has rapidly gained traction in interaction design”. They noted that this idea, termed “gamification” has rapidly been adopted in several applications in education, health, finance, productivity, sustainability, entertainment and news media. In this research seek to initiate the application of gamification in BPM. That is, to adopt gamification in both industry and academia as a tool to advance BPM. “Gamification is an informal umbrella term for the use of game elements in non-gaming systems to improve user experience (UX) and user engagement” (Neeli, 2012). Gamification involves the use of game mechanics in non-game circumstances and in this case, learning of BPM in both academics and practice. Hamari et al. (2014) suggested the growing interest in gamification in an academic context by noting the growing number of published
papers and thus argued that gamification has become a popular subject for academic inquiry.

Moreover, mobile technologies environment is in focus of this research because of the growing adoption of mobile devices and advances in mobile technologies. In doing so, this research also seeks to integrate learning processes between classroom/formal and mobile/informal/workplace learning. This paper makes an attempt to highlight what has been covered in literature and done in industry in line with gamification in to promote BPM learning. Therefore this research seeks to establish plausible industry oriented future research on the application of gamification on BPM. Hence the objectives and guidelines of potential results of this research paper are:

- Literature review on gamification in BPM incorporating mobile technologies,
- based on the literature review, notes on what has been covered and done in practices on the research topic and,
- Based on the two previous inquiries, highlighting plausible future research areas

Technology enhanced learning is considered as a key for the future education and lifelong learning. Gamified approaches to learning are considered as highly potential future technologies. Mobile apps business is one of the fastest growing industries.

This paper is comprised of five sections. Next section is the background which includes an elaboration of the key concepts of the research. Then gamification in BPM is highlighted in Section 3. The past related empirical works are noted in Section 5 before the last section which highlights future possible research areas.

1. Background

In this section we will precisely explained the key terms of the research, such as, business process management, gamification and the integration of informal and formal learning. We will do that in highlighting the research context and application of these terms in the research.

2.1 Business Process Management (BPM)

Balzert et al. (2012) noted the current and ongoing process-oriented intense debate in academia and Balzert et al. (2012) noted the current and ongoing process-oriented intense debate in academia and industry because of the dynamic business environment which includes technological advances. The changes in the environment make it critical to constantly improve the business processes to take advantages of, for example, new innovations and practices. Therefore, this research seeks to make an input on BPM by engaging gamification as a technique to foster the learning process. There is constant pressure on the BPM community, that is, employees, management, students and researchers to learn the ever present BPM improvements. Thus, this research seeks to reduce this pressure by offers tools which make learning easier and fun. This is supported in the literature, for example, Balzert et al. (2012) argues that learning management is critical success factor in the current dynamic environment.

Processes are integral for organizations in the dynamic business environment. Thus making process management a crucial issue in industry and there has been broad efforts in academia to research on BPM. There are several issues which needs to be addressed in BPM. For example, Wensley (2003, 217) noted some of the issues as;

- Process modelling approaches that facilitate the integration of knowledge and knowledge management
• Research on and approaches to facilitating the integration of knowledge within and between organizations and, increasingly, between cultures
• The part technology can play in enabling and supporting knowledge and process management
• Approaches to integrating the visioning and revisioning of organizational strategies and process perspectives
• Research and practice relating to analyzing, designing, implementing, and managing interorganizational processes.

BPM involves the main aspects of business operations which brings value and these are governed by rules, Lee and Dale (1998, 216) proposed the following:
• Major activities have to be properly mapped and documented
• BPM creates a focus on customers through horizontal linkages between key activities
• BPM relies on systems and documented procedures to ensure discipline, consistency and repeatability of quality performance
• BPM relies on measurement activity to assess the performance of each individual process, set targets and deliver output levels which can meet corporate objectives
• BPM has to be based on a continuous approach to optimisation through problem solving and reaping out extra benefits
• BPM has to be inspired by best practices to ensure that superior competitiveness is achieved

2.2 Gamification

In simple terms, gamification could be described as the use of game techniques and mechanics to influence the people involved. This is essential in order to motivate people to undertake tasks which could be boring and challenging. In business settings gamification is useful, for instance, for business improvement managers to make use to make involvement more engaging and fun. “Gamification is an informal umbrella term for the use of game elements in non-gaming systems to improve user experience (UX) and user engagement” (Neeli, 2012). In clarifying Deterding et al. (2011, p13) suggested gamification to refer to:

• the use (rather than the extension) of design (rather than game-based technology or other game-related practices)
• elements (rather than full-fledged games)
• characteristic for games (rather than play or playfulness)
• in non-game contexts (regardless of specific usage intentions, contexts, or media of implementation).

This definition of gamification differentiates it from games and positions it in relation to gaming and playing as illustrated in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1. Gamification between game and play, whole and parts (Deterding et al., 2011)

Basically in simple terms, gamification is the use of the enjoyable playing aspects of the game for work purposes. This seeks to make learning of new work processes easier and faster. This is important because of the challenges to motivate employees to learn the constantly changing BPM environment. Gartner (2011) highlighted “the goals of gamification are to achieve higher levels of engagement, change behaviors and stimulate innovation. The opportunities for businesses are great – from having more engaged customers, to crowdsourcing innovation or improving employee performance”. It has been argued in past research, for example Czikszentmihalyi (1991), that there are certain conditions that as to be fulfilled for effective apply gamification, such as, a balance between the employee skills and challenges at hand as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Skills and challenges level for successful gamification application (Neeli, 2012)

Boredom is derived from tasks that are not challenging, that is, not requiring excessive time and thought to complete and hence players loose interest. On the contrary, a
task that is too hard frustrates the players and they also lose interest. Hence, as the skills level improves so should, simultaneously be the level of challenges as illustrates in Figure 2. Therefore, it is important to match the skills level of employees to level of challenges of tasks. The flow channel illustrated in Figure 2 proposes the level of skills and challenges that should be provided to make the tasks interesting. Another option to keep employees in flow channel requires making the challenges tougher as an employee gets closer to the “goal” as this mechanism creates a sense of achievement and learning for the employee and also creates an impression to other employees that they are still in the “game” and have a chance of “win” (Neeli, 2012).

Gartner (2011) noted four principal means of driving engagement using gamification as;

1. Accelerated feedback cycles. In the real world, feedback loops are slow (e.g., annual performance appraisals) with long periods between milestones. Gamification increases the velocity of feedback loops to maintain engagement.

2. Clear goals and rules of play. In the real world, where goals are fuzzy and rules selectively applied, gamification provides clear goals and well-defined rules of play to ensure players feel empowered to achieve goals.

3. A compelling narrative. While real-world activities are rarely compelling, gamification builds a narrative that engages players to participate and achieve the goals of the activity.

4. Tasks that are challenging but achievable. While there is no shortage of challenges in the real world, they tend to be large and long-term. Gamification provides many short-term, achievable goals to maintain engagement.

2.3 Integration of learning processes between classroom and formal context with mobile, informal and workplace learning

Learning at different levels such as organizational, group and individual levels has been drastically changing in line with the changes in the global community. For example, technological advances especially mobile technologies and internet increased learning opportunities and channels. This led to many innovative learning solutions and models, for instance, massive online open courses (MOOCs). Balzert et al. (2012, p3642) argues that “the successful management of learning and knowledge has become a critical success factor for organizations in today’s knowledge-intensive business world”. Thus this research seeks to contribute to the learning process by adopting gamification as a tool to foster learning.

Companies need to adapt to the changing business environment, this is done by drawing lessons from the past and take predictive and responsive measures to the future. That is, a firm should act and react to the business environment. But how to companies do that? Balzert et al. (2012) argues the need for experienced and knowledgeable employees. Therefore, it is important for companies, in this case BPM organizations, to invest in the learning process of the employees and the organization as a whole. In fact, a continuous professional development which includes both formal and informal learning is advocated for in this research. Balzert et al. (2012) notes that undertaking formal learning alone is inadequate and also unproductive because separate daily working routine and learning initiatives.
3. Gamification in BPM

The use of game concept to foster learning has been widely recommended as Habgood and Ainsworth (2011) noted, “educational software has traditionally attempted to harness games as extrinsic motivation by using them as a sugar coating for learning content”. The use of gamification to foster BPM adoption has been suggested in literature (Liyakasa, 2012 - INSIGHT). However, before starting gamification for BPM it is important to clarify and set the objectives. This is important in order to use the right techniques, set achievable goals and collect relevant data in the process. There are several reasons gamification could be used for PBM such as:

Behavioral change – employees could be more engaged and enjoy the business processes thus making them work harder and at the same time enjoying their work productively.

- Social aspects – gamification makes BPM seem as fun and thus encouraging employees to interact in sharing experience and competing. This also offers platform to gather feedback.
- New entrants training – gamification is a great way for employees to understand new positions. In addition, it could be used to test after training sessions rather than rigid and unpleasant formal assessments.
- Data collection – critical data could be collected for business process improvement initiatives.
- Business process managers could get data from both the BPM systems as well as feedback from participants which is useful for process improvements.
- Change management – new processes and systems adoption in organization is most of the cases a difficult exercise and thus gamification could facilitate such events.

(PROCESSpedia, 2014)

Gartner (2011) noted that the full potential of gamification for BPM still remains relatively untapped but there are potential opportunities to be seized. They reported three key findings derived from the design of a gamification systems namely (Mak, 2012):

- Use of appropriate game mechanics – BPM challenges, for example, creating a culture of continuous improvements could be tackled by using appropriate game technics and mechanics.
- Quantifiable measurements – BPM quantifiable measurements for work activities ensures real-time feedback useful for management and employees.
- Strategy – gamification could be used as a strategy to achieve set business goals

However, we would like to emphasize that gamification is not an easy and quick solution to all BPM challenges. Moreover applying gamification to BPM should not be taken for granted. In fact, poor application of gamification may not fulfill desired process improvements and business outcomes. Factors to be considered ((Mak, 2012) in introducing gamification for a BPM environment include

1. Define process objectives, metrics and desired outcomes – after clarifying the behavioral change targeted by the gamification it is important to set goals and objectives to be done to achieve the change effort. When the targets are clearly defined the BPM and gamification designers needs to include the appropriate game mechanics and tools to achieve the set learning objectives. In doing so, designers need to understand what the tools are, how they work and how to map required game technique to the correct action for the task. At this initial step, it is important to verify if gamification is the correct procedure to engage in order to meet the set goals as it has been noted that not all processes require gamification.
2. Cultural awareness and context – Gamification strongly relates to the culture and context in which it is being applied. Thus it is very important that BPM and gamification designers are aware of the culture and context of the environment in which gamification will be applied. For example, organizational culture could be defined by different groups which are, for example, aggressive, collaborative, competitive or passive. And hence, gamification needs to incorporate the specific group culture.

3. Assign value to each task – To motivate adoption and continuity there is a need to assign value to each task or activity. The participants need to understand how an action will be rewarded. This is a delicate procedure as a poor reward system could have undesirable effect.

4. Plan for interactions and increasing the challenges – gamification should include plan for interaction and increasing the challenges in order to minimize fatigue and boredom. It should be noted that usually there are strengths, flaws and inconsistencies with the first design which would need improved versions.

5. Find needed skills – there are several different skills required to setting up gamification, such as, user interface design, game design and implementation. It is important to involve all required skills in order to develop effective gamification.

4. Past related empirical research

There is vast and broad, in terms of focus, empirical studies on gamification (Carignan and Kennedy, 2013). Hamari et al. (2014) after conducting a literature review of empirical studies suggested that gamification provides positive effects but the effects depends on context and users. They suggested that context of gamification, that is, core services / activities being gamified, such as, commerce, learning, health/exercise, intra-organizational systems, sharing, innovation and data gathering has an effect on the result and gamification process. Moreover, the empirical value of gamification is emphasized, for instance, Gartner (2011) estimated that above 50 percent of organizations managing innovation processes will gamify the innovation processes by 2015. Gamification has been empirically used for learning purposes, for instance, Ibáñez et al. (2013) assessed the engagement appeal and learning effectiveness of a gamified learning activity. This is much related to the research this position paper is advocating for, but goes a step further by including the organizational learning, that is, industry perspective. Ibáñez et al. (2013) concluded that there are “positive effects on the engagement of students toward the gamified learning activities and a moderate improvement in learning outcomes”. This is a motivational factor in engaging gamification to enhance BPM learning in different settings, these are, academia and industry.

5. Proposed future research areas

Hamari et al. (2014) correctly noted that understanding gamification effectiveness is a pertinent practical issue. This is because a large number of firms have invested large sums of money into gamification efforts. Moreover, there is a growing number of firms providing gamification services. Thus, gamification is discussed in several outlets, such as, industry chatter in wide ranging perspectives; these are, extremely positive and extremely negative. Therefore, it is noted in this research that there is practical demand for empirical results on the effectiveness of gamification. This research includes industry that will play a key role on providing the empirical industry perspective to the research. Specifically, this research includes empirical gamification for BPM improvement purposes because of the noted drivers of rapid growth in BPM, such as, globalization, regulations, technological changes, stakeholders’ actions and erosion of business boundaries (Lee and Dale, 1998).
This study embraces the educational/learning aspects related to gamification. This is proposed as a future research focus because of the dynamic nature of the BPM subject. Hamari et al. (2014) from their review of empirical studies on gamification noted that “all of the studies in education/learning contexts considered the learning outcomes of gamification as mostly positive, for example, in terms of increased motivation and engagement in the learning tasks as well as enjoyment over them”. Therefore, this research seeks to engage gamification to enhance BPM learning both in industry and higher education settings.

The application of mobile technologies in different context, such as banking, educational and development, has advocated for in research and practice due to high level of mobile adoption, as well as, mobile technological advances. This research also seeks to take advantages of the benefits gained from with use of mobile applications. This gamification for BPM would also be considered in mobile environment.

The plausible outcomes of the proposed research includes

1. Business process modeling and simulation for a virtual organization
2. BPM Industry oriented and based gamification solutions
3. Publications in both academic and industr journals on gamification in BPM

The expected impacts include

- New learning approaches to be adopted by:
  - Higher education institutions (especially business/management schools)
  - Industry: organizational training using gamification for BPM
  - Consultants: individuals and BPM practitioner communities
- Enabler for lifelong learning
- Enabler for young adults to build BPM skills early
- Better integration and growth of BPM practitioner communities
- A new business started as a spin off from the project
- Readiness to commercialize prototyped gaming products
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Abstract

Although Block-based language has been widely used in introductory programming education, current languages have little support for promoting understanding about method (function). In particular, current languages have only functionality for avoiding grammatical errors, whereas we think the visualization in the two-dimensional canvas has the potential to support high-level method structural design. In this research, we proposed the “method calling relationship visualizer” (MeRV) that visualizes the calling relationships between methods in Block-based programming language. We hypothesized that the following two effects were expected by this scaffold function: (1) The scaffold encourages learners’ clear understanding regarding method calling system. (2) The scaffold directs learners to create a two-dimensional map that clearly shows the entire method call structure. We conducted an empirical study in an introductory programming course for approximately one hundred non-CS undergraduate students. The results of qualitative analysis for the students’ outcomes clearly showed that the two hypotheses were supported.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, visual programming languages have been used in introductory programming education. In particular, languages based on the building-block approach (Maloney, 2004) are the most popular visual programming style in this field such as Squeak (DAN, 1997) or Scratch (http://scratch.mit.edu), and we call these Block-based languages.

Block-based language is considered to work as a scaffold for learning the computational problem-solving skills called “computational thinking” (Wing, 2006) through programming activities. The students can focus on high-level design of programming because the Block-based language eliminates any grammatical errors. Matsuzawa et al., 2015 showed that the scaffolded programming skills in students were fading in a migration procedure from Block-based to text-based language (Matsuzawa, 2015).

However, Block-based languages currently proposed for the beginner of programming (Harvey, 2010; Scratch Team, 2009; Cooper, 2000; Google, 2011) have little support for assisting students in understanding method (or function). For example, although Build Your Own Blocks (Harvey, 2010), OpenBlocks (Roque, 2007), or BlockEditor (Matsuzawa, 2015) have a functionality to support creating methods, they are limited in their ability to avoid grammatical errors. Understanding
how methods work in programming involves not only grammatical knowledge, but knowledge concerning how they can be designed, how the designed methods communicate with each other, and how each method is a part of the whole method structure. At this point, current Block-based languages are less powerful for supporting such high-level design activities, whereas some other visual programming methods have tried to use the two-dimensional space effectively for the design of method structure (e.g. Yahoo Pipes at https://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/).

In this study, we propose a software environment which assists students in creating a two-dimensional map of method calling structure in a Block-based programming language. We have named it “method calling relationship visualizer” (MeRV), since it visualizes method calling relationships. We implemented it on a BlockEditor as an extension of the tool, and it was examined in an introductory programming course for approximately one hundred non-CS undergraduate students.

RELATED WORK

This research was built on the BlockEditor (Matsuzawa et al., 2015). BlockEditor offers mutual language translation between Block to Java. The authors claimed that as BlockEditor can translate between block and Java mutually, students would gradually migrate Block to Java on their own schedule. BlockEditor has a typical Block-based language user interface which supports basic capabilities in programming language such as branch, repeat, methods, or object-oriented. However, its functionality was limited in supporting grammatical problems.

AppInventor (http://appinventor.mit.edu/explore/) is a visual programming language that can define methods on the canvas as well as BlockEditor. The expression of its method definitions and calls are shown in Figure 16. In the figure, “toCloseScreen” method is defined and called by the ”call CloseScreen” block. This example indicates that it is not easy for learners to trace program codes.

Harvey proposed “Build Your Own Blocks” which is implemented as an extension of Scratch, and has functionality for defining methods. Alice (Cooper, 2000) has a feature of creating procedures. Although there are no procedural blocks, it can create and manage procedures in the class tab. RAPTOR (Carlisle, 2009) is a flow chart based language and also creates and manages methods by tab. The functionalities that were implemented on those tools are limited in supporting grammatical problems as well.

![Figure 16: Method definition at AppInventor](image)

MERV : METHOD CALLING RELATIONSHIP VISUALIZER

BlockEditor

MeRV was implemented as an extension of the BlockEditor. BlockEditor has the capability of mutual language translation between Block to Java as shown in Figure 17. BlockEditor was developed using the OpenBlocks Framework (Roque, 2007). The mutual translation between Block to Java in BlockEditor covers enough grammatical
elements for introductory programming such as branch, repeat, methods, or object-oriented, though it does not support all grammar in Java.

MeRV

We developed the function to visualize relationships between method’s callers and callees. We named the function MeRV (Method caller Relationship Visualizer). Our philosophical motivation behind this function is not only that the visualization makes students to trace program easily, but it also promotes the student’s autonomy to layout methods to create a “map” which clearly shows the method calling structure.

The relationships between methods are drawn by a yellow arrow from caller to callee. A concrete example is shown in Figure 3. In the example, an arrow was drawn from the "drawTriangle" block in the "start" method to the "drawTriangle" method definition block. Students can understand a relationship between a caller and a callee in a straightforward visualization. A user can turn on and off the state of showing arrows by clicking a toggle button.

The color of the arrow turns gray when the method calling relationship is invalid. An example of this state is shown in Figure 4. In the example, a parameter has not been set for the method calling block. Students can easily find the method calling block which is invalid by watching the line color.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY METHOD

Hypothesis
We conducted an experimental study for MeRV in our introductory programming course. The research question of the study was to confirm the effects of MeRV using the following two hypotheses:

Hypothesis I:
The scaffold encourages learners' clear understanding regarding the method calling system. Particularly, it clearly shows relationships between callers and callee, and students are able to traverse a method call structure easily.

Hypothesis II:
The scaffold encourages learners to create a two-dimensional map which clearly shows the entire method call structure. Students manually make a layout of blocks on the map which involves highly cognitive work, but it would be done by students with their personal motivation.

Questionnaire
Hypothesis I was examined by a questionnaire survey. The students indicated that by using MeRV they could recognize merits of methods by defining method and laying out their own program; it was especially easy to understand logical structure by using methods.

Analysis Method of the Block Layout
Hypothesis II was examined by analyzing layouts of the blocks of students’ block programs. In this section we describe the two analysis categories of the program.

(S-I) Structured Layout (Type I - Basic Layout)
The laid out program such as (S-I) in Figure 20 assists students in understanding method structure and their relationship. We named such layout types Structured type.

(S-II) Structured Layout (Type II - Hierarchical Layout)
Hierarchical Layout is one of the StructuredLayout. An example of this layout is shown in Figure 20 (S-II). The layout defined the callee's method on the right of its caller block so that the student could trace the method call process left to right. The layout such as (S-II), makes it easier to understand method structure and trace program than other layout types. Therefore, we named the layout such as (S-II) hierarchy type.

(NS) Non-Structured Layout
In the poor layout program such as (NS) in Figure 20, there are no rules among caller and callee so that students have to cross left to right several times when they trace program.

A non-structured layout makes it more difficult for students to understand processing order and caller and callee relationships as well as their own layout. We believe that if it is hard for students to understand method relation, they could make a program without using method definition, or hierarchic method call also. We called such layout type non-structured type.
Experimental Study Environment

We conducted an experimental study in our introductory programming course for non-CS students. This experiment involved two classes, one from 2013 and one from 2014. There were few differences between the classes; both classes participated in the same lectures and were required to perform the same tasks. The class which did not use MeRV (Non-control group) was 2013 (99 students), and the class that used MeRV (Control group) was 2014 (105 students). The difference between classes was the first task condition. 2013 is ANY, but 2014 is Block which was used to introduce students to MeRV.

![Figure 20: Structure and Non-Structure Layout](image)

**Task Subject**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Create draw circle method</td>
<td>To understand the method definition and call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Create draw house method</td>
<td>To understand the method definition using another method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Create draw flower method</td>
<td>To understand the method definition using hierarchical method call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Create draw squares method</td>
<td>To understand the method definition using some parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Create draw free square</td>
<td>To define any methods students want.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Lecture tasks and conditions

Number 3 in **Error! Reference source not found.** is the task which was required to define hierarchical method call. **Figure 21** shows the result of the task's execution, and **Figure 22** shows the correct answer example of the task.

The task has three steps: Step one was to define the method which draws an arc using a number parameter, Step two was to define the method which draws a lemon calling Step one’s
method, and Step three was to define the method which draws the flower calling Step two's method. Hence, students' programs would be almost the same structure as Figure 22, although there would be some difference depending on whether the students define methods to draw a stem, leaves, and/or petals.

The program which did not use the hierarchic method would not be of value to test the hypotheses because the layout of one method block would not present any layout problems. Therefore, we test those using number 3 in Error! Reference source not found.

Method understanding data and the analysis

We focused on whether students could understand the merit of defining and using methods.

One of the method's merits is the ease in which students are able to recognize logical structure. Therefore, we did not ask students whether they could define methods but whether they would recognize program structure easier by defining methods well.

We completed the questionnaire survey at the end of the term, and we compared students who used BlockEditor with those who did not. We received 84 answers, and we analyzed all of the answers as available data.

Layout type analysis

We conducted the layout types analysis for programs which satisfied the following conditions:

- Programmed using BlockEditor
- Called method hierarchically

The number of programs satisfying those condition was 48 in 2013, 25 in 2014.
We classified layout type as the three types below:

- Structured type (Hierarchy type)
- Structured type (Non-Hierarchy type)
- Non-structured type

All data were coded independently by two qualified researchers on the basis of the category descriptions. Inter-rater reliability for the 2013 (2014) class was 82% (96%). For each item on which raters disagreed, the item was discussed and consensus was reached on appropriate classification.

RESULT

Questionnaire survey result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method definition is difficult. But, it is easy to recognize programs' structure if it would be defined well.</td>
<td>Block</td>
<td>2 (9%)</td>
<td>19 (83%)</td>
<td>1 (4%)</td>
<td>1 (4%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>10 (17%)</td>
<td>38 (62%)</td>
<td>5 (8%)</td>
<td>5 (8%)</td>
<td>3 (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Understanding of method's merit (Easy to recognize logical structure)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is easy to trace program if you make layout for method blocks.</td>
<td>3 (14%)</td>
<td>17 (81%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Whether it is easy to trace program if blocks are organized well

Table 12: Awareness when students laid out blocks

Table 10 shows the questionnaire survey results which asked students whether it was easy to recognize the program's structure by defining and calling methods if it was defined properly. 92% of students who laid out blocks "strongly agreed" or "agree" with the question and the other group was 78%. This result suggests students who laid out blocks recognize the method's merits more frequently than the students who didn't layout blocks.

Table 11 shows the result of whether it would be easy to trace process by laying out blocks. 95% of students indicated they "strongly agree" or "agree" with the question. This result shows that almost all students thought if they lay out blocks orderly, it would be easier to trace programs.

Table 12 shows the result of students' awareness when they laid out blocks. The questionnaire answer allowed multiple answers and the number of answers for this questionnaire was twenty-one. Thirteen students answered "To trace program.
Fourteen students answered "Not to overlap a line and blocks.", nine students answered "Not to overlap a line and the other lines", and eleven students answered "Not to overlap a block and the other blocks". Only three students answered "To program more easy", and no students answered other awareness.

**Layout Type Distribution**

Figure 23 shows the classification result after we classified students’ programs into structure/non-structure type. In Figure 23, S expresses the number of structure-type layout, and NS expresses the number of non-structured layout. In Figure 23, there are no students who were classified non-structured layout in 2014, although there were seventeen students classified non-structured type in 2013.

There is a difference concerning the number of students between 2013 and 2014. The average number of Block Editor users in the 2014 class was less than the 2013 class due to a lower number of students in 2014. As a result, we do not believe MeRV caused the reduction.

Furthermore, we classified structural layout into hierarchy-layout and non-hierarchy layout. The result is Figure 24. In Figure 24, S-I expresses the number of hierarchy type layout, and A-II expresses the number of the other layouts in structure-layout.

![Figure 23: Result of layout analysis I: the percentage of the structured layout](image)

![Figure 24: Result of layout analysis II: the percentage of the hierarchical layout(S-II) in whole structured layout (S)](image)

![Figure 25: Teaching scene in our course](image)
Figure 25 shows the teaching scene in our course. In this picture, the version of MeRV was a little old. This is the reason why the line color is red. Even though the teacher didn't explain about layout, we could observe almost all students lay out their blocks orderly. Students were especially careful to ensure that lines did not overlap. There were few students who disposed lines.

DISCUSSION

Table 10 shows that the percentage of students in the Block group who answered “strongly agree” or “agree” was more than the other group. The result slightly indicates that those who experienced laying out blocks could better understand the merits of method.

We obtained 95% agreement as the result of Table 10: Understanding of method's merit (Easy to recognize logical structure)

. The result of this question indicated that MeRV could assist in the understanding of merits of methods and process and the result supported hypothesis I.

Figure 23 shows there were no students who make a non-structured layout by visualizing method caller and callee relationship. In addition, Figure 24 shows that students select more hierarchical way to organize their “two dimensional map”. All these works have done by students' spontaneous motivation, without any advice from teaching stuff. That infers they thought creating the map made to trace programs more easily and made their programs more coherent. Hence, hypothesis II was supported by the results.

We confirmed that MeRV made students sense the methods' merit and made them lay out blocks more hierarchically. We believe that MeRV can promote creating a 2D map of method call structure. There would be two major advantages for students by laying out blocks: 1) students can recognize the logical structure of their own program, 2) it is easier for them to trace a process.

In the previous block-type languages, there was no consideration about block layout, so some problems occurred because of a free layout. A free layout made understanding methods and trace, process, and logical structure more difficult for students. In our study, we were able to increase the percentage of students who understood method and were able to create a 2D map of method call structure by visualizing the relationship between methods. We assess that we could support students to lay out blocks and their understanding of method by lay outs that had not been considered previously.

With regard to limitations in our study, we could not distinguish a clear difference between students who laid out blocks and those who did not by our questionnaire or through analyzing student's programs. MeRV could support students in understanding logical structure and guiding layout. In our examination, we required students to define four or five methods. It was assumed that we would gain different layout classification maps if those programs were defined with more methods.

CONCLUSION

In block-type language, there is the problem that if students lay out blocks disorderly, it could be more difficult to trace programs and their comprehension regarding method is effected by their block layout. In this study, we implemented the Method call Relationship Visualizer(MeRV) in BlockEditor to guide students in laying out blocks on their own. The research was conducted in our introductory programming course. As a result, students using MeRV laid out blocks in an orderly fashion themselves, and students were able to gain significant understanding of the merits of method by
using MeRV. Therefore, we believe that MeRV can be a scaffold to promote creating 2D maps of method call structure in block-based programming language.
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Abstract:
This research is an ongoing project started in September 2013 at Keio Yochisha Primary School, involving a continuing series of classes taught to a group of thirty-six second grade students, utilizing tablet devices which have been provided for each student in class from the first grade until the present. These students have already been taking classes that use tablet devices for a total of eighteen hours during their first grade. The purpose of this research is not only limited to development of certain skills, such as ICT literacy and twenty-first century skills, but the research also focuses on the introduction of tablet devices as new stationery. Most standard and general tablet functions were selected and tested for the classes. Drawing applications, digital cameras, movie shooting applications and drills have been utilized over the course of the project. Students continue to take classes on how to use tablet devices after moving up to second grade (thirty-one hours total). Results from these classes and questionnaires show changes in students’ understanding, as well as improvements in their personal ICT skills. To students, ICT is no longer a set of special gadgets, but has started to become part of their familiar, everyday stationery. In this presentation, the process of how such change occurs is described.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this research is to develop ICT skills and literacy at students’ early age. This attempt was made through providing a tablet device and a set of digital learning materials for each first grade student at the time of their entry into regular primary school classes, and continuing to provide such educational practice in their regular courses.

In recent years, introduction of ICT in educational environments has become very popular. Furthermore, with respect to computerization of education, as well as education using ICT such as electronic blackboards or tablet devices, Japan is actively promoting these advancements as national policy, and their importance is increasing. On April 28, 2011, “A Vision for Education Informatization” [1], a summary of comprehensive policy and strategy on ‘informatization’ of school education (for primary and secondary school education) was presented. There are also experimental studies by individual ministries such as “Future School Promotion Project” initiated by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications in 2010, [2] and “Business Innovation of Learning” by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, and Technology in 2011.[3] Currently, there are various action researches on: electronic blackboards, wireless LAN environments, education clouds, and education
through the distribution of one information terminal per person. It should be noted that while many of the ICT related action researches in these high-technology projects are targeted at upper primary school grades and older, the target of this research is a lower grade group, and therefore has significance in that respect.

2. EDUCATION SYSTEM AT KEIOYOCHISHA PRIMARY SCHOOL

One of the characteristics of the education system at Keio Yochisha Primary School is that there is no class change: both students and homeroom teachers remain the same throughout their entire six years of schooling. This means that while the homeroom teachers’ responsibilities are great, their discretion is also great.

The teacher (this author) of the second grade class (thirty-six students) has not changed since first grade, and as a general rule, will continue to teach the students until their graduation at the end of the sixth grade. In this class, each student was provided a tablet device during their first grade year from September 2013, as part of a joint research project with Keio University Graduate School. The goal is to familiarize the students with the use of tablet devices from the early primary school stage, and to have them actively utilize various types of ICT instruments in various learning situations as a new type of stationery during their six years in the school.

It should be noted that, more than ten years ago, a specialized department called “Department of Information Technology” was created, with full-time teachers at Keio Yochisha; however, this research is not performed by the Department of IT.

3. SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT

ASUSTeK Computer Inc.’s Android products were chosen as the students’ tablet devices. A special storage cabinet and charging cabinet have been hand-made.

The devices are configured so that iPad, Android, PC and other screens can be projected onto electronic blackboards or projector screens by a single-touch operation using AppleTV and Miracast compatible wireless HDMI adapters. Cisco Systems, Inc.’s wireless AP were also installed in order to create a stress-free, high-speed wireless LAN environment in the classroom. For the purpose of nurturing an awareness that use of tablet devices is not special, but ordinary, only inexpensive or free applications with minimal functions that are very general or standard were chosen. Learning methods that fully utilize the advantages of tablet devices, such as intuitive operation and light weight (mobility), are currently being explored: for example using drawing applications, digital cameras, movie shooting applications, and workbooks.

4. PRACTICE

As stated earlier, the class taught by the author already had a total of eighteen hours of classes using tablet devices during the students’ first grade of primary school (September 2013 – March 2014).[4] Table 1 shows the description of each class.

Instructions on how to use ICT devices were kept to a minimum, so that the students could develop ICT skills while working through the coursework. As expected, students gradually became more familiar with tablet device operation, and became creative in the use of the devices without teachers having to teach them how.
During students' second grade, in the two-semester period from April to December 2014, a total of thirteen hours of classes were taught using tablet devices. Table 2 shows the description of each class.

Table 1: First grade class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class no. Date</th>
<th>Class description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 1 Sept. 17</td>
<td>Rules and confirmation concerning use of tablet devices, how to put devices away, how to turn power on/off and other basic operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2 Sept. 18</td>
<td>How to take photos using camera, how to look at photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3 Sept. 27</td>
<td>Arithmetic: &quot;Number Check&quot;; Taking photos of favourite animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4 Oct. 4</td>
<td>Arithmetic : Creating Addition Quiz using blackboard app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 5 Oct. 11</td>
<td>Japanese: Drawing pictures using blackboard app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 6 Oct. 18</td>
<td>Drawing app.: Free drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 7 Oct. 25</td>
<td>Drawing app: Importing photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 8 Nov. 15</td>
<td>Calculation app.: Drill (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 9 Nov. 27</td>
<td>Calculation app.: Drill (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 10 Dec. 4</td>
<td>Creating stories in groups (1): Photo taking and drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 11 Dec. 11</td>
<td>Creating stories in groups (2): Presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 12 Jan. 31</td>
<td>Studying newspaper web site (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 13 Feb. 5</td>
<td>Studying newspaper web site (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 14 Feb. 7</td>
<td>Studying newspaper web site (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 15 Feb. 19</td>
<td>Creating stories using sound app. (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 16 Feb. 26</td>
<td>Creating stories using sound app. (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 17 Mar. 5</td>
<td>Learning how to write using kanji app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 18 Mar. 14</td>
<td>Reading exercises using kanji app.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Second grade class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class no. Date</th>
<th>Class description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 19 May 9</td>
<td>Arithmetic: learning &quot;time&quot;: using time learning app. &quot;KumaDokei&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 20 May 19</td>
<td>Japanese learning &quot;who does what&quot; (1): using tablet's movie app. for shooting &quot;who does what to what&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 21 June 5</td>
<td>Japanese learning &quot;who does what&quot; (2): continue shooting &quot;who does what to what&quot; using tablet's movie app. and presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 22 June 13</td>
<td>Japanese learning using text &quot;Swimmy&quot;: creating flip cartoon animation (using Mozilla Web-based site for creating animation on Swimmy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 23 June 19</td>
<td>Japanese learning using text &quot;Swimmy&quot; (2): continue creating flip cartoon animation (using Mozilla Web-based site)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 24 June 26</td>
<td>Exercises using kanji app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 25 July 3</td>
<td>Practicing flick input (1)&quot;TypGage&quot;&quot;TYPROID&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 26 Oct. 23</td>
<td>Practicing flick input (2)&quot;Flick Master&quot;&quot;My Typing&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 27 Oct. 29</td>
<td>Self-photo shooting and posting, and inputtingself-introduction using flick input method and sending to education SNS &quot;Edmodo&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 28 Nov. 12</td>
<td>Photo shooting and posting and writing description using flick input method on topic of autumn and sending to SNS &quot;Edmodo&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 29 Nov. 13</td>
<td>in Japanese class, to create original raksu (Japanese comical stories) and sending to education SNS &quot;Edmodo&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 30 Dec. 12</td>
<td>creating further raksu stories using &quot;reply&quot; function of &quot;Edmodo&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. ICT SKILLSSURVEY

In this chapter, I will discuss the teaching practices of the tablet devices from three perspectives: - performance based assessment, questionnaire, and observation. Students began to take advantage of the tablet device as new stationery, as they gain more experiences. The students were able to learn a variety of skills and
Students learned ICT skills and literacy as summarized following: (1) How to use the tablet’s built-in camera, (2) How to take photos using the camera, (3) How to view the photos, how to delete them, (4) Importing, modifying, and editing photos, (5) Sharing of image data, (6) How to share and present the data already edited and modified, (7) Use of application for arithmetic drills and Kanji learning, (8) Working on arithmetic and Kanji study exercises, (9) Browsing internet websites, (10) Composition of newspaper article summary from web sites, (11) Selection of media using the web site and the Japanese of notes, (12) Presentations and information sharing of newspaper summary using the web sites, (13) Sound recording and playing audiodata, (14) Making a story using a sound app.

In addition, results of the questionnaires show how students changed their attitudes in their use of tablets in class. We have conducted the survey three times and we asked the same question every time. "Would you like to use a tablet in class?" Following is a summary of the surveys conducted at three different stages of the project. 1) prior to the introduction of tables, 2) after 11 class sessions over three month period, 3) after 18 class sessions over six months. The summary below shows the transformation of students’ consciousness (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Awareness survey “Would you like to use a tablet in class?”

In the surveys, we also asked another question every time. "What would you like to do with a tablet?" Before the tablet were introduced, students could only indicate subject names with no specific preference of activities. In the second survey, the Math app was the most popular. We could also hear their wish to start using a sound application. In the third survey, more than half of the class indicated their wish to use of applications to study other subjects, more advanced challenges of upper grades. They also indicated their wish to use communication applications, research tools and other advanced and new use of the device (Table 4). The number of students increased who could propose more specific ways of using tablets after six months period of the practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Number of student</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.1</td>
<td>IT, Japanese, Math</td>
<td>21 (in 36 students) response (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.2</td>
<td>Math App., Sound App.</td>
<td>13 (in 36 students) response (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.3</td>
<td>Kanji, English, Investigation learning communication, e-mailing and studying at home, to do new things</td>
<td>18 (in 36 students) response (50%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4  Awareness survey “What would you like to do with a tablet?”

6. SUMMARY AND AGENDA

As stated earlier, a tablet device was used per student for subjects such as Japanese and arithmetic in classes for the thirty-six youngest (first grade) students in the primary school, during the fifteen month period from September 2013 to December 2014, for a total of thirty-one hours. Data such as questionnaire surveys, class records, and students’ responses were used in order to address issues such as: how to find suitable scenarios for the most effective use of electronic blackboards and ICT instruments like tablet devices; and how to develop and improve teaching methods. Learning using tablet devices was not only shown to be possible in first and second grade lower primary school classes, but there were also improvements in
these students’ understanding and activeness. On the other hand, questions concerning students’ interest toward tablet devices as a new form of stationery, and the more essential question of whether there has been progress in understanding learning, will require a longer period of observation and research. Furthermore, there is also a necessity for a change in attitude by the teacher (the author) himself on educational guidelines for a lower elementary class group: that teachers must also change from a one-directional, lecture-style transmission of knowledge to students, to a more interactive learning style, where teachers actively participate in the teaching process.

During these classes, tablet devices were always placed in the classrooms for students to use freely. By establishing strict rules on usage, problems that might have occurred, such as students taking away these devices without permission for purposes other than learning, were avoided. The students have started to learn how to efficiently take out and put away their tablet devices at the appropriate times during classes.

Further, the students are starting to become more knowledgeable about tablet device operation and are able to creatively utilize the devices without the teacher's instructions. This is one of the achievements of this project. In some classes, the students became the center of teaching rather than teachers, and teachers sometimes became facilitators, or, in some cases, learners along with the students.

Ideas on how to use tablet devices in school learning were invented by students themselves. Such ideas are perhaps the result of their inexhaustible desire that emerges during the learning process. Such desire of these students should not be stopped or changed forcefully, but rather, methods to support and promote better learning should be sought. Based on class data as stated in this report, further development of education materials and studies on teaching methods should be set as a goal, as well as the continuation of data gathering and analysis of the educational effects of conducting active classes that utilize tablet devices as learning tools.
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Abstract

Pupils within the UK have had the opportunity to learn about Operating Systems within their GCSE and A Level Study for many years but the new National Curriculum (Department for Education, 2013) provides the opportunity for pupils to gain knowledge of the topic throughout their school career. Much of what will be taught will be based on theory but if we want to grasp the attention of pupils the question arises of the alternative approaches which may be available to teachers. The purpose of this paper is to consider whether these approaches should be based on the past or the present or the future.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Curriculum for England 2014 provides three pages of guidance for Secondary School Computing Teachers on what they are to teach to pupils. The first page provides some guidance on the “Purpose of Study”, “Aims” and “Attainment Targets” (Department for Education, 2013). The second page provides the Subject Content for Key Stage 3 and the third page provides for Key Stage 4. The Subject Content for Key Stage 3 contains the following bullet point “understand the hardware and software components that make up computer systems and how they communicate with one another and with other systems”. This could be taken to include Operating Systems although it is possible that not all teachers will read it in this way.

There was no requirement in the AQA A Level (AQA, 2013) or GCSE ICT (AQA, 2012) syllabi to teach Operating Systems, but the topic is present in the OCR equivalent examinations (OCR, 2013a)(OCR, 2013b). In almost all of the Computing Syllabi considered, the topic is present (see for example (Pearson Edexcel, 2014) and (OCR, 2012). Hence the growth of Computing within the National Curriculum suggests that this is a topic which all teachers need to know about but that some teachers may not have taught in previous years. It is possible to teach the topic without allowing pupils the opportunity to experience different types of Operating System although the question arises of whether it is desirable as this experience may help the pupil to visualise the theoretical context.

Teachers do not operate in a vacuum. They operate in a school which has cost constraints, an overarching requirement for child protection as well as a need for Computer Security. It is simply not feasible for schools to buy in a wide variety of computers with different operating systems just to allow pupils to use them for a few lessons while they are shelved for the rest of the year. Schools owe a duty to keep
children safe both in the physical borders of the school and within their ephemeral use of the Internet. Hence if we are encouraging pupils to use alternative operating systems we must try to ensure that they are as safe utilising them as they are on existing systems; and that requires that computer safety is maintained.

DISCUSSION

The question arises of how we could teach Operating Systems. In order to do this we need to consider what we need to teach, how we may teach it (and how teachers relate they teach it), and the constraints placed upon teachers.

What do we need to teach?

The first point we need to consider is the subject itself. Operating Systems is a large topic with a plethora of books available for Lecturers to utilise on University modules or for technicians to employ to gain an improved understanding of the systems they service (see for example (White & Davisson, 2015), (Fleishman, 2015),(Wilson, 2014),(Harrington, 2015)and (Mapp, 2014)). The focus of this paper is on the more academic qualifications which pupils may undertake which is relatively superficial - although it is recognized that modules within vocational qualifications may lead pupils to a more detailed study of the topic.

As has already been stated the Key Stage 3 contains a phrase which should point teachers towards the importance of Operating Systems as a topic pupils are to “understand the hardware and software components that make up computer systems and how they communicate with one another and with other systems” (Department for Education, 2013, p. 2).

Let us break this down a little. Pupils are to “understand hardware and software components” and hence will need to understand both the computer and any peripheral devices they may use as well as the software available in the computer system. It is possible to do this and mention operating systems only very briefly. The second part of the phrase may also be unpicked further: operating systems allow the hardware and the software to communicate with each other and have a role in the networking which enables computer systems to communicate with other systems.

As computer professionals we know that at the heart of this process is the operating system which is the most fundamental systems software program available of computers as it ensures that the hardware and the software communicate with each other. In some cases there may be intermediaries (eg device drivers), but in many cases the communication is direct.

In GCSE ICT, one board requires candidates to “have knowledge and understanding of systems software: operating systems, utility software, drivers” (OCR, 2013b, p. 6). While there is little detail present as to exactly what candidates are required to know, it is at least a topic to be studied by candidates - which is not always the case in that GCSE subject.

Within GCSE Computing/Computer Science the requirements are rather more focused “Candidates should be able to: explain the need for the following functions of an operating system: user interface, memory management, peripheral management, multi-tasking and security” (OCR, 2012, p. 8). Another board states that pupils are to “Understand what an operating system is and the functions of an operating system [file management, input/output, resource allocation, process management, network management, user management]” (Pearson Edexcel, 2014, p. 8) It is clear that this is much more explicit than was the case at GCSE ICT or in the National Curriculum but the two lists are not identical in terms of what needs to be studied. The AQA board makes no explicit mention of the term operating system within its GCSE Computer Science syllabus although it does mention areas such as Computer Hardware.
Pupils within England are now required to be engaged in education or training until they attain 18 years of age (note that this does not have to be full time) (Gov.uk, 2014). Hence an increased number of students may remain in education and may pursue A Level studies. At A Level the AQA Computer Science Syllabus requires pupils to "Understand the need for, and functions of the following system software: • operating systems (OSs) • utility programs • libraries • translators (compiler, assembler, interpreter)." (AQA, 2015, p. 26). This does distinguish between different types of system software but isn’t explicit about what elements need to be taught. In contrast the OCR Computer Science Syllabus (a) The need for, Function and purpose of operating systems.(b) Memory Management (paging, segmentation and virtual memory). (c) Interrupts, the role of interrupts and Interrupt Service Routines (ISR), role within the Fetch- Decode-Execute Cycle.(d) Scheduling: round robin, first come first served, multi-level feedback queues, shortest job first and shortest remaining time.(e) Distributed, embedded, multi-tasking, multi-user and Real Time operating systems.(f) BIOS.(g) Device drivers.(h) Virtual machines, any instance where software is used to take on the function of a machine, including executing intermediate code or running an operating system within another." (OCR, 2014, p. 7). It can clearly be seen that the OCR requirements are more detailed than the AQA equivalent or the earlier syllabi considered. Hence it is this list which will be considered in terms of what pupils need to know about Operating Systems rather than any other.

As Teachers and Lecturers we also know many types of operating systems which are available for us to use and we know that operating systems are types of systems software. But pupils will need this to be explicitly explained to them. These explanations may be practical demonstrations, theoretical demonstrations, practical activities or small workshops.

The first item to be learned is the function and purpose of operating systems. In reality they have a number of functions and purposes, some of these may be explained in a manner which does not involve using a computer. For example explaining the functions of operating systems could be done relatively straightforwardly in practice without recourse to a computer, but the use of a computer may help this teaching to be more effective.

The second item of memory management may be done practically where we allow pupils to change settings (this is feasible in some circumstances we will consider rather later in the paper.

We can explain the role of interrupts and Interrupt Service Routines but they are difficult to demonstrate in practice by allowing pupils to access the Operating System. It is also difficult to demonstrate scheduling in a practical manner, while some types of operating system may not be easy to demonstrate as they may be restricted in their application. Although BIOS is something we should demonstrate to pupils it may not be practicable for pupils to be given access – sometimes passwords are placed on BIOS to prevent access. While it may be beneficial for children to gain access, care must be taken when allowing them to do so as alterations (eg to a password) may occur and leave the computer open to security issues.

Utilising an operating system, pupils can see device drivers in practice, and indeed install one for a new peripheral. However device drivers need to be seen in context and pupils will need to learn the theory as well as to learn through practical activities.

The final item – virtual machines is perhaps the most interesting of these items as, although an operating system provides access to an operating system such machines provide a means of allowing pupils to learn about different operating systems without huge resource constraints, security issues or interruptions to future users of the machine.
Having considered what is to be taught it is clear that some topics lend themselves to theoretical study, while others lend themselves to more interactive, hands on experience. Hence it is important to consider how teachers may approach teaching the topic.

**Possible Approaches**

Having established that teachers in the UK need to ensure that the children they teach know about operating systems in order to meet their educational needs, it is pertinent to consider how teachers may approach it in a practical way before considering the implications of each method for the school.

The first method is one which contains no practical experience with operating systems at all. Many of the items outlined as being part of the curriculum in schools can be done without recourse to computers. The topics could be taught didactically or through workshops.

A second method would be to use online websites with emulators. There are many example of these. One member of Computing at School created a list of such emulators for UK teachers to use. (Tranchino & Powell, 2014). Emulators work within the guest Operating System to allow the user to see how particular computers operate (or did operate). Many of those available are based on older computers and these may be useful in helping pupils to see some systems where fewer items are hidden.

A third method would be to have computers without user restrictions preventing them from doing some of the things they need to explore within operating systems. Some computers may not have been tied down to security settings in the first place as technicians may be unfamiliar with them (eg linux machines or Macs). Teacher A indicated that they used both Linux computers and a room with Macs to teach about User Interfaces for Operating Systems.

A fourth method would be to alter the security settings on existing computers for the lessons where practical activities are being undertaken. We will go into this further later in the paper.

The next method teachers could use is to request additional resources – for example teachers may request that a class set of Raspberry Pi computers are purchased. Teacher A noted that they had Raspberry Pis at their School – these may have been purchased for a different purpose but could be utilised.

A fifth approach is the utilisation of Virtualisation opportunities and amongst teachers who participated in an opportunistic survey, this was done most frequently. For example, one respondent (Teacher B) stated that “I have taught this using virtualisation. Allowing the students to install different types of operating systems, adjusting settings and completing installs. This allows me to look at system utilities etc with them also”. Virtualbox was the most common Virtualisation software mentioned with one Teacher C mentioning that he used it to “give students access to Windows 10, Windows 7, Windows XP, Ubuntu, Android. Here they can configure, compare HCI install software etc”. There is some question about whether it was used to really learn about the operating system itself or for other purposes. – perhaps to talk about the User Interface, or to teach about other system software. Nevertheless, it may be that some aspects of operating systems are discussed when changing settings or configuring the operating system.

The sixth approach is relatively straightforward – using a pen drive version of software and booting up a computer by changing its bios settings. The Operating system could be placed on a flash drive using software such as Universal USB Installer (Pendrivelinucous.com, 2015) which will boot the operating system so that it can be
used/tested as if it were the main system for the computer. This was not mentioned by any of the teachers taking part in the survey.

**Resource, Security and Safeguarding Considerations**

Let us look at each of the possible techniques in terms of practicality.

Firstly we considered an approach which does not make use of computers at all. Making the topic more theoretical does mean that there are no real resource, security or safeguarding considerations which may impact on the school. However it may not be the best way to engage pupils in the topic or to provide information about the real world use of operating systems within computers. Pupils may come to the topic and be unable to link their real life experience of an operating system with what is done in class.

The second possibility was the use of websites. There are also some web based OS for pupils to explore and again these have no resource implications (eg (Silversoft, 2015). The advantage is that many of the older operating systems are more basic and the functions are rather more apparent than would be the case in sleeker, rather more modern systems. The disadvantage is that children are in class to learn about operating systems rather than to learn about history. It should also be remembered that because they are dealing with emulations they are learning about what was built rather than on what exists. At first sight available to all pupils in school. However the reality is not as straightforward. There are some simple questions such as

- How many people can use the emulator at a time – will the numbers of pupils trying to access these sites simply cause them to crash.
- Who runs the site – this may be a safeguarding issue
- Are the sites free from viruses and other malware?
- Will we need to unblock sites?
- Is there advertising on the site and if so, for what?

The advantage is that many of the older operating systems are more basic and the functions are rather more apparent than would be the case in sleeker, rather more modern systems. The disadvantage is that children are in class to learn about operating systems rather than to learn about history. It should also be remembered that because they are dealing with emulations they are learning about what was built rather than on what exists.

A third possibility is that the computer settings are available for pupils to change during lessons on this topic. This may be done through technicians altering computer settings or user settings or both (unless this is the normal state for these computers). This method has the advantage the pupils are using software with which they are familiar but has some major disadvantages. Firstly, the technique will take up large quantities of technician time – they will need to deal with problems caused by children who make errors on the computer (which may even lead them to rebuild the computer), as well as time spent setting up the exercise. The second problem is one of security because we are giving children access to areas (eg creating user accounts) which may lead to breaches of network security. The final problem is safeguarding as many of the controls placed on students may be considered to protect children from areas of the internet where they may be vulnerable. Hence if the settings allow pupils to alter their settings to enable them to access any site they wish it may lead to safeguarding issues.

The fourth possibility of purchasing new items with different Operating Systems (eg Chromebooks or the purchase of Raspberry Pi computers) has a number of benefits. The reason for choosing these items was their low cost relative to a normal PC. But the cost of purchasing a cheap Chromebook would be about £150 (200 Euro) while the cost of a Raspberry Pi is around £30 (40 Euro) (plus the accessories required)
and when we multiply this for a class of 30 (assuming they will be re-used by other classes), we can see that this may be a sizable proportion of the School IT budget. Some Schools already have more than one type of operating system on computers within the school and hence these existing resources could be utilised. Any item purchased would need to be subjected to normal security policies within the school unless they were used outside the normal network (eg we could create a local network without access to the Wider Area Network used within the school). For the purposes of considering operating systems this may suffice. Where an item is to be used as part of the wider network, we need to consider the issue of safeguarding – will the controls placed on websites that can be accessed also operate within the newly purchased item.

The fifth approach outlined above was to use Virtualisation using software such as VMVirtualbox. This software is free and allows a different operating system to be hosted on the computer while the host operating system is in use. This allows users to work on both operating systems as though they were working normally in the host operating system with a program open in which they can work. The advantages of this technique are that it is possible to provide examples of a number of operating systems (many of them free such as some Linux distributions or Windows 10 Developer Edition), for children to explore the guest system as an administrator and, if they make mistakes and corrupt the system the host is unaffected – computers are not put out of action because of an error made by a child. There will be resource costs however – obtaining and copying the guest Operating System will take up technician time, as will installing the Virtualisation software. In other words some computer security would be maintained when using this technique.

A final approach that could be used is to boot a different operating system using the opportunities in BIOS to boot from a flash drive. Again this has time implications for technical staff but only in terms of setting up the flash drives and changing the BIOS settings. There is a danger in this type of process – that the user attempts to install a system as this may overwrite the normal operating system for the computer and potentially make it unusable.

Pedagogical Considerations

CONCLUSIONS

There are many ways in which this topic may be taught and there is undoubtedly a need for much of the content cannot easily be taught through practical interactions with operating systems. However where opportunities arise to teach children that there are different types of Operating systems, they do need to be used effectively and in a practical manner.

If the school has a collection of machines including Mac OS, Windows, Android and Chrome, there are no resource constraints (resources are already present) and safeguarding is not an issue as concerns will have been addressed and school policies implemented before children utilise the machines. However, it is important to recognise that there may be difficulties in undertaking certain tasks (eg setting up users) due to restrictions on pupil (and probably staff) accounts.

If the school wants to invest in new hardware (eg Raspberry Pi computers) then this may allow pupils to engage in many practical activities. The cost of such computers is quite low (about £30 plus the cost of items such as MultiMedia Cards, Power Cables, HDMI etc.) which makes the purchase of a class set relatively cheap. Pupils can be encouraged to set up the MultiMedia cards, but this may cause difficulties as existing computers will need a Multi-Media Card Reader. The problems may arise when taking out plugs from existing computers and removing the HDMI cable to link the Raspberry Pi to the monitor. This is time consuming and may be impracticable;
hence it may be possible that more resources (eg a room and monitors with some benching for networking) may be required.

If we decide to consider MS-DOS, we can explain what MS-DOS was like, but pupils may find out more from engaging in practical activities using an emulator than they can from simple discourse or from PowerPoint slides, or even a classroom demonstration. There are good reasons for teaching pupils about historic systems – but perhaps the best reason is that they can see more clearly what the operating system does than is possible with some modern day equivalents. The drawback is that such emulators are often web based and may involve large time lags.

If we decide to utilise virtualization there are certain advantages:

- Safeguarding issues may be reduced as school policies can be retained
- Children may learn to install an operating system
- Children may create users
- Children can see detail about the computer resources they may not be able to see on their normal account in their normal operating system

However it isn’t always the best or easiest way to demonstrate an operating system as creating a virtual machine may actually prove very time consuming and the machine may prove very slow because of the need to share system resources. In addition, the Technicians will be required to install virtualisation software and this will take up valuable resource time.

The final way, while probably the easiest is least secure: booting the computer using a pen drive. There are some operating systems (eg Sugar on a Stick (Sugar Labs, 2014)) which are designed to be run in this way, but others should be approached with greater caution. The benefits of using this technique include the ability to trial software in a way which will mimic its performance when installed on the computer and the ease in which it may be implemented by technicians (it will take only a few minutes per computer). However there are a number of drawbacks: For example we need to question:

- Whether pupils will attempt to use this technique to place new software which undermines computer security and safeguarding within the school
- Whether pupils may seek to use this outside the school environment which may place them in danger (eg if they use it to go around parental security blocks on their internet use)
- What happens if pupils attempt to install the software on the computer and it overwrites the normal boot procedures (this may cause great problems for the Technicians).

Hence we can conclude that there is no right way to allow pupils to gain experience of different operating systems and to see how the theoretical underpinnings relate to what they can see happening within the operating systems they use. The method utilised should be a decision for the school as staff have greater awareness of what is viable, however it is crucial that pupils are provided with the opportunity to see the way operating systems work in practice if at all practicable.

The question of pedagogy is one for the teacher who is taking a group learning about operating systems. However, believers in an active pedagogy will employ a practical approach to teaching elements of Operating Systems.
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Abstract
Use of Technology Enhanced Learning in the course of Applied Computer Science did not improve learning outcomes in the expected way. Students equipped with different learning materials enabling them to learn in more flexible and effective way did not have better grades mainly due to the fact that they were not enough motivated to learn. The paper tries to answer on the fundamental question – can flipped classroom motivate digital natives to learn.
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Information technologies course
Curricula of Information Technologies (Applied Computer Science) course is based on compromise between the level of students’ knowledge and foreseen needs of other subjects. While first point can be easily measured by questionnaires second one is hard to tackle with because of conservative attitude of many teachers to the role of Information Systems and Computer Sciences in engineering. Questionnaires regarding level of students’ knowledge has been conducted regularly since 2011. Their results are worse than expected. Students know how to run software like text editor or spreadsheet but they do not know how to use it in order to solve particular problem in effective way. This means that material from Information Technologies on the level of European Computer Driving Licence still should be present in curricula of studies.

FLIPPING THE CLASSROOM
The idea of flipping the classroom (Bergmann & Sams, 2012) for IT course was presented by (R. R. Gajewski, 2013) and then developed in subsequent papers. Motivation to start flipping the classroom was a question raised by four young teaching assistants – how to motivate digital natives to learn (Wlasak et al., 2013)? In order to have a chance to compare FC with traditional classes it was used only for the third block of classes devoted to engineering calculations and their programming.

SURVEY
In January 2014 and in January 2015 surveys concerning students’ attitude to flipped classroom were performed. In order to have a possibility to compare results with similar investigations questions were based on surveys which were conducted in Canada (Johnson, 2013) and US in which Likert scale was used (Likert, 1932). Due to this fact questionnaire which was used in the survey was divided into two parts. Detailed analysis on the answers from the survey will be presented during the conference on the poster.

Preliminary discussion
All students were equipped with all possible educational materials suitable for different learning styles like: book in Polish or book in English language, software animations (podcastings) in Polish and in English languages, supplementary portal for the book
Quantitative results

Quantitative results show that Polish respondents avoid using extreme response categories which is called central tendency bias. Respondents may naturally tend to provide "middle-of-the-road" responses or ratings for multiple items. They behave in such a way unless they already have very strong opinions toward the question topics. Perhaps students from Canada and US are more familiar with flipped classroom so their answers have no central tendency bias.

Qualitative results

There were hundreds of answers on open questions. Sample answer on the question what are the worst elements of Flipped Classroom are as follows: time used for preparation to classes, students have to learn at home, laboratories are useless for students which did not prepare at home, more time which should be spent at home, lack of contact with teachers.

CONCLUSION

Why students having all kinds of materials suitable for different learning styles have still so poor results? Perhaps mainly because they spend not enough time on learning in order to obtain better grade. There is quite different attitude to Flipped Classroom observed among Polish, Canadian and American Students. Polish students have definitely negative attitude to it maybe because it forces them to learn.
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Abstract
Many educational systems adopt the competence-based approach, with the aim of enabling a more effective learning process. As a consequence, many definitions have been conceived, at different levels and in different countries, both of general competences for common citizens, and of specific competences, related to individual disciplines, as computer science and others. But the practical application of the competence-based approach is not widespread among the Italian teachers. A first case-study is proposed here, in which the informatics secondary teachers are involved to construct a set of teaching tools, according to the competence approach.
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INTRODUCTION
The competence-based approach is occupying a wider and wider space in the field of education, in different areas and at various levels. Initially developed by the professional and vocational sectors, this learning and teaching approach has been acquired by international institutions. Its relevant evolution produced the definition of a standard level in the general competences, standard required to the citizens of the knowledge society. For the educational systems, it is important also the definition of specific competences, characterising the individual disciplines. But, whereas the described trend is steering towards a more precise definition of the expected competences for the learners, sometimes the teachers struggle to interpret this change and adopt a competence-based approach, requested to all the actors of the system. In the following sections we describe a research, which main goal is to support the teachers in adopting a competence-based approach. The “Discussion” and the “Specific competences” sections give several references on competences. The section “Adopting Computer science competences in Italy” focuses on the teaching of Informatics in the Italian secondary technical schools and introduces the area of interest of our research, further illustrated in the following section, “A preliminary analysis”. Finally, “A case-study with computer science teachers” gives more details on the ongoing research. A conclusion closes the paper.

DISCUSSION
The many pedagogical theories have been grouped into four different learning schools by Anderson (Anderson, 2000): the behaviourism, the cognitivism, the constructivism and the connectivism. Before the latter and most recent had been defined, the constructivism has been widely developed, generating various related approaches, methods, theories, and definitions. The competence-based approach flourished in this stream of ideas and concepts. According to this approach, learning is a personal evolution along one or more of the four dimensions of the competence: cognitive, functional, social or meta-competence (Le Deist, Winterton, 2005). The relevance of
the competence approach has been acquired by the international institutions, with the effect of further attracting the attention of the educational bodies. The definition of the eight key competences for European citizens, contained in the Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council (2006), started to promote a wide range of initiatives, often driven by the Ministries of Education of the member states. The key competences, also called general competences, have been coherently adopted as a base to redefine the curricula for K-10 school grades, that is for the mandatory level of education. Besides the definition of the general competences, requested to all the European citizens, similar solutions have been attempted also for the single disciplines of study, which are interesting mainly for learners and teachers, at different levels and sectors of schools. Apart the renewing or integration of the member states curricula, international initiatives have been started with the aim of defining subject-specific competences.

Specific competences
The Tuning project (2014) copes with the specific competences for various disciplines of tertiary education. The effective methods adopted to develop the activity and the good results achieved by this European project, contributed to export this kind of initiative into the rest of the world. Nowadays we can count important extra-European projects, named Tuning Latin-America (http://www.tuningal.org/), United States of America (http://degreeprofile.org/), China (http://tuningchina.org/), Russia (http://www.tuningrussia.org/), Africa (http://www.tuningafrica.org/), and TuCAHEA (http://www.tucahea.org/), for Central Asian countries, which are grouping local Universities. On the specific field of Computer Science, the FETCH project (2014) is trying to build a consistent framework of competences for the discipline.

Also at the national level of secondary school institutions, the Ministries for Education defined some curricular supports for education by competences. In this sense, the situation of secondary school in Italy is not different. After the reform in 2011, Italian schools are gathered into three groups: Licei, with a strong base of general cultural education; Tecnici, technical schools which are divided into the Economical and the Technological sectors; Professionali, vocational schools with a shorter path of 4 years. For the first 2 school-years, the definition of competences has been derived mainly from the European key competences for lifelong learning (Chiozzi, Giaffredo, Gris & Ronchetti, 2014). With the aim at adapting the communitarian definition to the specifically Italian situation, the national revision introduced other characteristics. The most evident is the grouping of disciplines into clusters, named axes, and the definition of Italian Citizenship key competences, a revised version of European key competences. Thus, this kind of national interpretation added some issues to the system (Chiozzi, Giaffredo, Gris & Ronchetti, 2014). In the case of the three final years of the secondary schools, the reference to an European definition is less evident. For the different branches of the secondary education, some general competences have also been defined. In some cases, they are connected directly to specific disciplines, considered of election for those competences. In addition, every specific subject has been enriched with a list of discipline-specific competences. In some countries, a competence is explicitly developed by more than one discipline. In other cases, only one discipline is devoted to an individual competence.

Adopting Computer Science competences in Italy
Restricting the analysis to the field of Computer Science, also named Informatics, the situation is not homogeneous among the different European member states. In some countries, there are institutional definitions of competences, specific for Informatics. But competences defined with a normative origin often suffer for an important limitation. As claimed by Dörge (2014) referring to the German situation, the catalogue
created by a normative process contains only the competences “important to the experts compiling the list” (Dörge, 2014 p. 202). And the proposed solution (Dörge, 2014) is to extend the research by a qualitative content analysis of the textbooks on informatics teaching, limiting the risk to miss competences relevant for the literature. The results of the analysis process will help to form a complete set of long lasting competences, with a non-normative origin.

Another issue, which has not be addressed yet, is the limited adoption of the competence-based approach by the teachers, at least in the Italian secondary schools. This is an issue that has not been thoroughly investigated. There are no research data describing how popular and widespread is the competence-based approach in the Italian secondary schools. In fact, to manage a detailed survey there are a lot of difficulties to cope with, and the best way is to ask the teachers. Only to refer to one of the first issues, we would like to remind here the wide range of meanings related to the word “competence” (Winterton, Delamare - Le Deist & Stringfellow, 2006). This reflects a situation of wide variety and richness in the interpretation of a relevant educational approach, but it is quite discouraging with respect to start a complete and detailed analysis of the educational system, even limiting the study to the computer science discipline and for a small area, like a province of Italy. Nevertheless, as a first step of our research, we tried to collect some data asking the computer science teachers. The aim was to collect a preliminary set of evidences and attitudes on the adoption of the competence-based approach to teaching.

A preliminary analysis

We started interviewing a sample of seven computer science teachers, in four different schools of three town of the analysed province. The interviewees have different roles, as some of them always teach in laboratory; the Italian name of this role is ITP, which stands for technical-practical teacher. The total number of the two kinds of teachers in the province is around sixty. Moreover, our research, related to the technical sectors, is specifically interested in the three final course years of secondary schools, excluding the teachers engaged only in the first two course-years. As a consequence, the dimension of the sample is representative enough of the local population of computer science teachers. The individual interviews were recorded by the interviewer and authorised by the interviewed, who are kept anonymous. The analysis of the collected data does not allow us to say a final word on the acceptance of the competence-based approach among computer science teachers. Nevertheless, several interesting elements are emerging as recurrent from the interviews. Relevant issues identified are: the students involvement/motivation, the needed time, and the distance from institutional efforts and the definitions of competences. The interviewed teachers are aware of the relevance of the competence-based approach, to develop the knowledge, the skills and the attitudes of the students. In order to overtake the traditional priority of the instructional content and aim at a wider and deeper involvement of the students, the computer science teachers often use the methods of the project (or problem) based learning (Blumenfeld, Soloway, Marx, Krajcik, Guzdial & Palincsar, 1991). As a critical factor, this approach has been outlined by interviewed as time-consuming in terms of work: with the students; of the students by their-own; to prepare the presentation of the problem to address in class; in some cases with teachers of other subjects; and to accomplish the bureaucratic mission. Some teachers are trying to follow a competence-based approach, also applying some didactical methods wellfitting it. But in these cases, they do not find an useful scaffolding in the normative definition of the competence. And the training activities on competence approach, attended by some of the teachers during the last years, do not seem to be adequate to support the transfer of the approach into the daily work with the classes.
A case-study with computer science teachers

Our case study intends to explore a different way to make competences a real application of a more effective approach to education. An action-research will support the engaged teachers in constructing their personal learning path towards the competence-based approach. In our prospective case-study, the teachers will be trained applying to themselves the constructivist approach to learning, which they often follow in their plans with classes: they will construct learning artefacts focusing to competences for their students, in this way building up their knowledge. The teachers will be sustained to form their competence on competence-based teaching in the same way the students often construct their competence through constructive activities.

We are going to start with a very small number of three computer science teachers, in two technical secondary schools. They will be involved in defining several Learning Units (in Italian: Unità di Apprendimento – UdA) to develop with the classes. The work will be also supported by a software system, enabling teachers to manage the design and definition of the Learning Unit, the assignment to the students and the assessment of the resulting learning outcomes, and helping them to cope with competences. The units will be built according to the problem based learning approach, because PBL can “enhance motivation and thought as students attempt to learn in classrooms”: the students can “better understand subject matter content” and the teachers can sustain this development process, shaping to the students “opportunities for learning, guiding students’ thinking, and helping them construct new understandings” (Blumenfeld, Soloway, Marx, Krajcik, Guzdial & Palincsar, 1991, p. 392 and 393). This aspect of PBL fits the “learning to learn” competence, a key competence which could, in turn, help to base the work of the project on competences, considering the competences as the learning objectives for the students. The teachers will design the UdAs, freely choosing weather they do it according to the institutional competences or not. The first instances of UdAs will probably have the same shape of previous projects developed by the teachers, and will be based on their reliable experiences. At the same time the research, also supported by the software, will provide to the teachers the right scaffold to identify and define the competences, all along the life-cycle of the UdA: from the design, through the development in classes, and during the assessment activities. Completed the single UdA, the teachers will be asked to observe the students' evolution, with respect to the development process of the competences, highlighted during the activities included in the UdA. At the end of the work, the teachers will have a repertory of teaching and learning tools. These tools support the educational activities, activities designed and performed in the classes following the competence-based approach. The experience will help the engaged teachers to be aware of the importance of the competence-based approach, since from the phase of teaching/learning design. The teachers will achieve this result not in order to be compliant with a normative suggestion, defined far from the everyday classes; but because they have been supported in the autonomous construction of Learning Units, then applied with the students, following the competence-based approach.

The goal of the action-research is to plan, to manage and to analyse a case-study, directly involving computer science teachers through a process of construction of professional awareness, oriented towards the competence approach to learning and teaching. This process will help teachers to intend the competence approach as a possible and effective one, not too far from reliable activities of practitioners. And it is a constructivist process to build up their practical knowledge of competence. The next step of the research will start on the next school-year. It will be the cloning of the experience done with the small sample, and will extend it to other small groups of computer science teachers, starting in the two schools hosting the case-study but
involving also more schools. The development of the second step will be supported also by the software system and moreover by the results of the first round: the Learning Units, the competences, and the discussions around their definitions. Nevertheless, in the second round the teachers will be request also to build up a repertory of learning tools, according to the competence-based approach. There will be new processes to construct professional knowledge with different teachers.

CONCLUSION

The competence-based approach is spreading through European and international educational systems. But in some cases, teachers could be found who are not applying it. We gave an overview of the introduction of the competences approach in Europe, then focusing on Italian situation, and on the specific subject of computer science in technical secondary schools. As a first result of an introductory survey, some evidences have been shown to highlight the biggest challenges met by teachers in developing this approach in daily classes. All the same, the Informatics teachers seem to be eager for project-based learning, which can be adopted as an effective driver to introduce the competence-based approach into the classes. Supported by a software system, specifically developed for this research, we plan a case-study involving a small sample, formed by secondary teachers of Italian technical schools. An extension of the case-study has been also suggested.
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Abstract
Usually the main task of Business Games is to help participants to understand something related to business. It means that computer business games used for teaching subjects are related with business-related fields like accounting, marketing, economics, management, finance. Achievements of each enterprise depend on optimal made decisions. In order to make a decision, it is necessary to use data analysis, understand data base structure, possibilities of installed information system and have competencies to choose the best tool for visualization data. In order to make optimal decisions the manager of the enterprise has to understand what software can clarify the current situation. Systematic thinking can help manager to make the best decision that will be beneficial not only in short run, but also in long run. The paper describes architecture and use of business game “Hard Nut” that would promote such thinking of the learners.
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INTRODUCTION
Designing and Computer Business Game (BG) requires multidisciplinary knowledge related with Business management, education and ICT. Education systems usually suggest that learner should processes in the training environment systematically (step by step). Designers are able to design very complex games, but they would be difficult to understand for our learners (XXXX, 2010; XXXX, 2014). Designer of Global Business Game J. Wolfe (2005) noticed the BG paradox problem. J. Wolfe, S. Gold, R. Teach, E. Murff (Wolfe & Gold, 2007; Teach & Murff, 2008) analysed in detail the advantages and disadvantages of complexity of BG as well as the relation between complexity and realism.

Most business games that have been developed for several years are rather complex (Kriz, & Auchter, 2011). The complexity of the game also increases with its closeness to reality (Meijer et al., 2014). Research of R.Teach and E. Murff shows that students find it hard to understand a complex game, while teachers find the requirements hard to explain. Thus they prefer the use of a series of small business simulations as such series conveys knowledge better than a single, large scale business game (Teach and Murff, 2008). Other authors consider use of real data advantageous (Lainema and Makkonen, 2003), that, in turn, increases the complexity of the game.

The university student has to know the environment more deeply, we propose to use the game in various modules starting from its basic form and extending it (according to the module) later (XXXX, 2014). Such an extension also further adapts the business game to multidisciplinary studies (Klabbers, 2006).
The objective of this paper is to help the student to understand the situations in real life and to make rational decision for choosing needed software, which helps quickly to make right managerial decision. Thus the game is extended so, that some decisions are made using real data, while the rest use the basic model. Such gradual and didactic solution limits the difficulties for the student both in understanding the environment and decision making.

The player surveys after the game and analysis of the database of results have shown that the players find the purpose of advertising expenses rather hard to understand and explain. Experience has shown that students find it hard to understand the advertising expenses and their distribution. It is not a peculiarity of this business game as advertising strategy is known to be a major concern in simulation play (Goosen, 2009). Simulating a realistic strategy in a formalized way is difficult, thus we decided to avoid implementing this model as a computer business game. Instead, we ask the students to make a tool, gather the data and explain their advertising expenses. As it is going to take a lot of time, both individual and group assignments can be used. Some authors consider that to be important (Rahn, 2009).

METHODS

Experienced managers make decisions based on data analysis. During their studies the students generally get enough theoretical knowledge, but they find it hard to choose the right method, indices, software in the actual practical situation.

In order to give the students such knowledge, simulation and gaming can be used. In this paper business game “Hard nut” was used to help the students from Kaunas university of technology, Faculty of Economics and business, study programs of “Business administration” and “Leadership”.

Students have to understand that the use of chosen software can require modification of the database. They also have to estimate the time and knowledge required for this work.

The basic version of business game “Hard Nut” uses neither localisation of sales, advertising localisation, logistical problems, bankruptcy probability estimation nor calculation of financial ratios. As 5 financial years are being simulated in the usual case, the students have to plan the use of tools for 5 simulated years, as the decision making gets limited time.

Common schema of involving Business Game in education process is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Common schema of involving Business Game in education process
The schema shows that every team of students is offered a choice of tools that can help in making further decisions:

- Data analysis using DB via ODBC,
- Using data from Global Databases,
- Using ArcGIS online for visualization data about advertising,
- Using ArcGIS for localization and data visualization about achievements of marketplaces,
- Using ArcGIS for localization enterprises and visualization summarized data about competitors,
- Using ArcGIS Logistics for distribution products, that requires special preparation.

Each suggested tool demands a different level of IT knowledge. Students should understand their possibilities to use it. If they do not have enough knowledge they could plan to study it in the future.

BG architecture allows students to change DB structure. Students asked to design MS Access tool for data analysis using BG DB via ODBC.

In order to find out the effectiveness of use of business game in the study process, a survey was prepared. Students were asked about effectiveness of business game in gaining of knowledge of business-related topics and IT skills, priority of possible improvements of business game.

First and second year students of Kaunas university of technology (“Business administration” and “Leadership” study programs) participated in survey. The sample included 15 students.

Finally, the relationship between use of tools (given in Fig. 1) and financial results of the enterprises have been compared.

**RESULTS**

As the students were from “Business administration" and “Leadership” study programs, representing the social sciences, and the time was limited, very advanced use of tools was not expected. Still, they have used

Sometimes the students found it necessary to add some additional tables in common relationship schema. For example, the basic version ignores the geography. Figure 2 shows an example of modification of relationships.
The relationship schema can also integrate data from other global open databases, for example, database of Department of Statistics or EUROSTAT.

Geographical Information System (GIS) can be used for data visualisation. ArcGIS online was found to be the most suitable option, because of user-friendliness. Businessmen find not just localisation of enterprises or sales useful. For example, Figure 3 shows visualisation of financial ratios on the map.

Figure 3: Example of using ArcGis online for visualization data

Figure 4 shows additional visualisation using charts.
Fig. 5 shows the geographical positions of the simulated enterprises, chosen by the players. In various cases (while choosing the place for a new enterprise, forecast of sales etc.) the density of enterprises can be important. Thus two rings are shown, one at 100 km radius, another – at 50 km.

Many students are not able to use ArcGIS Desktop, as this version requires special preparation, but during debriefing, they do see the value of this choice. It motivates them to learn to use this program.
Since different students used different tools, we how those choices correlate with financial results (Capital that the students are supposed to maximise). And Fig. 6 shows that more extensive use of tools really has been correlated with better financial results. While the use of most of those tools cannot be expected to affect the results directly, it is likely that the effect was made through making the experience more immersive (for example, even if use of GIS to choose the places for advertisements is not strongly connected with the inputs and outputs of the game, it enables the students to see the realistic level of advertising expenses).

CONCLUSION

Multifunctional and multidisciplinary use of business game has shown its universality in study process.

Further data analysis by geographical elements makes it possible to make decisions that are more rational.

Each simulation tool helps users improve knowledge and skills not only in the field of business but in other related subjects as well. That is supported by correlation between use of tools and financial results. Using simulation in study programs at
universities helps students improve practice experience in real-life situations requiring decision-making.

Integrated combined application of different technologies allows students to learn analysing data better and make well-supported and more rational decisions more quickly.

While the students say that their understanding of business environment has improved, some of them still struggle to balance the decisions. In the future, we should look for tools that could help those students as well.
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Teaching Programming in Terms of Supporting Socially Vulnerable Youths: A Qualitative Study of Capability Expansion and Approaching Digital Equity through Computing Education
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Abstract
A study on teaching programming in terms of supporting socially vulnerable youths at risk of social exclusion has been conducted in corporation with a supporting group helping such youths in a small city around Tokyo, Japan. We present a summary of the qualitative analysis of an interview taken from one of the participants of the programming workshop we held and an outline of the relevant information capabilities.

Keywords
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BACKGROUND
We consider that there is strong demand for computing education not only for the students in school educations but also for those who are excluded from and outside of school educations. To empower and support such socially vulnerable youths who have missed for various reasons the opportunities to participate in school and also in labour market, and therefore been at risk of being excluded from the process of social engagement, is urgent especially in information-rich societies.

Based on the interest shown above we held a programming workshop for beginners using Scratch in cooperation with a supporting group run by a non-profit organization placed in Yokosuka, a small city around Tokyo, helping socially withdrawn youths, known internationally as Japanese term ‘Hikikomori’, and also truant students. We made observations and interviews on how the experience of learning programming was interpreted by the participants of the workshop.

In this paper we are going to present a summary of the qualitative analyses of the interview data, which was taken from one of the three participants of the workshop, and theoretical considerations of the analyses from viewpoint of the ‘expansion of capabilities’ (Saito, 2003), which are derived from the theoretical framework of the Capability Approach (Sen, 1993).

Purpose
The purpose of the research is to derive from the learners' narratives a set of hypotheses about the notion of information capabilities, which should be applied for the exploration into the normative and practical significance of computing education for the purpose of promoting digital equity in information-rich societies. Our main concern is on the potential of teaching programming to provide general understandings of computing, which may expand the youths' capabilities relating the use of information and computers indispensable for achieving well-being.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
The workshop consisted of four days of lectures and practices from the 10th of December in 2013 to the 14th of January in 2014, and then in each of the four days...
we had the time for lectures and practices using Scratch for about three hours including brakes. There were three participants of the workshop who were completely novice for programming. Two of them were adults in the twenties who had experiences of social withdrawal behaviour and the rest was a truant student of junior high school in the middle teens. The author participated the workshop as the main facilitator, and the staffs of the supporting group partly participated the workshop as assistant facilitators. We conducted a semi-structured interview after the workshop to all of the participants for the investigation into the meaning they had found in learning programming at the workshop. Below is a summary of the analysis of the interview taken from a participant, who is one of the twenties.

- From the practices of the workshop, the participant has learned that acquisition of programming may provide an entrance to comprehensive understanding of computing through transcendation of usual manners of human daily thinking.
- Programming was experienced by the participant as the thoroughness of being active toward the computer, which may be the reflection of heteronomous nature of computers.
- The participant has fostered imagination about how computers work, which led the relativization of his usual manners of thinking and the reconsideration on usual ways of using computers.
- For the participant learning programming voluntarily means something like a 'treasure hunt done at one’s own discretion', that is to say, an exploration driven only by one’s intellectual interest seeking for something found by accident without any plans and directions.

We consider that the results show above may indicate the possibility of expansion of the capabilities which may allow us to choose the functionings of, namely, (1)living humanly achieving worthwhile purposes within given informational environment, (2) continuing learning about the knowledge and skills of informatics field to establish autonomy in the society through obtaining and securing economic background using such knowledge and skills, and (3)establishing the awareness as and continuing to be a lifelong learner in each of the contexts of daily lives within certain informational environment.
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Facing the upcoming challenges in vocational training with mobile learning
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Poster abstract

This poster presents an approach of supporting a learning project in the field of vocational training in mechanical engineering. In the three-year project Mobile Learning in Smart Factories (MLS), a mobile application for context-sensitive learning will be developed. Apprentices will have the possibility to scan barcodes on machines and receive relevant data directly at their workspace. Trainers have to support the apprentices and need relevant competencies. With regard to the creation and evaluation of workshops for the trainers, we provide insight into the planned project evaluation. The MLS project is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (Germany, abbr. BMBF).

The changing demands on the vocational education are the starting point of our project. It is funded in the focus area Digital Media in Vocational Training (DIMEBB), in which Web 2.0 technologies and mobile applications are promoted. The Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training, Germany (n.d.) describes the objective of MLS as “the development of a context-sensitive mobile application for learning and working [...] to initialize sustainable learning”. This includes both of the target groups, apprentices and trainers. Apprentices will be enabled to obtain new competencies in the working process and to reflect their state of learning. Additionally, trainers will be enabled to enhance their media competency and to integrate digital media into the daily work routine. To achieve this, the learning process of the trainers will be supported by additional workshops, which are integrated in the development process of the project and will take place simultaneously with the development of the software and didactically prepared learning scenarios.

The MLS project comprises the development of a software, the creation of learning materials, the realization of related workshops, and an evaluation of the individual components. We present the project plan and its objectives, the application features, the suspected knowledge fields of trainers and researchers, and a major project property, the context sensitivity. The project is in the initial phase. We started with first observations at vocational schools and a company.
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Abstract
This panel session enables input from IFIP to strengthen work already underway within the themes for EDUsummIT 2015 to inform UNESCO and IFIP’s equitable goals post World Summit on the Information Society. Leaders of the EDUsummIT address the themes of the conference to promote the flow of information and support. Papers to inform UNESCO Institute of Statistics global ICT survey are presented as part of this work.
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INTRODUCTION
IFIP TC3 working group for research is a sponsor of a related initiative called EDUsummIT which, like IFIP TC3, is a global community of policy-makers, researchers, and educators working together to inform evolution of education in the digital age. The EDUsummIT community recognizes the need to respond to the challenges of a world transformed by globalization and economic transformation, caused to a large degree by the development of digitally networked technologies.

The EDUsummIT community first met in The Hague in 2009 to define action steps following the publication of the ‘Handbook on Information Technology in Primary and Secondary Education’ (Voogt & Knezek, 2008). IFIP became a sponsoring partner early on along with UNESCO. The 2015 EDUsummIT takes place in Bangkok in collaboration with UNESCO Bangkok, which is well known for its equitable work in the area of ICT in education. This panel proposes to inform the 2015 IFIP TC3 conference theme in Vilnius ‘A New Culture of Learning: Computing and Next Generations’ and its themes and be informed by a panel with leaders in the EDUsummIT.

PANELISTS & IFIP THEMES
Introduced by EDUsummIT co-chair David Gibson three panellists will take at least themes of the 2015 IFIP TC3 conference, as follows:

IFIP 2015 theme Researching educational change: Davis contributions started with a chapter on co-evolutionary change the 2008 Handbook. In 2011 with Birgit Eikelmann she led the working group on educational change with digital technologies (Davis, Eickelmann & Zaka, 2013). In 2015 she is a leader of TGW1 on Smart Partnerships, which continues to focus on organisational change. In addition Niki, drawing on her
collaboration with Tim Bell, will also comment on a second theme ‘Promoting and supporting Informatics education’.

IFIP 2015 theme: New approaches to learning (collaboration, informalisation, personalisation of learning: Webb as chair of IFIP’s working group for educational research and a co-chair of this conference is well known. She has also been a leader within the EDUsummIT for some years and in 2015 she is a leader of the working group Group 9: Curriculum - Advancing Understanding of the Roles of CS/Informatics in the Curriculum”. Previous analysis of challenges for information technology supporting assessment included Webb, Gibson, and Forkosh-Baruch (2013) following discussions at EDUsummIT 2011 identified student involvement in assessment and digitally-enhanced assessment as critical for 21st century learning.

Finally, panellist, Nick Reynolds, as co-team leader of the Creativity working group for EDUsummit2015, will discuss the aims and directions of that group and invite input and cooperation from IFIP members to identify areas of interest and concern with regard to Creativity in a technology enhanced curriculum.

EDUsummit 2015

Like IFIP working conferences EDUsummitTs have led to Call to Action, an Action Agenda, position papers, journal articles, conference presentations, international working group meetings, and white papers aimed to assist people who are working for transformative change in education powered by technology. Information about EDUsummit can be found at http://www.curtin.edu.au/edusummit/index.cfm

Nine themes have been defined for discussion at EDUsummit2015, partly based on input from the UNESCO Bangkok office. For the 2015 EDUsummit working groups are also working up relevant research to discuss at the meeting. For example, the production of working papers to inform UNESCO Institute of Statistics future surveys of ICT in education (Twining & Davis, 2015; Gibson, Downey & Bradley, In Press).

CONCLUSION

From the start of the International Handbook and the EDUsummit IFIP has been involved. In this panel session will seek input from IFIP participants to strengthen work already underway within the themes for EDUsummit 2015 to inform UNESCO and IFIP’s equitable goals post World Summit on the Information Society.
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Symposium: Scaling up digital pedagogy and innovation in the classroom: research challenges
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Background
This symposium draws on our work supporting teachers to change their practice through the adoption of digital technologies in the classroom. Whilst many have theorised about how to achieve educational change (eg Fullan, 2007; Kampylis et al., 2013; OECD, 2008) and undoubtedly some teachers develop innovative digital pedagogies (Law, 2014; Luckin et al., 2012), mainstreaming digital technologies in the classroom remains a challenge for policy makers and practitioners (Kozma, 2003; Brečko et al., 2014). Moreover, innovation in the classroom is a contested and slippery concept, and a teacher’s starting point and context must be taken into account (Fullan, 2007; Somekh, 2007). In practice, teasing out what counts as innovative is complex and challenging. The aims of this symposium are to foreground and debate key issues in relation to researching innovation and educational change in digital pedagogy, both in relation to methodological challenges and theoretical perspectives.

Four papers (Turvey & Pachler, Davis & Mackey, Reynolds, Cranmer & Lewin) reflecting different perspectives and experiences will be presented. Each presenter will respond to three key questions addressed by the symposium. The final section of the session (20-30 minutes) will be led by our discussant, Don Passey, who will firstly respond to the presentations and then facilitate a wider discussion with the audience members.

Symposium questions are:

- What does it mean to be innovative? How can we define and describe innovative digital pedagogies? How do other stakeholders perceive innovation in the classroom?
- How can we judge what counts as innovative? What are the methodological challenges of addressing this in research contexts? How might these challenges be overcome?
- How can we best support innovation and change? Which approaches might be most effective?
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A PROBLEM SPACES APPROACH TO PEDAGOGICAL INNOVATION THROUGH DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
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A ‘problem spaces’ approach to pedagogical innovation through digital technologies (Turvey & Pachler, in press) draws on a framework for constructing a coherent and detailed analysis of technology interventions, concurring with Klafki’s (1995/1958, p.21) analysis of pedagogy as rooted in “a particular human, historical situation and with specific groups of children in mind.” We concur with others that digital technologies can act as a catalyst for pedagogical innovation but sustained and effective pedagogical innovation through digital technologies is necessarily incremental and teacher led (Rogers, 2003; Law, 2008; Lewi & McNicol, 2014).

The concept of “problem spaces” (Crook et. al., 2010, p. 6) is adopted to explore the genealogy of a framework for pedagogical innovation. Problem spaces are defined as those areas that need to be routinely problematized in the critical analysis of digital technologies because they are conceived as bringing tensions but also opportunities. We identify three significant problem spaces; pedagogy and learning design; teacher professional development, and; convergence of web 2.0 and school cultures. The framework seeks to move beyond the superficial dichotomy of learning technologies being viewed as either instrumental or deterministic and seeks to develop a more coherent and authentic method of analyzing for pedagogical innovation with digital technologies.

CO-EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVES ON INNOVATION WITH DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES IN EDUCATION

Niki Davis, niki.davis@canterbury.ac.nz
University of Canterbury e-Learning Lab, New Zealand

Julie Mackey, Julie.mackey@canterbury.ac.nz
University of Canterbury e-Learning Lab, New Zealand

Innovations emerge in many ways from the chaos of the evolution and co-evolution of education and digital technologies in local and global educational systems and services. Some of these innovations can be seen to serve valid educational purposes and careful leadership and management work to sustain them; others are more disruptive. Niki Davis' arena of change with digital technologies in education illustrated in Figure 1 provides this co-evolutionary framework to enable practitioners and researchers to conceptualise the complex chaos that is part of schooling in the 21st century with a teacher and her networked class at the centre of the interacting ecologies. This year Davis’ arena is being used to frame a UNESCO publication to guide the updating of UNESCO’s survey on ICT infrastructure for schools (Twining, Davis & Charnia, 2015; this version is described more fully in Davis, Eikelmann & Zaka, 2013). Although the teacher is the central keystone species in her class, research into school leadership is identifying the importance of that role in leading and managing change.

The challenge of researching such complex and chaotic systems can be approached by case study, informed by eco-cultural theories. Stakeholders and participants can be recruited to assist in data gathering in ways that improve equity and interpretation (Davis, Mackey & Stuart, 2015). This will be illustrated with research of the case study of the leadership of a future focussed school in New Zealand, undertaken in
RECOGNISING, CELEBRATING AND DEFINING INNOVATION: THE TELEMATICS CHARITABLE TRUST’S APPROACH TO GRANT ALLOCATION.
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While society calls for innovative practices in many areas, identifying what innovation might actually look like is a rather difficult task. What is innovative for one individual or group might easily appear to be mundane to another individual or group. The task of recognising innovative technological practice in social, community, educational and health areas in order to award grant moneys is one that requires a certain degree of flexibility of definition. This presentation will focus on the practices of the Telematics Charitable Trust and the challenges it faces in supporting and celebrating innovation while at the same time acknowledging that innovation might happen at very different times and might look very different for different organisations and for different audiences and purposes.

The author is a long-term member of the Telematics Trust Grants Advisory Committee and uses data from annual reports and reviews of the Telematics Trust and some anecdotal record of thinking and approaches to making awards, to suggest that defining innovation is fraught with danger and that a flexible approach that recognises the contextual nature of innovation, especially when technologies are involved, is...
essential in encouraging innovative practice and in developing skills and knowledge at a community wide level.

ITEC: ADDRESSING THE CHALLENGE TO DEVELOP AND IDENTIFY INNOVATION IN EUROPEAN CLASSROOMS

Sue Cranmer, s.cranmer@lancaster.ac.uk
Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK

Cathy Lewin, c.lewin@mmu.ac.uk
Manchester Metropolitan University, UK

Innovation, a complex concept, underpinned Innovative Technologies for an Engaging Classroom (iTEC). This was a 4-year pan-European project (2010-2014) designed to increase the effective use of technology in school classrooms. The project developed resources and digital tools which were piloted at scale in over 2500 classrooms across 20 European countries (Van Asshe et al., 2015).

This paper describes how innovation was conceptualised in the project, resulting in numerous debates and discussions amongst the team. It proved to be impossible to tightly define this complex concept; instead we worked with a collection of ideas which informed our thinking. Such ideas included change (in practice), added value, dependency on context, and degree of change (incremental, radical). The project team agreed that innovation should be based on teacher perceptions (relative to individual’s starting points and their particular context) and that supporting incremental rather than radical changes in teachers’ practices would be more sustainable and effective (Lewin & McNicol, 2014).

iTEC developed a process to support such incremental changes with a particular focus on digital pedagogy. This paper presents the resulting iTEC approach to learning design enabling teachers and other stakeholders to develop educational scenarios which were intended to be sources of inspiration for pedagogic change (Cranmer & Ulicsak, 2015). We revisit case study data from the iTEC evaluation to exemplify how teachers and other stakeholders applied the learning design approach and how they perceived innovation in practice within their own countries. We will discuss enduring methodological challenges of large-scale comparative studies such as the issue of defining innovation in different cultural contexts and, in turn, the complexity of identifying its occurrence. The paper concludes by proposing the next steps for similar research endeavours.
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Abstract

This panel will be led by members of the TC3 Task Force: Curriculum-deeper understanding of roles of CS/Informatics. Through brief presentations by panel members as well as audience discussion this panel will examine the position in the school curriculum of Computer Science or Informatics as a key academic discipline that is important in the education of all citizens. It is expected that the outcome will lead to a TC3 briefing paper.
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INTRODUCTION

In the light of a recent resurgence of interest in Computer Science or Informatics as a key academic discipline that is important in the education of all citizens, TC3 as the Education Committee of the International Federation of Information Processing (IFIP) needs to continue to take a lead in this important area by reviewing recent developments, identifying key issues and dilemmas and proposing ways forward. This panel which will be led by members of the TC3 Task Force: Curriculum-deeper understanding of roles of CS/Informatics aims to take forward this aim.

PANEL FOCUS

Previous discussions at IFIP Conferences since 2012 have established that within the IFIP Community there is strong agreement that new technologies are enabling new ways of thinking in education, new cultures of learning and that curriculum and assessment needs to change to accommodate new opportunities. The need for development of "digital literacy" and the continued development of the use of technologies for learning is undeniable. The relative importance of CS/Informatics as the underlying academic discipline and the need for all students to develop key understanding, skills and thinking approaches that emerge from Computer Science/Informatics is less clear. This uncertainty is mirrored in curriculum developments across the globe. In some countries a recent resurgence of focus on Computer Science is driven by economic imperative to create more computer scientists. At the same time many educators see the importance of people understanding the capabilities of computers so that they can exploit technologies for their own use as well as take their place as informed citizens. This new thinking and
understanding is not the basic digital literacy whose importance is already well-established but a set of skills, understanding and thinking that can only be developed by engaging with understanding Computer science, how computers work and designing and creating computer-based solutions, including through programming.

Key questions emerging are:

1) What is the range of skills and understanding that should be developed?
2) Are such skills and understanding necessary for everyone?
3) At what age should such education commence and to what extent should it be/remain compulsory?
4) What pedagogical approaches are likely to be appropriate?

PANELISTS & FORMAT OF THE SESSION

Each panel member will talk for approximately 10 minutes on one or more of these questions and then the discussion will be open to the audience. Panel members will talk from their varying experience of their own national situation as well as their internationally-based research.

CONCLUSION

A key outcome of this panel will be a position paper which is currently in draft form. This paper will then be reviewed by the TC3 Committee with a view to it being ratified as a TC3 briefing paper.

Views and perspectives

A VIEW FROM THE UK

Mary Webb

Review of the ICT curriculum in the UK (The Royal Society, 2012) identified a need for fundamental reform: a major concern was that the curriculum had become unbalanced with too much emphasis on basic digital skills at the expense of deeper understanding of concepts. The new curriculum in England for Computing introduced in 2014 recognises the value of Computer Science as the underlying academic discipline and expects pupils to "understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science" as well as being able to "analyse problems in computational terms, and have repeated practical experience of writing computer programs in order to solve such problems". This does not mean that all of the "old ICT curriculum" has been dropped completely: students are still expected to be able to evaluate and apply information technology and to be "responsible, competent, confident and creative users of ICT".

Those of us who have been working in Computing Education for many years are delighted by these curriculum changes: in recent years many of the teachers, with degrees in computer science, whom I have trained have been deeply frustrated by constraints of the school curriculum. So we are all working very hard now to make this new curriculum work and to support teachers in developing their knowledge and pedagogy. We recognise that there are high risks and major challenges to address, in particular: insufficient Computing teachers with the appropriate knowledge of the subject matter; persuading schools to find sufficient time for the new curriculum; ensuring assessment supports and enables exciting and challenging learning in
Computer Science and identifying appropriate pedagogical approaches to achieve this.

One of the important and more general issues arising from the experience in England is how to avoid such curriculum degeneration in future. There are several important factors that contributed to the demise of Computer Science in the curriculum including problems with our assessment and accountability system; weak specification of the curriculum leading to too much ambiguity; lack of understanding of most people of the importance of Computer Science. This last factor remains a significant problem: even people in the IT industry are prone to state that Computing is just a practical subject and there is no need for the underlying theory. There is also a current problem with the perception of programming as just coding. As Computer Science educators we need to not only examine the rationale and content of curriculum but also how to communicate the importance of Computer Science to all learners and the general public.

A consideration of curriculum theory (Webb 2014) and experiences of curriculum design in other subjects suggest that we need to live with uncertainty and to accept the need for a dynamic and continually renegotiated curriculum. However there are epistemological considerations and constraints which can guide curriculum design. A key consideration should be learners’ entitlement (Young, 2013) and identifying the knowledge that might constitute at least part of this entitlement must be an important part of the endeavours of those in the discipline that understand the current state of disciplinary knowledge. While the identification of such knowledge is no doubt made more complex by the changing nature of knowledge brought about by the knowledge society, it is clear that in computer science, some knowledge is sufficiently stable to be classified as “powerful knowledge” (Young, 2013).

The approach we are taking in England is to specify a strong and challenging curriculum content of knowledge, understanding and skills underpinned by computer science and emphasising computational thinking up to the age of 14. From 14 to 16 students are still expected to develop their understanding of computing but have the opportunity to specialise in computer science or IT as well as continuing to develop their digital literacy. Developing appropriate pedagogical approaches for students of a range of ability remains challenging. On the Teaching London Computing Project (TLC.org.uk), a professional development programme for existing ICT teachers across London, we emphasise the importance of combinations of “unplugged “ activities as well as practical hands-on experience.
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A VIEW FROM NEW ZEALAND

Niki Davis

Aotearoa New Zealand, especially the region of Canterbury which is home to a number of software companies with a global reach, provides an interesting perspective on Computer Science education. Canterbury is also home to Tim Bell leads a worldwide collaboration to produce strategically important research and development with online ‘text books’ that are used world wide, namely Computer Science Unplugged (Bell 2013) and the Computer Science Fieldguide for Teachers,
which we also use and develop as part of our postgraduate programme for teachers of Computer Science education. Computer Science disappeared from the high school curriculum for a number of years and was introduced again in 2012 as an examination subject for seniors in high schools (NCEA Digital Technologies standards; NCEA is the summative final examination system in New Zealand) (Bell 2014). The reintroduction for high school only provides evidence that delaying the introduction of computing concepts to the last 2-3 years of school is not effective. The acquisition of programming knowledge and skills appears to be particularly challenging for students, and even more so for teachers. Duncan, Bell and other colleagues in the University of Canterbury are researching when and how Computer Science is best introduced into schools (e.g. Duncan, Bell & Tanimoto, 2014).

Bell and Computer Science colleagues in other New Zealand universities have recognised the importance of professional development for school teachers and their difficulties in acquiring enough knowledge and skills as mature adults (Bell et al., 2013). Therefore we have developed a course for practicing teachers that involves them actively developing curriculum resources and we are looking to develop more professional development opportunities, including most recently a course in programming and an industry placement. This is being developed in response to a national initiative informed by a report from the Institute of IT Professionals NZ (2014) that proposes “proposes the creation of a new Digital Sciences Learning Area, incorporating Digital Literacy-related topics at primary and secondary school levels as well as digital practice, and Digital Technologies focused on Electronics and Infrastructure, Programming and Computer Science and Digital Media” (Institute of IT Professionals NZ, 2014: 5).
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Digital Technologies Curriculum in Australia

Nicholas Reynolds,
Dianne P. Chambers,
The University of Melbourne, Melbourne Graduate School of Education

An Australian Curriculum containing the compulsory subject, Digital Technologies, was about to be launched in 2015. A change of Federal Government and its review of the Australian Curriculum has resulted in a delay or even the possible cancelling of that curriculum component. The reviewers were of the opinion that the curriculum was too hard for teachers and not really necessary for young children. It was proposed that it either be offered only from Year 7 (the first year of secondary schooling) or at Year 9. The State of Victoria has decided independently that the subject Digital Technologies, should be a compulsory component of schooling from the first years of schooling (Foundation) to the last years of compulsory schooling (Year 10). This curriculum is built on the notion that computing is its own specialised learning area (different from ICT) that needs its own curriculum and a way of assessing achievement through mandated Achievement Standards; something that had not occurred in previous curricula where ICT was seen as integrated and could often be neglected.

A pilot project to investigate the ways in which teachers went about implementing the new curriculum has been reported by the authors (Reynolds and Chambers, 2014; 2015). It indicated that teachers were capable of understanding the complexities of the new curriculum with adequate support. It also showed that teachers adopted three broad approaches to curriculum implementation. The project showed that teachers can build appropriate learning contexts for young children and for older students.

This Victorian Curriculum (ACARA) is built on five Key Concepts of Abstraction, Data collection (representing and interpreting), Specification, Digital systems, and Interactions and impacts (p.26). The use of these five Key Concepts as the basis for the curriculum moves this curriculum from a purely Computer Science curriculum (although it does contain aspects of Computer Science and coding) to one that attempts to address Digital Technologies as a whole discipline, a discipline where the actions and interactions of humans and computers is of as much importance as the specific knowledge and skills required to think computationally. This curriculum assumes that teachers will be competent, or can be supported to competence, to teach this learning area and that students, even as young as five, have the capacity and the right to develop the skills and knowledge required to operate effectively and ethically in a digital world.


A VIEW FROM ISRAEL

Yaacov J Katz

"Computer Science" is a major subject offered in a small but significant number of Israeli high schools that are located at the upper end of the high school technology track. These are usually elite institutions where very talented students study computer science, physics, chemistry and biology (biotechnology) (following Barak, Waks and Doppelt, 2000). However, the mainstream of high school students in public high
schools do not study computer science per se as a stand-alone subject but are instructed in technology literacy as a major medium and methodology that contributes to their learning in all the subjects that they study (following Cheema and Zhang, 2013). The Ministry of Education in Israel has a well organised and detailed strategy that directs high schools in both the enhancement of “Computer Science” as a stand-alone high school subject as well as the promotion of “Computer Literacy” as a must for any successful high school student in all subject areas under study (Naim, 2010).

In my panel presentation I will emphasize the fact that computer use in education is one of the most potent and significant means and platforms for instruction and learning in the 21st century (Alsafran and Brown, 2012). It is imperative that teachers develop knowledge and computer skills that allow them to indulge in teaching based on the transferal of knowledge within their sphere of expertise while utilising available digital databases. Thus, teachers need to be less dependent on their own knowledge of subject matter acquired during their pre- and in-service training, and more dependent on their ability to master the technological alternatives that refer them to digital sites where relevant, updated subject matter can be accessed. In addition teachers need to be technologically literate facilitators who enhance their students' ability to become autonomous learners who possess the computer skills necessary for accessing data relevant to the subject matter they are studying. Teachers need to develop psycho-pedagogical strategies that can motivate their students to acquire the necessary technological capabilities that will allow them to accurately and efficiently become autonomous learners with the ability to access as well as master relevant subject matter in all areas of the school curriculum (following Katz, 2014).
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A NEW INFORMATICS CURRICULUM FOR ALL STUDENTS IN POLAND

Maciej M. Sysło,
University of Wrocław, Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science, Poland
syslo@mat.umk.pl; syslo@ii.uni.wroc.pl; http://mmsyslo.pl/

The new informatics (here informatics stands for computer science, computing) curriculum benefits from our experience in teaching informatics in schools in Poland for almost 30 years – the first curriculum of informatics as an elective subject in high schools was approved by the ministry of education in 1985 and this subject has never
been removed from the high school curricula. It happened 20 years after the first regular classes on informatics were held in two high schools in Wrocław and in Warsaw in 1965. Today, informatics is a compulsory subject in middle (7-9 grades) and in high (10-12 grades) schools and it will replace computer lessons (mainly on ICT) in elementary schools (1-6 grades). The new informatics curriculum is also addressed to vocational high schools.

The new unified informatics curriculum is addressed to ALL students in K-12 and its main goal is to motivate students to use computational thinking and to engage in solving problems in various school subjects. Moreover its aim is also to encourage and prepare students from early school years to consider computing and related fields as disciplines of their future study and professional career. To this end, the curriculum allows teachers and schools to personalize learning and teaching according to students’ interests, abilities, and needs.

The new curriculum is built by describing concepts, activities and personal goals in five areas: (1) Understanding and analysis of problems based on logical and abstract thinking, algorithmic thinking, and information representations; (2) Programming and problem solving by using computers and other digital devices – designing algorithms and programs; organizing, searching and sharing information; using computer applications; (3) Using computers, digital devices, and computer networks – principles of functioning of computers, digital devices, and computer networks; performing calculations and executing programs; (4) Developing social competences – communication and cooperation, in particular in virtual environments; project based learning; taking various roles in group projects. (5) Observing law and security principles and regulations – respecting privacy of personal information, intellectual property, data security, netiquette, and social norms; positive and negative impact of technology on culture, social live and security. In each of these areas, learning objectives are defined that identify the specific informatics concepts and skills students should achieve in a spiral fashion through the four levels (primary 1-3 and 4-6, middle 7-9, and high 10-12).

Preparation standards for informatics teachers at each school level, teacher evaluation criteria and certificates, teaching and learning materials for students and for teachers accompany the new curriculum. Moreover, all topics in the curricula for other school subject, appropriate for including and using informatics concepts and skills, have been annotated with comments how to apply computational thinking to enhance knowledge and skills in the other subjects.
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Informatics in Italian Secondary Schools: competences re-engineered

Silvio Giaffredo, silvio.giaffredo@unitn.it
Università di Trento, Italy

Abstract
The adoption of the competence-based approach, required by the educational institutions, sometimes is not realised at school. The action research here proposed involves the Informatics teachers, to construct a meaningful repertory of learning and teaching tools. Only at the conclusion of this training process the teachers will be asked to cope with an adequate set of competences, which are derived rather than passively accepted by the teachers.

Keywords
Informatics education, computer science education, education by competence

QUESTIONS AND MOTIVATION
We focus on the adoption of the competence approach, in Italian Informatics secondary classes of technical schools, grade 11 to 13. There is a gap between the institutional definition of competences and their limited adoption in teaching. Addressing this problem, our general research question is: how can we help the Informatics, also named Computer Science (CS for short) teachers to adopt the competence-based education? This question was split into two sub-questions: which repertory of competences is suitable for CS teachers? And which methods can help the adoption of the competence-based CS teaching?

BACKGROUND AND FRAMEWORK
The constructivism is the background of the competence approach (White, 1959). The concept has been further detailed through a four dimensions model, highlighting functional, social, and cognitive competences, along with the meta-competence (Le Deist, Winterton, 2005). From this holistic model derives the definition of competence as a set of knowledge, skills, and attitudes, declined in the eight key competences by the Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council (2006). Besides the general competences, definitions of competences have been produced for many disciplines of study. The individual European member states have defined other supports to the education by competences. Referring to the three final course-years of the Italian secondary technical schools, a list of discipline-specific competences has been defined for every subject, Informatics included.

RESEARCH PLAN
The two main goals of the research are creating a teaching environment and defining a teachers training plan. The teaching environment will be a tool-box, containing a repertory of competences, several related Learning Units, and a set of guidelines. We plan to achieve this first goal on June 2016. From May to November 2016, the training plan will be defined.

We started with a small number of Informatics teachers, involved in defining several Learning Units, according to the project-based learning (PBL) method (Blumenfeld, Soloway, Marx, Krajcik, Guzdial & Palincsar, 1991). The work will be supported by a
software system, developed during the research, enabling teachers to manage the Learning Unit design, the assignment to the students, and the assessment of the resulting learning outcomes.

Research approach and methodology
The teachers are involved in an action-research, constructing learning artefacts which will be used in classes. The teacher training methodology applied is the constructivist approach to learning: the teachers form their competence on competence-based teaching through activities which construct real learning units, with no preliminary reference to the competences. During the work, the teachers will observe the students' evolution, with respect to the development process of competences, identified together with the researchers.

Findings and remaining work
There is a lack of quantitative analysis, able to measure how common is the use of the competence-based approach in teaching. So, we applied two qualitative research techniques. Some focus-groups involved sixty teachers of different disciplines, then we interviewed seven secondary CS teachers. The overall result reveals that the teachers are not eager to follow the institutional definitions of competences. The CS teachers use commonly the PBL method. As a consequence, we required the teachers to design several project-based learning units, with no reference to the institutional competences. The learning units have been applied in the classes. The results of the experiences will help to understand, ex-post, which competences have been developed during these activities, even if the competences were not explicit initially. The re-engineering of the learning units will explain the competences related to the activities, supporting the building of a competences repertory.

EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION OF PHD WORK
The action-research process of building a repertory of competence-based teaching tools represents a training course template, which can be used to plan teachers training courses.

CURRENT CHALLENGES AND QUESTIONS
The school-years and the years of the PhD research are out of phase. The current school-year will last only two more months, a short time to collect a big amount of data.
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Delivering and Assessing Computational Thinking Skills through Integration to National Curricula

Volkan Kukul
Gazi University, Turkey

INTRODUCTION

Computational thinking (CT) is a concept that has been gaining importance for the past few years. Especially after Wing’s definition in 2006, CT gained more attention. According to Wing (2006), CT is a way of “solving problems, designing systems and understanding human behaviour by drawing on the concepts fundamental to computer science”. It is perceived as a fundamental skill, similar to reading, writing, etc. as the importance is also mentioned by Wing (2006). Wing (2006) also says that “Computational Thinking will be a fundamental skill used by everyone in the World by the middle of the 21st Century”. Another point within CT is 21st century skills and standards. On the other hand, one of the skills that students should have in 21st century has been pointed by Trilling and Fedal (2009) is “Problem Solving”. They mean real-life problems and solutions with “Problem Solving”. According to them, it is important to apply knowledge to real-life problems. So, it is similar with the scope of CT.

The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) and the Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA) have collaborated for an operational definition of CT;

Computational thinking (CT) is a problem-solving process that includes (but is not limited to) the following characteristics:

- formulating problems in a way that enables us to use a computer and other tools to help solve them,
- logically organizing and analyzing data,
- representing data through abstractions such as models and simulations,
- automating solutions through algorithmic thinking (a series of ordered steps),
- identifying, analyzing, and implementing possible solutions with the goal of achieving the most efficient and effective combination of steps and resources, and
generalizing and transferring this problem solving process to a wide variety of problems (CSTA & ISTE, 2011).

When we examine CT definition of CSTA and ISTE, problem solving process stands out. While trying to integrate CT to curriculas, problem solving process can be a framework for us. In recent years, researchers and educators try to investigate how to integrate CT to classrooms or curriculas. According to Weinberg (2013), there are 4 main ways to up skill CT to students in K-12 classrooms. These ways are;

- Technology Free Computational Thinking (The activities like cs-unplugged)
- Programming Game and Robotics
- Initial Learning Environments (Like Scratch, Alice, AppInventor)
- Integrating Computational Thinking with Other Disciplines (Like STEM fields)

In Turkey the name of the Information Technologies course is changed to Information Technologies and Software (ITS). New technologies and 21st student standards were integrated to new curricula. Moreover, programming is integrated into the curricula too. In this research, one of the Initial Learning Environment AppInventor will be used to donate students with CT skills.

The Aim of This Research

In the light of these facts, the aim of this research is to develop a CT integrated model for teaching programming to secondary school students. In this model CT will be handled as a problem solving process and model will be based on problem solving.

Research Questions

- How can CT be integrated into the ITS curricula?
- What kind of activities can be used to help students gaining CT skills?
- How can students’ CT skills be assessed?
- What kind of evidence can be sought to explore whether students adopt CT skills into real-life situations?

Methodology

In this research, it is planned to use convergent parallel design which is one of the mixed method designs. In this design, qualitative data and quantitative data is collected synchronous. A simple motivation for this design is that one data collection form supplies powers to offset the weaknesses of the other form, and that a more complete understanding of a research problem results from collecting both quantitative and qualitative data (Creswell, 2012, p540). In this research design the priority is equal for both qualitative and quantitative data. Collected data is analysed separately but they are interpreted together (Creswell ve Plano Klark, 2015, p79).
Data Collection

The research is will base both quantitative and qualitative measures. In the qualitative part of the research, students will be observed by the researcher with an observation form, interviews will be conducted for evaluating the process from students’ aspects and a checklist will be developed for evaluating students’ products about the problems.

For the quantitative part, it is planned to develop a survey for evaluating the students’ CT skills. For the survey the progression chart of Computer Science Teacher Association (CSTA) can be used, or can be added more steps.
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Parallel Analysis- Accuracy in factor retention
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Abstract
Parallel analysis (Horn, 1965) is the most accurate method to confirm the number of factors/components to retain in instruments such as surveys, however, the method is infrequently used. This paper describes the process of utilizing parallel analysis with Monte Carlo simulation techniques (Watkins, 2000) as the final process to correctly establish factors after the following is completed: Principal Component Analysis (PCA); Varimax with Kaiser Normalization; an examination of the eigenvalues greater than 1; and Catell's screeplot. A simple survey instrument which investigates teachers' confidence to use ICT devices for their teaching and learning demonstrates how parallel analysis was implemented to generate eigenvalues from randomly generated correlation matrices. These were compared with the eigenvalues extracted from the researcher's dataset. The number of factors retained was the number of eigenvalues larger than the corresponding generated random eigenvalues.

Keywords:
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INTRODUCTION
Parallel Analysis is gaining popularity, especially in the social sciences literature (Choi, Fuqua, & Griffin, 2001; Horn, 1965), however, it is infrequently used because it is not included as an analysis option in many statistical packages, such as IBM SPSS. According to Costello and Osborne (2005) the most important decision in exploratory factor analysis is the number of factors to retain, however, extracting too few or too many factors, may lead to the wrong conclusions in the analyses. Different simulations are used to conduct Parallel Analysis. The ViSta-PARAN program is a plug-in of ViSta, the Visual Statistics System (Young, 1996). Young, Valero-Mora, and Friendly (2006) explained ViSta focuses on exploratory data analysis and statistical visualization methods. Most importantly it is free and provides basic, intermediate and advanced statistical methods. Its statistical language is mainly LispStat (Tierney, 1990). ViSta Paran provides for both Principal Component Analysis and Principal Axis Factor Analysis and Parallel Analysis.

Another method is O'Connor (2000) Parallel analysis and Velicer's minimum average partial (MAP) test using SPSS, SAS, and MATLAB. These are validated procedures that are commonly utilised by statisticians. The program, "rawpar" conducts parallel analyses after the raw data matrix is first read. The cases/individuals in a survey instrument are found in rows of the data matrix; the variables are located in the columns. Parallel analyses which focus on either normally distributed random data generation or on permutations of the original raw data set are done by the "rawpar" program.

A method that is very simple and most accurate to use is the Monte Carlo simulation technique to determine the number of factors to retain in principal component analysis. This method is described step by step using an example of a survey instrument. This technique was guided by (Pallant, 2013).
METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

Exploratory factor analysis with IBM SPSS was performed on a survey instrument which sought to explore teachers’ confidence to use 12 ICT devices for teaching and students’ learning. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Varimax with Kaiser Normalization as the rotation method was conducted. An examination of the results of PCA indicated there were two factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, explaining 60.66% and 10.34% of the variance as shown in Table 1. This was followed by an examination of the scree plot.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Initial Eigenvalues</th>
<th>Extraction Sums of Squared Loading</th>
<th>Rotation Sums of Squared loadings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>% of Variance</td>
<td>Cumulative %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>60.66</td>
<td>60.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>10.34</td>
<td>71.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>77.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>82.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>85.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>89.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>92.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>94.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>96.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>98.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>99.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Total Variance Explained

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis and Varimax with Kaiser Normalization

An inspection of the scree plot indicated a clear break after the first factor. To determine how many factors will be retained, parallel analysis will be conducted. Using the website, www.allenandunwin.com/spss, click on further resources, then scroll down the page to MonteCarlo.PA.zip. Right click and save to your desktop. Open and unzip the file. The following screen will be displayed:
Monte Carlo PCA for Parallel Analysis
by Marley W. Watkins

Insert the number of variables in the first box, (for my survey I used 12), then the number of participants in your survey in the second box (226 participants completed my survey), followed by the number, 100 in the third box. Then click on calculate on the below left icon. This program will produce 100 sets of random data as the same size as your real data file. The output is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eigenvalue #</th>
<th>Random Eigenvalue</th>
<th>Standard Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3946</td>
<td>.0590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2845</td>
<td>.0393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.2021</td>
<td>.0309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.1367</td>
<td>.0315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0773</td>
<td>.0259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.0178</td>
<td>.0261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9584</td>
<td>.0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8999</td>
<td>.0243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.8517</td>
<td>.0268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.7923</td>
<td>.0299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.7268</td>
<td>.0301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.6578</td>
<td>.0399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Random Eigen values generated from Parallel Analysis

The first eigenvalue here, Table 2, (1.39) will be compared with the first eigenvalue obtained with IBM SPSS in Table 1 (7.28). Since this is larger, the factor is retained. Again the second eigenvalue from Table 2 (1.28) is compared with the second eigenvalue in Table 1 (1.24). Since this is less, the second factor is rejected. Therefore one factor solution is accepted and is accurate. The factor was labelled, ‘Confidence to use ICT’.

Now examine Table 3. This output was generated with IBM SPSS during the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Varimax with Kaiser Normalization as the rotation method. Most of the items load strongly above .4 on the first component. This suggests that a one-factor solution is most appropriate. It is now possible to go back to IBM SPSS and force a one factor solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How confident are you to use the following ICT devices for your teaching and students' learning?</th>
<th>Component 1</th>
<th>Component 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal software</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External software packages</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word processing</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia devices</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital video for production and editing</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread Sheet</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databases</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital camera/document camera</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webpage design</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Wide Web</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive whiteboard</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cronbach's Reliability Coefficient .94

Table 3 Component Matrix
CONCLUSION
This paper has explained the importance of parallel analysis as an accurate method of confirming factors present in a simple survey. Eigenvalues greater than 1 and Catell's scree plot were inspected to aid in identifying the possible number of factors that may be present in the survey. Comparing the eigenvalues obtained with IBM SPSS and the values of the random results generated by parallel analysis, confirmation of the number of factors in the survey was made. This paper also discussed two other methods of parallel analysis: ViSta-PARAN and Velicer's minimum average partial (MAP) test using SPSS, SAS, and MATLAB. It was not the intention of this paper to use all three methods discussed but to select the simplest method of Monte Carlo technique.
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Abstract

The aim of this research is to investigate undergraduate students’ perception of passion and creativity in science and technology in Taiwan and to examine how passion affects their creative processes. In this day and age of the knowledge economy, many companies are focusing on developing innovation and creativity in order to compete with rivals in the global market (Carayannis & Gonzalez, 2003; Egan, 2005). Because of the increasing importance of creativity in education, in the year 2000, the Ministry of Education (MOE) published a “White Paper on Creative Education” (MOE, 2002) and with the final aim of building Taiwan as a “Republic of Creativity” (MOE, 2002). Closely related to the development of both individuals and the economies of countries, creativity research has begun to include an investigation into passion (Seligman & Csikzentmihalyi, 2000). The findings of some recent studies (e.g. Chen, 2012; Hsueh, 2012; Lin, 2010) in Taiwan show that students’ motivation and various creative strategies or skills can be cultivated by creating a supportive environment, and further enhance their creativity.

This research proposes that passion may inspire students’ creative motivation which further enhances their creativity. Specifically, I focus on Amabile’s (1996) componential theory of creativity and Vallerand, Blanchard, Mageau, Koestner, Ratelle, Leonard, Gagne, Marsolaiss’ (2003) dualistic model of passion, as well as their inter-relationships is reviewed in this research. The two theories are applied because both theories have obtained empirical support in various domains in Taiwan, for example, arts and humanities (Lai, 2006; Yao, 2006), natural science (Yen, 2007), information management (Shih, 2010) sports (Shih, 2013), gambling (Wang, 2012) and internet-related activities (Chu, 2007). However, to date, studies have not been done in Taiwanese context of exploring undergraduate students’ “passion” and “science and technology creativity” specifically from the perspective of Amabile’s (1996) componential theory of creativity and Vallerand, Blanchard, Mageau, Koestner, Ratelle, Leonard, Gagne, Marsolaiss’ (2003) dualistic model of passion.

This research is designed as a sequential mixed method approach, survey, interviews and a documentary analyses are adopted for data collection, and thematic analysis is applied for data analysis. 110 students from the faculty of computer science in Taiwan are completed the passion scale (Vallerand et al., 2003). Based on the administered test, students who show the highest, the middle and the lowest level (two students at each level) passion are selected for the interviews. Additionally, a series of interviews are completed with one academic leader, one work team member and one teacher for triangulation. Hopefully, this research will lead to outcomes that inform the development of practical ways to develop creativity in education as well as science and technology education for higher education in Taiwan.
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COLLABORATIVE LEARNING USING ICT. Creation, implementation and evaluation of pedagogical scenario

Justina Naujokaitienė
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RESEARCH PROBLEM

Today's students generation is called net generation - at an early age they perfectly use various digital technologies. In other words, technologies had already become an integral part of every student's daily life. It also stimulates teaching and learning environment and requires making changes. Network -generation students are ready to learn how to collaborate and to use different ICT applications, particularly in different online. In responding to this schools are well equipped with new ICT tools (computers with access to the Internet, multimedia, smart boards, etc.). However, are these technological tools are always used properly in educational process? Do teachers have adequate competencies to organize collaborative learning and purposefully select ICT tools and appropriately integrate it in the learning and teaching process?

Research object – collaborative learning using ICT.

Aim of the research - Substantiate collaborative learning using ICT in secondary schools and for development of collaborative learning create a pedagogical scenario implement and evaluate it.

Main research goals:
To make a contribution to the disclosure and holistic conceptualization of collaborative learning based on analysis of developing collaborative learning using ICT theories.
To reveal what kind of pedagogical scenario teachers are using while engaging to ICT and how the cooperative learning takes place in the lesson.
To describe tendencies of collaborative learning using ICT by interviewing secondary school teachers.
To create pedagogical scenarios based on collaborative learning methods and effective usage of ICT.
To integrate created pedagogical scenarios in the nature and social science lessons.
To evaluate the effectiveness of created and integrated educational scenarios.

Researches based on social constructivism approach often tries to expose interaction processes between individuals (Creswell, 2008). This will be done in this research also; in order to reveal collaborative learning processes in different pedagogical scenarios. Objective of the social constructivism study is to rely on the research participants in terms of the situation that is analyzed. Quantitative research design was selected, which will be based on social constructivism ontological and epistemological access. In order to reveal collaborative learning process the David W. Johnson and Frank P. Johanson (1991) group dynamic theory and activity theory will be analyzed.

METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH

Following the analysis of the scientific literature, the questionnaire for the survey will be developed; aimed to find out teachers preparation to use ICT for collaborative learning and what kind of educational scenarios are used during learning.
In order to assess reliability and validity of created questionnaire there will be pilot study carried, about 200 teachers will be surveyed. With the pilot study there will be tested psychometric properties of the instrument - reliability, validity. To evaluate reliability of the scale two methods will be used: the re-evaluation (test - retests reliability) and verification of internal consistency (calculated Cronbach alpha coefficient). By calculating Cronbach alpha coefficient there will be removed the reliability (internal consistency) reducing claims.

There will be factor analysis carried out to evaluate the validity. For the validity of the method there will be content validity assessment reviewing how the content of the statements reflects on the assessment task. Once the scale psychometric properties meet the requirements a quantitative study of the teachers sample will be done.

According to the statistical data of Lithuanian Ministry of Education and Science and Education Centre of Information Technologies (2014) there are 30,552 teachers in Lithuania. The estimated sample size for quantitative study (State of art study) should be 379 participants (sampling error - 5% confidence level - 95 %). Research participants will be selected using nested sampling. Using this method of sampling there are selected not individual members but all groups, for example - teachers community in secondary school.

The aim of the state of art research is to find out whether the teachers in secondary education schools apply collaborative learning and are they able to use ICT in this context. Also what kind of pedagogical scenarios are used for implementation of this educational activities. The sample of this research will be 500 secondary school teachers. Using the larger sample there is intended to maintain the required sample size, considering that the part of the questionnaires can be filled improperly.

The results of the state of the art research will be used for development of methodological tool for teachers that offers different pedagogical scenarios for implementation of collaborative learning using ICT. Teachers will be trained how to use methodological tool.

In order to assess the effectiveness of developed methodological tool there will be quasi - experiment implemented. The participants will be teachers who were trained to use methodological tool. After a quasi - experiment, findings summarized and recommendations will be made.
Model of Learning Computational Thinking
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Abstract
There is a high demand for qualified information and communication technology (ICT) practitioners in the European labour market, but the problem at many universities is a high dropout rate among ICT students, especially during the first study year. The solution might be to focus more on improving students’ computational thinking (CT) before starting university studies. Therefore, research is needed to find the best methods for learning CT already at comprehensive school level to raise the interest in and awareness of studying computer science. Doing so requires a clear understanding of CT and a model to improve it at comprehensive schools. Through the analysis of the articles found in EBSCO Discovery Search, this study gives an overview of the definition of CT and presents three models of CT. The models are analysed to find out their similarities and differences in order to gather together the core elements of CT and form a revised model of learning CT in comprehensive school ICT lessons or integrating CT in other subjects.

Keywords
Computational thinking, models, comprehensive school, learning

INTRODUCTION
Computational thinking (CT) is the thought processes involved in formulating problems and their solutions so that the solutions are represented in a form which can be effectively carried out by an information processing agent. The information processing agent can be a computer, a machine or a human being (Wing, 2006). The research focuses within the general framework for teaching programming and computational thinking in different formats (separate subjects, embedded in science studies, visual and syntax-based programming languages) in comprehensive school and higher education institutions. Gathering together the advantages of the models of CT, a new model for learning CT can be created which includes the various dimensions of CT for learning CT at comprehensive school level.

REVISED MODEL OF LEARNING COMPUTATIONAL THINKING
This paper presents the models of CT found in the academic journals from three different perspectives. Research was done through a systematic search with the EBSCO Discovery Search tool using the following steps: The search term “computational thinking” was used to make a search in the EBSCO Discovery Search. All of the three most often applied CT approaches (Interaction between a Human and a Computer, Conceptual Model, and Engineering Design) have advantages and disadvantages. When gathering together the advantages of all the models, a new model for learning CT can be created which includes the various dimensions of CT for learning CT at comprehensive school level (Figure 4).

The revised model of learning CT includes three main components derived from previous models of CT:

1. Interaction between a Human and a Computer in the model of learning CT has a vital role and is presented in Figure 4 as the centre of the model (Cooper et al., 2010).
2. Five core elements of CT (structuralization, formalization, optimization, association and interaction, reuse or sharing) are included in the model because those five components of CT can be taught in various lessons, in various key stages and involve the core elements of CT (Wenchong et al., 2014). In Figure 4 those five elements can be seen surrounding the centre of interaction of humans and computers. The five core elements can be rotated around the centre and used dynamically without any fixed order.

3. 8 steps are included in the model to go through all the steps that occur during the process of learning CT (Massachusetts Department of Education, 2006). The first step in the process of learning CT should be identifying the problem. The arrow pointing from step 1 to step 2 in Figure 4 indicates that after the problem is identified, research needs to be done, and after that, possible solutions are developed. The steps are following each other in a linear way and the various steps more or less include the core elements of CT. The circular arrows indicate that when one problem is solved (step 8), a new one can be started from the beginning (step 1).

**CONCLUSION**

In this study a model of learning CT was designed for comprehensive school level ICT lessons or for integrating CT in other subjects. Through the analysis of the articles found through EBSCO Discovery Search, this study gave an overview of the definition of CT and presented three models of CT. The core concepts from the models were integrated into a revised model for learning CT in comprehensive school ICT lessons or for integrating CT in other subjects.
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Abstract
The World Wide Web could be named particular provide a unique platform to connect learners with educational resources. Educational material in hypermedia form in a Web-based educational system makes learning a task-driven process. Consequently, many researchers have focused on developing e-learning systems with personalized learning mechanisms to assist on-line. Although most personalized systems consider learner preferences, interests and browsing behaviors when providing personalized curriculum sequencing services. Systems usually neglect to consider whether learner ability and the difficulty level of the recommended curricula are matched to each other. It is therefore worthwhile to continue researches in this area of learning. Find solutions to personalized e-learning services to increasingly higher quality of education.

Research questions and motivation
“Lifelong learning”, “real time studying”, “personalized learning”, is the most popular terms for our life necessity. It is appropriate to improve it, which helps to create a more educated generation. E-learning development, this is one of many ways to improve the learning environment. The aim of this article is to set the changing of e-learning algorithm in relation to the learner. For this aim are fallow tasks:

1) To review the literature of e-learning development personalized.
2) Compare the two e-learning models.
3) Create the direction of the exchange algorithm.

BACKGROUND
It is appropriate to analyze and improve the e-learning area, it is important for us and our generation. We are entering the e-World. One special part of it is an e-University that supports e-Learning and provides e-Teaching services. Graduates must be well prepared for working in, with and through the e-World. e-Learning and e-Teaching services are necessary to support modern students learning and help academics to provide excellent teaching. (Goscinski, AM 2003) On the other hand e-learning is in serious doubt and makes discuss the quality of knowledge and skills. This is another aspect of why e-learning need to be more research. The increased use of e-learning techniques as an accepted form of teaching has resulted in a growing volume of academic research dedicated to their assessment. Despite the importance of the technique, there is little comprehensive knowledge on e-learning, especially in non-educational fields. (Chen, Liang-Chu 2008) Focus on individuality and personal skills currently very successful emphasis on teaching (and learning) form for learning new knowledge and skills. Customizing a learning environment to optimize personal learning has recently become a popular trend in e-learning. Because creativity has become an essential skill in the current e-learning epoch, this study aims to develop a personalized creativity learning system that is based on the data mining technique of decision trees to provide personalized learning paths for optimizing the performance of creativity (Lin, Chun Fu 2008) Personalization is becoming a key issue in designing effective e-learning systems and, in this context, a promising solution is represented by software agents. Usually, these systems provide the student with a student agent that interacts with a site agent associated with each e-learning site. (Rosaci, 2014) One way to personalize the e-learning environment, adapting it to
different learner devices. E-learning has been a revolution in recent years in training field. This, combined with the increased use of mobile devices has caused the emergence of m-learning. Hence new problems have appeared in the training field, such as displaying correctly learning contents in a mobile device that has restricted features or taking into account the learner’s context in the learning process, who could be anywhere. (Cabot, 2000)

No matter how different devices are available for e-learning environment, it is appropriate to emphasize the standards by which quality is maintained. According. (Iraklis, Varlamis 2006) the roadmap to achieve standardization of e-learning technologies comprises the following steps:

1. First we should overview the e-learning process as a whole. We must define the operations included in the e-learning process, the information exchanged (input, results etc). In this step we should stabilize the existing practices and record the existing standards and needs.

2. The second step is to locate the main standardization bodies and have them work for the common aim. International boards must decide on the standards by taking into account the needs reported by the national form.

3. The third step concerns the thoughtful definition of specifications. The specifications should cover all possible needs of e-learning systems and avoid redundancies.

4. The final step comprises the dissemination of specifications and their stabilization into standards. Once they are defined, the specifications are communicated to the community for testing. Additional requirements or modifications are covered in this step. Once approved, the specifications become standards.

In order to understand the future evolution of e-learning algorithm for learner, it is appropriate to highlight what is clear about the future of E-Systems. According (Tom Vender 2005) it is equally important to know what is already clear for future decisions. This advanced form of digital learning is designed to provide:

1. Intelligent analysis of a student’s solutions: The system interacts with the student by analyzing the data from the student’s actions in real time as he solves problems, explores concepts, and makes decisions

2. Interactive problem solving support: Extensive, detailed feedback provides prompts to the student that encourage him to rethink his strategies and solutions, and ultimately correct his own misunderstandings or mistakes by furthering his understanding; instead of simply “telling” a novice student what the “next step” of an expert’s strategy would be, the system emulates the questions and feedback of an effective teacher Beyond passively delivering previously recorded lessons, presenting digitized textbooks, or providing memorization drills, the best educational use of technology involves assessments and levels of interactivity that approximate human levels of coaching.

3. Curriculum sequencing: The system sequences each student’s progression through the modularized curriculum by providing an optimal planned sequence of lessons and curriculum units as the student demonstrates readiness

4. Multiple learning experiences: The intelligent adaptive learning system uses pedagogically sound approaches that support students as they learn important concepts and skills; tasks are meaningful, at an optimal level of difficulty for the student, and contextualized in ways that enable students to build schemas so they can make sense of the concept within the world around them

5. Customized presentation and pace: Diagnostic, adaptive assessments are embedded within each lesson to assess mastery in a fluid, transparent way that doesn’t create anxiety for students; as a student progresses through the system,
his pace is determined by how quickly he demonstrates mastery of a concept, thus allowing pace to vary between learners.

**E-learning systems comparison**

About e-learning systems personalization steps are referred to in the (Cabot, AG 2000) article. The adaptively employed in educational hypermedia systems via a student overlay model provides the mechanism for personalization at the content level. System provides annotated associative links within the system. That trial can address the WWW in total, or the local file space. Media rich items can be stored locally to avoid problems associated with delay. It also highlights the student grouping. Link hiding (Brusilovsky 1996) Stereotyping (Kay 2000) within the student modeling structure, appears to be an appropriate technique where distinct student groups with similar characteristics can be identified. The coupling of different content presentations to the stereotyping system allows for variance in the content presented (adaptive presentation (Brusilovsky 1996)).

It is also mentioned student task analysis and evaluation capabilities. That feedback is achieved by a student in an appropriate form. Assessment at the concept level is based on a competency model which is administered online; where a concept is a skill or task, students are asked to complete a task and have it registered manually. For example, the concept we are dealing with might be the scanning of an image. The concept might be demonstrated and the student asked to perform the task; completion of this task is manually registered. Suitability should also pertain to both the course model (pre-requisites, outcomes) and the formal assessment, and students. (Kay 2000) The following hints about e-system opportunities for a role within a number of theory. The fact that a learning objects can have a role within a number of theories, constitutes a network. The fact that some phases precede others is analogous to the pre-requisite relationship of the concepts within AMLE. With more instructional methodologies defined in terms of phases with corresponding learning objects in the LE, the student too might select a particular methodology; here the LE would automate the delivery by searching the network of objects (Dr. Jill Slay, 2000). The analysis of modern learning should be akcentas motivation to learn. According (Vassileva, J 2008) generally, the motivation for learning is to satisfy a short-term goal; it is “solution-driven” rather than “learning on principle.” Often, the motivation for learning is social, e.g., finds a curious fact to impress peers or to help with a task that a group in which the learner is a member at the moment has undertaken together (e.g., finding a strategy for a particular type of attack in an online multiplayer game or a group project in class).

---

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2. A comparison of evolving e-learning system vs. adaptive e-learning system.**

(Tiffany, YaTANG 2010)
In Figure 2, are two kinds of collaboration in the system. One is the collaboration between the system and the user, another is the collaboration between the system and the open Web (Vassileva, J 2008). Users do not have direct interactions with the open Web. Learners are free to learn whatever they want, which is different from the majority of other web-based learning systems. The system shown in Figure 3 diversification (Vassileva, J 2008) is ability to make smart, adaptive recommendations based on the system's Observations of learners' activities throughout their learning, and theme cumulated ratings given by the learners. Each paper is tagged based on its content and technical aspects. Learners are required to give feedback (ratings) towards the papers recommended to them. Therefore, according to both the usage and ratings of a paper, the system will adaptively change a paper's tags, and determine whether or not the paper should be kept, deleted or put into a backup list. Two of the major techniques that would be adopted include collaborative filtering and data clustering which have seldom been reported in the artificial intelligence in education literature. (Tiffany, YaTANG 2010)

![Figure 3. E-learning Zone of Optimized Learning](image)

One of today's next generation technology innovations now available to schools is intelligent adaptive learning (IAL), which serves to individualize and, to some extent, personalize learning for each student. Intelligent adaptive learning is defined as digital learning that immerses students in modular learning environments where every decision a student makes is captured, considered in the context of sound learning theory, and then used to guide the student's learning experiences, to adjust the student's path and pace within and between lessons, and to provide formative and summative data to the student's teacher. This type of learning tailors instruction to each student's unique needs, current understandings, and interests, while ensuring that all responses subscribe to sound pedagogy. (Tiffany, YaTANG 2010)

**Prognostication**

The following is a comparison of the described previously in the e-learning algorithms Systems projections into the future. It should be noted that the older algorithm
predictions of the future in line with the current e-learning system algorithm. Under this situation is the present-future prediction of e-learning algorithm.

| 1. how learners can be **actively engaged** in the learning process. | 1.1. Adapt the sequencing of the curriculum and associated learning experiences. |
| 1.2. Individualize the pace of learning. |
| 1.3. In A Cost Effective Way? |
| 2. tools and activities that promote the **construction** of new student knowledge in student centered ways; |
| 2.4. Student engagement through gaming. |
| 2.5. The effectiveness of tutoring through a continuous stream of intelligent feedback to the user, the system, and the teacher. |
| 3. how learners can work **collaboratively**; |
| 3.1. Student engagement through gaming |
| 4. ensuring engagement in complex and ill-structured contextual problems; |
| 4.1. The effectiveness of tutoring through a continuous stream of intelligent feedback to the user, the system, and the teacher. |
| 4.2. Individualized sequencing of the curriculum and associated learning experiences for each student. |
| 4.3. The regulation of cognitive load. |
| 4.4. The individualized pace of learning. |
| 4.5. Get The Learning Results. |
| 5. how best to provide for **student reflection** of learning; |
| 5.1. Individualized sequencing of the curriculum and associated learning experiences for each student. |
| 5.2. The regulation of cognitive load. |
| 5.3. Attainable Through Tutoring. |

**Table.1 E-learning algorithm identity in 2000 and 2014 years**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2014 years</th>
<th>2017 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Adapt the sequencing of the curriculum and associated learning experiences. 1.2 Individualize the pace of learning. 1.3 Cost Effective Way?</td>
<td>Some of the e-learning environment combined with other e-sources. E-health systems, e-banking, e-sports, ... and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Student engagement through gaming. 2.2 The effectiveness of tutoring through a continuous stream of intelligent feedback to the user, the system, and the teacher.</td>
<td>E-learning system combined to social networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1 The effectiveness of tutoring through a continuous stream of intelligent feedback to the user, the system, and the teacher. 3.2 Individualized sequencing of the curriculum and associated learning experiences for each student. 3.3 The regulation of cognitive load. 3.4 The individualized pace of learning. 3.5 Get The Learning Results.</td>
<td>Other e-learning system participants (different status, age, social group is very good) after seeing the results of the same tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1 Individualized sequencing of the curriculum and associated learning experiences for each student 4.2 The regulation of cognitive load. 4.3 Attainable Through Tutoring.</td>
<td>Other e-learning system participants (different status, age, social group is very good) after seeing the results of the same tasks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table. 2 E-learning algorithm identity in 2000 and 2010 years**

The first algorithm shows e-learning environment components. Interface, data sources, platforms between sources of learning and learners.
Comparing the first (Figure 4) and the second (Figure 4) algorithm could be clear that the extended options environment. You can choose not only e-learning course, supporting groups, communication methods test methods, detailed reporting.

The final algorithm indicated in the appropriate connection of the other elements of the environment. This connection is intentional so that e-learning systems will use the same environmental tools (coding languages, databases, etc.), as well as other platforms listed in Figure 6. In order to e-learning systems personalization are significant environmental connection to other social environments and their consumer data.

In review both of algorithms is clear that the personalization of e-learning system environment appear to need the total internet users information and database from different environment, community information. Therefore, it is appropriate to say that will be carried out in different systems or parts connection.
Research plan
1. objective and tasks;
2. review of the literature;
3. e-learning personalizing comparison;
4. e-learning changes prognostication;
5. findings;

Research approach and methodology
Comparison and prognostication

Findings
1. According to the material of theoretical background, the e-learning systems are created for a modern person who is seeking for a lifelong learning. Which means that the e-Learning System to be adaptable to different software, the, different browsers, different devices

2. Compared to a decade difference with e-learning algorithms systemes is clear that the trend does not change. The focus is on the learner's ability to make it easier to use e-learning system to motivate learners, to deepen the understanding of knowledge. Knowledge must be available regardless of time or a social group.

3. Forecast to e-learning algorithm variation of it can be said that there will be integration with other E-Systems and social networks. It should be noted that to see ourselves through others is one of the most important methods of learning, so it is necessary for the high youth and consumer base, and data flows

Main expected contributions of your PhD work
This article is part of the research literature review dissertation "Intellectual multi-agent e-learning system to personalize learning study" Purpose of literature review is to set (identification) scientific problems posed challenges related to intellectual multi agent development of e-learning system to personalize learning

Current challenges and questions
1. Lector’s role is also very important. Lectors must have excellent skills for communication and provide their experience and knowledge. Training classroom
teacher (or lector) should be able to present information in a clear way, have a lot of sources of information, real examples for problem salvations in practice tasks. Not only to provide knowledge. It is appropriate to carry out environmental studies lecturer personalization of e-learning environment to a higher quality of learners' education.

2. Learner assessment of knowledge is also important to investigate how changing knowledge assessment algorithm. Knowledge assessment methods, data and other calculations are also affected personalized e-learning to build.
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An AR Tool for Understanding Quicksort Algorithm
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Abstract

Computer Science Unplugged (CSU) is an effective educational method to learn concepts of Computer Science through hands-on activities that do not require the use of a computer. However, in some cases, it is difficult for teachers to prepare enough numbers of tools for CSU activities. Therefore, we developed AR balance scale (AR-BS) for a CSU activity to learn sorting algorithms. We also propose some worksheets for understanding quicksort programs using arrays. In our experiment, AR-BS with the worksheets helps to improve learners’ understanding quicksort programs.
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INTRODUCTION

Computer Science Unplugged (CSU) is an effective educational method to learn concepts of Computer Science through hands-on activities that do not require the use of a computer. For example, learners can understand sorting algorithms by using balance scales and weights (see the right of Figure 1). Computers usually only compare two values at once. The restriction is realised by using a set of balance scales in the activity.

![Figure 1: CSU Sorting Activity (Original and Proposal)](image)

CSU is effective for learning CS. However, it takes labour for teachers to prepare hands-on materials such as required number of sets of balance scales and weights for students in the class. So we have developed an AR (Augmented Reality) Balance Scale (AR-BS). We expect that AR-BS has the same effect as real scale and weights. Additionally, we have developed worksheets intended to help learners to understand quicksort programs.

AR BALANCE SCALE

As shown in the right of Figure 1, in AR-BS we provide a paper balance scale and paper weights and show a set of virtual balance scale on a computer screen in AR-BS. AR-BS is suitable for large class because teachers have to prepare computers, papers and web cameras and do not have to prepare real scales and weights. We also display how the number of times of the comparisons on the scales. Therefore, learners can easily confirm the performance of the algorithm that they are trying. When learners use real weights, there is a possibility to guess those weights by their hand. On the other hand, there is no possibility to guess because learners use paper
weights with AR markers, which have same a shape but different weights. Marker indicates which weight can be decided at random each time. Therefore, the same paper weights can be used next time. We use Java and OpenGL to develop the system.

WORKSHEETS TO LEARN QUICKSORT PROGRAMS

CSU is effective to learn sorting algorithms. The following is an outline of the quicksort algorithm: (1) Choosing a “pivot” from the values in the array; (2) Dividing the values into two partitions: less or greater than the pivot; (3) Sorting each partition recursively. Learners would understand the outline through CSU activities. However, there something difficult to understand sorting programs with an array. According to the experience of authors, the cause of the difficulty seems to lie in the complexity of manipulating data in an array recursively. Therefore, we propose two kinds of worksheets for learning quicksort programs (see Figure 2). The sheet at the left side of Figure 2 helps to understand how to divide the values into two partitions based on the pivot. The sheet at the right of Figure 2 shows the whole recursion process.

EVALUATION

We carried out an evaluation experiment, the subject of which are 16 undergraduate students who major information science. We divided the subjects into three groups. Group A (n=7) used AR-BS and worksheets to learn quicksort programs. Group B (n=4) used only AR-BS. Group C (n=5) used only an algorithm textbook. They also had pre- and post-test. We asked how values changed in an array in Question 1, and the role of variables in Question 2. We found a significant difference between pre- and post-test in Question 1 for group A (Table 1) and no significant difference in other questions. The results suggest that using a combination of AR-BS and the worksheets is effective for improving learners to understand quicksort programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
<th>T-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question 1</td>
<td>1 (14.2%)</td>
<td>5 (71.4%)</td>
<td>p=0.03176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 2</td>
<td>4 (57.1%)</td>
<td>4 (57.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of the test result of the learning group A (n=7)

CONCLUSION

CSU is effective for learning of sorting algorithms. However, it is sometimes difficult that teachers prepare real scales and weights. Therefore, we have developed AR-BS, which can be used for learning sorting algorithms on the computer screen same as CSU and the worksheets. We confirmed that it is effective to use AR-BS and the worksheets for understanding quicksort programs.
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Computational modelling of the fundamental informatics concepts through interactive tasks
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- Brief Background
  Concepts of informatics play a central role in all curricula and standards for informatics education at secondary schools. In practice at schools however very often the training of skills in application software is given much more room than the understanding of fundamental concepts of informatics. The international Bebras contest on informatics and computer fluency has the goal to convey informatics concepts to as many school students as possible in a way that can motivate them to be more interested in informatics (Dagienė V., Futschek, G. (2010) Introducing Informatics Concepts through a Contest. // IFIP working conference: New developments in ICT and education. ISBN 9782953728514).

  Interactive tasks are more attractive and very necessary type of tasks. There are problems with tasks representation in different operating systems, lack of export tools.
  “Bebras Lodge” is a tool for creating and developing interactive tasks. Its aim is to make the process of interactive task creation quicker and simpler. The drag & drop interface makes the tool intuitive, usable by non-professional programmers, and the Javascript framework with SVG support gives you freedom to create something more complex.

- The aim of research – to create recommendation lists of the fundamental informatics concepts according to the age group of school students. To prepare methodology of interactive tasks development and create (or adapt) a computer model.

  The preliminary research plan is:
  o To look over the fundamental informatics concepts and to identify the problems related with them.
  o To create classifications of the fundamental informatics concepts.
  o To prepare methodology of interactive tasks development.
  o To create or adapt a computer model for creating an interactive tasks.
  o To perform expert assessment of the computer model.

- Main expected contributions of your PhD work
  First of all, it is very important to know what we need to teach during informatics (computer science) lessons. In Lithuania, a lot of time is spending for teaching word processor or spreadsheet programs.

  Interactive task creation tool will help to teach students the fundamental informatics concepts in very interesting way. To know and understand fundamental concepts are very useful for every school student.

- Current challenges and questions
  A popular approach to verify classification of the fundamental concepts is to ask informatics education experts. So now (in April), I am creating a questionnaire for experts.
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Abstract

This paper presents the methodology and results of a student engagement survey administered to staff and students involved in an undergraduate engineering degree course from a regional Australian University. This survey investigated the effects of lecturer’s instructional methods; the utilisation of online materials; and preference to online or face-to-face lectures relating to student motivation to attend class and their engagement. The paper also explored lecturers’ opinions of changes necessary to enhance learning and improve engagement. Findings revealed although 95% of the students used online materials, 59% favoured face-to-face classes. The study recommends student engagement needs to be improved through better preparation of lectures, real-life examples, practical techniques such as ‘hands on’ activities, and the use of audio-visual materials.
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INTRODUCTION

Engagement and Disengagement

Student engagement is an integral component in teaching and learning in the education system from pre-school to tertiary level. It is defined as a broad positive phenomenon related to active participation and attraction to tasks, time spent discussing lecture materials, persistence in the face of challenges, and enjoyment and satisfaction gained from the completion of work by university students in an academic as well as in a non-academic social environment (Markwell, 2007; Strong et al., 1997; Krause and Coates, 2008). On the other hand according to Baron and Corbin (2012), there was a perceived trend towards student disengagement which was of great concern to those directly involved in educational organization and related institutions. Not only do disengaged students suffer academically but lecturers too are discouraged and find teaching difficult when attempts are made to teach bored or inattentive classes which are not fully engaged.

Assessing engagement

Previously traditional methods of assessing engagement among students focused on student outcomes such as test scores, graduation rates, drop-out rates and attendance (Parsons and Taylor, 2011; Krause, 2005; Carini et al, 2006). Commonly, in modern research, student engagement is assessed through: attendance,
participation and academic results; student/staff surveys; extracurricular participation; hours studying and time on task, and observed behaviours and enjoyment (Parsons and Taylor, 2011).

**METHODOLOGY**

In this study a student/staff survey was designed to assess student engagement/disengagement in an undergraduate engineering degree program at a regional Australian university. A total of 106 students and 11 lecturers responded to the survey (Turner, 2014) which investigated: To what extent the utilisation of informatics in teaching and student learning in an engineering degree course facilitate student engagement? Items were constructed differently for students and lecturers. Students responded to both closed-ended and open-ended items whereas lecturers responded to only open-ended ones. Students were asked to select the most appropriate response from among five choices for closed-ended questions: lecturers’ preparation to keep materials interesting and engaging; purpose of utilising online materials; and preference to attend face to face lectures as outlined in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey items</th>
<th>Frequency of responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecturers keep the subject materials interesting and engaging</td>
<td>All the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use online materials to …</td>
<td>Support what I learn in lectures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you prefer to watch lectures online or attend class on campus?</td>
<td>Yes, for all classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most of the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Help study for exams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid going to class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t use online materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: Survey items and Frequency of Responses (Closed-ended items)

Students were also asked to respond to following open-ended items which examined engagement from three perspectives: motivation to attend classes, changes at the university to improve learning and engagement, and examples of good learning or engagement. The questions were:

1. *I would be more excited and eager to attend class if….*
2. *What do you believe could be changed at your school to improve your learning and engagement?*
3. *List any examples of good learning or engagement at your school*

Lecturers were asked to respond to two open-ended items which focused on issues relating to learning, engagement and improvement of student engagement. The questions were:

1. *What are the most important issues for you relating to student engagement and learning?*
2. *What could be done to improve student engagement?*

**RESULTS**

**Student responses to the three closed-ended survey items**

The following bar graphs present the frequency of responses to the three closed-ended items on the student survey.
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Figure 1: Frequency of responses to reflect interest and engagement of subject materials

An examination of the bar graph shows that about one third (31%) of the respondents perceived the lecturers kept the content interesting and engaging most of the time, whereas less than half (46%) believe this may be so sometimes. What is interesting; only 2% reported the content is interesting all the time and 21% responded rarely.

Figure 2: Frequency of responses for the purpose of on-line materials

Figure 2 captures the purposes of using online materials. A total of 95% of the students used the available on-line materials for supporting what they learned in the classroom or to help them study for exams. Only 7% reported they utilised the materials to avoid going to class, whereas 5% either did not make use of any of the materials or used them for other purposes.
Figure 3: Students’ preferences to their mode of learning: watch lectures online or attend face-to-face classes.

Figure 3 reflects a total of 34% of the respondent preferred to watch online lectures only for revision. 37% indicated they preferred to watch all/some lectures online, whereas 25% showed a preference for face-to-face classes. A total of 4% was unsure.

Student responses to open-ended survey

Students’ responses to first open-ended item “I would be more excited and eager to attend class if....” were fairly consistent throughout the surveyed cohort to the areas and practices that would make them more eager and excited to attend classes. A common trend was the need for more real-life or relevant examples. 15% of students felt more linkages to industry, physical examples and samples of how to utilise the theory to real-world applications would make lectures more desirable. One student (S1) articulated: “Experience is more important than writing notes.”

Twenty-one students were critical of the preparation and delivery of lectures, of among these 5 were of the opinion that the overuse of PowerPoint presentations negatively affected their learning with a common response along the line: (S2) “I’d be more eager if lecturers didn’t use PowerPoint so much”. They preferred lectures where the lecturer wrote notes on a board.

Also in the first open-ended item, eighteen students responded that they would be more likely to attend classes if the lecturers were more interested and engaging.

Some comment relevant to the use of informatics teaching and students learning included: I would be more excited and eager to attend class if....

S3 “lecturers were better trained as actual teachers which obviously isn't really their actual job.”

S4 “the lecture did not just consist of someone standing in front reading the slides. It appears almost all engineering lectures are all about the lecturer reading his notes. If they show videos or models or other things that give us an idea of how it works, it makes it a lot more interesting. If I wanted to read some notes about a subject I would use Wikipedia.”

S5 “there was less use of PowerPoint slides. It is easy for lecturers to cover the material or work through examples too quickly when they are using slides. If they have to draw the whole diagram on the board, they have to slow down and explain each component they are drawing. I personally learn better when I work
through an example myself, at the same time as the lecturer is doing it on the board. When PowerPoint is involved, I usually can't keep up.”

Student comments relevant to the second open-ended survey item “What do you believe could be changed at your school that would improve your learning and engagement?” included:

S6 “the only update to their teaching method over the last hundred years has been the colour of the board… it will always be more difficult to write while focusing on what a lecturer is saying, scrawling, pointing to, standing in front of or erasing before you even got to read it.”

S7 “Online quizzes are under-utilised in engineering subjects.”

There were very few examples of “good learning or engagement at your school” reported in the survey, one was:

S8 “Interactive demonstrations and examples of concepts. Visual/graphical examples”.

Most students felt that competitions (such as the ‘rat-trap boat race’ and ‘pasta-bridge’ held among first and second year students) were beneficial to their learning.

Lecturers’ responses

In response to the survey item "What are the most important issues for you relating to student engagement and learning?" one lecturer (L1) commented: “There needs to be a high level of practical work in all subjects. Without that many students just do not grasp what the teaching is about and cannot link analysis to real applications.” Another (L2) stated “….achieving specific learning outcomes, particularly the skills needed to be an engineer”.

One lecturer (L3) had clearly taken an interest and had some knowledge of integrating ICT for teaching and students’ learning. This lecturer gave as an example of what could be done to improve student engagement: “Having students prepare and present 3-5 minute video group reports in two units…The videos were assessed and contributed to the final mark; students enjoyed the experience."

Lecturers’ suggestions for improving student engagement included: “Showing current news clips or video segments as illustrations” (L5); “Replacing lectures with more interactive teaching methods” (L6); and “lecturetools.com is nice for big classes.”(L7). These comments reflect some lecturers are aware of modern, informatics based, teaching methods that could improve students’ engagement. However the fact that these were listed as suggestions indicates these techniques are not being currently employed.

There were suggestions supporting student’s (S1) appeal for more hands-on and industry relevant experience: “More teaching assistance to prepare demonstrations”(L6), and “Have lecturers undertake workshops to improve their technological pedagogical content knowledge”(L7).

DISCUSSION

Students were disengaged by lecturers’ unwillingness or inability to adopt modern teaching and learning techniques. Only about a third of the students surveyed found the lecturers made their subject materials interesting and engaging most or all of the time. Surprisingly, PowerPoint presentations were not favoured by a few students who preferred the pace of the traditional ‘chalk-and-talk’ delivery. On-line facilities were almost universally used by students, but only a narrow majority indicated a preference for face-to-face instruction over on-line. This could be a result of the lecturers’ lack of
interest and/or their lack of pedagogical knowledge and training in modern lecturing techniques. There were few reports of lecturers employing modern informatics-based teaching techniques, although several gave suggestions for improving student engagement. It can be concluded that more use of informatics by lecturers would improve student engagement at this university.
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WhatsApp in lower secondary school. Can technology support inclusion?
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Abstract
Mobile phones have become a regular part of daily life of teenagers. WhatsApp is a smartphone application for instant messaging. I chose to conduct a qualitative research in a German speaking inclusive class of lower secondary school, testing this new application in and outside of the classroom, analyzing the impact of WhatsApp on school performance. This research also allows a teacher behavior analysis.
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INTRODUCTION
The Italian law 517/1977 abolished special classes. Nowadays our classes are provided with additional support by special needs teachers working in the class with the main teachers. In Italy class sizes are smaller than in the rest of Europe, we have a maximum of 20-25 children. Our goal is the full inclusion.

Inclusion means not only the presence of pupils with special needs in class, but also the daily work with pupils with different family structures, different traditions and different languages. Inclusion is not easy to realize. In lower secondary school. Teachers try to do their best in class, but often they use teacher-centred instruction forms, a good method for classes without big differences inside. How can the use of WhatsApp support inclusive education in lower secondary school?

DISCUSSION:
In September 2014 I created two WhatsApp groups with one class of the lower secondary school in Neumarkt. WhatsApp is a Smartphone application that operates on nearly all current types of devices and operating systems. WhatsApp replaces the existing SMS platform for a system that is free of charge. This class has fourteen-year old pupils with special needs and I have been working there since 2012. During the last two years I observed the 20 pupils of this class. Below is a table with their characters traits and the performances

Figure 1: school marks and general features of the pupils of one class in lower secondary school of Neumarktschoolyear 2012-2014
In contrast to the first two years, I noticed that also the very shy and calm pupils enriched the lessons with valuable observations. And the pupils with bad marks were much more motivated to study.

**Discussion sub-point 1** Can WhatsApp replace some classic teaching methods? I gave some homework every month to do with WhatsApp but the result was shocking.

Only 25% of the class worked at home with technology. The problem was not the smartphone or the internet. Pupils love to work with technology, but they prefer to stay in the same room while doing it. It seemed that they need both, the class situation and the presence of the teacher.

**CONCLUSION**

Many schools banned mobile phones from classrooms, but teachers have to find new ways to interact with students, especially in an inclusive context.

The use of technology can help to create an environment of cooperation for students who may not know exactly how to participate to the class activities. It supports the learning process of shy pupils and increases the sense of belonging. WhatsApp can support the teachers’ work and improve the connective knowledge.
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